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ABSTRACT
Contrary to the traditional view of accounting as a neutral technical practice, recent 
studies have increasingly viewed this technology as being social and institutional in both 
its orientation and effects.  An important outcome of these portrayals of accounting’s 
decisive influence within organisations and broader contexts has been to highlight the 
enabling role it has played within significant historical events.  This has included 
exploration of what has been termed the “dark side” of accounting: abhorrent episodes 
from human history in which accounting has been implicated.  Slavery is one such 
episode. 
Adopting the conception of accounting as a social and institutional practice, this 
interpretative historical study applies the concept of “action at a distance” and previous 
literature on the interrelations between accounting and the state as a conceptual 
framework to critically analyse the accounting practices that were developed and adopted 
by the Companhia Geral do Grão Pará e Maranhão, a Portuguese company established 
primarily for the purpose of trading in human beings (slaves) in the second half of the 
18th century.  As well as providing a novel addition to the literature dealing with the 
“dark side” of accounting, this archive-based case study also sheds further light on 
accounting’s potential to act as a powerful agent of social change, including its 
facilitation of episodes of human misery. 
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“All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.  They are 
endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a 
spirit of brotherhood.” 
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, December 10, 1948, Article 1. 
“Mankind cannot subsist at all unless there is an infinite number of useful men 
who possess nothing at all …  Equality is thus at once the most natural and the 
most chimerical of things.” 
Voltaire (Philosophical Dictionary, 1764, p. 183) 
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1 Chapter 1: Introduction 
… chattel slavery is the most extreme example we have not only of domination and oppression but of 
human attempts to dehumanize other people. 
Davis (2006, p. 2, emphasis in original) 
1.1 Brief Overview of the Research 
Traditional definitions of accounting and specifications of its function attribute an express 
utility to the discipline: accounting assists with formulating informed responses to the 
decision-making processes and accountability evaluations necessitated by economic 
scarcity.  While this captures an important and integral aspect of accounting, it also 
overlooks the fact that accounting – as with other technologies – can be used for evil as 
well as good purposes.  As will be discussed further in this study, accounting has been 
implicated in such regrettable episodes as the Holocaust, colonialism, repression of the 
poor and underprivileged, and slavery.  The uncovering of this “dark side” of accounting 
has been an important element of critical accounting scholarship, revealing that 
accounting has played a more significant and constitutive role in human history than was 
previously suspected.  In particular, rather than providing just a benign and neutral record 
of economic and social activity, accounting has been shown to be a determinant of such 
activity. 
 While part of the appeal of history lies in its account of heroic events and 
achievements, these cannot be allowed to eclipse the fact that history also overflows with 
human misery.  Of the many abominable episodes in human history that continue to be 
studied, slavery is one of the most compelling.  Although some recent literature has 
sought to make comparisons between slavery and other abhorrent historical events, 1
authors generally refuse to “attempt judgement about relative suffering”, claiming that 
1 See, for example, Drescher (2008) who compares slavery and the Holocaust. 
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“any such comparison is as repugnant as it is absurd” (Rediker, Pybus and Christopher, 
2007, p. 8).  However, it has been acknowledged that “slavery … has attributes that 
distinguish it from other forms of coercion and oppression” (Rediker et al., 2007, p. 8).  
As stated by the United Nations: 
slavery and the slave trade are among the worst violations of human rights in the history 
of humanity.  The transatlantic slave trade was unique within the entire history of slavery 
due to its duration (four hundred years), its scale (approximately 17 million people 
excluding those who died during transport) and the legitimization accorded to it, 
including under laws of the time.2
Portugal was involved in this trade from the beginning: 
The years 1441 and 1444 have each been cited as the beginning of the Atlantic slave 
trade ... [when] a Portuguese raiding party captured ten blacks on the African west coast 
… and sold them on the Lisbon slave market. … In 1444 the Portuguese started sending 
regular trading expeditions to the northwestern coast of Africa” (Postma, 1990, p. 2). 
In spite of this, the Portuguese slave trade still remains one of the less studied.  From its 
small-scale beginnings in the mid-fifteenth century, the volume of the slave trade 
increased steadily, as did the number of participants.  By the end of the 17th century the 
Dutch, English, French, Danish and even the Brandenburgers had joined the Portuguese.  
It is estimated that the trade reached its peak by the 1780s “when annually as many as 
100,000 slaves may have been taken across the Atlantic” (Postma, 1990, p. 4).  
Recognizing that “the slave trade from Africa to Brazil was one of the great 
tragedies of human history” (Conrad, 1986, p. 192), researchers have for many decades 
focused attention on documenting the details of the trade and explaining why it occurred.  
Many answers have been provided, but many questions remain.  Foremost among this is 
the question posed by Conrad (1986, p. 55): “How could atrocities of the kind described 
2 Retrieved March 23, 2011 from http://www.un.org/events/slaveryremembrance/background.shtml
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[in such studies]… have been committed so routinely and over such a  long period of time 
in a society which regarded itself as religious, refined and civilized?”  As Drescher (2008, 
p. 117) stressed, “participants in the Atlantic system operated within the comforting 
context of doing or seeing ordinary and customary things, even at times when they 
expressed personal revulsion or reservation about some particularly brutal action within 
that system”.  This study will contend that accounting was integral to the slave trade; it 
was an essential element of a suite of technologies that enabled and fostered a trade in 
humans and human misery.  In addition to its calculative powers – measuring profitability, 
guiding decision making processes and permitting accountability evaluations – 
accounting provided a distancing mechanism.  That is, it will be argued that financial and 
other support for the slave trade was contingent upon understandings of it being mediated 
through the neutralising and representational agency of accounting, rather than the brutal 
reality of first-hand experience. 
 This study augments the literature on accounting’s “dark side” by documenting 
the activities of the Companhia Geral do Grão Pará e Maranhão (GPM), a company 
established in Portugal in 1755 for the express purpose of slave trading.  Particular 
attention is given to the sophisticated accounting system and techniques that enabled this 
company and its reprehensible trade to flourish.  The typical “triangular trade” of the 
company’s ships involved sailing to the Western coast of Africa laden with European 
goods that would then be exchanged for slaves.  The slave-laden ships would then depart 
for the Portuguese colonies (or captaincies) of Pará and Maranhão, respectively in the 
northern and north-eastern regions of present day Brazil.  Here, the slaves would be sold 
and the ships re-loaded with primary produce and other goods to be sold upon return to 
Europe. 
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Very significant archives pertaining to GPM and its operations have survived in 
Portugal, and these provided the primary sources that underpin this research.  These 
archives reveal that the company developed a sophisticated accounting system to 
document its slave trading and other operations.  Even more importantly, however, the 
archival resources make evident how accounting techniques and calculations – many of 
which mirror those found in accounting textbooks today – were fundamental to the 
decision making processes that enabled the company and its reprehensible trade to 
flourish.  Just as it is inconceivable that a manufacturing or trading company could 
operate today without a reasonably sophisticated accounting system, so too it is 
postulated that the large scale slave trading engaged in by GPM would not have been 
feasible without the underpinning technology of accounting.  In this way, the roles and 
impacts of accounting are shown to extend beyond the socially beneficial outcomes that 
have traditionally characterised depictions of the discipline. 
In connection with the study of accounting, it has been stated that this is a 
“discipline that is widely perceived as a mind-numbing activity performed by the living 
dead” (Edwards and Walker, 2009, p. 1).  However, the study of the history of the 
discipline shows that this “seemingly innocuous practice of accounting has pervaded 
human existence in numerous and fascinating ways” (Edwards and Walker, 2009, p. 1).  
Indeed, “accounting has been examined enough over the years to recognise, embrace even, 
its questionable neutrality.  In coming to appreciate the social and organisational context 
in which it operates, researchers have revealed its uses and abuses” (Jeacle, 2009, p. 678). 
In “the search for the presences, roles and impacts of accounting and accountants in 
manifold times and locations ... histories can be employed to draw into the accounting 
agenda groups hitherto largely invisible to it” (Edwards and Walker, 2009, p. 5).  
“Increasingly it is recognized that history may be deployed as part of the critical analysis 
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of the accounting present or as a powerful way of exposing accounting in processes of 
oppression, exclusion or emancipation” (Edwards and Walker, 2009, p. 5). 
Adopting the conception of accounting as a social and institutional practice, this 
interpretative historical study applies the concept of “action at a distance” and previous 
literature on the interrelations between accounting and the state as a conceptual 
framework to critically analyse the accounting practices that were applied to human 
beings (slaves) in the second half of the 18th century.  The case of GPM extends the 
existing literature on the “dark side” of accounting, by demonstrating its role in 
promoting and enabling the Portuguese slave trade.  Furthermore, the study draws 
attention to the role of accounting in enabling episodes of human misery.  The findings of 
this research help shed further light on accounting’s potential to act as a powerful agent of 
social change. 
1.2 Purpose and Significance of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to document and analyse the role of accounting in promoting 
and enabling slavery and the slave trade within the context of an 18th century Portuguese 
chartered company.  In so doing, this research adds to a growing number of studies 
focusing on accounting’s dark side, including several prior studies that examine the 
interplay between accounting and slavery.  However, the present study is distinctive in 
several aspects.  First, rather than the more typical New World setting, it focuses on a 
Portuguese company and its delivery of slaves into present day Brazil.  There are 
important international themes associated with this research given Portugal’s international 
influence during the time being researched and that the topic encompasses events 
spanning Europe, Africa and South America.  
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Second, the period examined – being the second half of the 18th century – is 
generally earlier than that of other studies.  It addresses criticisms that the accounting 
history literature is largely preoccupied with happenings of the 19th and 20th centuries 
(Bisman, 2012, p. 13; Matamoros and Gutierrez-Hidalgo, 2010, p. 123).  Third, the 
richness of the archival records of GPM permits a much more comprehensive 
examination of the role of accounting in enabling slavery.  The surviving records allow a 
full picture of a slave trading company’s operations to be constructed, beginning with the 
formation of the company and the establishment of its purpose and operating rules, the 
details of its voyages and transactions, through to the sale and utilisation of the slaves.  
Furthermore, this study analyses the way the accounting practices applied to the slave 
trade developed and changed over time as a result of pressures exerted over the company.  
This provides a rich understanding of how accounting both influences and is influenced 
by the context in which it operates.  The research also supplements knowledge of the 
interrelationships between accounting and the state, another area that is acknowledged by 
accounting historians as being relatively “under-represented in the accounting history 
literature” (Colquhoun and Parker, 2012, p. 283; see also Colquhoun, 2009).  GPM was 
one of the very first chartered companies created during the reign of King Joseph I (D. 
José I, 1750-1777), and its accounting system provided a model to be followed by 
subsequent companies, which further evidences the importance of this case study.  While 
the accounting records of this company have attracted some previous attention from 
researchers,3 none of these prior studies have questioned or even highlighted the role of 
accounting in the slave trade. 
3  Examples of previous studies include Carreira (1982), Dias (1971), Domingues da Silva (2008), 
Hawthorne (2010) and Rodrigues, Ricardino and Martins (2009).  Hawthorne (2010, p. 3) claimed that the 
slave trade from Upper Guinea to the captaincies of Pará and Maranhão is “an understudied diaspora in an 
understudied part of Brazil”. 
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Finally, the archival sources reveal that the web of complicity in this episode of 
human misery extended well beyond just those directly involved in its operations; an 
observation that invites reflections on possible parallels between this case study and the 
world we live in today.  In particular, it invites a more critical reflection on the power of 
accounting technology and of those who wield it. 
1.3 The Research Questions 
Consistent with the overview provided in the previous sections, the study aims to 
investigate and answer the following interconnected research questions: 
 What accounting practices did this company apply to the slave trade, and what 
were the key determinants of those practices? 
 What was the role of accounting in promoting and enabling slavery and the slave 
trade? 
 What does this case study reveal about the practice of accounting being embedded 
in episodes of human misery? 
1.4 Research Methods and Methodology 
This study adopts an interpretative paradigm/perspective and an inductive reasoning 
approach, in order to understand and explain the accounting practices that were applied 
by GPM to the slave trade.  Ontologically, it is assumed that reality is subjective and 
multiple and, therefore, open to interpretations.  It is acknowledged that research is value-
laden and biases may be present.  However, it is the researcher’s responsibility and 
concern to be aware of and, to the extent possible, minimise such biases. 
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The study uses a combination of primary and secondary sources, but is based 
firmly on archival research.  It adopts a broad view of what constitutes the archive for 
accounting history research, including main accounting books such as journals, ledgers 
and financial statements, but also auxiliary books, legislation, reports and voluminous 
volumes of correspondence exchanged between the company and several different agents, 
including the state authorities.  Of the several archives used, all located in Lisbon, the 
most important was the main collection comprising a total of 217 books pertaining 
directly to the company.  This collection is located at the National Archives of Torre do 
Tombo (ANTT).  To date, these archives have attracted only limited attention from 
researchers.  Also, other collections in this archive (ANTT) provided additional and 
important primary sources of a background and contextual nature.  The Historical 
Archive of the Ministry of Public Works, Transport and Communications (AHMOPTC)
holds important legislation, letters and reports that highlight the way the company and the 
state interacted in the period under study.  The Overseas Historical Archive (AHU)
contains important documents consisting mainly of letters and reports exchanged between 
local authorities in Brazil and the Portuguese Overseas Council.  These documents proved 
to be particularly helpful in understanding some of the routines and procedures adopted 
by the company, especially those related to the slave trade.  The National Library of 
Lisbon holds an important collection from the period, including government documents as 
well as private manuscripts sourced from various individuals.  A significant collection 
relates to the Marquis of Pombal, Chief Minister of the King and the main architect and 
implementer of the economic and political policies of the time.  The holdings of the 
Historical Maritime Archive yielded information pertaining to aspects and procedures of 
maritime activity during the period under study. 
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This is an explanatory case study, which means that the focus of the research is on 
the specific case of this company, and that “theory is used in order to understand and 
explain the specifics, rather than to produce generalisations” (Scapens, 2004, p. 260).  
Such “explanatory case studies … seek to provide deep and rich understandings of the 
social nature of accounting practices [and] require an in-depth understanding of the 
company or organisation being studied” (Scapens, 2004, p. 261).  As such, Chapter 4 is 
devoted to the analysis of the context, the history of the company and main aspects of its 
structure and operations.  Issues of theory and methodology, as well as a detailed analysis 
of the archival sources, are further addressed in Chapter 3. 
1.5 Period Selection 
The period selected for this study is the second half of the 18th century, with particular 
focus on the period from 1750 to 1778.  The year 1750 marks the rise to power of a new 
king, Joseph I, and especially of his Chief Minister, the Marquis of Pombal, who is 
considered to have been the leading character of the reign.  This period of Portuguese 
history is undoubtedly one that has merited most attention from researchers, and that is in 
no small part due to the character and actions of Pombal.  It is a unique period in 
Portuguese history, characterized by mercantilist policies, enlightened ideals and an 
absolutist conception of the state.  While the expression “enlightened despotism” is 
frequently used when referring to the reign of Joseph I (1750-1777), Pombal’s actions 
would render him the title of “paradox of the Enlightenment” (Maxwell, 1995). 
GPM was created in 1755 and through to 1778 would act as a monopoly granted by 
the Crown.  Following the death of Joseph I on 24 February 1777, his daughter and 
successor Queen Maria I strenuously repudiated anything related to Pombal and his 
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policies, and this included ending the monopoly rights granted to GPM, which were 
withdrawn on 5 January 1778.  The company tried to keep operating under the new 
conditions of free trade, but its board soon decided that the company should be closed 
down.  On 29 April 1778 a new board was appointed and assigned the special duty of 
closing down the operations of the company.  The company continued to trade on a 
reduced basis at least until 1788, and its complete termination would occur only in 1914. 
The period selected for this study is justified by the obligations that the company 
undertook by being granted this monopoly, and which will aid understanding of some of 
the accounting and management procedures and routines related to the slave trade.  As 
will be demonstrated, GPM was an agent of the state, part of a broader set of policies 
aimed at developing Portugal and her colonies.  Although one of the limitations of the 
study is precisely the fact that the period under study is limited, it is pertinent to note that 
after losing its monopoly rights the company only undertook a further 34 slave carrying 
cargos (17 per cent of the total number of slave-trading cargos).  Therefore, the period on 
which the study is focused, although limited, is sufficient to offer a rich understanding of 
the accounting practices involved in this trade, the way they changed over time, and the 
likely determinants of those changes. 
1.6 Limitations of the Study 
Like any study in accounting history that relies deeply on archival research, the main 
limitation is that sources that could be helpful to understand and explain what happened 
may not be available.  However, as will be demonstrated in the subsequent chapters, the 
archival sources are sufficiently rich to support this study and offer findings that will 
yield a distinctive and worthwhile contribution to the literature.  The richness of the 
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archives is enhanced by extensive data triangulation between different archives, and 
different documents produced by different individuals. 
One other limitation concerns the choice of the theoretical framework.  “At the 
most fundamental level, choosing an ontological and epistemological paradigm and 
associated methodology for an accounting study needs to be driven by the objective of 
finding the most appropriate way to answer the research question” (Bisman, 2010, p. 15).  
This means that there may not be perfect choices in this matter, but it is considered that 
the research approach, methods and concepts used in this study are the ones that are most 
likely to yield reliable answers to the research questions that have been posed. 
Another typical limitation on this kind of research is the existence of possible 
biases imposed by the researcher in the analysis of the sources.  Realistically, there is no 
way of guaranteeing that the study is totally safe from such biases.  Some authors stated 
that even the apparently neutral task of selecting the documents to be analysed is a 
subjective action (Fleischman, Mills and Tyson, 1996, p. 59), not to mention the risk that 
documents and events from the past may be (mis)interpreted through the lens of the 
present.  It may be that the only possible way of minimising this problem is being aware 
of this possibility, and by at least attempting to maintain an impartial outlook. 
1.7 Pattern of Analysis 
This study consists of eight chapters.  Chapter 1 includes an overview of the study, its 
purpose and significance, research method and methodology, the period selection and 
limitations of the study.  Chapter 2 presents the literature review that underpins this study, 
while Chapter 3 addresses the theoretical framework and research methodology.  
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The literature review in Chapter 2 includes a consideration of the debate on 
different conceptions of accounting – as a technical practice and as a social and 
institutional practice – as well as previous studies on accounting’s dark-side, including 
accounting and slavery.  These studies offer compelling evidence and argument 
concerning the role of accounting and accountants in enabling morally and ethically 
improper actions and events. 
Chapter 3 includes a review of literature on the conceptual framework that 
underpins this study, namely the concept of “action at a distance”, and previous studies 
that explore the relationship between accounting and the state.  The concept of “action at 
a distance” as developed by Callon and Latour, or to be more precise the role of 
accounting in enabling action at a distance (Miller and O’Leary, 1987), is used as a guide 
to understand the ways in which the company acted as an instrument of the state’s policy 
and, more importantly, the role of accounting in enabling such an outcome.  Put simply, 
“action at a distance” deals with the problem of controlling actions and resources that are 
geographically remote.  In the case of GPM, the dimensions of this challenge were 
dramatic and twofold.  First, those backing the company and located in Lisbon, had a key 
challenge in monitoring/governing/controlling the activities of the company given the 
distant nature of its operations.  Second, the state itself had to ensure that the company 
was pursuing its stipulated policies.  In what relates to the “administration and calculation 
of activities within the enterprise and in society as a whole … a discursive programme ... 
only fulfils its vocation when it has as its counterpart an adequate technology” (Miller and 
O’Leary, 1987, p. 240).  According to Robson (1992, p. 701), “with the problem of 
distance there is ... the issue of the media through which it is possible to influence 
contexts or situations remote from the actor”.  He suggested “that accounting provides a 
form of knowledge that may have a greater potential for ‘power’ or action at a distance 
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than many others” (Robson, 1992, p. 701).  Chapter 3 also explains the methodology of 
the study, with particular attention devoted to the archival sources that are its foundation. 
Chapter 4 analyses the political, economic and social context that led to the 
creation of the company, and essential aspects related to its formation in 1755 through to 
the ending of its monopoly rights in 1778.  This includes analysis of the main privileges 
granted by the Portuguese King to the company, both at its inception and in subsequent 
years.  It also devotes attention to the company’s capital and shareholders, the overseas 
administrations and the several businesses that were conducted in Europe, Africa and 
Brazil. 
Chapter 5 focuses on the accounting system of GPM.  It begins by analysing its 
importance for the company, as stated in the specific statutes for the good government of 
GPM, issued on 16 February 1760, which stressed that a suitable accounting system 
would be important in enabling the company to fulfil its purpose to a level consistent with 
the special privileges it had been granted.  The chapter then focuses on the accounting 
practices applied to the slave trade, including a comparison of the costing of the slaves 
until 1773 and after, following specific orders that were issued by the Portuguese 
Government in Lisbon. 
Chapter 6 focuses on the accounting techniques used to manage the resources of 
the company from a distance.  Given the technical limitations of the time, especially 
communications, it is demonstrated how the board in Lisbon used accounting to manage 
the company’s physical and human resources and extract the maximum profit from them.  
It also addresses the role of accounting in justifying the company’s actions before the 
King and requesting more privileges, as well as managing the recurrently turbulent 
relationship with Brazilian producers and local authorities. 
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Chapter 7 presents a discussion of the role of accounting in promoting and 
enabling slavery and the slave trade in this case study, providing the answers to the 
research questions and their further implications.  Chapter 8 contains an overview of the 
findings and conclusions of the study, its contribution to the literature and to knowledge. 
It ends by addressing opportunities for future research. 
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2 Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Critical studies of accounting are a potential source of invigoration and action to abate lingering injustice 
and opportune the betterment of present and future life. 
Dixon and Gaffikin (2013, p. 1) 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews prior literature that underpins this study. It includes a consideration 
of the debate on different conceptions of accounting – as a technical practice and as a 
social and institutional practice – followed by previous studies on accounting’s dark-side, 
including accounting and slavery.  As will be demonstrated, these studies offer 
compelling evidence and argument concerning the role of accounting and accountants in 
enabling morally and ethically improper actions and events.  Despite the diversity of these 
studies in terms of location, time frame and topics analysed, the prevailing view is that 
while some events remain under-scrutinised, there are also vast and numerous 
opportunities for more critical research assessing accounting’s role in past and present 
events.  As such, this chapter will also identify possibilities for extending this body of 
critical literature that the past, as much as the present, continues to offer. 
2.2 Conceptions of Accounting 
Traditionally, accounting has tended to be seen as a mere neutral technical practice.  
However, more recent accounting literature has changed the way accounting is perceived, 
adopting a conception of “a social practice that goes beyond the consideration of 
accounting as a neutral, if not benign, technical practice” (Gomes, 2008, p. 481).  The 
way accounting is perceived has a clear impact on the methodologies and approaches 
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used in conducting research.  As such, a brief overview of the two main conceptions of 
accounting is presented in the next subsections. 
2.2.1 Accounting as a Technical Practice 
For a long period of time, accounting was viewed as a “system of measuring and 
reporting economic transactions in order to arrive at verifiable representations of 
purported economic reality” (Gomes, 2008, p. 481).  This conception “embodied 
accounting with characteristics of neutrality and objectivity and usefulness for decision-
making” (Gomes, 2008, p. 482).  It was believed that accounting techniques would 
provide a “neutral, disciplined way of measuring and regulating what was already there 
and was only to be found” (Gomes, 2008, p. 482).  The possible interaction between 
accounting and the context in which it operated was generally not considered.  This view 
of accounting has been associated with a positivist approach to accounting research, and 
influenced accounting history research for a long period of time (Hopwood, 1987). 
David Solomons is perhaps one of the authors most prominently associated with 
this view of accounting, and in his writings he advocated not only for the importance, but 
also on the possibility, of neutrality: “simply because information has an effect on human 
behavior does not mean that it should not seek to be neutral as between different desired 
modes of behavior” (Solomons, 1978, p. 70).  In fact, “unless it is as neutral as the 
accountant can make it, it is difficult to see how it can be relied on to guide behavior” 
(1978, p. 70).  Furthermore, “information cannot be neutral – it cannot therefore be 
reliable – if it is selected or presented for the purpose of producing some chosen effect on 
human behavior.  It is this quality of neutrality which makes a map reliable; and the 
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essential nature of accounting, I believe, is cartographic” (1978, p. 70).  He asserted that 
“our job – as accountants – [is] to make the best maps we can” and warned: 
it is for others, or for accountants acting in some other capacity, to use those maps to steer 
the economy in the right direction.  If the distinction between these two tasks is lost sight 
of, we shall greatly diminish our capacity to serve society, and in the long run everybody 
loses (1978, p. 72). 
This view was reinforced when stating “I want to leave no doubt as to where I stand on 
this issue. I believe that accountants are like journalists.  They should report the news, not 
make it” (Solomons, 1991, p. 287).  In a passionate exchange of ideas and argument in 
Accounting, Organizations and Society in 1991, David Solomons called Tony Tinker a 
radical for posing the question of “whether reported information can ever be neutral, 
because the preparer will always have some biases that will creep in” (Solomons, 1991, p. 
295).  For Solomons, if neutrality was ever abandoned “as a guiding light, accounting will 
have lost all value as a provider of useful information.  It would then be no more than an 
exercise in futility” (1991, p. 295).  Tinker, in turn, asserted that “David Solomons is an 
evangelist, not a positivist.  He does not say that accounting is neutral; only that it should 
be” (Tinker, 1991, p. 297, emphasis in original).  Tinker conceded, however, that this 
notion of neutrality could be accepted if it “acknowledged the diversity of conflicting 
social interests invested in accounting situations, and that accounting inevitably takes 
sides in such conflicts” (p. 297).  Further, he asserted that only by recognising 
“accounting’s partisanship in social conflicts” is it possible “to open up for investigation 
how we might make the accountant’s choice of sides a deliberate and systematic one: a 
choice that is socially reflective and critically self-conscious” (p. 297). 
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2.2.2 Accounting as a Social and Institutional Practice 
Following the criticism surrounding the traditional view of accounting as a mere technical 
practice, a different view evolved considering accounting as a social and institutional 
practice.  In this view, accounting cannot be dissociated from the economic, social and 
political context in which it operates.  Rather, it reflects that context.  In one of the 
earliest contributions to this debate, Burchell, Clubb, Hopwood, Hughes and Nahapiet 
(1980, p. 5) “contrast[ed] the roles that have been claimed on behalf of accounting with 
the ways in which accounting functions in practice” and demonstrated “how the actual 
practice of accounting can be implicated with the furtherance of many and very different 
sets of human and social ends” (Burchell et al., 1980, p. 22).  Hopwood (1983, p. 287) 
asserted that “modes of accounting have become not only important and valued 
management practices but also ones whose existence and consequences are difficult to 
disentangle from the functioning of organizations as we know them” and that  
“accounting … has become centrally implicated in the modern form of organizing” 
(Hopwood, 1983, p. 287).  As Miller put it (1994a, p. 20): 
if we are to understand fully how particular ways of accounting have emerged, and why 
such significance is accorded them, we have to move beyond the boundaries of the 
organization and examine the social and institutional practice of accounting.  
Embedded within these observations is the notion that accounting has the power to 
influence the context in which it operates.  Hopwood (1983, p. 301) stated that 
“accounting plays a role not only in shaping the visible map of what is known of 
organizational functioning but also in expressing and thereby influencing the objectives 
that are stated for organized action”.  He argued that accounting “can influence 
perceptions, change language and infuse dialogue, thereby permeating the ways in which 
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priorities, concerns and worries, and new possibilities for action are expressed” 
(Hopwood, 1990, p. 9).  This conception of accounting has developed considerably in the 
past three decades: “Researchers adopting this perspective typically demonstrate an 
appreciation for the pervasive and enabling characteristics of accounting and an 
awareness of the importance of local, time-specific factors which shape accounting 
change within particular instances” (Potter, 2005, p. 265).  Moreover, “within this context, 
accounting researchers have revealed that accounting practices have pervasive and 
enabling characteristics which create particular ‘financial’ forms of visibility for abstract 
social and organizational phenomena that would otherwise never be ‘seen’” (Potter, 2005, 
p. 265).  As Miller and Napier stated (1993, p. 641) “at least potentially, there is always 
more at stake in accounting than simply the calculative procedures themselves”. 
According to Hines (1991, p. 317), “social reality is reflectively constituted by 
accounts of reality, and … the decisions and actions of social agents based on these 
accounts, constructs, maintains, and reproduces social reality” (emphasis in original).  As 
a result, “if people take a definition or description of reality … [such as] a set of financial 
statements, to be reality, then they will act on the basis of it, and thereby perpetuate, and 
in doing so, validate that account of reality” (Hines, 1991, p. 323). 
For Miller (1994a), there are at least three different aspects to viewing accounting 
as a social and institutional practice: accounting as a technology; the language and 
meanings (what he called the rationales); and the domain of accounting.  He stated 
(1994a, p. 3) that viewing accounting as a social and institutional practice invites a focus 
on the rationales, that is, the complex language and set of meanings that are intrinsic to 
accounting.  Potter (2005, p. 269) claimed that “an awareness of the rationales of 
accounting has given rise to research which may be classified under two key themes: 
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accounting as a legitimating device, and accounting as a linguistic device” (emphases in 
original). 
“Typically, accounting transforms physical flows of organisations into financial 
flows” (Potter, 2005, p. 271) and in so doing “creates a particular realm of economic 
calculation of which judgements can be made, actions taken or justified policies devised 
and disputes generated and adjudicated” (Miller, 1994a, p. 4).  In this sense, the concept 
of “action at a distance”, developed by Callon and Latour (Potter, 2005, p. 272) is 
especially important and has been used by several authors.  For them, 
‘action at a distance’ becomes possible when people, processes and events are rendered 
visible and linked to ‘centres of calculation’ through a range of possible calculative 
technologies.  With this particular type of information at hand, people, processes and 
events can be governed, even when located in far-off places (Potter, 2005, p.  272). 
Funnell (1998, p. 460) stated: 
as a constituent element of society, accounting is used by interest groups to achieve very 
particular purposes.  The use of accounting has consequences, most of which should be 
intended, otherwise it has no value.  Therefore the use of accounting cannot be neutral or 
disinterested if it is to fulfil its mission.  Contrary to much of the positivist research, 
accounting is not solely an instrument of calibration and description.  [Instead,] … 
accounting operation is dynamic and its effects are often far reaching, affecting not only 
the operations of organisations that use accounting but also the individuals who constitute 
an organisation’s stakeholders and upon whom are visited the results of decisions made 
using accounting information. 
Miller (2007, p. 290), in turn, suggested that “instead of presuming only efficiency effects, 
the adoption and diffusion of particular accounting practices can be studied with regard to 
their roles as rational institutional myths”, and recalled that: 
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political economy writers … placed particular emphasis on the ways in which power 
relations, which are historically specific, are shaped by and in turn shape accounting 
practices.  The image of accounting as a technically neutral and objective practice was 
rebutted sharply by political economy writers.  Accounting was viewed instead as a 
partial and interested language and practice, one that represents and reinforces the 
interests of particular occupational groups and classes (2007, p. 290). 
As Miller recalled, it has been almost 30 years since Burchell, Clubb and Hopwood 
(1985) – rejecting the notion that accounting and society constitute “two mutually 
exclusive domains” – “called for researchers to analyse the interpenetration between 
accounting and society … In this interpretation, the environment is not external to 
accounting but ‘passes through it’, and accounting in turn shapes and modifies the social” 
(Miller, 2007, p. 292).  Since then, and as Fleischman et al. (1996, p. 67) asserted: 
critical historians have been more eclectic in examining the social, political, cultural, and 
ideological contexts within which institutions have evolved.  Critical historians have 
downplayed market forces and instead have questioned the neutrality and objectivity of 
accounting data, thereby moving in more interpretive directions since the “facts” are 
unable to speak for themselves. 
In addition, Miller stated (2007, p. 293) that calculative practices “make it possible to 
intervene, to act upon and alter the capacities of individuals, entities and processes, to 
transform them and achieve specific ends”.  For this reason, “accounting researchers 
should attend to the complex interplay between ways of calculating and ways of 
managing social and organisational life” (p. 293).  Furthermore, “we should pay attention 
to the links between calculative practices and the programmes they seek to operationalise.  
We should consider the ways in which calculation is endowed with a significance that 
extends beyond the immediate tasks to which it is put” (Miller, 2007, p. 294).  In the 
same vein, Fleischman (2004, p. 8) stated that “accounting is much more constructive 
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than reflective of societal values, more active than passive in social ordering”.  Gomes, 
Carnegie, Napier, Parker and West (2011, p. 391), in turn, asserted that: 
Accounting is not studied for its own sake or merely on its own terms. Rather, accounting 
is studied in the contexts in which it operates.  The historian’s focus is broadly on the 
nature, roles, uses and impacts of accounting and accounting change in historical context. 
This study adopts the conception of accounting as a social and institutional practice, being 
influenced by, and thus studied in, the context in which it operates, and simultaneously 
“with impacts, whether intended or not, on organizational and social functioning” (Gomes 
et al., 2011, p. 390).  Viewing accounting as a social and institutional practice has led to 
an interrogation of the role of this technology in several events, the majority of which is 
far from being representative of humanity’s most kind and bright side.  As a result, a 
significant body of research has emerged, investigating and portraying what has been 
termed “the dark side of accounting”, a theme to which next section is devoted. 
2.3 The “Dark Side” of Accounting 
This section reviews prior literature portraying the “dark side” of accounting.  In recent 
years, a body of literature has investigated the role of accounting in some important 
historical events, claiming that the role of accountants and accounting was not neutral – 
or at least questioning the presumption of neutrality.  Indeed, some scholars have claimed 
that, in a considerable number of past events, accounting may have played a role that is 
not only far from being neutral, but in fact reprehensible.  These studies and their 
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underlying events range across diverse settings around the world, as well as several time 
frames.4
2.3.1 Holocaust/Nazism 
Funnell (1998) exposed the complicity of accountants in promoting the Holocaust, stating 
that “accounting numbers were substituted for qualitative attributes of individuals thereby 
denying them their humanity and individuality and making them invisible to Germans not 
directly involved in the attempted annihilation of all European Jews” (p. 435).  Further, 
“the Nazis also endeavoured to use accounting to purify their expropriation and disposal 
of the vast amount of property taken from the Jews” (p. 435).  Funnell’s paper 
demonstrated how accounting was “involved at all stages in the Holocaust to facilitate the 
efficient implementation of the Nazis’ program of, firstly, the exclusion of Jews and later 
their annihilation”, by providing “an unassuming and uncontested means to objectify 
Jews and to hallow the motives of the Nazis” (p. 460).  Funnell concluded that, 
“unfortunately, there is little evidence that the accounting profession during the Nazi 
reign provided any ‘principled’ moral leadership for accounting practitioners or was any 
different to the other professions in its sycophantic homage to the will of the State” (p. 
460). 
Walker’s study (2000) of British accountants and the 5th International Congress on 
Accounting held in 1938 in Berlin showed how accountants attending the Congress were 
used by the Nazi regime.  He claimed that “foreign accountants at the Fifth International 
4 The extension and importance of this body of literature justified the publication of “a collection of eleven 
previously published, significant articles, authored by prominent critical accounting historians, in the hope 
of interesting a new generation to consider the intellectual possibilities and rewards of doing research in the 
area” (Funnell and Walker, 2013, p. 1) under the suggestive name Critical Histories of Accounting: Sinister 
Inscriptions in the Modern Era.  The book is structured in four parts, featuring the themes of annihilation, 
subjugation, exploitation and exclusion. 
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Congress were possibly oblivious to the notion that their mere presence in Germany 
might prove useful to domestic propagandists”, but by attending it they “offered credence 
to the wider racist state” (p. 241).  Furthermore, the study allowed a questioning of their 
moral integrity, given the fact that the news coming from Germany at the time was clear 
enough to make evident that this was a “regime whose concept of profession was founded 
on racist principles and party-state control” (p. 226). 
Lippman and Wilson (2007) reviewed “the role of accountants and the 
information they prepared in perpetrating the injustices experienced by concentration 
camp victims during the Holocaust” (p. 283).  Using several comprehensive and 
enlightening examples, they identified “accounting information and common financial 
analyses used to assist management” of “slave labor operations managed by German 
corporations and Nazi state run entities” (p. 283).  Drawing upon previous works by 
“accounting historians who examined accounting in the service of slavery”, the “article 
considers the culpability of accounting and accountants in perpetuating the Holocaust” (p. 
285). 
In addition to Lippman and Wilson’s (2007) revelations of the involvement of 
many still existing German corporations that “manufactured items using the labor of 
prison slaves … [who] were employed in facilities owned by the corporations and in 
facilities built within the concentration camp compounds” (p. 285), Booth, Clark, 
Delahaye, Procter and Rowlinson (2007) revealed the case of Bertelsmann, a German 
publishing company whose past involvement with the Nazis was brought to light in 1998.  
There revelations undermined “the company legend” of having “been closed down for 
opposing the Nazis” (p. 625), when in fact it had published anti-semitic literature, among 
other examples of involvement with the Nazi regime. 
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Lippman (2009) further demonstrated how historical documentation can be used 
to pose “an ethical dilemma relative to financial statement preparation and reporting”, in 
this case by using a summarized income statement “prepared and used by the German 
Third Reich during World War II” (p. 61).  By only progressively giving students 
information on the real case under study, namely “a projected income statement from the 
Buchenwald concentration camp” including “anticipated revenues from both leasing 
camp prisoners to for-profit corporations and selling the body parts of these prisoners 
upon their death, calculated to be nine months from the time of their arrival at the camp” 
(p. 62), Lippman demonstrated how historical accounting documents can be used to 
generate true learning on the importance of considering ethical aspects in their future 
profession.  For Lippman “the ethical dilemma of this case concerns the responsibilities 
of accountants and the actions they should take when involved in accumulating and 
reporting information about immoral and illegal activities” (p. 62).  Although essentially 
providing examples of reprehensible accounting practices, Lippman did not forget the 
need to “conclude this case with an example of positive accounting behaviour during the 
Holocaust … [demonstrating how] individual moral behaviour, collectively applied by a 
society, made a difference” (p. 76). 
2.3.2 Irish Famine 
Funnell (2001b) wrote further about another dark episode of accounting, this time the 
blindness to fundamental issues of justice during the Irish potato famine of 1845-47.  
Exploring the role of accounting in this event, Funnell stated that: 
accountants are not paid to be agents of social change.  On the contrary, they are 
employed to take advantage of existing social relations and inequalities.  Therefore, any 
virtue that may be attributable to accounting arises mainly from its success in serving the 
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interests of property … In this sense, accounting is certainly neither neutral nor objective.  
It is political because the consequences of accounting have the ability to benefit some 
groups in society and to the detriment of others (p. 192). 
O’Regan (2010) further explored the Irish famine, demonstrating “how an alien 
accounting regime that imposed discipline based on calculation, acted as a technology of 
government in a colonial context”, making “available mechanisms by which the imperial 
power might instrumentalise the conduct of others in a manner they considered desirable” 
and assisting “the efficient exercise of imperial authority at a distance” (p. 427).  He 
showed that “by … reducing a human catastrophe to a series of numbers and reports, 
accountants actively … dehumanised a crisis, while simultaneously disseminating the 
disciplinary and calculative order of empire” (p. 427). 
2.3.3 Highland Clearances 
Walker (2003) investigated the role of accountants in the widespread eviction and 
emigration of Highland Gaels during the 18th and 19th centuries.  He asserted that “in their 
capacity as trustees on insolvent estates eminent Edinburgh accountants ordered some of 
the most notorious clearances of the mid-19th century” (p. 813).  He also revealed that “in 
common with earlier critical studies, the findings illustrate how accountants effectively 
preserved the interests of the dominant class and in doing so enhanced their own ascribed 
status.  Accountants also pursued oppressive solutions which were legitimated by 
reference to prevailing ideologies” (p. 814).  As a result, and “as contemporaries noted, 
the single-minded pursuit of the creditors’ interests was often achieved at a substantial 
cost in human misery” (p. 843).  One of the most striking features of Walker’s study is 
the fact that, unlike other situations previously studied by other researchers, “Edinburgh 
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accountants were not insulated from the governed population by representing them as 
purely numerical inscriptions”; in fact, “the collection of rents could also ensure personal 
contact between accountants and crofters” (p. 844).  He concluded that “accountants were 
therefore not simply applying their craft in a neutral, value free manner” (p. 846).  Indeed, 
“while their decision-making was founded on the cold logic of maximising estate revenue 
and rendering property more saleable, it was also conditioned by prevailing ideologies 
about the progress of the capitalist economy, ‘improvement’ and social morality” (p. 846).  
Finally, “Edinburgh accountants extracted their reward for the performance of this role in 
the accumulation of economic and social capital which underpinned their claims to 
professional status” (p. 846). 
2.3.4 Poverty 
In researching the old poor law in England and Wales during the early 19th century, 
Walker (2004a) revealed that “while accounting was deemed an essential requisite for 
managing the cost of relief and its financing, it was also mobilised as a technique of 
social and moral control” (p. 85).  Walker’s study focused on two distinctive issues: first, 
“the collection and analysis of accounting information on the poor by those responsible 
for their management in local centres of calculation” (p. 109).  Second, “the publication 
of accounts as a foundation for the community surveillance of the poor” (p. 109).  By 
doing so, the study concluded that “accounting in the local administration of poverty was 
entwined with and reflected the social structures in which it operated” (p. 123).  
Importantly, the study also revealed that: 
in the case presented here, it was the powerful ratepayers and administrators of the poor 
law who discovered the enabling potential of accounting publicity.  For the pauper it was 
divisive and oppressive, an attempt to discourage claims for relief through public 
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degradation and social classification. …  While accounting publicity was perceived as an 
instrument for checking frauds perpetrated on ratepayers and the poor, it was not a device 
for rendering the administrators accountable to those they were bound to support, or for 
ensuring relief was given to those entitled to it.  The principal object was economy not 
humanity – to reduce the escalating cost of relief and the burden on the ratepayers (p. 
122). 
In 2008, this study was developed further by examining the consequences of the 1834 
Poor Law Amendment Act, which “provided for a centralised and uniform pattern of 
administration” (Walker, 2008, p. 464).  This was in contrast to the previous system (the 
old Poor Law) in which “relief was predominantly administered by numerous local 
parishes in what was widely perceived as a chaotic, costly and inefficient manner” (p. 
464).  Once again, “the social implications of accounting are explored through an 
historical study of spoiled identities in state welfare systems” (p. 453).  It was suggested 
that “accounting processes comprised degradation ceremonies which compounded the 
stigmatisation of the recipient of relief, [and] accounting classifications served to inscribe 
existing and create additional spoiled identities of the pauper” (p. 453).  In concluding, 
Walker (p. 483) reminded us of Hoskins’ observation: “like the mark, it [accounting] puts 
not just a number on what you do, but a value on who you are” (1998, p. 106). 
Extending Walker’s previous research, Care (2011) examined the “elaborate 
accounting system through which the central agency of the Poor Law Commission 
operated” (p. 121), highlighting not only the design of the accounting system but also its 
implementation.  Among the conclusions of the study was the finding that “the delays [in 
defining the bookkeeping system to be used] affected not only the record keeping but also 
the manner of poor relief distribution” (p. 138).  Also, at least in the cases analysed in the 
study, the degree of obedience to the written authority of the Poor Law Commission was 
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such that “the specimen accounts provided by the Commissions were copied with 
meticulous care, even when they were incorrect” (p. 139). 
In contrast, hOgartaigh, hOgartaigh and Tyson (2012) challenged the conclusions 
of previous studies by Funnell (2001b), O’Regan (2010) and Walker (2004a, 2008) 
“exploring contrasting characterisations of accounting in alleviating poverty, 
‘stigmatising the poor’ and/or supporting the infrastructures and ideologies surrounding 
the poor” (p. 228).  Focusing on the years 1838-1845, a period “which followed the 
passage of the Irish Poor Relief Act and preceded the Great Irish Famine (1845-1849)” (p. 
233), the study concluded that, in this case, accounting did not assist “in the 
stigmatisation and marginalisation of the poor … [in fact it] served to ‘ameliorate the 
harsher dictates’ of a broader socioeconomic context and philosophy” (p. 243).  
Presenting several examples that juxtapose accounting and social policy, the study also 
highlighted how accounting was instrumental in balancing the needs of the Irish poor 
with the financial burden placed over Irish property owners, who financed the 
expenditures, and at the same time becoming “an instrument of minute control from a 
distance” (p. 242), due to the absentee administration of the law.  For hOgartaigh et al. 
(2012), this case study demonstrated that “the implications of accounting as a technology 
of measurement and control are not universal but are contingent on their context” (p. 229). 
Servalli (2013) analysed the role of charities in the administration of the poor in a 
local government setting, focusing on an Italian charity during the 16th and 17th centuries.  
By “referring to both financial and non-financial information, inserted in a complex of 
technologies accomplishing the ‘government of poverty’” (p. 1306), the study 
demonstrated that the poor relief activity carried out by this charity “was supported by 
detailed qualitative/quantitative information about the poor” (p. 1333), thus “shaping, 
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normalising and instrumentalising” their conduct, by adopting accounting technologies 
that would render “people governable and measurable” (p. 1334).  Importantly, the study 
established a crucial link between this historical case study and present day “charities or 
similar non-profit organizations in the context of the current financial crisis affecting the 
world, or in situations of emergencies” (p. 1306). 
Holden, Funnell and Oldroyd (2009) examined “the Victorian attitude to the poor 
by focussing on the health care provided at a large provincial hospital, the Newcastle 
Infirmary” (p. 525).  They observed “how accounting was used both to persuade the 
healthier citizens to contribute funds and to enable the hospital to exercise compassion in 
treating paupers despite this being prohibited under the hospital’s rules” (p. 525).  While 
evidencing how accounting was mobilized to achieve a positive outcome – the treatment 
of the poor, even the “undeserving”, regardless of the prevailing philosophy and rules – 
and thus providing findings conflicting with “previous studies relating to poor relief in 
Victorian Britain” (p. 546), the paper also admitted that “altruism was not the main 
motivating force for the employers on Tyneside who were the hospital’s main supporters” 
(p. 546).  Among several possible explanations for the “inconsistency between practice 
and rules” (p. 547) advanced in the paper, was the powerful effect on admission officials 
when confronting face to face the suffering of potentially ineligible cases (pp. 546/547).  
The multiplicity of explanatory factors, and the inherently complex web of causes and 
consequences, evidence that analysing accounting in the context in which it operates can 
be remarkably challenging. 
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2.3.5 War and Financial Reporting 
Another example of the broad topic of accounting’s dark side has been explored by 
Michele Chwastiak, who probed the so-called “normalization of war” and “the production 
of invisible visibility”.  Chwastiak (1996) evaluated the role of accounting against a 
background characterised by “the antagonism between capital accumulation, which forces 
defense firms to aggressively market weapon systems in the U.S. and abroad, and peace 
and security on the other hand” (p. 366), while public resources are diverted from social 
services to the defence industry.  She claimed that “accounting is not an innocent 
bystander in this distributional conflict” (p. 378) of public resources allocation; rather, 
accounting has become “the mechanism by which a subsidy to the rich at the expense of 
the poor and middle class is rationalized” (p. 378).  Further, while this “mask[s] the social 
antagonisms underlying armament production”, it also provides a “theoretical distraction 
[that] disempowers people from taking remedial action” (p. 379). 
 In a later contribution, Chwastiak (1998) focussed more specifically on the 
accusations of fraud and abuse committed in the defense establishment (p. 343).  As 
argued, “accounting does not provide unbiased information for pricing defense contracts, 
but rather assists with legitimizing this form of “corporate welfare” by institutionalizing a 
set of rules which allows the government to subsidize all aspects of the defense firm” (p. 
357).  As for researchers, they cannot “ignore the institutional, historical, political and 
social conditions in which an accounting system is derived, [without risking that] the 
accounting system will be attributed with qualities it does not possess in and of itself” (p. 
357). 
In line with her previous contributions, Chwastiak (1999b) evidenced 
“accounting’s role in producing social inefficiencies and waste” by documenting “the 
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control systems used for defense acquisition during the first phase of the Cold War, the 
period 1950 to 1972” (p. 747).  She argued that “since World War II the defense budget 
has been one of the primary mechanisms by which the U.S. government has maintained 
the status-quo distribution of wealth and power in this country through the production of 
waste” (p. 747).  The importance of accounting in this endeavour was visible in the 
redevelopment of “cost accounting procedures for the automated manufacturing 
environment” established by a consortium of corporations during the 1980s, together with 
government agencies (p. 768). 
“The role accounting played in normalizing nuclear war” was also investigated by 
Chwastiak (2001), contending that such involvement relies in its transformation “from a 
horrific potentiality to a series of problems to be solved” (p. 501).  Indeed, and as claimed, 
“accounting representations can transform the world we live in by creating new ways of 
seeing and norms of social behavior” (p. 502).  She concluded that “by masking the 
human and social cost of war … [accounting] turned the preparation for violence into a 
process free from emotions and moral judgements and hence contributed to masking the 
increasing barbarity of the twentieth century” (p. 517).  The study also documented “how 
accounting was intentionally deployed to shift the balance of power in the US Department 
of Defense (DOD) from the periphery (e.g. the armed services) to the center (e.g. the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense)” (p. 501).  These conclusions were reinforced in a 
subsequent study, in which Chwastiak (2006) examined “the role Planning, Programming 
and Budgeting played in changing visibilities in the Department of Defense in such a way 
that the U.S. leaders believed that the Vietnam War could be won through the proper 
management of resources”, a representation that “clashed with the U.S. soldiers’ 
experience of combat, creating contradictions that contributed to the downfall of the U.S. 
command in Vietnam” (p. 29). 
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Subsequently, Chwastiak examined “what costs are included and which are 
excluded from a war budget and why it is in the best interest of the U.S. political elite to 
under-cost warfare” (Chwastiak, 2008, p. 573).  She claimed that “if the U.S. government 
was required to disclose the social and human costs of a war, the horror would be 
revealed, making it difficult to rationalize violence as a means to an end” (p. 573).  She 
disturbingly pointed out that “part of (the modern state’s) power rests on the optics of 
deception” (p. 573).  As for accounting techniques, they help in “the production of 
invisible visibility” (p. 573) needed by the state to promote violence by concealing the 
human and social costs of war (p. 574). 
In another study, Chwastiak and Young (2003) demonstrated how contemporary 
financial “reports rely upon the silencing of injustices in order to make profit appear to be 
an unproblematic measure of success” (p. 533).  Claiming that “injustices are silenced by 
the dominant discourses”, and speaking of what they call “silences in annual reports”, 
they stated that “these silences allow us to ignore more easily the distasteful and 
objectionable aspects of the systems in which we live” (p. 535). 
Chwastiak and Lehman (2008, p. 313) expanded “previous research by looking 
more generally at the linkages between accounting and the systems of thought and values 
which make violence a normal part of life”, arguing that “accounting is a form of cultural 
violence in that it legitimizes the exploitation inherent in a capitalist economy by 
reconstructing it positively as productive, necessary and normal” (p. 313).  While 
accounting supports the delusion 
that preserving wealth, rather than the sanctity of life, is the supreme end of society … 
war and accounting parallel one another in the fact that they render violence more doable 
by denying the intrinsic value of “the other” through employing a dehumanized rhetoric 
and creating distance between the perpetrator and the victim (p. 314). 
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Among many enlightening examples provided in the study were the cold logic of 
capitalism, environmental issues, dehumanization and human exploitation, globalization 
and the “silent war” of economic sanctions imposed by the victors on the defeated.  As 
asserted, “the maintenance of capitalism requires the celebration of one of the basest 
human tendencies – greed”, an innate characteristic to which accounting contributes “by 
reducing all problems to economics and thus masking the intrinsic worth of what is being 
measured” (p. 316).  Indeed, “the amount of pain, fear, deprivation, hopelessness, so on 
and so forth suffered by the objects of analysis are not considered by the accounting 
equation” (p. 317).  Rather, “corporate accounting deafens us to corporeal life, eradicating 
the empathy required for change” (p. 317). 
 Cooper and Catchpowle (2009), in turn, focused on the post-Iraq war 
administration of the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA), whose audit reports 
demonstrated not only that “the CPA was a chaotic administration which spent billions 
without proper controls or procedures and left precious Iraqi oil revenues open to 
fraudulent acts”, but also that it “failed to comply with its obligations under UN 
resolutions” (p. 716).  Drawing on previous literature charting “how accounting practice 
has been used in wars and imperialist expansion” (p. 717) in diverse settings (p. 718), the 
paper revealed how the Bush administration formed the CPA and its multifaceted powers 
and dimension (p. 721).  Further, the paper demonstrated the lack of accountability and 
transparency that characterised its action, and the opportunities for fraud thus created.5
As contended, imperialist reasons did “appear to be one clear driver behind the invasion” 
of Iraq, and not only “the accounting systems enabled large profits to be made by US 
5 As Mayer-Sommer (2010) demonstrated in his examination of the operation of the federal expenditure 
control system of the USA during the Civil War, this seems to be a common pattern. 
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corporations … [but in fact] the legal changes enacted by the CPA were specifically 
designed to help the interests of capital expansion and accumulation” (p. 732). 
Chwastiak (2013) elaborated further on this theme, revealing that “the Bush 
administration created a sort of capitalist paradise for predominantly US and UK 
corporations working on the reconstruction of Iraq” (p. 41).  Further, the paper argued 
that the “audit reports controlled the impact of what would normally be labelled massive 
corporate malfeasance by managing it” (p. 41).  The current explosive situation in Iraq 
demonstrates the consequences of systematic wars that have not only failed to solve the 
problems they claimed and aimed to address, but in fact seem to have intensified.  In the 
meantime, and as Chwastiak (2013, p. 41) concluded, “given that a large portion of the 
$42.23 billion obligated to the Iraq reconstruction has been wasted and no executive from 
any of the major corporations involved has been prosecuted, it appears as if audits have 
assisted with controlling the impact of this state-corporate crime against humanity”, rather 
than aid in quashing fraud and malfeasance.6
2.3.6 Aboriginal Dispossession 
Gibson’s work (2000) on accounting as a tool for Aboriginal dispossession also illustrated 
the way in which accounting may help to achieve certain objectives, regardless of their 
fairness.  She claimed that “while the physical dispossession of Aboriginal Australians 
since European settlement has been well documented, a more insidious role, which has 
6 Were Peter Sellers alive today, the plot of his 1959 comedy film The Mouse That Roared (based on the 
1955 novel by Leonard Wibberley), could be slightly different.  In the 1959 version, one of Sellers’ 
characters, Prime-Minister Count Mountjoy, plans to solve the threat posed by an American manufacturer 
to the economy of his minute European duchy of Grand Fenwick by declaring war on the United States.  
The plan is to lose the war, then rely upon American foreign aid to replenish Grand Fenwick's treasury.  As 
he confidently declares to Grand Fenwick Parliament, “there isn’t a more profitable undertaking for any 
country than to declare war on the United States and to be defeated”. 
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been played stealthily and with little publicity, is that played by accounting practices” (p. 
289).  She not only showed that “the language and terminology of accounting has been … 
an effective weapon in the disempowerment and dispossession of Australian Aboriginal 
people”, but in fact “continues to be” (p. 291).  Greer (2009) examined “a single case of 
how accounting was employed within the Australian state of New South Wales to 
manipulate the income and spending of Aboriginal women” (p. 166).  Greer’s study 
focused mainly on the “instrumentality of accounting and the consequences of its use 
within government-Indigenous relations”, providing a better understanding of “the roles 
of accounting in … practices of social engineering” (p. 166). 
Neu (2000b) focused on another geographical setting, this time Canada and its 
first nations, to “highlight how accounting techniques helped to translate policies of 
conquest, annihilation, containment and assimilation into practice, with the resultant 
outcomes of reproductive genocide, cultural genocide and ecocide” (p. 268).  Like Gibson 
(2000), he also claimed not only that “the roles of accounting in the [plight of indigenous 
peoples] has not received much attention”, but also that such involvement still persists.  
He specifically contradicted Solomons’ (1991, p. 287) assertion that accounting 
techniques were neutral with respect to colonialism.  Instead, “accounting discourses and 
techniques played a significant role in the subjectification and control of indigenous 
peoples” (Neu, 2000a, p. 164), thus functioning as a “software of imperialism … and 
technology of ruling/government … facilitating action at a distance and helping to 
translate imperial objectives into practice”.  He went further and even raised the question 
“would colonialism have been possible without accounting techniques?” (p. 182).  Neu’s 
extensive work on the role of accounting in the governance of indigenous peoples (Neu 
and Heincke, 2004; Neu and Graham, 2004; Neu and Graham, 2006) is an important 
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contribution to better understanding the role of accounting in what has been called “the 
holocausts of modernity” (Neu and Graham, 2004). 
Hooper and Kearins (2008) considered the role of accounting in supporting the 
“Liberal Government’s reformist agenda and resultant hypocrisy surrounding wealth 
confiscation from Maori in New Zealand from 1885 to 1911” (p. 1239).  Not only did 
accounting expertise enable the increase in state revenues at the expense of Maori, but 
also calculative practices helped disguise the effective “pillage of Maori” in a shroud of 
supposed sympathy for their plight, justifying the actions and discourses of 
parliamentarians.  As concluded, there is a real need “to explore beyond the rhetoric … 
and raise moral issues as to the implication of technologies such as accounting in serving 
high-sounding ideals – such as liberty, protection of human rights and – not least – 
prosperity for all” (p. 1258).  Importantly, they questioned: “what can be said of those 
experts who served masters of hypocrisy, and of the technologies they employed?” (p. 
1258).  The authors offered some answers to their provocative, although pertinent, 
question; first, the often invisibility of these experts who, although frequently ignored in 
retrospective judgements of societies or governments, actually benefit from their actions; 
second, the “sense of facticity and of neutrality” conveyed by accounts, which in this case 
was shown to be undeserved; and third, the deeply-embedded “tendency of accounting to 
serve its masters” (p. 1258), an argument present in many other studies of the dark side of 
accounting. 
Dixon and Gaffikin (2013), in turn, focused on accounting usages over two 
centuries in the Kiribati islands, arguing that “colonisers espied economic, social and 
political benefits of colonialistic acts, and accounting usages were initiated and maturated 
alongside these, to avail” numerous ends, namely government and public policymaking (p. 
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1).  Further, the study revealed “several persisting inadequacies of these accounting 
usages”, which “derive mostly from how asymmetric power relations in various contexts 
have played important roles in ways that accounting usages were constituted and 
sustained, and that this continues to be the case” (p. 1). 
Recalling previous “accounting literature that articulates a role for accounting in 
enabling the dispossession and devastation of Indigenous peoples in Canada, the US, 
Australia and New Zealand”, and covering several hundred years, Buhr (2011) called for 
a “plot change”, focusing on multiple perspectives, namely a greater emphasis on 
accounting “by”, rather than “of”, Indigenous peoples, and “a more nuanced accounting 
history that acknowledges Indigenous peoples as subjects with agency rather than 
disempowered objects” (p. 139).  Such change would also place a greater focus on 
learning from past mistakes and devising strategies to better manage the relationship 
between governments and Indigenous peoples so as to further enhance their “economic 
and social well-being” (p. 152). 
2.3.7 Indentured Labour 
Irvine (2004) investigated the sugar industry in the colony of Queensland (Australia) in 
the late 1800s.  Since slavery had been abolished, the working needs were fulfilled by 
South Sea islanders, who despite their number and “their huge contribution to the sugar 
industry … were never really wanted in Australia” (p. 2).  As a result, their rights were 
legally restricted and they were subsequently deported.  Using as a case study the 
Colonial Sugar Refining (CSR) Company, a sugar plantation and mill in the 1880s, the 
paper documented the recording and controlling of costs undertaken at Goondi Mill and 
the “high level of accountability required of the mill manager in all aspects of the mill’s 
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operations” (p. 2).  Overall, the study invited a reflection, through accounting history, on 
what practices accountants are “taking for granted and leaving unchallenged in our times” 
(p. 2), and demonstrated that: 
the recording of islanders not as individuals, but as a group, whose wages were kept very 
low to serve the purposes of the CSR’s investors, exposes the entrenchment of racist 
attitudes and class structures through indentured labour.  It illustrates the reality that 
accounting operates within an institutional setting, usually an unquestioned and 
unchallenged reflection of the opinions and values of the day, and of the power of various 
interest groups (p. 2). 
Tyson and Davie (2009) examined the interface of accounting and indentured labour in 
British Guiana (BG), in the period between 1838 and 1920, describing the Livret system, 
which was introduced in 1873 “in response to a commission of enquiry to improve the 
treatment of workers” (p. 145).  Although unable to prove that accounting may have been 
“the driving force behind the introduction of the Livret system”, they found enough 
evidence to state that “one of its [accounting’s] principal purposes during the slave, 
apprenticeship, and indentured worker eras in BG was to sustain a racially based, social 
regime” (p. 161). 
2.3.8 Accounting for Imperialism / Accounting and Empire 
In Critical Perspectives on Accounting’s special issue on Accounting and Empire, 
Annisette and Neu (2004, p. 2) questioned: 
what specific roles did accounting and accountants play in various forms of imperial 
governance and control, including the control of indigenous, slave and settler 
populations?  What roles do accounting institutions and other transnational institutions 
that enlist accounting technique play in the continuation of various forms of imperialist 
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intervention, influence and control?  What is the positioning of accounting firms and 
accountants within these processes and how do these processes impact on the 
organisation and practice of accountancy itself? 
They stressed that “the examination of these issues … relates to the specific and particular 
roles played by accounting in the context of empire”, while giving “prominence to the 
many subaltern voices that still remain silent in the accounting literature” (p. 4). 
Davie (2000, p. 330) examined “the involvement of accounting in imperial 
expansion in the South Pacific during the mid-nineteenth century”, exploring  
the processes through which an indigenous Fijian elitist structure was transformed into a 
British instrument of domination and control; the way in which accounting calculations 
and explanations were imposed upon the indigenous chiefs; and the way in which 
accounting, once imposed, was used as an integral part of imperial policies and activities 
for Empire expansion (p. 330). 
Further, Davie (2005a) examined “the close association between accounting and imperial 
policies during British indirect rule in Fiji”, thus exploring “accounting’s uses in 
exploitative human engineering” (p. 55).  This included highlighting “the ways in which 
accounting helped translate imperial forms of oppression and injustice into everyday 
work practice” (p. 55).  The examples given revealed that “the power of accounting in 
colonial discourse resided … in its capacity to serve competing and conflicting interests” 
(p. 74), and that it appears “to have been indispensable to British imperialism” (pp. 76-
77).  The colonial functions of accounting in British-ruled Fiji were further analysed by 
Davie (2007), “highlighting the emphasis on revenue that led to exploitative colonial 
labour policy for indigenous taxation and its attendant requirement for exacting 
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unremunerated labour from the indigenous population” (p. 255).  This was depicted as 
showing “how accounting calculations were indiscernible from exploitative and 
oppressive acts of organising indigenous labour for colonial taxes as well as for the 
collaborating Chiefs’ personal services” (p. 255). 
 Bakre (2008) focused on the colonial Jamaican economy to enrich the 
“understanding that financial reporting techniques and practices supported, sustained and 
legitimised the expansion, maintenance, and control of the triangular relationship of 
colonialism, capitalism and imperialism” (p. 487).  Furthermore, “the advent of 
independence did not necessarily mean that these methods were withdrawn with formal 
decolonisation” (p. 487), but rather they seemed to adapt as conditions changed, as 
evidenced by the analysis of four different periods, stretching between 1492 to the present.  
The study classified accounting as “the ‘software’ of imperialism, which further aided the 
development of the ‘hardware’ such as steam gunboats, ammunition, slave ships and guns, 
for both the military and mercantile purposes” (p. 505).  While Jamaican resources were 
appropriated by the colonial powers, thousands of African people were “exploited for the 
primary objectives of achieving expanded capitalism for the colonialist and their 
capitalists” (p. 517) and this was followed by the analogous exploitation of “freed” labour 
after Emancipation.  While financial reporting techniques and practices “appear 
legitimate and acceptable to both the exploiter and the exploited”, the study not only 
challenged the “legitimacy of the claim of neutrality” but in fact contended that such 
techniques are “instruments of oppression, exploitation, poverty creation and dependency 
even in this contemporary era of globalisation” (p. 518).  In the context analysed, “the 
worth of human life does not appear to carry much weight in the equation, if economic 
gains made can seemingly justify the loss” (p. 518).  Importantly, the study demonstrated 
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that “the way in which such exploitative financial reporting techniques and practices have 
historically occurred has not significantly changed” (p. 518). 
2.3.9 Race, Ethnicity, Gender and Class 
Race, ethnicity, gender and class issues have long been among the most common grounds 
for exclusion and exploitation suffered by many in diverse settings and epochs.  
Paraphrasing C. Mills, Annisette (2003, p. 670) asserted that “Race, Gender and Class are 
considered the “unholy trinity” of social differentiation and thus constitute useful bases 
for a critical inquiry of accounting”. 
Annisette (2003) demonstrated that in spite of being a clear numerical majority in 
Trinidad and Tobago, persons of African and East Indian descent “suffered the same fates 
of exclusion and under-representation in professional accountancy as persons of similar 
ancestral background in the US and the UK” (p. 639).  Indeed, 
as a British colony, all of T&T’s population were British subjects and were potentially 
eligible for entry into the British profession, which though had previously maintained an 
explicit gender bar had never instituted an explicit race bar.  Nonetheless, way into the 
late 1940s all practitioners of accountancy on the island were white and more 
significantly British (p. 668). 
The paper sought to “unmask the sometimes hidden influence of race” in the social 
organisation of contemporary accountancy, illustrating “the shifting terrain over which 
racial practices in accountancy are undertaken and achieved” and how “with each shift, 
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different mechanisms of racial exclusion can emerge or prove more effective, giving rise 
to varied and distinct patterns of racialization” (p. 669).7
In the same vein, Poullaos (2009) examined “the social construction of the 
racialised, colonial subaltern accountant in the British imperial centre in the early 
twentieth century” (p. 429).  He drew a contrast with previous studies that “largely 
focussed on the colonies themselves”, by focusing on the “racialization of the profession 
in Britain itself during the heyday of formal empire” (p. 430).  While the paper 
highlighted that de facto barriers to entry can be imposed, regardless of official discourses, 
it also demonstrated, in line with Anisette’s contention, that “the bases of exclusion are 
not necessarily always clear or stable.  Rather, their fuzziness and instability allow them 
to mutate so as to support exclusion or inequality over long periods” (p. 431). 
Davie (2005b) demonstrated that “the incessant use and idolising of accounting’s 
calculations not only helps create an impression of rationality that development racism 
needs and seeks” – in fact, accounting “helps reinforce pre-existing racial conceptions of 
acceptability and excludability” (p. 573).  In sum, “accounting is not in itself racist, but 
can become racist through the context in which it is practised” (p. 573). 
In a more recent setting, Kim (2004a) focused “on the experiences of Chinese 
accountants in the accountancy profession in New Zealand”, seeking to “gain insights 
into the better understanding of the continuities and discontinuities of 
colonialism/imperialism, and their impact on the lives of certain groups of people whose 
voices have not yet been heard” (p. 95).  The study discussed “the barriers/obstacles that 
the Chinese accountants have experienced on the basis of culturally re/produced notion[s] 
7 An analogy could be applied to Edmund Burke’s eloquent statement: “slavery they can have anywhere.  It 
is a weed that grows in every soil” (Speech on conciliation with America, March 22, 1775, retrieved May 
26, 2014 from http://www.let.rug.nl/usa/documents/1751-1775/edmund-burke-speech-on-conciliation-with-
america-march-22-1775.php). 
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of race/ethnicity” (p. 96).  Graham (2009), in turn, suggested “that accounting research is 
implicated in its attempts to reproduce accounting researchers habituated to Western 
academic norms and practices” (p. 309).  
Additionally, the “confluence of race/ethnicity and gender/sex discrimination” 
was pointed out by Kim (2004b, p. 400) as responsible for the “additional barriers to 
success ethnic minority women face in the accountancy profession”.  Focusing on the 
case of Chinese women accountants’ experiences in New Zealand, the study 
demonstrated that “because of their two negatively evaluated statuses, ethnic minority 
women in general and Chinese women in particular are positioned at the very bottom of 
the power structure in the domain of” this profession (p. 400).  Kirkham and Loft (2013), 
in turn, analysed “the nature and causes of the exclusion of women from the established 
accounting profession in England and Wales over the sixty years from 1871 to 1931” (p. 
171).  Lehman (2012) reflected on the legacy of the 1992 Accounting, Auditing & 
Accountability Journal special issue on gender, urging “new linkages and contexts for a 
continuation of visionary enquiries” in gender-in-accounting research, namely, 
“illustrating the significant consequences of economic globalization on women, and 
accounting’s connection” (p. 256). 
Hammond and Streeter (2013) attempted to “determine the impact of racism in 
public accounting” in the United States, basing their conclusions on “interviews 
conducted with African Americans who earned their CPA qualification prior to 1965” (p. 
188).  The setting analysed is of particular interest, given that it was only under the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 that racial discrimination in employment was outlawed (p. 188).  The 
oral histories uncovered in this study are powerful testimonies to the many barriers faced 
by blacks who desired to become CPAs.  As claimed by the authors, those barriers were 
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clearly stronger than those faced by “white women, whose exclusion was mitigated 
during periods of extreme labour shortage” (p. 199).  In essence, “it was virtually 
impossible for an African American to become a CPA prior to 1960”, a crude reality that 
adds meaning to “the multiple ways in which these exclusionary obstacles could be 
overcome by a small number of extraordinary men and women” (p. 199). 
Sidhu and West (2014) examined “the interplay between varna and the emergent 
organised accounting profession in India” (p. 115, emphasis in original), using the 1953 
membership list of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India to classify the caste 
status of its members.  The study revealed a “significant over-representation of the 
Brahman upper caste relative to this caste’s presence in the general population”, which is 
“posited as having endowed a status to the accounting occupation that aided the 
replication in India of the British model of professional organisation” (p. 115).  Further, 
the study acknowledged that “caste is a location-specific exclusionary variable” adding to 
others previously studied, namely social class, gender and race (p. 126). 
Catchpowle and Cooper (1999) investigated “the shaping role of the accounting 
profession” (p. 712, emphasis in original) in the “ideological, linguistic and material 
changes in South Africa, from a class based perspective, immediately before, during and 
since the unbanning of the African National Congress (ANC)” (p. 712).  They concluded 
that “the moving force of accounting lies in economics – in class contradictions” (p. 741).  
Walker (2002), in turn, explored “the social standing of accountants in early-Victorian 
England” in an attempt to “illuminate sources of differential status within the occupation 
of accountancy” (p. 377).  Although occupying “various strata in local social structures, 
from the professional class to the pauper”, accountants were “predominantly positioned 
on the margins of the middle class and very few of their number exhibited styles of living 
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which contemporaries identified as characteristic of professional men” (p. 377).  Further, 
the study exposed how these inconsistencies “offered fertile ground for derogatory 
comments about accountants by influential groups, such as lawyers” (p. 396). 
2.3.10 Human Rights and Corporate Social Responsibility 
McPhail and McKernan (2011) observed a “growing interest in business and human 
rights” which they denounced as derived from “increased instances of corporate 
complicity in human rights violations” (p. 734).  Moreover, 
despite the ubiquity of the ideals of human rights and the associated critical legal 
scholarship which questions these ideals and the way they are being translated into 
practice, thus far the accounting profession and academia have largely been missing from 
the debate, despite the fact that there would appear to be obvious links with the power, 
justice and emancipation themes of critical accounting research (p. 733). 
But for these authors, “over and above the opportunities created for critical accounting 
praxis”, is the need to determine whether “the emergence of human rights into the 
discourse on corporate accountability … is helping to substantively improve the lives of 
workers, women and children” (p. 733). Indeed, while proclaimed developments in 
financial reporting assure users of its capacity to address such issues, daily news 
demonstrate how frequently human rights are abused by companies claiming to report 
adequately on the policies and tangible steps taken to ensure sustainable practices are 
adopted throughout the whole supply chain.8
8 An enlightening example of this was the tragic collapse of a building in Savar, near Dhaka (Bangladesh), 
on 24 April 2013, which housed several garment factories that supplied many western clothing brands.  
Although the building was not suited for factories, and did not meet health and safety conditions, financial 
reports of these brands provide abundant descriptions of healthy and sustainable policies and procedures 
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Chetty (2011, p. 759) stated that “we are now witness to allegations of the 
violations of human rights by corporate actors around the world on a nearly daily basis” 
(p. 759), a reality that clashes with the recognition by “enlightened business … that 
business strives where society strives” (p. 761).  Importantly, “accounting can … play a 
key role in assisting business internalise human rights norms and evolve their business 
models to ones which actively” respect and protect human rights (p. 761).  Frankental 
(2011) highlighted some of the “fundamental barriers that exist to holding companies 
accountable for their human rights impacts” (p. 762) and offered some suggestions to 
remedy this state of affairs.  Gallhofer, Haslam and Walt (2011, p. 765) “critically 
theorise accountability and transparency, and accounting, in relation to human rights”, 
linking these, and trying to elaborate on “how accounting … may come to the service of 
human rights” (p. 765).  Gray and Gray (2011), in turn, observed that “human rights have, 
as yet, almost no presence in accounting and finance” (p. 781), and asserted that “if 
business academics are late onto the scene, accounting (at least until recently) appears to 
have largely ignored the area altogether” (p. 782).  While these authors acknowledged 
some notable exceptions, these were depicted as being too scant to “presume a human 
rights spring in accounting and finance” (p. 782).  
Sikka (2011) argued that “conventional accounting and corporate social 
responsibility reports seem to be unable to respond to the emerging agenda on human 
rights” and called “for the production of counter accounts to challenge the hegemony of 
corporations and create spaces for the enjoyment of human rights” (p. 811).  Belal, 
Cooper and Roberts (2013) aimed at providing conclusions and directions for future 
investigation into the under-researched area of social and environmental accounting and 
adopted to prevent and control risks identified in the production chain in the manufacturing countries, 
including conducting regular internal and external audits to check compliance with established codes of 
conduct. 
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accountability in emerging and less developed economies, informing their discussion “by 
the notions of vulnerability and exploitability” (p. 81).  Their paper contended that whilst 
these economies 
are confronted with massive problems that include those related to the effects of climate 
change, poverty, human rights violations, child labour, corruption and social exploitations 
… business organisations … should be held responsible and accountable for the related 
social and environmental consequences of their actions (p. 81). 
Although the greater need for business organisations’ accountability in these economies 
could be achieved by “complete and transparent social and environmental disclosures” (p. 
81), the truth is that much is yet to be done.  Additionally, research has evidenced that 
when CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) is left to the discretion of the reporting 
entities, disclosures are “erratic and vague” (p. 88).  Thus, when interviewed, “NGO 
[Non-Governmental Organization] executives are sceptical of current CSR reporting 
practice [which] to them … is ad hoc and no more than a public relations exercise, 
lacking credibility” (p. 86).  Increasing research in this area would: 
provide empirical evidence to show alternative accounts of social and environmental 
impacts arising from corporate activities and thus make vulnerability and exploitation 
visible ... [bringing] in the marginalised voices of local stakeholders located within the 
emerging and less developed countries which otherwise might not be heard at all (p. 89). 
In their study of the Barrick Gold Mine in Tanzania, Lauwo and Otusanya (2014) 
observed that “analysis and debate on the role of accounting in human rights issues is an 
emerging topic of research” (p. 91).  They revealed that while “in recent years, major 
corporations have been increasingly claiming to be socially responsible… [namely 
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supporting] their claims by publishing lengthy environmental, economic and social 
reports” (p. 101), such reporting is essentially narrative (p. 102) and “consists merely of 
vague and general statements about corporate commitments to employees, local 
communities, human rights and the environment” (p. 103).  Consequently, at least in the 
case studied, “poor working conditions, discrimination in the workplace, pollution and 
environmental degradation and abuses of human rights prevail, but have remained 
invisible in CSR reports” (p. 104).  Further, “the entrenchment of private interests in 
accounting and in neoliberal systems of corporate governance, continues to constrain the 
development of forms of accounting and accountability that could address broader social 
concerns arising from corporate practices” (p. 104).  In this endeavour, “accounting 
academics can, through working closely with NGOs, play a pivotal role in critical 
interventions, by challenging neoliberal systems of corporate governance and examining 
the social consequences of increasing corporate power, while also developing alternative 
forms of accounting and accountability” (p. 105). 
2.3.11 Other Events and Topics 
The list of other events and topics that have so far received the attention of critical 
accounting history research is enormous and ever-growing, and for this reason only a few 
examples will be provided in this subsection. 
Annisette (2004, p. 303) focused on “the true nature of the World Bank”, 
exploring “the role of accounting in the nexus of relationships within which the World 
Bank is situated and … consider[ing] critical accounting’s potential contribution to 
research on the role of accounting and accountants in Third World Development” (p. 303).  
Also focussing on this institution, Neu and Ocampo (2007) used “interviews with key 
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participants and archival documents pertaining to a World Bank education project in 
Latin America”, to highlight “not only how Bank lending practices attempt to implant 
accounting practices and discourses into distant fields, but also the slippage, 
accommodation and resistance that is inherent in” such attempts (p. 363).  The study 
concluded “that the imposition/diffusion of practices was, and continues to be, a 
characteristic of colonial practices” (p. 364). 
Employing the methods of anthropology and ethnographic study, Harney (2011) 
considered “how an organizational social audit performed by a public company in Naples, 
Italy … inadvertently exposed the wider socio-economic conditions of irregular African 
migrants in the area of operations” (p. 644), despite its intended aims.  Harney considered 
that “as a performative linguistic event accounting creates what it identifies” and that 
therefore it is “always perspectival, restrictive, omitting some phenomena, even as 
accounting operates as a mode of power to establish authority and definitive knowledge” 
(p. 644).  As such, “ethnography is well placed to detail the misleading clarity of the 
numeric or formal procedural knowledge produced by traditional accounting” (p. 644). 
Accounting and the public interest is another topic that has received attention 
given that, as Neu and Graham (2005) asserted, “‘the public interest’ is a phrase that we, 
as accounting researchers, associate with accounting almost by reflex” (p. 585).  However, 
they contended, “accounting does not serve the public interest so much as generate a 
peculiar and hyperreal version of it” (p. 585).  Cooper (2005) considered the role of 
academics in the promotion of the public interest, arguing that “given the harrowing 
impact of market fundamentalism on the everyday lives of millions of people … there has 
never been a more important time for academics to become public intellectuals”, 
especially because “of the role which they can play in building social movements” (p. 
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604).  Indeed, “the centrality of accounting and finance to act as an arbiter of public and 
private decision making places the expertise of the accounting or finance academic at the 
centre of public policy making”, thus creating the potential for their active use “by the 
many groups who are striving to make the world a better place” (p. 605).  Lehman (2005, 
p. 675), in turn, asserted that “as the accounting industry … spreads its reach across the 
globe as well as across domains of practice – audit, consulting, taxation – all the world 
appears to be its stage”.  As “a social practice, with people, cultures, and myths 
performing the dance and concert that create relationships, collaborations, harmonies, and 
conflicts” (pp. 675/676), accounting is one of an array of practices that “contribute to the 
creation of reality and … [that] can illuminate, suppress, control and shape ideas, beliefs, 
and knowledge” (p. 685).  And, “despite the suppression and silencing of certain 
alternative ideas” or realities (p. 685), above all “there are always people – individual, 
real people” (p. 676). 
2.3.12 Opportunities for Future Research 
As demonstrated by the above subsections, the extent and diversity of critical accounting 
studies investigating and highlighting accounting’s role in dark events, past and present, 
is enormous.  Furthermore, it would be impossible in the context of a chapter such as this 
to refer to every single area of research falling under the broad designation of 
“accounting’s dark side”.  However, a useful starting point to gain some insight into other 
topics and studies not specifically mentioned in the above subsections is the notable 
introduction by Richard Fleischman (Fleischman, 2013) called “A Review of Critical 
Histories of Accounting”, which  “aspires to chart the meteoric rise of critical scholarship 
broadly and offer a synthesis of the research findings of critical accounting historians and 
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those critical accounting scholars who have investigated contemporary issues with 
recourse to history” (p. 15).  Indeed, “the last three decades have featured an exponential 
growth in the volume of” studies, with a “range of research topics and methodologies 
[which] has proved remarkably broad” (p. 15).  Fleischman (2012) preferred to categorise 
major and diverse subject areas of critical accounting history under the general headings 
of “Suppressed Voices”, “Accounting Under Siege”, “The Public Interest”, 
“Accountability” and “Rhetoric”.  Further, suggestions were provided about what could 
be the way forward, and generally acknowledging that “there is a vast quantity of critical 
work to be done in accounting history” as numerous untouched archival repositories 
become available for research almost on a daily basis, and new technologies increase such 
availability, in an environment characterised by the existence of plenty of publication 
outlets “hungry for quality work” (Fleischman, 2013, p. 54).  More specifically, 
Fleischman (2012) asserted that “there are two significant areas of critical concern in 
which a substantial amount of research has been done but with painfully little success to 
date” and “where results have not been commensurate with the efforts put forth” (p. 13).  
These comprise “(1) environmental accounting and (2) direct, active intervention into 
corporate, political, governmental and professional processes” (p. 13). 
Other authors have also made valuable suggestions, such as Carnegie and Napier 
(1996, 2012) who asserted that “historical knowledge of accounting’s past furnishes the 
unifying power that permits fuller understanding not just of accounting’s but also of 
society’s present and provides constructive input into developing and assessing our 
possible futures” (2012, p. 354).  Rather than suggesting specific themes, Gomes et al. 
(2011) provided suggestions “for making accounting history matter more” (p. 398, 
emphasis in original), such as demonstrating the contemporary relevance/implications of 
accounting history scholarship, a proactive engagement with other accounting researchers 
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and scholars from other disciplines, and a more informative and even engaging writing 
style, including a better articulation of historical methodologies.  Funnell and Walker 
(2013, p. 14), in turn, asserted that “there is much that remains to be investigated in 
relation to histories of exclusion in accountancy on the basis of the ‘trinity’ of gender, 
race and class”, namely in terms of temporal and spatial dimensions.  Additionally, a 
more intense examination of themes that so far remain insufficiently explored would also 
be pertinent. 
As the above subsections have demonstrated, the recognition, expansion and 
increasing debate on human rights does not necessarily imply that such rights are 
respected.  On the contrary, extant research has suggested that there remain many current 
under-researched instances where human rights are systematically abused, not only with 
the obligingness, but in fact with the active complicity of accounting technology.  
Consequently, there seems to be ample scope for future research highlighting this 
involvement.  Agyemang and Lehman (2013), for example, have brought migration 
theories to the debate, “illustrating the complexities and interconnectedness of the role of 
globalization, poverty, state functioning, and the social sciences” (p. 261).  Importantly, 
they contended that “there is no shortage of the use of the technical [accounting] jargon to 
obscure social controversies and injustices” (p. 270).  The role of critical accounting 
researchers, they contended, must then be to expose “accounting’s contradictory and 
deleterious claims” (p. 270). 
As for the studies specifically mentioned in this section, they are only but a few 
examples of the number and diversity of works attempting to portray accounting’s “dark 
side”.  The next section presents a closer examination of the literature dealing specifically 
with accounting and slavery. 
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2.4 Accounting and Slavery 
Slavery and the slave trade have been generally recognised as being:  
among the worst violations of human rights in the history of humanity.  The transatlantic 
slave trade was unique within the entire history of slavery due to its duration (four 
hundred years), its scale (approximately 17 million people excluding those who died 
during transport) and the legitimization accorded to it, including under laws of the time.9
It is no surprise, then, that the number of historical studies on the transatlantic slave trade 
is enormous, but “while economic historians have sliced and diced New World slavery 
from almost every conceivable angle, the accounting implications have tended to go 
unnoticed even among specialists in the field of accounting” (Fleischman, Oldroyd and 
Tyson, 2011b, p. 765).  These authors contributed to remedying this lack, with several 
publications that have shown the inhumanity of slavery in its many aspects and raised 
awareness of accounting’s important role in this phenomenon.  They considered that 
“although accounting historians have recently discovered the subject of slavery, the slave 
trade and plantation accounting are topics that have lain relatively dormant despite their 
potential appeal for critical scholars” (Fleischman et al., 2011b, p. 794).  The extensive 
work published by these authors presents detailed descriptions of the treatment of slaves, 
and the way accounting technology was used in building and sustaining a system that 
dehumanized slave workers in every possible way.  They stated that “archival materials 
reveal that slave workers were categorised, enumerated, and valued with complete 
disregard of their humanity” (Fleischman and Tyson, 2004, p. 393).  Bookkeepers were 
9 Retrieved March 23, 2011 from http://www.un.org/events/slaveryremembrance/background.shtml
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present in every aspect of that system, including the ordering of physical punishment if 
the workers failed to accomplish the productivity standards (Fleischman et al., 2011b, p. 
782).  But for these authors (Fleischman et al., 2011b, p. 771): 
the dehumanization of slave workers in both the US and the BWI [British West Indies] 
was most evident in the valuation parade where some combination of overseers, managers, 
drivers, appraisers and bookkeepers would periodically (frequently annually) gather for 
the purpose of ascribing a value to a plantation’s slave assets.   
Focusing on the valuation of slaves as assets, these authors seemed cautious about the 
possibility of attributing contemporary concepts of morality to the past, but they 
concluded that “the further we delve into the archives and learn about particular 
accounting techniques like valuation, the more certain we become in asserting that 
accounting was instrumental in sustaining slavery’s social institutions and basic practices” 
(Fleischman, Oldroyd and Tyson, 2004, p. 57).  The question of whether accounting users 
and practitioners should be held accountable for “what is to us of the modern day an 
obvious crime against humanity” (Fleischman, 2004, p. 19) was further considered.  
However, the authors favoured the conclusion that “the manner in which accounting was 
utilised by both supporters and opponents of slavery illustrates its potential as an agent of 
social change” (Oldroyd, Fleischman and Tyson, 2008, p. 765).  
A review of other works on accounting and slavery reveals that most are also 
focused on the American case.  Heier (1988) reviewed “plantation accounting methods 
outlined by the southern agricultural reformer Thomas Affleck in his book The Cotton 
Plantation Record and Account Book” (p. 131), which was first published around 1850.  
Analysing 52 “plantation manuscripts that were housed in archives in Mississippi and 
Alabama” (p. 144), the study revealed that “the Affleck plantation record keeping 
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procedures were found in at least fifty percent of the sample of plantation records 
reviewed for the study” (p. 145).  Further, the study revealed that “Affleck was not the 
individual that developed the plantation accounting system but rather synthetised 
practices that had developed over twenty-five or so years and made them more uniform”, 
and that “those procedures … had been developed by cotton planters over a period of 
twenty-five to thirty years prior to the book’s publication, especially the practices dealing 
with cotton crop accounting and record keeping for slaves” (p. 147).  
Barney and Flesher (1994) concentrated on the management accounting practices 
of one Antebellum Mississippi cotton plantation, and stated that “accounting is a product 
of its environment, and the environment in south Mississippi provided a need for a 
sophisticated record of worker productivity.  Research evidence shows that plantation 
management used the slave ledger to manage by the numbers” (p. 275).  They also 
indicated that the slave ledger provided “valuable insight into the treatment of slaves and 
an idea of the lives of slaves.  Locust Grove Plantation treated its slaves as assets … 
inventoried its slaves and measured their productivity” (p. 292).  Vollmers (2003) 
discussed the use of slaves in the major industry of North Carolina, the turpentine 
industry, in the late Antebellum period (1849-61).  The accounting records examined, 
although insufficient to explain every question arising in the study, “reminds us that 
behind the routine and banality of bookkeeping records, which masked the humanity of 
those it commodified, lies a story of hardship and oppression” (p. 391). 
Nash and Flesher (2005, p. 64) focused on “the practice of industrialists leasing 
bondsmen to supplement their labour force”, using as a case study a large Southern firm 
in the Antebellum 1800s.10  Intended to fill a gap in a topic that “has received little 
10 Hughes (1978) stated that, although “little is known about the hiring of slaves in the eighteenth century or 
about their employment in agriculture” (p. 261), “the hiring of slaves had become well-established in the 
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attention in historical writings” (p. 64), the study demonstrated how this practice assisted 
“employers to obtain labour without making heavy investments in human resources” (p. 
63), while at the same time serving the interests of slave owners who leased them out and 
received the wages (p. 71).  Although evidencing different accounting treatments, the 
study demonstrated the similarities between this antebellum practice and twenty first 
century employee leasing, namely in regard to motivations, functioning and outcomes, 
and explicitly highlighted the existence of “placement agencies who matched employees 
with potential employers” (p. 64) and charged fees for their service. 
In addition to these authors’ works, that focused mainly on slavery in Antebellum 
United States and British West Indies, another work was published recently seeking to 
“fill a gap in a literature genre that has concentrated on the methods used to account for 
slaves in the Antebellum American south and their related work and expenses, but has 
largely ignore[d] the slave trade itself” (Heier, 2010, p. 61).  While this study also 
focused on Antebellum Richmond, Virginia, in the 19th century, Heier (2010) used the 
records of two businesses and found that these “revealed a primitive, yet sophisticated, 
process to account for the consignment, purchase, and sales of human merchandise in this 
haunting story of the ‘business of suffering’” (p. 60). 
Hollister and Schultz (2010) explored “slavery and emancipation in the 
northeastern USA, using accounting ledgers maintained in New York’s mid-Hudson 
River valley during the first half of the nineteenth century” (p. 371).  Shifting attention 
from large plantations to smaller family farms of the northeastern USA, the focus of the 
study was twofold: first, the “social and economic circumstances faced by rural blacks in 
New York” prior to emancipation, using the accounting records maintained by “Ann 
county [Elizabeth City County, Virginia] before the Revolution.  By the 1780s it was pervasive, and its 
continuance to 1810 is indicated by several sorts of records” (pp. 262/263). 
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DeWitt Bevier, a wealthy widow who managed an estate staffed by both slave and free 
labor” (p. 372); and, second, “aspects of rural life after emancipation [which] are revealed 
by the personal account books maintained by John Hasbrouck” (p. 371), including such 
personal aspects as his employment and compensation after emancipation, and his 
family’s adaptation to freedom.  The study also demonstrated how the information 
included in the accounting records highlights the differences between slavery in the North 
and the South, providing “examples of accounting’s role in both documenting aspects of 
slaves’ oppression and recording evidence of their emancipation” (p. 372), and thus 
evidencing how accounting records are powerful witnesses of the past.  Further, the paper 
illustrated the often contradictory facets of accounting: on the one hand illuminating “the 
realities of the slaves’ status as human chattel, and the power of an owner to control the 
destiny of a slave family” (p. 402); on the other, not only supporting and documenting the 
transition to freedom, but also being seemingly used by a former slave, John Hasbrouck, 
“as a means for establishing his own economic identity after emancipation” (p. 401). 
Fleischman, Oldroyd and Tyson (2011a, p. 751), in turn, focused on “the 
transition from slavery to wage workers in the American South and British West Indies” 
in the period 1760-1870.  They analysed “the corresponding nature of the reporting and 
control procedures that were established in both venues, in order to create a disciplined 
workforce, and establish regular relations between employees and employers” (p. 751).  
The study presented “a range of economic and political factors” explaining the 
“differences in labour control practices between the two regions” and discussed “the 
impact on these practices of accounting and other quantitative techniques”, while also 
considering “the central role played by government in the process” (p. 751).  Further, the 
paper highlighted “the limitations of accounting controls and economic incentives in 
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disciplining labour without the presence of physical coercion in circumstances where 
there is a refusal on the part of the workers to cooperate” (p. 774). 
McWatters and Lemarchand have also made an important contribution to the 
knowledge of the accounting and finance aspects of the slave trade, but they focused on a 
French case.  They stated that “the triangular pattern of the slave trade was reflected in 
the accounting process” (McWatters and Lemarchand, 2009, p. 190).  In searching for the 
origin of the accounting practices applied to this trade, the authors presented the Guide du 
Commerce, which was “likely one of the very first specialized manuals on accounting” 
(McWatters and Lemarchand, 2006, p. 1).  The authors investigated “the extent to which 
the manual reflects real-world practices and provides a faithful glimpse into the socio-
economic context of the period” (2006, p. 1).  They further developed this work, 
gathering “archival evidence to examine the extent to which the methods and operations 
in these sources point to a collective knowledge shared amongst traders and those 
engaged to conduct the slave trade on their behalf” (McWatters and Lemarchand, 2009, p. 
189).  They also examined “the social and economic milieu present” in this specialised 
accounting manual (McWatters and Lemarchand, 2010, p. 14) and in doing so illustrated 
the role of accounting as narrative, finding that, rather than merely creating fictitious 
examples, the author of the manual developed in-depth “case studies and examples of 
actual accounting methods … [offering] the reader insights into the strategic nature of the 
social and economic milieu in which commercial success might be achieved” (p. 14). 
Indeed, some of “the entries are re-presentations of actual recorded events”, such as “a 
number of vessels that can be traced via admiralty records to actual ships at Nantes, 
whereas others (and often their captains) are seemingly imaginary constructs to 
demonstrate a particular activity or transaction” (p. 41).  Building upon their earlier 
research, McWatters and Lemarchand (2013) shifted “attention to the global mesh of 
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eighteenth-century merchant trading networks, as revealed through accounting discourse”, 
providing insights into how these “networks created and sustained business operations 
and enabled market players to lever resources at their disposal, especially their reliance on 
credit, reputation and trust” (p. 49).  Focusing on the merchant network provided by the 
Guide du Commerce, the study examined “the actors, and in particular, the accounting 
mechanisms that supported their global activities” (2013, p. 49).  As concluded, 
“accounting discourse facilitates the examination of ties between individual actors and 
their effects on commercial exchange, the circulation of capital and transaction costs”, 
while also pointing “to accounting’s centrality in terms of accountability and contracting 
to mitigate inherent weaknesses in these agency relationships” (p. 50). 
Focusing more on investment behaviour and investment returns in 18th century 
France, McWatters (2008) analysed the investments of François Deguer, a French 
shipowner who also exploited the slave trade “within the broader context of his business 
operations and networks, judging the trade relative to other investment alternatives” (p. 
178).  Thus, the paper demonstrated that whilst “his decision to exit [the slave trade] 
resulted from economic factors – the trade was no longer attractive as other market 
sectors” – other “investors were still lured to the business, such as that in South America, 
where expected returns were high” (p. 178).  This circumstance supported McWatters’ 
contention that “moral questions emerged more prominently when the economic benefits 
of the trade became less certain” (p. 178).  Importantly, the study demonstrated that 
“accounting was implicated” in the trading strategies “as accounting information provided 
key inputs with respect to the market situation, revenues and costs, along with important 
mechanisms for accountability to stakeholders” (pp. 178/179).  As McWatters concluded, 
the slave trade: 
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demonstrates features common in present-day commerce, including the continued trade in 
human capital, which is financially lucrative despite its moral abhorrence.  As in the past, 
accounting plays a role by providing accountability and control mechanisms which assist 
those involved to determine investment return and profitability relative to those obtained 
from other endeavours (p. 179). 
Donoso Anes (2002) analysed the accounting practices of the Asiento, an agreement 
signed in 1713 between the Crowns of England and Spain, by which England was granted 
the monopoly to trade African slaves to the Spanish-America colonies.  The Queen of 
England granted the administration of the Asiento to the South Sea Company (SSC), 
which owned 45 per cent of the rights of the contract.  Donoso Anes’s study described 
“the accounting system used by the SSC to provide information on its developed 
economic activity” and demonstrated “that the developments of the Asiento were very 
much linked to the lack of accountability of the SSC before the Spanish Crown” (p. 441).  
The study also outlined “the role of accounting to resolve the conflicts between the 
tenants of the Asiento, the SSC and its Spanish counterparts” (p. 451).  This topic was 
further explored by Carmona, Donoso and Walker (2010) who concluded that:  
although [accounting was] a relatively minor concern of treaty-makers, noncompliance 
with provisions of the Asiento by the SSC placed accounting centre stage in conflicts 
between Britain and Spain.  In combination with geo-strategic and domestic political 
circumstances, reporting failures exacerbated the commercial dispute between the two 
nations which culminated in war in 1739 (p. 252). 
With regard to the Portuguese case, there is no previous study on the slave trade specially 
focused on the role of accounting.  So far, 
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the foundational text on the slave traffic to the captaincy[ies of Grão Pará and 
Maranhão] is the study by Antonio Carreira on the Portuguese trade companies founded 
in the mid-eighteenth century.  Carreira consulted and published the data contained in the 
accounting books of the Companhia Geral do Grão Pará e Maranhão, in addition to 
other manuscripts and correspondence available in Portuguese archives.  Carreira’s work 
revised previous assessments and became the starting point for all subsequent studies 
(Domingues da Silva, 2008, p. 491). 
However, Carreira’s work did not question or even highlight the role of accounting in the 
slave trade, neither did he seem to view accounting as a social and institutional practice, 
and nor did other subsequent works on GPM. 11
Rodrigues et al. (2009) studied the differences between the proposed and the 
adopted by-laws of GPM, and demonstrated that what is now recognised as “corporate 
governance regulations” were already a major concern of those times.  As its title 
suggests, this study did not focus on the slave trade of the company.  This shows that a 
contribution to the literature focusing on the 18th century Portuguese case could be 
important, especially when it is stated that “Maranhão has the best documented slave 
trade in all Portuguese America.  However, it is one of the least studied branches of the 
Atlantic slave trade” (Domingues da Silva, 2008, p. 477).  Furthermore, the quality of this 
company’s archive has been stressed by Herbert S. Klein in his book The Middle Passage, 
which nominates GPM as “the only Portuguese private merchant or company whose 
records are sufficiently complete and reliable” to assess the profitability of the slave trade 
(Klein, 1978, p. 46).  This offers the possibility of obtaining a rich analysis of the slave 
trading operations and supporting activities over a period of more than 20 years. 
11  As mentioned in Chapter 1, examples of previous studies include Carreira (1982), Dias (1971), 
Domingues da Silva (2008), Hawthorne (2010) and Rodrigues et al. (2009). 
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Fleischman and Tyson (2004, p. 394) stated that: 
once accounting is recognised as a proactive set of valuation and measurement techniques 
that serve special interests, as opposed to a set of neutral, calculative procedures, many 
environments in which accounting was used to sustain institutions of social control and 
maintain prescribed social relations become opportune for a revised and more critical 
examination and evaluation. 
It is this call that will be responded to with this case study. 
2.5 Discussion 
The previous sections have demonstrated how accounting is increasingly viewed as a 
social and institutional practice, simultaneously being influenced by the context in which 
it operates and impacting, whether intentionally or otherwise, in society and organizations.  
For the last 30 years a powerful body of critical literature has emerged, portraying what 
has been termed the “dark side of accounting”, comprising numerous, diverse and 
enlightening demonstrations of accounting’s power to control and dehumanize human 
beings, facilitating abuse, exclusion, exploitation, and stigmatisation.  Such studies have 
presented undeniable proof of both accounting’s and accountants’ culpability in enabling 
unethical and morally reprehensible events.  As Funnell and Walker (2013, p. 1) stated, 
this 
impressive, expanding body of historical research has shown accounting to be far more 
than a prosaic, neutral technical practice.  Instead, accounting inscriptions can have a 
pronounced and powerful moral dimension as a sinister political tool used to promote the 
interests, ideologies and plans of individuals or groups, irrespective of any catastrophic 
impacts on others. 
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More recently some studies have tried to contrast this dark view of accounting, by 
demonstrating that it has also played a “bright role”12 or that at least “the implications of 
accounting as a technology of measurement and control are not universal but are 
contingent on their context” (hOgartaigh et al., 2012, p. 229).  Nevertheless, such studies 
are clearly infrequent, and tend to evidence that, although potentially having a clear 
“bright side”, accounting seems to serve good purposes and to “ameliorate the harsher 
dictates of a broader socioeconomic context and philosophy” (hOgartaigh et al., 2012, p. 
243) only in the presence of very special circumstances.  In the case of the Irish Poor 
Relief Act analysed in hOgartaigh et al. (2012), accounting was used as an instrument of 
control at a distance exercised by absentee managers, as “the cost of the poor law was 
carried in Ireland while its implementation lay in the hands of an English administration” 
(p. 228).  Hence, accounting seems to have served higher interests in seeking to monitor, 
control and manage Irish agents in financing initiatives that ultimately benefitted lower 
layers of society, in this case the Irish poor.  Is it too farfetched to say that, at least in this 
case, protecting the interests of the poor was a collateral damage? 
One other occurrence in which accounting seems to have been used for good 
purposes was when direct personal contact with the potentially excluded existed.  Such 
were the conclusions provided by Holden et al. (2009) in the case of the Newcastle 
Infirmary, in which the powerful effect on admission officials when confronting face to 
face the suffering of potentially ineligible cases, rather than being insulated from their 
12 An example of accounting’s “bright side” was provided by Bisman (2007, p. 1), demonstrating “how 
conceptualisations of accounting, together with rudimentary accounting measures and accountability reports, 
were implicated in the construction of notions of” an early convict transportee’s (George Best) “success and 
respectability”, allowing his “transfigurement from an individual of the ‘criminal class’ to wealthy, well 
respected landholder”. 
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suffering, was presented as one of the possible explanations for the inconsistencies 
“between practice and rules” (p. 547).  Indeed, the paper demonstrated “that accounting 
was also used to justify providing relief on compassionate grounds to those who were 
morally “undeserving” of help” (p. 527) and that “by allowing the construction of 
discursive formations that moderated society’s perceptions and treatment of the poor, 
accounting practices were thus implicated in and essential to endeavours to give relief to 
the needy” (p. 527).  
For Funnell and Walker (2013, p. 6) these studies “illustrate that the moral agency 
of accounting is determined and legitimated by prevailing economic and political 
structures and not by any internal logic or calculus”.  In the same vein, Hooper and 
Kearins (2007, p. 469) contended that:  
there are features of accounting resistant to technical progress in legislation, auditing and 
accounting standards so that it is not so much that history repeats itself as that there 
remain elements of the practice of accounting beyond legislative reach.  Such elements 
stem essentially from diverse and perhaps ungovernable characteristics of human nature 
and relationships.13
This seems to suggest that the acknowledgement of “the other” is a basic condition for 
accounting to be used in positive ways.  In the case of the Old Poor Law, for example, 
Walker (2004a) asserted that “it was easier when the claimant was dehumanized as an 
entry in an account.  Accounting disclosure placed distance between the poor and their 
neighbours”, and “accounting publicity represented a manifestation of social distancing 
where the poor were less of the community and more an imposition on it, a class to be 
13 The case studied here is the Bank of New Zealand and its two episodes of financial mal-management and 
subsequent rescue by the government, with “both instances separated by nearly a century” (p. 469).  
However, the conclusion presented resonates with the studies presented in the preceding sections. 
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monitored and controlled” (p. 121).  Further, “the resort to inscription contributed to the 
alienation of the dependent pauper, and was more sinister in a context where the poor 
were perceived less as unfortunates deserving of charity and more as a costly burden 
associated with idleness and vice” (p. 121).  Walker (2008, p. 461), in turn, contended 
that “through its recording function accounting may also validate stigmatised identities 
and contribute to the labelled becoming what they are labelled”.  Thus, with the exception 
of Walker’s study on the Highland Clearances (Walker, 2003), in the majority of the 
studies presented in the above sections the absence of direct confrontation between 
accountants and “the other” seems to have facilitated negative outcomes from the 
accounting practices used.14  Further, the dehumanization implicit in accounting practices 
and calculations creates more distancing, which in turn contributes to increasing 
dehumanization – an endless, inexorable cycle. 
One other pattern emerging from the literature is the intersection between themes, 
making it difficult to categorize each study under one single heading.  For example, 
certain studies that in this chapter appear under the theme “aboriginal dispossession” 
could easily be associated with exploitation, exclusion or colonialism.  This reveals the 
complexity of the themes under scrutiny and the elaborate mesh of underlying and 
explanatory reasons.  The diversity of themes also evidences how inventive and swift 
humans are in creating reasons to justify discriminating other fellow individuals.  
“Among such criteria are race, ethnicity, caste, gender, sexual orientation, social origin, 
age, ability, physical appearance, language, religion and geographical location” (Funnell 
and Walker, 2013, p. 9); in fact the list is almost endless.  As for accounting, and as 
Chwastiak and Lehman (2008) demonstrated, it: 
14 In the case of Iraq, in spite of the American employees being located in the same country where 
exploitation takes place, no direct confrontation seems to occur, since due to (in)security issues most of 
these employees are living in compounds isolated from the population. 
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reduces people, places and things to quantities and lends itself to an abstract, cold and 
calculating way of reasoning.  This form of reasoning imposes a clear separation between 
subject and object, and as such ensures that any feelings of identification with the object 
are killed. … For in order to exploit, we must close our ears to the voices of those we are 
victimizing (p. 320). 
Indeed, “by providing a lens that masks the intrinsic value of the people’s lives that are 
being destroyed, allowing the perpetrators of death and destruction to rationalize their 
inhumanity in the name of economic growth” (Chwastiak and Lehman, 2008, p. 321), 
accounting actively contributes to an “endless cycle of violence” (p. 321).15  Importantly, 
however, and as Chwastiak (1996, p. 379) asserted in relation to the Cold War, rather 
than being part of the problem, accounting could take part in the unravelling of the 
ideological foundation of current dark events. 
Overall, the most significant pattern emerging from the preceding studies is the 
recurring display of a fertile catalogue of human faults – stretching from mere ignorance, 
omission, fear, selfishness, lack of self-criticism, vanity, pursuit of prevailing ideologies, 
blindness, senselessness and indifference, to utter cruelty.  In this regard, although 
Hooper and Kearins (2007, pp. 484/485), “confess to celebrating humanness” they also 
admitted not being “optimistic about technical progress in accounting rules and 
regulations ever overcoming humanity’s either more opportunistic or basest elements.  In 
terms of examining its more enduring features, we contend, history is worth reflecting 
upon”.  
15 Focusing on more current settings, it is appropriate to remember Joseph Stiglitz’s enlightening statement: 
“from one’s luxury hotel, one can callously impose policies about which one would think twice if one knew 
the people whose lives one was destroying” (cited in Chwastiak and Lehman, 2008, p. 320). 
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In evidencing the parallels between past and present events, the studies included in 
the preceding sections have shown not only the persistence of the most basic features of 
human condition, but also accounting’s insistent involvement in reprehensible events.  
This seems to reveal a particular aptitude of accounting: to constantly adapt itself to new 
circumstances, a versatility that in the cases presented in this chapter has been put to the 
service of evil ends, past and present.  Hence, studying “accounting as it is practised in 
specific situations not only casts light on the practices taken for granted in the past but 
also alerts us to the need to challenge and critique accounting practices taken for granted 
today” (Irvine, 2012, p. 211).  
2.6 Summary 
This chapter has reviewed prior literature underpinning this study.  Starting with a review 
of the debate on different conceptions of accounting as a technical practice and as a social 
and institutional practice, the chapter analysed previous studies on accounting’s dark-side, 
including accounting and slavery.  The amount and diversity of these studies demonstrate 
that when it comes to human misery there is plenty to choose from, and that an 
extraordinary amount of work has been undertaken in the last 30 years exposing the role 
and responsibility of accounting and accountants in events spanning different eras and 
diverse settings.  Accordingly, the role of accounting and accountants in enabling morally 
and ethically improper actions and events has been indisputably demonstrated. 
Notwithstanding, this chapter has also demonstrated that there is still a vast 
number of dark events that remain understudied or virtually untouched by accounting 
scholars, thus offering great potential for further critical accounting history literature.  
“As time unceasingly transforms the present into the past” (Gomes et al., 2011, p. 399), 
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and the world around us evolves, daily news reveal staggering parallels between past 
events portrayed in these studies and present day situations of human exploitation, 
dehumanization, degradation, and many such others.  Most importantly, such daily news 
reveal accounting and accountants lurking beneath those events, always in the shadow, 
giving absolute certainty that critical accounting history will not fall short of topics, at 
least when it comes to dark events.  Meanwhile, questions remain: how far has humanity 
really come and when will we learn from history? 
The next chapter will address the theoretical framework and research 
methodology supporting this study.  
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3 Chapter 3: Theoretical Framework and Research Methodology 
At the most fundamental level, choosing an ontological and epistemological paradigm and associated 
methodology for an accounting study needs to be driven by the objective of finding the most appropriate 
way to answer the research question. 
Bisman (2010, p. 15) 
3.1 Introduction 
Chapter 2 has presented the literature review that underpins this study, including a 
consideration of the debate on different conceptions of accounting – as a technical 
practice and as a social and institutional practice – as well as previous studies on 
accounting’s dark-side, including accounting and slavery. 
This chapter addresses the theoretical framework and research methodology used 
in the study. It includes a review of literature on the conceptual framework that underpins 
this research, namely the concept of “action at a distance”, and previous studies that 
explore the interrelations between accounting and the state.  This chapter also explains the 
methodology of the study, with particular attention devoted to the archival sources that 
are its foundation.  The process of data collection and analysis is succinctly described, 
including the extensive data triangulation that was conducted, while challenges and 
difficulties resulting from the archival research are also highlighted and illustrated. 
3.2 Methodological and Epistemological Perspective 
This study adopts a research perspective that views the world as being socially 
constructed.  As such, accounting is understood not merely as a technical practice, but as 
a social and institutional practice.  As Parker (2012, p. 57) stated, from mere “potential 
adjunct[s] to positivist research methods”, case studies “have also now been employed 
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and recognised as stand-alone research contributors in themselves.  Furthermore, they 
have moved beyond the neo-classical economics based view of accounting as a neutral, 
technicist phenomenon inhabiting an external measurable tangible reality”, to 
increasingly being: 
undertaken from a social constructionist perspective which contends that reality is 
inseparable from thought, language and social practices.  From this perspective, 
accounting is seen to participate in the social construction of actors’ realities which reflect 
complex processual interactions of social, political and institutional (and economic) 
contexts (Parker, 2012, p. 57). 
As proposed by Napier (2009, p. 32), this study falls under the classification of “‘socio-
historical accounting research’, where the researcher is primarily concerned with how 
accounting impacts on specific individuals and organisations, and more broadly on 
society”.  Indeed: 
accounting plays deep and complex roles in modern society that need to be excavated and 
revealed in order to gain an adequate understanding of how individuals are controlled, 
restricted and in some cases enabled through the use of records and calculations. … [For] 
accounting is shaped by its environment but also feeds back into shaping the world in 
which it operates (Napier, 2009, p. 32).  
According to Berry and Otley (2004, p. 233):  
in case-based research, as in other research, there is a distinction to be made between 
theory (what this research is about), ontology (the assumptions made about the nature of 
reality), epistemology (how knowledge is to be understood) and method (how research is 
to be conducted). 
This study adopts an interpretative paradigm/perspective and an inductive reasoning 
approach, in order to understand and explain the accounting practices that were applied 
by GPM to the slave trade.  Ontologically, it is assumed that reality is subjective and 
multiple and, therefore, open to interpretations.  It is acknowledged that research is value-
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laden and biases may be present.  However, it is the researcher’s responsibility and 
concern to be aware of and, to the extent possible, minimise such biases, by permanently 
focusing on reflexivity and rigour and being aware of the researcher’s “own role in 
interpreting and creating meaning from the data” collected (Parker, 2012, p. 58).  As 
Parker (2012, p. 56) asserted, “qualitative tradition adopts a position that ultimately all
research is infused with culture, values, beliefs, stories, language, perception, cognition, 
ideology and politics” (emphasis in original). 
Mills (1993, p. 802) went as far as suggesting that “it is not enough to say that 
since complete objectivity is impossible, the pursuit of objectivity must be abandoned and 
replaced by some frank expression of the historian’s own moral and political beliefs”.16
Furthermore, she warned that “the application of agency theory and other positivist 
perspectives” introduce distortions into the study of accounting’s past, and this happens 
mostly “whenever the researcher permits a ‘grand’ theory, method or ideology – whether 
it be positivist, Marxist or Foucaultian – to dominate their work, to bind their research 
with a predetermined framework” (Mills, 1993, p. 802).  Shaoul, Stafford and Stapleton 
(2012, p. 213), in turn, asserted that “corporate governance and accountability 
research[ers]… are extending [their] research beyond the traditional and primarily 
quantitative approaches of prior research based predominantly on agency theory”.  In the 
same vein, Chwastiak (1999a) asserted that although “the principal agent model has been 
a popular paradigm in mainstream accounting research for nearly two decades” and 
“contrary to principal-agent theorists’ claims to objectivity and neutrality, the theory 
actually imposes a capitalistic subjectivity on the object of the research, labor, and in so 
doing, rationalizes and legitimizes exploitation” (p. 425).  Similarly, Lauwo and Otusanya 
16 An enlightening example of the dangers of ignoring an author’s beliefs when using his or her work was 
provided by Funnell (2001a).  He argued that “in their denunciation of Sombart’s conclusions and his faulty 
history, accounting history researchers have been seemingly oblivious to the way in which Sombart’s anti-
Semitism shaped his appreciation of double-entry bookkeeping” (p. 55). 
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(2014, p. 91) stated that “conventional theories such as agency theory frequently celebrate 
the pursuit of private profit or shareholder wealth maximisation while offering little help 
in exploring the tensions between corporate power and society”. 
 In terms of methodological assumptions (the process of research), research is 
context bound, and for this reason an entire chapter is devoted to analysing the context in 
which the company was created and operated.  Although the findings of this research 
cannot be directly applied to other case studies, they are presented as accurate, reliable 
and verifiable through analysis of the primary sources that are publicly available at the 
archives.  For such purpose these sources are systematically referenced through the whole 
study and listed in the references and detailed in Appendix 1.  In essence, the study seeks 
to produce “credible accounts and interpretations (rather than assuring replicability 
through notions of validity and reliability)” and “its focus and outcomes privilege critique, 
theory development, uniqueness and context” (Parker, 2012, p. 59). 
3.3 Research Approach and Methods 
This study uses a combination of primary and secondary sources, but is based firmly on 
archival research.  As will be explained in the next section, it adopts a broad view of what 
constitutes the archive for accounting history research, and uses different documents, 
produced by different agents, collected from several collections available at five distinct 
archives, all located in Lisbon. 
This is an explanatory case study, which means that the focus of the research is on 
the specific case of this company and that “theory is used in order to understand and 
explain the specifics, rather than to produce generalisations” (Scapens, 2004, p. 260).  
Such “explanatory case studies … seek to provide deep and rich understandings of the 
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social nature of accounting practices … [and] require an in-depth understanding of the 
company or organisation being studied” (Scapens, 2004, p. 261).  As such, analysis of the 
context, the history of the company and the main aspects of its structure and operations 
are provided in Chapter 4. 
One important aspect of this section is to explain the choice of this particular case 
study.  As Stake (1995, p. xi) noted, cases are studied when they are of “very special 
interest”.  Moreover, “we look for the detail of interaction within its contexts. Case study 
is the study of the particularity and complexity of a single case, coming to understand its 
activity within important circumstances” (Stake, 1995, p. xi).  Indeed, “a case should be 
chosen because it has political significance both as to what is discovered and to the 
theoretical development” (Berry and Otley, 2004, p. 235).  Scapens (2004, pp. 261/262), 
in turn, asserted that “cases should be selected so that the researcher can focus on the 
questions to be addressed in the research”.  Given the nature of the company, particularly 
its pioneer role in the Pombaline reforms, and the close relationship between GPM and 
the Portuguese State, aspects that will be further addressed in Chapter 4, this is a 
particularly rich case study.  As will be revealed further, five other chartered companies 
were created during the period under analysis; however, GPM is considered unique due to 
its pioneering character in the period as well as the role it was endowed with in the 
context of the policies established.17  As Trancoso (1946, pp. 34/35) asserted: 
the great privileges of the Companies [GPM and GPP] and the prominent place they 
occupied, their large evolution in space and time … brought to their archives a vast set of 
documents and news that register not only facts but also men: the first with their political, 
historical or economic significance; the latter with their virtues … their mistakes and 
corruptions…  [Furthermore,] given the preeminent role that the Companies played in 
17 For example, Shikida (2007, pp. 8/9) considered that GPM’s “structure is not very different from other 
companies” but “what gives it a strongly stately character … is the secret charter of 1757 by which GPM 
gained governing powers in practice”. 
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commerce and colonization in the third quarter of the 18th century and the large protection 
that by the central power was given to them, their archives are filled with very important 
elements for the history of overseas commerce and navigation, colonization, of the 
economy of the country and colonies, and even for the history of Brazil.  
The extent, diversity, richness and extremely good condition of the archival sources 
available at the main archives is another reason why this is probably the best case study to 
provide reliable answers to the research questions.  Indeed, the quality of the GPM 
archive, located at National Archives of Torre do Tombo (ANTT), was stressed by Herbert 
S. Klein in his book The Middle Passage (1978, p. 46), referring to GPM as “the only 
Portuguese private merchant or company whose records are sufficiently complete and 
reliable” to calculate the profitability of the slave trade.18
The richness and extensiveness of the archival resources coupled with their 
intrinsic character – documents were often produced by different agents in different 
locations – permitted extensive data triangulation.  This was undertaken, wherever 
possible, in order to strengthen the validity of the conclusions drawn.  In this case, data 
triangulation meant using different archives and different types of documents, as well as a 
combination of primary and secondary sources.  The data triangulation also assisted in 
avoiding possible biases, by highlighting different views, held by different actors.  As 
Decker (2013, p. 163) suggested: 
this is why historians put great emphasis on source triangulation and frequently highlight 
the need to work with more than one archive, as this facilitates not only the ‘filling of 
gaps’, but also the identification of bias and silences in sets of records. 
18 As Cobbin et al. (2013, p. 415) warned, when utilizing archival sources for the purpose of academic 
research, “a prime consideration is the integrity of the records”. 
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Additionally, basing the research on more than one archive “is a way to access duplicate 
records or multiple points of view” (Decker, 2013, p. 164). 
Although utilising a combination of primary and secondary sources, this case 
study is based firmly on archival research.  Cobbin et al. (2013, p. 410) asserted that 
“archival resources can make a valuable contribution to contemporary research in a 
number of areas, yet they remain relatively under-utilised”.  For many years there has 
been a growing discussion on whether researchers should rely mostly on primary sources 
(the so called “archival researchers”) or should be more concerned with finding a suitable 
theory to shape their studies (the “theoreticians”).  Walker (2004b, p. 19) recalled that in 
1990 The Accounting Historians Journal, one of the leading journals in the field, “took 
the unusual step of reporting why it was that of the 40 papers submitted in the previous 
year only six had been accepted for publication”.  Among other issues, they identified 
“exclusive reliance on secondary sources” Walker (2004b, p. 19).  In this respect, Napier 
(2006, p. 469) argued that “the work of inspiring theorists such as Foucault and Marx was 
thoroughly grounded in the archive”.  Arnold and McCartney (2003), in turn, provided an 
interesting case study, highlighting “the dangers of superficial use of evidence or reliance 
on a chain of secondary references [that to some extent] still remain” (Napier, 2009, p. 
41). 19   Indeed, history “is about the systematic use of sources in the quest for 
‘substantiable truth’ … [and] the results of evidence gathering provides the lifeblood of 
historical debate” (Walker, 2004b, p. 12).  And whilst discussion and controversies are 
important to stimulate further research and to advance any field of knowledge, Walker 
(2004b, p. 9) reminded that “theoretical perspectives (broadly defined) in accounting 
history are important in providing organising and analytical frameworks for projects, in 
suggesting hypotheses, delimiting research objectives and the attendant scope of 
19 Although Funnell (2007, p. 298) stated that Arnold and McCartney’s “denunciations … grossly overstate 
the proved offences of accounting historians” and “should be treated as unsubstantiated accusations”. 
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evidence-gathering, in offering coherence to writing and in the formulation of 
conclusions”. In sum, “the least promising ventures in accounting history are those devoid 
of either theoretical underpinning, hypotheses or research questions.  In these situations 
the search for clues becomes meandering and illimitable” (Walker, 2004b, p. 9). 
Thus, and in spite of persisting controversies about accounting historiography and 
methodology (Walker, 2004b, p. 10), “there has been growing realisation that historical 
accounting research must at the same time be firmly grounded in archival evidence and 
have a clear theoretical perspective to provide a coherent philosophical basis and a 
rigorous structure” (Napier, 2009, p. 39).  Indeed, “theory can help the researcher to 
clarify, even to identify, promising research questions, by suggesting influences, 
relationships and mechanisms” (Napier, 2009, p. 40).  In essence, “the challenge for 
historical accounting research is to continue to offer insights, firmly grounded in evidence 
and at the same time theoretically rich” (Napier, 2009, p. 39).  As Parker (2012, p. 58) 
suggested, “theory and data are held in a close reciprocal relationship that offers the 
researcher more than one avenue into unpacking hitherto hidden meanings”, the result of 
this being the researcher “inductively developing theory from field data”, and 
simultaneously “employing pre-existing theory to investigate phenomena and further 
refining existing theory”. 
While “most historians seek to contribute to human knowledge by producing 
historical research which is well-written, well-argued, and, above all, well-documented … 
historical evidence represents what has survived the transition from past to present, 
subject to accidents of preservation or deliberate destruction” (Fleischman et al., 1996, p. 
60).  As Decker (2013, p. 156) suggested, “history as a discipline has a methodology of 
reconstruction from archival material”, and when doing archival research it is essential to 
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be aware of the dangers of “selective silencing by the researcher”, especially when 
“archival material is overabundant”. Indeed, if the question of “how does the historian 
cope with the absence of written or even oral evidence” (Napier, 2009, p. 31) is 
paramount, “it is not just the silence of archives that creates research problems, but also 
the over-abundance of records” (Decker, 2013, p. 167).  Fundamentally, 
All selection of archival material for narrative, whether through sampling, causal analysis 
or exemplary selection, involves reconstruction, representation, and therefore silencing.  
We ought to be clear about this, and beginning to state our methodology is one way of 
achieving this – because without historical representation, archival voices cannot speak 
meaningfully either (Decker, 2013, p. 170). 
One of the major concerns in conducting case study research is known as procedural 
reliability (Scapens, 2004, p. 268); that is, to know that the researcher has adopted 
appropriate and reliable research methods and procedures.  As Bisman (2010, p. 15) 
suggested, “at the most fundamental level, choosing an ontological and epistemological 
paradigm and associated methodology for an accounting study needs to be driven by the 
objective of finding the most appropriate way to answer the research question”.  Berry 
and Otley (2004, p. 233), in turn, asserted that “the appropriate use of qualitative methods 
is determined both by the nature of the phenomena studied, the ideology of the 
researchers and the philosophical underpinnings of the theoretical approach being 
adopted”.  This means that there may not be perfect choices in this matter, but it is 
considered that the research approach, methods and concepts used in this study are the 
ones that are most likely to yield reliable answers to the research questions proposed.  In 
essence, this study deals with human actions and beliefs, represented and registered for 
posterity in the accounting system.  Although there is no intention to judge the actions of 
the actors involved in the events described in the study, there is a firm belief that the 
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analysis of the archival sources highlight not only the practices but also the underlying 
reasons and beliefs of the agents who produced them.  As Walker (2004b, p. 10) 
reminded, “the historian has to be alert to the perils of exploring and interpreting the past 
in terms of the present”.  Napier (2009, p. 43) expressed a similar sentiment: 
“methodologically, researchers are encouraged to withhold their preconceptions about 
particular situations and events, rather than viewing them through a lens consisting of 
current concepts and values”.  In this sense, accounting history is “a ‘history of the 
present’ in that the historian tries to avoid judging the past with the benefit of hindsight – 
the past is treated as its own present” (Napier, 2009, p. 43). 
As Potter (2005, p. 267) asserted “research that depicts accounting as a social and 
institutional practice typically seeks to explore accounting from a broad perspective, 
probing the applications of accounting practices in the social and organizational contexts 
in which they occur”.  Consequently, “interpretive and critical case-study research which 
embraces the social and institutional paradigm is typically undertaken using a qualitative, 
holistic approach” (Potter, 2005, p. 283).  “Accounting researchers adopting an 
interpretive perspective attempt to describe, understand and interpret the meanings that 
human actors apply to the symbols and the structures of the settings in which they find 
themselves” (Gomes, 2008, p. 487).  As Napier (2009, p. 43) asserted, “in particular, 
researchers are directed to consider the meaning that actors (human and institutional) give 
to their calculations”. 
The vast and to some extent still ongoing discussion about the validity of 
qualitative research, must prompt any researcher to question the use of specific 
methodologies, not because of any prejudice or doubt about the validity of qualitative 
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methods, but to demonstrate their adequateness for each study.  In one of the latest and 
most valuable contributions to this discussion, Parker (2012, p. 59) asserted that: 
qualitative research aims towards credible accounts of organisational and … accounting 
processes and understandings.  It treats the issue of credibility in terms of the central 
research questions being addressed, the types of data being collected, and research 
methods employed.  The fundamental tests to be met are whether the accounts rendered 
are convincing: in the sense of being authentic, plausibly and convincingly drawn.  An 
account is authentic if it reveals evidence of the researcher having been in the field and 
experienced the events and processes studied.  It is plausible if its findings and arguments 
make logical sense to the reader.  Finally it is convincing if it offers possibilities for 
augmenting knowledge and practice, addresses organisational and accounting issues, 
offers a sense of usefulness to management accounting researchers and practitioners, and 
carries a ‘ring of truth’(emphasis in original). 
Indeed, “qualitative research privileges attention to environmental context: social, 
institutional, political, economic, technological and regulatory” (Parker, 2012, p. 65).  In 
doing so, “it contextualises its findings and conclusions, thereby offering potentially 
important inputs to future policy and practice decisions that are inevitably contextually 
conditioned.  These are the connections between past, present and future that qualitative 
research offers” (Parker, 2012, p. 65). 
As such, this study unapologetically uses qualitative methodologies, but it is 
essential to demonstrate why they have been chosen rather than quantitative approaches.  
One of the key reasons is that qualitative methods offer “a far richer and societally more 
significant basis of enquiry than the monochromatic economics lens still characteristic of 
so much accounting research” (Parker, 2012, p. 68).  Although using extensive quantities 
of figures collected from accounting records, this study is mostly concerned with 
describing, analysing and understanding the accounting practices applied by this company 
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to the slave trade, and their underlying reasons and effects.  Therefore, being more 
concerned with the meanings behind the numbers, the study has to use qualitative 
methods, since while “the quantitative tradition has naturally prioritised what can be 
counted and measured … [it risks] a failure to recognise that what can be counted is not 
always important, and what is important cannot always be counted” (Parker, 2012, pp. 
54/55).  In this case, given the research questions, numbers were just a vehicle to reach 
what the study is really about, and qualitative research was prioritised because it “can 
reveal the human, social world behind the numbers that requires and may trigger new 
forms of ‘accountings’” (Parker, 2012, p. 68). 
3.4 Archival Sources 
As mentioned before, this research adopts a case study approach, and is based on archival 
sources available at five main archives in Lisbon, that to date have remained relatively 
unexplored.  It uses a broad conception of what constitutes the archive for accounting 
history research.  As such, and as will be demonstrated further, the research at the 
archives included main accounting books such as journals, ledgers and financial 
statements, but also auxiliary books, legislation, reports and voluminous volumes of 
correspondence exchanged between the company and several different agents, including 
the state authorities.20  A description of the main archives and collections is now provided. 
20 Cobbin et al. (2013, p. 406) asserted that while earlier studies that focus on surviving records “tended to 
rely primarily on ledgers, journals, day books and other primary records of account, the majority of more 
recent work combines such resources with an examination of additional and seemingly peripheral 
documentation … and an understanding of the surrounding social and business environment”, in an attempt 
to capture not only the accounting practices themselves but also the factors that shape them. 
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The GPM Collection at National Archives of Torre do Tombo (ANTT) 
The National Archives of Torre do Tombo (ANTT) are a central national archive that 
holds thousands of different collections of original documents from the 9th century to 
today. It houses documents in paper, but also, and increasingly, digitised copies of many 
collections, which are available on request by readers.21  The Torre do Tombo is one of 
the oldest institutions in Portugal, and its creation dates back to 1378, the date of its first 
known certificate. 22
Several collections in this archive provided interesting and important primary 
sources of a background and contextual nature.  However, the main collection held at this 
archive is comprised of a total of 217 books related directly to the company, including 
accounting books, letters, reports, and legislation.  As revealed by the complete list of 
these 217 books provided in Appendix 1, 10 relate specifically to the administration of 
Pará, while 25 others relate to specific negotiations the company undertook in Asia.  
Additionally, there is a vast collection comprising 201 folders of loose documentation 
that was held and produced mostly during the liquidation period of the company, from 
1778 to 1914 (CGPM_JLF), although some folders do contain documents produced 
during the period 1755 to 1778. 
The story and journey of this collection, as described by Trancoso (1946, pp. 34-
38), is a true odyssey, making it remarkable that so many of the books have survived and 
the very good condition they are still in. Indeed, as Trancoso (1946, p. 37) stated “judging 
as right the assertion that, for an archive, three relocations are equivalent to a fire, of these 
nothing should exist anymore, which fortunately in this case is not true”.  In brief, this 
21 Cobbin et al. (2013, p. 411) asserted that “one reason why archival resources are not more fully utilized 
relates to access. Digital technology allows many of the data access problems to be addressed, creating an 
opportunity for a broader appreciation of the value of these resources”. 
22 Retrieved March 14, 2014 from http://antt.dglab.gov.pt/inicio/identificacao-institucional/historia/
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collection travelled between different locations, due to the systematic relocation of the 
several boards of liquidation that operated between 1778 and 1914, the year when the 
company was finally dissolved. On 7 December 1914, GPM’s: 
archives and papers were transported in carts and sacks to the former chapel of Santa 
Luzia, transformed in depot of the Próprios Nacionais [national archives], where they lied 
until the creation of the Historical Archive of the Ministry of Finance [1937] …  In June 
1938 it was transferred to the Historical Archive in Santa Joana, and after obtaining a 
shelf with adequate dimensions, the organization of the collection was finally undertaken 
(Trancoso, 1946, p. 37). 
Some of the books were in fact taken to Brazil to allow for the recovery of debts, and then 
brought back to Lisbon.  As stated in the archive website23: 
the collection of the two companies [GPM and GPP] suffered an almost complete 
destruction of the notaries of the bookkeeping departments disseminated by the Brazilian 
territory, having this destruction as a likely cause, the subtraction, to the Liquidating 
Board, of evidence of debts to the old companies. 
Trancoso (1946, p. 38) agreed that, among several reasons explaining certain gaps in the 
collection, the deliberate destruction of the Brazilian exemplars is one of the most 
important, given the “unpopularity of the attempts to recover old debts”.  In spite of the 
loss of certain exemplars, the collection is still “exceptionally valuable to the study of the 
economic history of the Pombaline period” and, judging by coeval statements, “one of the 
most complete applications in Portugal in that period of the double entry bookkeeping 
method, by then still relatively unknown in the commercial environment” (Trancoso, 
1946, p. 36).  The research undertaken in this archive confirms that “for the most part 
they are well kept, written in legible calligraphy, and the accounting books, especially the 
older ones, are excellent specimens of the calligraphic carefulness of those times” 
23 Retrieved February 21, 2014 from http://digitarq.dgarq.gov.pt/details?id=3910102 
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(Trancoso, 1946, p. 61).  To date, these archives have attracted only limited attention 
from researchers, a circumstance that adds to the originality and contribution of this study. 
Other Archives 
In conjunction with the central collection at ANTT, other archives were used and this 
enabled extensive data triangulation.  These archives were: 
x The Historical Archive of the Ministry of Public Works, Transport and 
Communications (AHMOPTC) – this archive holds important legislation, letters 
and reports that highlight the way the company and the state interacted in the 
period under study.  As will be seen in Chapter 4, the regular flow of information 
between GPM and the government in Lisbon was registered in a book that is kept 
to this day.  Its sequential registry provides insights into the type of information 
exchanged, the type of requests addressed to the King and Minister and the 
usually very short time within which such requests were analysed and granted. 
x The Overseas Historical Archive (AHU) – contains important documents 
consisting mainly of letters and reports exchanged between local authorities in 
Brazil and the Portuguese Overseas Council.  These documents aided 
understanding of some of the routines and procedures adopted by the Company, 
especially those related to the slave trade.  Although containing thousands of 
documents extending from 1614 to 1833 in the case of Maranhão, and 1616 to 
1833 in the case of Pará, and in both cases pertaining to different topics and 
entities, the main focus of the research concerned documents relating to the 
company over the period under study.  The documents can be accessed online, a 
circumstance facilitated by the existence of Projeto Resgate (literally, “Project 
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Ransom”, short for Projecto Resgate de Documentação Histórica Barão do Rio 
Branco).  This was institutionally created in 1995 by way of a protocol signed 
between the Portuguese and Brazilian authorities in the context of the Comissão 
Bilateral Luso-Brasileira de Salvaguarda e Divulgação do Patrimônio 
Documental (COLUSO).  Its “main objective is to make available historical 
documents relating to the history of Brazil existing in archives of other countries, 
especially Portugal and other European countries with which Brazil has had a[n] 
imbricated colonial history”.24  In the case of AHU, this project “has fulfilled its 
mission of rescuing every existing codex in AHU with interest to Brazil”. 25
However, for the purpose of this study visits were made to the archive in Lisbon, 
where most documentation is digitised.  During such visits data was extracted 
from the documents and, whenever possible, photos were taken.26
x The National Library of Lisbon (BNP) holds an important collection from the 
period, including government documents as well as private manuscripts sourced 
from various individuals.  A significant collection relates to the Marquis of 
Pombal, Chief Minister of the King and the main architect and implementer of the 
economic and political policies of the time. 
x The holdings of the Historical Maritime Archive (AHM) yielded information 
pertaining to aspects and procedures of maritime activity during the period under 
study. 
24 Retrieved February 21, 2014 from http://www.cmd.unb.br/resgate_index.php 
25 Retrieved March 14, 2014 from http://www.cmd.unb.br/resgate_ahu.php
26 Generally all archives have a strict policy of not permitting photos of the documents to be taken by 
readers, allowing only inspection, and note taking on paper or personal computers.  As such, a copy of the 
document is only provided by the archive services, on request by the reader, subject to the payment of a fee 
per each copy.  However, AHU sometimes allows taking pictures, subject to previous request to the reading 
room’s president. 
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3.5 Data Collection and Analysis 
Data collection is one of the paramount aspects of any research, and this is especially the 
case for an archive-based study such as this one.  The first contact with the primary 
sources was established from the early beginnings of the research.  Indeed, as Walker 
(2004b, p. 17) noted, “determining the extent of the sources is an early task in the 
feasibility and design of a project.  It is advisable to make a preliminary visit to the 
archive to ascertain the extent of the material likely to be searched”.  As such, 
preliminary visits to the main archives were conducted at an early stage of this research, 
to identify the archives and collections to be utilised, and their adequateness to provide 
reliable answers to the research questions.  Berry and Otley (2004, p. 235) noted that “the 
very nature of case-based research requires an openness to the possibility of discovery so 
that precisely-specified design is to be avoided”.  However, it is crucial “to have some 
research intent around a question in order to provide a framework for the data collection 
plans” (Berry and Otley, 2004, p. 235).  Scapens (2004, p. 264), in turn, asserted that 
“case study research is complex and interactive, and cannot be characterised by a simple 
linear process” and cautioned that: 
the researcher should be prepared to modify the research questions as the research 
progresses and to refine and develop the theoretical framework … case research does not 
follow a simple linear process – defining research questions, selecting a theoretical 
framework and then conducting the case research.  It is often much more ‘messy’, with 
the researcher having to adapt as the case progresses (p. 263). 
As such, the initial design of the research was progressively adjusted along the process of 
data collection and analysis, as the contents of the primary sources unfolded and data 
triangulation exposed their interrelationships.  Therefore, options had to be made along 
the way.  For example, while the possibility of comparing GPM’s accounting practices 
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with other national and international chartered companies was initially considered, it was 
subsequently decided to conduct solely an in-depth analysis of this company.  This was 
not only due to the extensiveness and richness of the primary sources and the fact that 
they have been almost unexplored, but also due to the abundance of enlightening 
examples confirming the role of accounting in managing action at a distance as well as 
the relationships between GPM and the state.  In essence, the case-study revealed itself as 
sufficiently important and enlightening to stand by itself, and to provide a distinctive and 
worthwhile contribution to the literature and to knowledge.  Therefore, possible 
comparisons with other companies, other settings and other periods of time are presented 
in Chapter 8 as opportunities for future research. 
The research started with preliminary visits to the mentioned archives in order to 
ascertain the dimension, contents, quality and adequateness of the sources to undertake 
the study.  The exploratory nature of the preliminary visits reinforced existing notions on 
the richness of the archival sources, while at the same time demonstrating the need for 
data triangulation.  As such, attempts at it were conducted, or at least the potential for 
such triangulation was assessed in the early stages.  For example, at least one exemplar of 
each type of book was analysed, to determine its usefulness for the research, considering 
the different nature of each book pertaining to the collection (for detail see Appendix 1).  
As Cobbin et al. (2013, p. 415) stressed, “tracking and interpreting the relationships 
between various documents and data within the archive is important to determine the 
significance of particular types and sources of information”.  The perception of the 
usefulness and ability of each document to provide reliable answers to the research 
questions was progressively reinforced as subsequent visits ensued, and a deeper 
knowledge and understanding of the collections developed.  As Fleischman et al. (1996, p. 
59) stated, “the very process of selecting which historical documents or other evidence to 
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examine is reflective of a subjective judgement of what is important.”  It is desirable, 
however, that such judgement and choice does not overlook the existence and effects of 
possible biases.  As Scapens (2004, p. 264) reminded, although “historical case research 
is often the best example of the researcher as an outsider ... [as] the researcher does not 
have any contact with and cannot therefore influence the participants in the case … even 
here the resulting case study is still subjective – the researcher selects and interprets the 
evidence.”  As such, one major concern throughout the research was assuring that 
selective plausibility was avoided, that is, to ensure that evidence was selected not simply 
because it fitted pre-existing notions and intentions of what the study should be able to 
demonstrate in regard to theory and at the same time ignoring other evidence that “does 
not fit that theory” (Scapens, 2004, p. 274). 
Once the research questions were established, subsequent visits to the archives were 
undertaken, in which books and loose documentation were read and analysed, and 
important data was collected.  Over the period of this research (between June 2010 and 
June 2014) a total of seven distinct visits to the archives was made, each comprising 
several weeks.  Due to the physical distance between Ballarat and Lisbon, copies of 
thousands of pages of the 217 books were obtained from the archive services.  This was 
only possible due to funding made available by Federation Business School of Federation 
University Australia that added to the researcher’s private funding.  Due to the extensive 
nature of the collections used in the study, and the need for data triangulation, data 
analysis was conducted both at the archives and a posteriori in Ballarat.  As such, while 
initially visits were mostly exploratory and implied collecting massive quantities of data, 
as the journey progressed each visit tended to be increasingly complementary of previous 
ones, and the collection of data was more focused, in order to confirm suspicions aroused 
by previous analyses, to verify specific aspects, or to explore a new idea.  Given the 
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extent and diversity of the main collection at ANTT and its centrality for the study, as 
well as the need to provide an expedient way for any readers of this study to access and 
verify the original sources, a systematic and coherent form of in text citation for each of 
the 217 books was defined, which is presented in Appendix 1. 
The extensive data triangulation also assisted in eliminating difficulties arising from 
faults in the surviving records.  For example, the lack of most of the books pertaining to 
the local administrations of Africa, Pará and Maranhão, was overcome by referring to 
auxiliary books produced and kept in Lisbon (such as the books of extracts), a more in-
depth and detailed analysis of entries in the central books (such as the accounts of each 
administration that are to be found in the Lisbon ledgers), and a thorough reading of the 
letters exchanged between several locations.  These methods proved adequate and reliable 
when similar analyses and triangulations were conducted for the periods when such local 
books do exist. 
Although a considerable number of the books pertaining to the main collection are 
journals, ledgers, financial statements, and auxiliary books, one decisive element for this 
research was the correspondence exchanged between the company and other internal and 
external agents.  In this regard, hundreds of letters covering thousands of pages were read, 
in order to understand the flow of information requested and exchanged between the 
several locations, the underlying accounting system at each site, the articulation of 
information between different locations, the importance and significance of the 
information, as well as the uses it was put to.  In this respect, the most difficult aspects 
were the damaged state of some of the letters, occasional difficulties in understanding the 
calligraphy, and some terminology that was characteristic at the time but is now 
outmoded.  This implied a process of “double translation”, that is, translating the original 
wording into current Portuguese and then to English.  All these tasks were performed by 
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this researcher.  Translation was especially difficult in the case of direct quotations from 
the primary sources, given the sometimes conflicting need to convey as much meaning as 
possible; that is, making the citation intelligible in present day English, but at the same 
time respecting the tenor of the original 18th century Portuguese wording. 
Another challenge that is typical of qualitative case study research was “to 
synthesise large amounts of quite diverse data” (Scapens, 2004, p. 258) into coherent 
chapters, ensuring both that enough evidence was included and that nothing crucial was 
left out, but at the same time preventing the reader from drowning into too much detail.27
Indeed, the amount of data collected and analysed, as well as the complexity of the 
interrelationships between agents, locations, events and explanatory underpinning reasons 
that emerged from the documents was massive, increasing the difficulty in condensing it 
into a coherent narrative.  As Scapens asserted (2004, p. 272), “in a case study the events 
and issues are much more complex, with many interconnections and reciprocal 
relationships – it is generally far from linear.  Nevertheless, we have to translate this 
complexity into a structure through which we can tell the ‘story’”.  
3.6 Theoretical/Conceptual Framework 
Max Weber regarded economic calculation, and especially the double-entry bookkeeping 
method of business accounting, as one of the most important forms of rationalisation 
associated with the development of modern capitalism.  In his writings in the early 
twentieth century, Weber established the link between accounting and rationalisation 
(Miller, 2007, p. 285) and argued that “the modern, rational organisation of capitalistic 
enterprise would not have been possible … without the calculative practice of 
27 While Walker (2004b, p. 9) asserted that “accounting historians do not have the luxury of aimless 
wanderings in the archive”, Parker (2012, p. 66) stressed the need “to move beyond the minutiae” of the 
study, and focus on grander things, such as how “the study has added to knowledge in the subject area”.  
However, certain details that added colour and substance to the discussion and conclusions frequently came 
as a result of immersion in the details in the accounting entries. 
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bookkeeping” (Miller, 2007, p. 286).  He believed that social action should be studied 
through interpretive means based upon understanding the meaning and purpose that 
individuals attach to their own actions.  As Miller and Napier (1993, p. 635) noted: 
Weber was concerned with the multidimensional rationalization of social life ...  In 
particular, he was concerned with the ways in which particular forms of calculation help 
to bring about the rationalization of the conduct of life in the sphere of the enterprise and 
more generally.   
Weber observed the use of “bureaucratic procedures for structuring authority and 
exercising power and noted the increasing calculability of record-keeping practice and its 
potentially dehumanising effects” (Walker, 2008, p. 455).  As Miller and Napier (1993, p. 
644) noted, “this is why we need to examine accountancy as outcome, as an historically 
and geographically localized result of the composition of various lines of force”. 
In accordance with the objectives stated for this study, a holistic perspective is 
adopted.  As such, a major concern with the explanatory factors embedded in the 
accounting practices used by GPM persists throughout the study.  The context – social, 
cultural, political – in which the company was created and operated is essential in 
understanding the accounting practices and their role in promoting and enabling the slave 
trade.  Indeed, “the ways in which accounting calculations in themselves promote 
particular kinds of social order and inhibit others, the roles of accounting in establishing 
relationships of control and in empowering some while disempowering others, and the 
central role of the state”, are “crucial for a critical understanding of a rapidly changing 
accounting domain” (Napier, 2009, p. 37).  Historical studies are an important source for 
understanding the roles of accounting in organizations and society (Napier, 2006, p. 446).  
More specifically, “socio-historical accounting research” casts “its net wider”, not only 
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adopting a broad conception of “what counts as accounting”, but also seeing “accounting 
operating in a wide range of contexts, going beyond an emphasis on business to 
encompass government, individuals … and other potential sites for research” (Napier, 
2009, p. 40). 
There is no single lens through which the events can be analysed and understood.  
But, as Bisman (2010, p. 5) reminded, “a useful starting point in examining research 
philosophies is the consideration of research questions.  It is a fundamental axiom of 
‘good’ research that the methods chosen for use in a study should be driven by, and 
appropriate to, the research question/s”.  As such, given the assumptions of the study and 
the proposed research questions, as well as the view of accounting as a social and 
institutional practice, this study adopts an interpretative perspective, using the concept of 
action at a distance and previous studies on the interrelations between accounting and the 
state as an interpretative lens through which the events under study are analysed.  A 
concise description of these interpretative perspectives is provided in the following 
subsections. 
3.6.1 Action at a Distance 
As Miller (2007, p. 289) recapped, some suggestions on “what concepts and issues would 
guide [a new sociological analysis of accounting] were put forward in 1980 in an 
influential paper that sought to identify the roles of accounting in organisations and 
society (Burchell et al., 1980)”.  Among other “hitherto neglected issues … [that should] 
be brought within the purview of accounting researchers … the role of accounting in 
creating organisational visibility, in creating particular patterns of organisational and 
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social management, and in creating structures of power needed to be addressed” (Miller, 
2007, p. 289).  And as the body of research grew from 1980 onwards, the 
sociological analysis of accounting came to be located more within the discipline of 
accounting, and in the process the concepts used and the definition of the object of 
attention itself altered.  No longer was it simply a matter of applying pregiven 
sociological concepts to accounting.  Rather, the concepts themselves were developed in 
close connection to the calculative practices of accounting.  The discipline of accounting 
became more reflective, and itself contributed to the wider development of the social 
sciences (Miller, 2007, p. 289). 
The body of research that has since been built by several notable authors, and whose work 
will be referenced in this subsection, has been significantly influenced by “the work of 
French philosopher and sociologist Michel Foucault, whose importance for accounting 
literature is still significant and continues to inform accounting research” (Bigoni and 
Funnell, 2014, p. 1).  Importantly, however, it has also been “largely informed by the 
social construction of science studies, whose most prominent figure is Latour” (Preston, 
2006, p. 559). 
Power, Knowledge and the Concept of “Action at a Distance” 
The importance of knowledge for social control has long been the focus of writings by 
sociologists. 28   Indeed, writers with diverse backgrounds have focused on “the 
relationship between knowledge and power” (Law, 1986a, p. 3), expressing concerns 
“with the ways in which knowledge may be used to legitimate social structure” (p. 7).  As 
Law (1986a, p. 14) reminded, “analysis of the modes of operation of power have shown 
that it is scarcely possible to talk about power without at the same time talking of 
28 Law (1986a, p. 2) stated that, following Emile Durkheim’s sociology of knowledge, Mary Douglas’s 
writings “displayed an acute sensitivity to the importance of knowledge for social control”. 
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knowledge”.  This realisation has led to a “rapid growth of interest in what might be 
called the techniques of power/knowledge – methods, if one might put it this way, for the 
reduction of discretion” (Law, 1986a, p. 14, emphasis in original). 
Power and authority are concepts that are usually associated and can, sometimes, 
be taken as synonyms.  However, Law (1986a, pp. 14/15) asserted that, unlike traditional 
views, 
authority is ‘power minus’ – power minus discretion.  Power … is more expedient than 
mere authority.  For an authority is one who directs a routine in response to external signs 
and signals – it has no discretion, no capacity to make decisions.  By contrast, powers are 
those that are able to retain discretion – they are able to make their own judgements, and 
exercise choice between options.  To maximise power it is, however, necessary to 
delegate to authorities which must know what is to be done.  Furthermore, the power 
must know what the authorities know.  This implies a distribution of knowledge or 
instructions.29
In the introduction to his edited book entitled Power, Action and Belief, Law (1986a), 
following more explicitly the work of Foucault, reflected on the “way in which power is 
exercised via a set of strategies that have the effect of reducing discretion amongst a 
network of agents… [with] particular concern ... with the methods that actors may use to 
create passive agents at a distance” (pp. 16/17).  He claimed that “the network which is 
generated must make it possible for envoys to move in safety from the centre to the 
periphery, exercise force upon their surroundings, retain their shape, and return unscathed 
once more to the centre” (Law, 1986a, pp. 16/17). 
29 Although the English dictionary (www.dictionary.com, accessed in May 2014) presents power as a 
synonym for “authority”, it also defines “authority” as “the power or right delegated or given”, which is 
consistent with Law’s view. 
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Latour has evidenced similar concerns.  In fact, Latour (1986) proposed a new 
approach to the notion of power: instead of being something that someone possesses, 
power “must be treated as a consequence rather than as a cause of action” (p. 264).  
Furthermore, Latour stressed that when “an actor exerts power it is others who perform 
the action” (p. 264, emphasis in original).  Therefore, attention must be placed on “the 
material and extrasomatic resources (including inscriptions) that offer ways of linking 
people that may last longer than any given interaction” (Latour, 1986, p. 264), since “the 
amount of power exercised varies not according to the power someone has, but to the 
number of other people who enter into the composition” (p. 265).  For Latour: 
those who are powerful are not those who ‘hold’ power in principle, but those who 
practically define or redefine what ‘holds’ everyone together.  This shift from principle to 
practice allows us to treat the vague notion of power not as a cause of people’s behaviour 
but as the consequence of an intense activity of enrolling, convincing and enlisting (1986, 
p. 273, emphasis in original).  
Thus, we must focus on “the forms and in particular the methods of association used by 
those who seek to enrol others” (Law, 1986a, p. 17) for, as Latour suggested, “no matter 
how much power one appears to accumulate, it is always necessary to obtain it from the 
others who are doing the action” (Latour, 1986, p. 276).  In conclusion, “the only way to 
understand how power is locally exerted is thus to take into account everything that has 
been put to one side – that is, essentially, techniques” (Latour, 1986, p. 277). 
Turning his attention to knowledge, Latour (1987) warned that: 
what is called ‘knowledge’ cannot be defined without understanding what gaining
knowledge means.  In other words, ‘knowledge’ is not something that could be described 
by itself or by opposition to ‘ignorance’ or to ‘belief’ but only by considering a whole 
cycle of accumulation: how to bring things back to a place for someone to see it for the 
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first time so that others might be sent again to bring other things back.  How to be 
familiar with things, people and events, which are distant (p. 220, emphasis in original). 
Using the empirical case of fifteenth and sixteenth century Portuguese expansion and the 
problems then faced, Law (1986b) asserted that “the problem for the Portuguese was not 
just one of social control, though this was important.  It was rather, or in addition, one of 
how to manage long distance control in all its aspects” (p. 235, emphasis in original).  
Law’s “argument is that the Portuguese effort involved the mobilisation and combination 
of elements from each of” diverse categories: technological, economic, political, social 
and natural, which were all interrelated (1986b, p. 235).  In his analysis, Law (1986b, p. 
236) rejected “the idea that artefacts may be treated in isolation from, or at best as a 
function of, social factors”.  Thus, he argued that:  
though artefacts form an important part of systems of long-distance control they do not, 
so to speak, stand apart as means or tools to be directed by social interests.  Rather they 
should be seen as forming an integral part of such systems, interwoven with the social, 
the economic and the rest, and their form is thus a function of the way in which they 
absorb within themselves aspects [of] their seemingly non-technological environments 
(1986b, p. 236). 
Following Law’s (1986b, pp. 238-241) comprehensive analysis of the features of 
Portuguese vessels, and the way they interacted with adverse external elements, an 
interesting analogy can be established between those and accounting information.  If the 
carrack is taken as accounting information and crews as clerks, the conclusion follows 
that accounting information is virtually indestructible, or at least very strong – in Law’s 
words, “virtually impregnable to attack by boarding from small craft” (p. 238).  
Accounting can also function and achieve its goals, regardless of adverse environments – 
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in the original case, the winds that the carrack not only controls but takes advantage of, 
putting them to its service.  So, accounting not only functions in adverse environments, it 
in fact has the potential/power to take advantage of such adverse elements.  As Law 
suggested (1986b, p. 239), “the scope of independent action for these vessels was 
increased by incorporating features of their environment within their design and pilotage 
on terms favourable to the Portuguese”.  By effectively managing this power, accounting 
is capable of enlarging areas of influence and management, spreading its arena, and 
increasing its impact.  And it can do this, if managed effectively, with a small “crew”, that 
is, with a small number of clerks, an essential aspect to reduce administrative costs, while 
amassing enormous quantities of information and maintaining an effective service.  Like 
the vessels, accounting is “not only part of a structure of heterogeneous elements that 
provide … [it] with an appropriate envelope within which … [it] might maintain … [its] 
mobility and durability” (Law, 1986b, p. 239), but is in fact “in an enhanced position to 
control or exert force upon other, non-artefactual, elements of that structure” (Law, 
1986b, p. 240, emphasis in original).  Like accounting, “and partly as a function of their 
mobility, durability and capacity to exert force, Portuguese vessels also had the capacity 
to return to their point of origin” (p. 240, emphasis in original), a circumstance which 
“was also vital if other types of control were to be maintained at the periphery, if the 
periphery was to belong, in any sense at all, to the centre” (pp. 240/241).  Furthermore, as 
Law (1986b, p. 240) stressed, the “whole effort depended, from top to bottom, on the 
capacity to extract compliance ... it was necessary to keep all … [the human resources] in 
line and to make use of their efforts”.  Correspondingly, to secure the success of reporting 
and calculative practices, it is crucial to keep every single agent aligned and compliant,30
30 In the case of GPM, and as will be demonstrated, this included the company’s Board in Lisbon, its 
overseas administrators, and staff (clerks, ship captains and crew members, overseers) and just about any 
agent interacting with the company. 
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a goal that is to be achieved by a wise combination of discipline and inducements.  
Furthermore,  
mobility, durability, capacity to exert force, ability to return – these seem to be 
indispensable if remote control is to be attempted.  Indeed, they may be seen as 
specifications of a yet more general requirement: that there be no degeneration in 
communication between centre and periphery.  No noise must be introduced into the 
circuit.  Periphery must respond, as it were mechanically, to the behest of centre.  Envoys 
must not be distorted by their passage, and interaction must be arranged such that they are 
able to exert influence without in turn being influenced (Law, 1986b, p. 241). 
Another important aspect to remember is that, in order to control the environment, 
elements were “mobile, durable, yet also capable of exerting force upon that environment 
…  But whence came that force?  Part of the answer is that it came from the way in which 
they were juxtaposed with the right kinds of people and instruments” (Law, 1986b, p. 
251).  Indeed, along with the characteristics of the technologies, an essential feature of 
their success was people – thus the need to train people in order to make them able to 
adequately use the instruments, the technologies.  As Law (1986b, p. 254) stated, 
“documents, devices and people have in common [the fact] that, placed in the right 
structure, they are potentially mobile, durable and able … to act upon that structure”.  
Furthermore, 
they would act as they should at a distance so long as they were properly chosen and 
placed at the right location within an appropriately designed structure.  For they could not 
be chosen randomly and thrown together.  The right documents, the right devices, the 
right people properly drilled – put together they would create a structured envelope for 
one another that ensured their durability and fidelity” (Law, 1986b, p. 254). 
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In fact, Law (1986b) pointed out that “the primary problem for long distance control may 
not necessarily have to do with mobility, nor even forcefulness” but rather more 
“concerned with a special aspect of durability, that of fidelity”, the reason for this being 
that “it is no good sending out agents who promptly become double-agents, fail to exert 
the proper force, and do not report back” (p. 256).  How to solve this agency problem?  
The key is to place “the agent in a well-designed structural envelope” (Law, 1986b, p. 
256), give him proper training and the right incentives before the agent is sent out and 
finally reduce their spectrum of discretion by normalizing the calculations he has to 
provide. 
Similarly to Law (1986b), Latour (1987) used the example of Portuguese carracks 
in 1484 to illustrate this cycle of knowledge accumulation that increases the distance 
between the holders of this knowledge (the centre) and the elements of which the 
knowledge is about (the periphery).  It is a remarkable contradiction that Latour (1987, p. 
221) spoke of here: while this cycle of knowledge accumulation diminishes the distance 
between the centre and the periphery, to allow knowledge to increase and to be used for 
the centre’s benefit, it ultimately increases the distance between the centre and the 
periphery, thus intensifying the power and ability of the first to act upon the latter.  
Furthermore, Latour drew attention to the ways in which several domains (economics, 
politics, science, technology, law) “conspire towards the same goal: a cycle of 
accumulation that allows a point to become a centre by acting at a distance on many other 
points” (1987, p. 222, emphasis in original).  For Latour (1987, p. 223): 
the question is rather simple: how to act at a distance on unfamiliar events, places and 
people?  Answer: by somehow bringing home these events, places and people.  How can 
this be achieved, since they are distant?  By inventing means that (a) render them mobile
so that they can be brought back; (b) keep them stable so that they can be moved back 
and forth without additional distortion, corruption or decay, and (c) are combinable so 
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that whatever stuff they are made of, they can be cumulated, aggregated, or shuffled like a 
pack of cards.  If those conditions are met, then a small provincial town, or an obscure 
laboratory, or a puny little company in a garage, that were at first as weak as any other 
place will become centres dominating at a distance many other places (emphases in 
original). 
To illustrate his ideas on the several means “that allow mobility, stability or combinability 
to improve, making domination at a distance feasible”, Latour (1987, pp. 223/224) 
exemplified with cartography and many more elements put on board the ships, such as 
“marine clocks, quadrants, sextants, experts, preprinted log books, earlier maps” and 
concluded: “by coding every sighting of any land in longitude and latitude (two figures) 
and by sending this code back, the shape of the sighted lands may be redrawn by those 
who have not sighted them…  [Thus, these figures] were some of these stable, mobile and 
combinable elements that allow a centre to dominate faraway lands” (p. 224).  
Furthermore, these elements, regardless of their characteristics, 
all end up at such scale that a few men or women can dominate them by sight; at one 
point or another, they all take the shape of a flat surface of paper that can be archived, 
pinned on a wall and combined with others; they all help to reverse the balance of forces 
between those who master and those who are mastered (Latour, 1987, p. 227). 
When combined, these different elements – whether it be scientific, technical, economic, 
political or managerial – build, extend and keep networks that result in acting “at a 
distance, that is to do things in the centres that sometimes make it possible to dominate 
spatially as well as chronologically the periphery” (Latour, 1987, p. 232).  Once 
established, these networks have to be carefully managed, in order to both avoid the 
negative consequences of information overflow and to extract the most valuable elements 
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from the information gathered, making it work in favour of the centre, to “simultaneously 
mobilise elements while keeping them at a distance” (Latour, 1987, p. 235).  As Latour 
suggested, the key is “to keep your informants by your side while they are far away” 
(1987, p. 234), a seemingly unattainable, but ultimately favourable, achievement – “this 
compromise between presence and absence is often called information” (1987, p. 243, 
emphasis in original). 
 Once selected, information has to be categorised, assembled and transformed in 
measurements (“metrologies”), for “nothing is irreversibly gained at this point if there is 
no way to translate back the relation of strength that has been made …  This movement 
from the centre to the periphery is to be studied as well” (Latour, 1987, p. 247).  Latour 
stated that “we are so used to the pervasive presence of all these meters, counters, paper 
forms and tallies which pave the way for centres of calculation that we forget to consider 
each of them as the sure trace of an earlier invasion by a scientific profession” (1987, p. 
252, emphasis in original).  He added that: 
accountancy, for instance, is a crucial and pervasive science in our societies.  Its extension, 
however, is strictly limited by the few paper forms that make accurate book-keeping 
possible.  How do you apply book-keeping to the confusing world of goods, consumers, 
industry?  Answer: by transforming each of these complex activities, so that, at one point 
or another, they generate a paper form that is readily applicable to book-keeping (1987, 
pp. 253/254).  
Precarious as it may be to summarize the richness of Latour’s understandings on the 
concepts of power, knowledge and action at a distance, the main aspects for the purpose 
of this research are as follows.  First, the novel approach to the notion of power that is 
proposed: in order to have and exert power, an actor has to cause action, which is to be 
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performed by others.  In order to do so, the actor who seeks to have and maintain power 
must enlist people, located both close to the centre and all the way to the periphery.  This 
involves the creation and maintenance of a web of agents located in different places and 
at different levels, to whom power is delegated, that is, authority is given.  To create and 
maintain this web of agents a number of conditions are crucial: first, select the right 
people and give them proper training, that is, place them in “a well-designed structural 
envelope” (Law, 1986b, p. 256); second, reduce their discretion in order to keep them 
properly articulated and focused on achieving the intended, predetermined objectives; and 
third, keep them loyal by a wise combination of discipline and inducements.  If this web 
of agents is put in place and adequately managed, conditions are created for collecting 
information from the periphery and bring it to the centre.  If this information is mobile, 
stable and combinable, then the process of knowledge accumulation that brings the 
periphery to the centre and keeps it close by, while at the same time maintaining it at a 
convenient distance, is underway and its workings can ultimately create an abyss of 
information that increases the power of the centre over the periphery.  In this instance, 
conditions exist for acting at a distance. 
Accounting, Power and “Action at a Distance” 
Drawing insights from the work of Foucault, Perks (1993, p. 186) asserted that “the 
relationship between knowledge and power is particularly important”.  Notably, “power 
can be most effective in its hidden form, producing effects in such a way that there is no 
conflict to observe” (1993, p. 183).  He exemplified, by stating that: 
accountancy portrays, promulgates and defends profit figures as being for the benefit of 
us all, and is involved in an attempt to integrate different interests that would otherwise be 
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in conflict with each other.  The silencing of such conflict is an effective assertion of 
power (Perks, 1993, p. 184).  
Indeed, “accountancy may be one [of] what Foucault calls a grid of technologies which 
use knowledge to make individuals the object of power, subjecting them to surveillance, 
categorization, recording, monitoring and control, sometimes on a daily basis” (Perks, 
1993, p. 187).  Instead of concentrating on conflicts of interest, Perks (1993, p. 188) 
suggested that: 
we should concentrate on the power effects of the discourse and practices that take place 
…  The discourses are neither true nor false.  But they are often powerful because they 
are accepted by many as if they are true.  People can be caught up in discourses, accepting 
them and their consequences without understanding the effects of what they are doing.  
Discourses can be more powerful than individual people.  In any conflict people may 
know what they are doing; they may even know why they are doing it.  But they are 
unlikely to know the effects of what they do.  Somehow they are caught up in powerful 
discourses that lead to particular effects that they may never have intended. 
For Perks (1993, p. 194), “in part the power of accountancy lies in its ability to produce 
unique and apparently objective solutions to problems …  Accountancy can be as 
powerful in what it excludes as in what it includes”.  But he also warned that: 
when it comes to open conflict it is power that wins, not accountancy and its arguments, 
techniques and presentations.  The power of accountancy lies in avoiding such conflicts; 
in presenting a version of the ‘facts’ that is credible and legitimate; that is seen to be true 
and fair; that excludes the interests of the least powerful; and that is difficult to penetrate 
and argue against (Perks, 1993, p. 196). 
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Indeed, “the power of accounting lies particularly in its ways of seeing, which are highly 
selective, and in contributing to what is seen as being correct and true and fair, by adding 
legitimacy and credibility to particular versions of events, or ‘stories’” (Perks, 1993, p. 
197).  Hoskin and Macve (1994, p. 67), in turn, asserted that “accounting is an ancient 
practice with a distinctive modern power”.  They proposed an understanding of 
accounting that is: 
constructed from a ‘disciplinary’ perspective, where the focus is on accounting the 
practice, as a form of writing and examining.  For at the simplest level of its inscription, 
accounting is a technology that writes value, and presents in that writing a space for 
examination – be it of physical flows, monetary values or human performance, of past 
events, present states or future possibilities (Hoskin and Macve, 1994, p. 67, emphasis in 
original). 
Derived “initially from the work of Michel Foucault”,31 this perspective proposed that 
“accounting’s history is best approached as a problem in ‘power-knowledge’ relations” 
(Hoskin and Macve, 1994, p. 67).  Indeed, “accounting functions simultaneously … as a 
form of both power and knowledge; it disciplines behaviourally even while it provides 
expert disciplinary information, and it does both by the way as a practice it turns events 
into writing and subjects them to examination” (Hoskin and Macve, 1994, pp. 67/68).  
For this reason, Hoskin and Macve (1994, p. 91) proposed that the emergence of modern 
accounting should be seen as “a powerful new way of ‘writing the world’ which like the 
modern examination embodies the power relations and knowledge relations of a 
disciplinary (and self-disciplinary) culture”.  They further asserted that “Weber’s high 
bureaucracies are giving way to accounting-led organizations” and that these 
31 Although Hoskin and Macve (1994, p. 92) warned that, in spite of Foucault’s argument being that power 
and knowledge directly imply one another, “the question Foucault left pending is precisely how power and 
knowledge come to imply one another, for clearly not all knowledge is powerful nor all forms of power 
[are] knowledge based” (emphasis in original). 
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simultaneously “give more space for calculative individual initiative and locate the power 
over individuals in more dynamic flexible control systems which ultimately empower 
them to discipline their selves in a constant play of accountability and responsibility” 
(Hoskin and Macve, 1994, p. 91). 
The larger picture is that accounting – as a form of social power, as an apparatus of 
knowledge-power, as an academic field, and as a technology embedded within the self – 
has established itself as a practice seemingly indispensable, something we can neither 
avoid nor simply transcend.  Instead, with both accounting and examination, we find 
ourselves bound up in a continual process of trying to reduce their inadequacies and 
arbitrary effects, yet always, in so doing, extending their power and scope (Hoskin and 
Macve, 1994, pp. 91/92). 
Meanwhile, “while the accounting domain seems constantly to expand in this era of 
calculative order, accounting does not necessarily become better, nor are the 
organizational and social impacts of accounting change, whether intended or not, always 
made clear or effectively evaluated” (Gomes et al., 2011, p. 391). 
This inexorable upsurge in accounting’s presence and power has, in turn, 
increased the focus on its features, powers, and possibilities, and more specifically its 
capacity to determine and influence distant contexts.  Unsurprisingly, “the role of 
accounting in enabling action at a distance has received considerable attention in the 
accounting literature since the early 1990s” (Preston, 2006, p. 559).  Put simply, “action 
at a distance” deals with the problem of controlling actions and resources that are 
geographically remote.  In the case of GPM, and as will be demonstrated, the dimensions 
of this challenge were dramatic and twofold.  First, those backing the company and 
located in Lisbon, had a key challenge in monitoring/governing/controlling the activities 
of the company given the distant nature of its operations.  Second, the state itself had to 
ensure that the company was pursuing its stipulated policies.  For, as Miller and O’Leary 
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(1987, p. 240) asserted, in what relates to the “administration and calculation of activities 
within the enterprise and in society as a whole … a discursive programme ... only fulfils 
its vocation when it has as its counterpart an adequate technology”. 
In their seminal work published in 1987, Peter Miller and Ted O’Leary “attempt 
to examine how accounting assists in rendering visible certain crucial aspects of the 
functioning of the enterprise” (1987, p. 239).  In many cases where “direct confrontations 
between the worker and the boss” are not possible, “the employee comes to be 
surrounded by calculative norms and standards, interposing between him and the boss a 
whole range of intermediary mechanisms” (Miller and O’Leary, 1987, p. 239). In this 
instance, the authors: 
made use of Latour’s metaphor of ‘action at a distance’ to help understand how 
accounting and related calculations provide the ability to exercise power – they make 
visible what was previously not visible and allow different actors to ‘capture’ information 
in ways that allow them to achieve objectives that previously may have been literally 
inconceivable (Napier, 2009, p. 43). 
Drawing on previous work developed by Michel Foucault32 and Bruno Latour,33 Peter 
Miller and Nikolas Rose have, either individually, together or with other co-authors, built 
on the notion of accounting as a technology of government to monitor and exercise action 
at a distance.  Arguing against what they term “an over-valuation of the ‘problem of the 
32 Although Peter Miller and Nikolas Rose’s work has been clearly associated with, and perhaps even 
sometimes considered as substantially derived from Foucault’s writings, they made a point in stating “we 
adopted some terminology and concepts sketched out – no more – by Michel Foucault in his brief writings 
on ‘governmentality’. In the development of our approach, we preferred not to be Foucault scholars” 
(Miller and Rose, 2008, p. 8).  Further, they added: “we had no idea that our writings on governmentality, 
together with Foucault’s own limited comments on this theme, would provide a reference point for the 
development of ‘governmentality studies’ over the 1990s, or that many of our formulations and conceptual 
tools would be retrospectively attributed to Foucault” (p. 13). 
33 “We draw upon some recent work in the sociology of science and technology in analysing these [indirect] 
mechanisms [for aligning economic, social and personal conduct with socio-political objectives], borrowing 
and adapting Bruno Latour’s notion of ‘action at a distance’” (Miller and Rose, 1990b, p. 2; see also p. 9). 
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State’ in political debate and social theory” (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 173), in other 
words refusing “the reduction of political power to the actions of a State, the latter 
construed as a relatively coherent and calculating political subject” (Miler and Rose, 
1990b, p. 3), they suggested instead analysing “the many and varied alliances between 
political and other authorities that seek to govern economic activity, social life and 
individual conduct” (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 173).  Early on in their studies, Miller and 
Rose have stressed that “’The State’ is neither origin, beneficiary nor orchestrator of all 
these programmes” of government; rather, government “describes a certain way of 
striving to reach social and political ends by acting in a calculated manner upon the forces, 
activities and relations of the individuals that constitute a population” (1990a, p. 166).  
Further, they argued that the problematics of government “are dependent upon 
technologies for ‘governing at a distance’, seeking to create locales, entities and persons 
able to operate a regulated autonomy” (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 173).  Technologies of 
government are “ways of entering reality into the calculations of government by means of 
inscription techniques and rendering it amenable to interventions” (Miller and Rose, 
1990a, p. 168; see also Miller and Rose, 1990b, p. 6).  The reality “to which government 
is to be applied must be rendered into information …  [which] must be of a particular 
form – stable, mobile, combinable and comparable”,  enabling it “to literally be re-
presented in the place where decisions are to be made about” it (Miller and Rose, 1990a, 
p. 168; see also Miller and Rose, 1990b, p. 7).  They further claimed that from the 18th
century “programmes of government have depended upon the construction of devices for 
the inscription of reality in a form where it can be debated and diagnosed” (Miller and 
Rose, 1990a, p. 168).  This observation led to the conclusion that information “is not the 
outcome of a neutral recording function” (Miller and Rose, 1990a, p. 168).  Rather, 
information is “itself a way of acting upon the real, a way of devising techniques of 
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inscribing it … in such a way as to make the domain in question susceptible to evaluation, 
calculation and intervention” (Miller and Rose, 1990a, p. 168; see also Miller and Rose, 
1990b, p. 7, and Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 185). 
As domains, scenarios and conditions to exercise power mutate, power itself 
changes and adapts.  Ultimately, it comes to the undeniable fact that: 
power is not so much a matter of imposing constraints upon citizens as of ‘making up’ 
citizens capable of bearing a kind of regulated freedom.  Personal autonomy is not the 
antithesis of political power, but a key term in its exercise, the more so because most 
individuals are not merely the subjects of power but play a part in its operations (Rose 
and Miller, 1992, p. 174). 
Viewing power in this way naturally implies a focus on knowledge, “central to these 
activities of government and to the very formation of its objects, for government is a 
domain of cognition, calculation, experimentation and evaluation” (Rose and Miller, 1992, 
p. 175).  Government “is always dependent on knowledge, and proponents of diverse 
programmes seek to ground themselves in a positive knowledge of that which is to be 
governed, ways of reasoning about it, analysing it and evaluating it, identifying its 
problems and devising solutions (Miller and Rose, 1990b, pp. 6/7).  Further, government 
is concerned with “enacting assorted attempts at the calculated administration of diverse 
aspects of conduct through countless, often competing, local tactics of education, 
persuasion, inducement, management, incitement, motivation and encouragement” (Rose 
and Miller, 1992, p. 175).  Thus, problematics of government must be analysed not only 
in terms of their political rationalities, but also “in terms of their governmental 
technologies, the complex of mundane programmes, calculations, techniques, apparatuses, 
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documents and procedures through which authorities seek to embody and give effect to 
governmental ambitions” (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 175, emphasis in original). 
Rose and Miller’s main concern related to “the systems of action through which 
[authorities] have sought to give effect to government” (1992, p. 177, emphasis in 
original), and with knowledge, understood as 
the vast assemblages of persons, theories, projects, experiments and techniques that … 
become such a central component of government … [including] double entry book-
keeping … [and] knowledgeable persons … [such as] accountants … that is to say, is 
with the ‘know-how’ that has promised to make government possible” (Rose and Miller, 
1992, pp. 177/178). 
So, instead of exercising direct control over its subjects, limiting their freedom, political 
authorities work out a range of technologies of government in order to administer 
seemingly “‘private’ realms, and to programme and shape them in desired directions” 
(Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 180).  Instead of annexing the freedom of its subjects, the state 
exercises action at a distance, managing its existence and autonomy, a task “made 
possible through the activities and calculations of a proliferation of independent agents 
including … managers ... and dependent upon the forging of alliances” (Rose and Miller, 
1992, p. 180).  In essence: 
The domain of politics is thus simultaneously distinguished from other spheres of rule, 
and inextricably bound into them. P olitical forces have sought to utilise, instrumentalise 
and mobilize techniques and agents other than those of ‘the State’ in order to govern ‘at a 
distance’; other authorities have sought to govern economic, familial and social 
arrangements according to their own programmes and to mobilize political resources for 
their own ends (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 181). 
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As Rose and Miller (1992, p. 181) claimed, “government is a problematizing activity: it 
poses the obligations of rulers in terms of the problems they seek to address” (emphasis in 
original).  Thus, programmes of government “lay claim to a certain knowledge of the 
sphere or problem to be addressed” and as such “knowledges of the economy … are 
essential elements in programmes that seek to exercise legitimate and calculated power 
over them” (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 182).  As they further noted: 
Government is a domain of strategies, techniques and procedures through which different 
forces seek to render programmes operable, and by means of which a multitude of 
connections are established between the aspirations of authorities and the activities of 
individuals and groups.  The heterogeneous mechanisms we term technologies of 
government” (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 183, emphasis in original). 
In essence, without adequate technologies programmes of government cannot be 
implemented, for these are dependent on a “complex assemblage of diverse forces” that 
comprise and articulate “decisions and actions of individuals, groups, organizations and 
populations” (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 183).  Consequently, it is crucial “to study the 
humble and mundane mechanisms by which authorities seek to instantiate government: 
techniques of notation, computation and calculation; procedures of examination and 
assessment” (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 183).  In this instance, Rose and Miller restated 
Latour’s assertions on power being an effect rather than an explanation; that is, “the 
outcome of the affiliation of persons, spaces, communications and inscriptions into a 
durable form” (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 184).  Indeed: 
A powerful actor, agent or institution is one that … is able to successfully enrol and 
mobilise persons, procedures and artifacts in the pursuit of its goals.  Powers are 
stabilised in lasting networks only to the extent that the mechanisms of enrolment are 
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materialised in various more or less persistent forms – … inscriptions … techniques for 
documenting and calculating and so forth (Rose and Miller, 1992, pp. 183/184). 
But for this enrolment to be effectual, there needs to be a sense of “shared interests”, 
which “are constructed in and through political discourses, persuasions, negotiations and 
bargains” (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 184).  “Common modes of perception” must be 
formed, making “certain events and entities come to be visualised according to particular 
rhetorics of image or speech” (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 184).  Furthermore, “relations 
are established between the nature, character and causes of problems facing various 
individuals and groups … such that the problems of one and those of another seem 
intrinsically linked in their basis and their solution” (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 184).  
These inferences were linked to an approach developed in the work of Latour and that of 
Michel Callon, in which they “have examined the complex mechanisms through which it 
becomes possible to link calculations at one place with action at another” (Miller and 
Rose, 1990b, p. 9).  For Miller and Rose, what is interesting in this link is that it is 
established “not through the direct imposition of a form of conduct by force, but through 
a delicate affiliation of a loose assemblage of agents … into a functioning network” 
(Miller and Rose, 1990b, pp. 9/10).  Such affiliation involves forming alliances not only 
as a result of dependency, legitimacy “or some other resource which can be used for 
persuasion or compulsion”, but essentially “because one actor comes to convince another 
that their problems or goals are intrinsically linked, that their interests are consonant, that 
each can solve their difficulties or achieve their ends by joining forces or working along 
the same lines” (Miller and Rose, 1990b, p. 10).  Interestingly, this does not involve “a 
process of appealing to mutual interests”, but rather “what Callon and Latour term 
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‘interessement’ – the construction of allied interests through persuasion, intrigue, 
calculation or rhetoric” (Miller and Rose, 1990b, p. 10, emphasis in original). 
Hence, instead of power being based on a “state centred” notion, multiple centres 
of government are created, and “government inspires and depends upon a huge labour of 
inscription which render reality into a calculable form”, including written reports and 
numbers (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 185).  As asserted before, “by means of inscription, 
reality is made stable, mobile, comparable, combinable… [and] rendered in a form in 
which it can be debated and diagnosed” (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 185).  And in doing so, 
reality can be acted upon as a result of a seemingly “neutral recording function” (Rose 
and Miller, 1992, p. 185), which nevertheless provides the basis for action, especially 
when the information it provides is combined and effectively used.  In fact, 
the inscription of reality in these mobile, combinable traces enables the formation of what 
we can call, following Latour, centres of calculation.  Government depends upon 
calculations in one place about how to affect things in another.  Information … must be 
transported and accumulated in locales … so that it can be utilised in calculation.  The 
accumulation of inscriptions in certain locales, by certain persons or groups, makes them 
powerful in the sense that it confers upon them the capacity to engage in certain 
calculations and to lay a claim to legitimacy for their plans and strategies because they are, 
in a real sense, in the know about that which they seek to govern.  The inscriptions of the 
world which an individual or a group can compile, consult or control play a key role in 
the powers they can exercise over those whose role is to be entries in these charts (Rose 
and Miller, 1992, pp. 185/186, emphases in original). 
Further, “figures transform the domain to which government is applied … figures 
themselves are mechanisms that enable relations to be established between different 
phenomena, rendering [them]… into thought as calculable entities with a solidity and a 
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density that appears all their own” (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 186).  In a word, they seem 
objective. 
Among other cases illustrating their assertions, Rose and Miller (1992, p. 186) 
used the example of Colbert, the all-powerful Minister in the reign of Louis XIV in the 
second half of 17th century France, in which a “novel programme of government through 
inscription” was created.  By innovating in calculative technologies for private enterprises, 
implementing an articulated group of measures, and by constructing “more systematic, 
regular and refined information flows from the provinces [the periphery] to the centre”, 
Colbert sought to “constitute a single economic domain whose constituent elements could 
be known and regulated ‘at a distance’” (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 186).  Thus, by 
installing a calculative technology “in the heart of the ‘private’ sphere”, new ways of 
thinking the economic activity, new visibilities upon the components of profit and loss, 
and new methods of calculation were created; most importantly, through the innovative 
medium of knowledge private decisions were linked to public objectives, making 
government work (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 186).  As the example demonstrated, 
“inscription itself can be a form of action at a distance” (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 187).  
Indeed, “making people write things down and count them … is itself a kind of 
government of them, an incitement to individuals to construe their lives according to such 
norms” (Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 187).  As a result, “authorities can act upon, and enrol 
those distant from them in space and time in the pursuit of social, political or economic 
objectives without encroaching on their ‘freedom’ or ‘autonomy’”, in fact convincing 
them that compliance with pre-given norms maximises such freedom (Rose and Miller, 
1992, p. 187).34  In the process, “power flows to the centre or agent who determines the 
34 Miller and O’Leary (1994, p. 112) stated that “power presupposes rather than annuls the capacities of 
agents …  Power in advanced liberal societies is a matter of ‘making up’ citizens endowed with various 
capacities, and capable of bearing a kind of regulated freedom”.  On the other hand, they warned that “such 
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inscriptions, accumulates them, contemplates them in their aggregated form and hence 
can compare and evaluate the activities of others who are merely entries on the chart” 
(Rose and Miller, 1992, p. 200). 
Rose (1991, p. 676) added that accumulating information in standardized forms 
does not “merely connect centres of calculation to other locales”; rather, it enables “the 
centre to act as a centre by means of its centrality in the flows of information that ‘re-
present’ that over which it is to calculate and seek to programme” (p. 676), an assertion 
that is particularly important for this case study. 35   In fact, “turning the objects of 
government into numericized inscriptions, then, enables a machinery of government to 
operate from centres that calculate” (Rose, 1991, p. 676).  For this reason, Rose (1991, pp. 
691/692) went as far as suggesting that we should: 
turn our eyes from the grand texts of philosophy to the mundane practices of pedagogy, of 
accounting, of information and polling, and to the mundane knowledges and grey 
sciences that support them … [and] map out this relationship between democratic 
political rationalities and the numerical technologies that promise to make them operable. 
And if “as a calculative practice, accounting represents one of the preeminent devices for 
acting upon individuals and intervening in their lives in an attempt to ensure that they 
behave in accordance with specific economic objectives” (Miller, 2008, p. 187), a 
capacity that, judging by Rose’s assertion above, is shared by several “mundane 
practices”, it is pertinent to ask what the distinctive contribution of accounting is.  Robson 
(1992) demonstrated how accounting documents have the features of mobility, stability 
and combinability, which, according to Latour’s work, are the key elements of allowing 
mechanisms [do not] produce totally obedient individuals”, for there is agency, thus the need for monitoring 
and comparing performance between locales. 
35 As will be revealed in Chapter 4, the company was managed from Lisbon, despite the initial intention and 
proposal of the colonists of Pará and Maranhão, who aimed at achieving higher control of the initiative. 
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action at a distance to occur.  According to Robson (1992, p. 701), “with the problem of 
distance there is ... the issue of the media through which it is possible to influence 
contexts or situations remote from the actor”.  His paper suggested “that accounting 
provides a form of knowledge that may have a greater potential for “power” or action at a 
distance than many others”, for “bringing together and making the same, rendering 
equivalent, things that were previously different allow actors to make calculation in 
accordance with their desires to act upon remote contexts” (Robson, 1992, p. 701, 
emphasis in original).  “By creating what can be seen, so accounting conditions, as well 
as enables, action” (Robson, 1992, p. 702).  And while it is acknowledged that 
“accounting operates as a numerical inscription device for long distance control … it is 
not disputed that accounting operates through rhetoric” (Robson, 1992, p. 703). 
Miller (1994b, p. 254), in turn, asserted that “the distinctive contribution of 
accountancy is to construct silent ways of arranging space that are also ways of seeing, 
calculating and managing”.  Moreover, “much of the appeal of accountancy as a 
technology for managing organizations lies in the fact that calculable spaces do not 
necessarily correspond to physical locales” (Miller, 1994b, p. 255).  Indeed,  
ways of linking individuals and activities that cut across geographical and physical 
boundaries can be established … [since] the creation of calculable spaces requires only a 
representation of the space about which calculations are to be made and a technology 
capable of generating calculations of that space.  And comparisons can then be made 
between spaces of a similar type (Miller, 1994b, p. 255). 
Moreover, as Miller (2008, p. 180) noted, “the calculative practices of accountancy have 
one defining feature that sets them apart from other forms of quantification: their ability 
to translate diverse and complex processes into a single financial figure” (emphasis in 
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original).  This “elegance of the single figure” is important not only for the potential for 
comparison between different realities, agents and locales that it implicitly brings, but 
also because “the single figure provided by the calculative practices of accounting 
appears to be set apart from political interests and disputes, above the world of intrigue, 
and beyond debate” (Miller, 2008, p. 181) 36   In short, subjectivity is disguised as 
objectivity, while at the same time “what is counted usually counts” (Miller, 2008, p. 181).  
Furthermore, “the manager can be represented as an object, evaluated and acted upon as a 
result of the visibility, calculability and comparability that accounting provides” (Miller, 
2008, p. 184), because in creating “a particular way of understanding, representing, and 
acting upon events and processes” accounting practices reveal “the costs and the returns 
that can then become the basis for rewards and penalties, and define the profits and losses 
to which various parts react” (Miller, 2008, p. 187). 
Preston (2006) examined “the role of accounts in the actions taken by government 
officials in Washington, DC to reduce the size of the Navajo livestock holdings on their 
reservation in the southwestern United States in the 1930s” (p. 559).  Examining the role 
of accounts not only in enabling action at a distance, but also in enacting that action 
locally, and finally in shoring up or justifying action when things go wrong, Preston 
attempted “to breathe life into accounts by providing details on the context in which they 
emerged, how they became entwined in other strategies and how people employed them 
in order to ensure that action at a distance was taken, enacted locally and preserved” 
(2006, p. 560).  Furthermore, the paper also attempted “to describe how action at a 
distance may have a profound impact on the lives and well-being of the people who 
inhabit the local setting in which actions are enacted” (Preston, 2006, p. 560).  
36  As Rose (1991, p. 674) asserted “paradoxically, in the same process in which numbers achieve a 
privileged status in political decisions, they simultaneously provide a ‘de-politicization’ of politics, 
redrawing the boundaries between politics and objectivity by purporting to act as automatic technical 
mechanisms for making judgements, prioritizing problems and allocating scarce resources”. 
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Importantly, it is demonstrated how the force of accounts “is a product not only of its own 
mobility, stability and combinability but also of the context and the assemblage of agents 
and agencies in which” they are presented (Preston, 2006, p. 565); thus, “it would be a 
mistake to examine them isolated from their historical context and the actions of the 
individuals who used them” (Preston, 2006, p. 577). 
In sum, “the calculative practices of accounting are always intrinsically linked to a 
particular strategic or programmatic ambition.  Accounting practices are endowed with a 
significance that goes beyond the task for which they are deployed” (Miller, 2008, p. 187) 
because they: 
are called upon not just to calculate costs or evaluate a particular investment opportunity 
but to increase efficiency, to promote economic growth, to encourage responsibility, to 
improve decision making, to enhance competitiveness …  To understand the calculative 
practices of accounting as a technology of government, it is important to address these 
rationales, for it is through them that accounting is mobilized and appealed to (Miller, 
2008, pp. 187/188). 
Drawing not only but most notably from insights by Michel Foucault and Bruno Latour, a 
considerable number of authors have reflected on accounting’s potential to create and 
manage action at a distance.  From a significant number of valuable contributions, the 
work developed by Peter Miller and Nikolas Rose stands out as much by its pioneer role, 
as by its usefulness and consequent explicit and implicit use in numerous and diverse 
studies.37  As with its predecessors, the far-reaching analyses of these two scholars are 
almost too extensive and valuable to be summarized, but one important abridgment of 
their deductions and main inspirations was provided in Rose (1991, pp. 675/676): first, 
37 One of the most recent examples of this is Ingrid Jeacle’s study highlighting “the role of calculative 
technologies in the creation and sustenance of fast fashion and hence the governance of everyday dress” 
(Jeacle, 2014, p. 2). 
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the link between government and knowledge, “made most clearly by Michel Foucault in 
his consideration of “governmentality””; second, the link between government and 
information, such that “there can be no well-ordered political machinery or enlightened 
administration … without a knowledge” facilitated by different numbers which provide 
“the material on which administrative calculation can operate”; third, the formation of 
centres of calculation, “stressed in the work of Bruno Latour”, which collect and 
accumulate information about distant locales which they seek to govern, aggregating, 
comparing, compiling and calculating such information in ways deemed adequate for 
government; fourth, and as a consequence of the preceding themes, the conclusion that 
“numbers do not merely inscribe a pre-existing reality.  They constitute it” (p. 676). 
Significantly, it has been argued and unquestionably demonstrated that accounting 
information has the features of mobility, stability and combinability that, according to 
Latour’s work, allow action at a distance to occur.  In particular, it has been demonstrated 
how the work of accountants and their technology is effectively used in silent, subtle 
ways to allow the implementation of programmes of government.  As Perks (1993, p. 
184) suggested, “the assertion of power can be more effective in its unseen forms”, and 
“far from being neutral devices for mirroring the social world, the calculative 
technologies of accountancy are complex machines for representing and intervening in 
social and economic life” (Miller, 1994b, p. 256).  As a result of this new way of thinking 
and viewing accounting, attention is focused on the “reciprocal relations between 
accountancy and the social relations it forms and seeks to manage.  The calculative 
practices of accounting are intrinsically and irredeemably social” (Miller, 2008, p. 188). 
Although it has been argued and demonstrated that power, action at a distance and 
programmes of government do not necessarily concern just the state but rather operate 
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within and “beyond the state” (Miller and Rose, 2008, p. 10), the uses of accounting for 
governing at a distance are intimately associated with the state, an area of research that 
has received considerable attention from the 1990s, but that still remains underdeveloped, 
and to which next subsection is devoted. 
3.6.2 Accounting and the State 
Despite the appeal for more research on the interrelations between “Accounting and the 
State” (Miller, 1990), and the considerable body of research that has since been 
developed, there is a dearth of knowledge about the interrelations between the state and 
private entities and the fundamental role of accounting in building and managing such 
interrelations.  Indeed, “notwithstanding the attention that researchers in a variety of 
disciplines have paid to the issue of power, it remains an important and still insufficiently 
explored issue for those concerned with accounting as it operates within and beyond the 
state” (Kurunmaki, Lapsley and Miller, 2011, p. 2).  As Colquhoun and Parker noted 
(2012, p. 283), “the relationship between the state and accounting is under-represented in 
the accounting history literature”, and whilst “government and public sector accounting 
has deservedly received widespread attention from accounting researchers internationally, 
its historical perspective has been largely neglected” (Colquhoun and Parker, 2012, p. 
285).  
Notwithstanding the unoptimistic comment by Colquhoun (2009, p. 543) that “the 
accounting history literature on the state focuses largely, but not exclusively, on Anglo-
American countries from the mid-nineteenth century” (see also Carmona and Zan, 2002), 
there are some notable exceptions to this pattern that have come to light in the last 20 
years.  These include several informative case studies based on Spanish archives, 
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including a study of the control and cost accounting practices in the Spanish Royal 
Tobacco Factory in 1773 (Carmona, Ezzamel and Gutierrez, 1997), which focused on the 
social aspects and consequences of the practices adopted. The tobacco industry in Spain 
has in fact provided ample scope for informative historical studies, both in the 18th
(Alvarez, Gutierrez and Romero, 2002; Carmona, Ezzamel and Gutierrez, 2002; Funez, 
2005; Gutierrez and Romero, 2007) and 19th (Carmona and Gutierrez, 2005; Carmona 
and Macias, 2001; Macias, 2002a, 2002b) centuries.  Specifically, Carmona and Macias 
(2001, p. 139), analysed the “state’s motivation to enact institutional pressures aiming at 
the implementation of early cost management practices”, namely the enforcement by law 
of cost and budgeting systems in this “manufactory of the state-owned monopoly”.  But 
other industries have also been the focus of historical accounting research in Spain, 
namely the Royal Soap Factory of Seville, 1525-1692 (Carmona and Donoso, 2004), the 
gunpowder monopoly in new Spain, 1757-87 (Nunez, 2002), the Royal Textile Mill of 
Guadalajara in the period 1717-44 (Carmona and Gomez, 2002) and the Royal Textile 
Factory of Ezcaray, between 1767 and 1785 (Prieto-Moreno and Larrinaga-Gonzalez, 
2001), with all these studies providing early examples of cost accounting practices.  In the 
case of the Royal Soap Factory of Seville, for example, Carmona and Donoso (2004, p. 
129) stated that “although this economic form [state-owned monopolies] was of 
considerable importance in implementing public policy at the time, investigation into the 
functioning of cost accounting in such contexts has been consistently neglected in 
accounting research”.  As will be demonstrated, GPM was not formally a state-owned 
monopoly – its reliance on private initiative was frequently emphasized – but in the 
Portuguese context of the time (“enlightened despotism”) the influence of the state was 
significant.  Further, as Colquhoun (2009, pp. 543/544) noted, “the regulation, ostensibly 
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in the public interest, of private sector monopolies is activated in large part through 
accounting processes”. 
Reviewing previous research examining early practices of cost accounting in 
“Latin settings in present-day France, Italy, Portugal and Spain”, Carmona (2007, p. 905) 
observed that these “four focal countries witnessed varying degrees of state intervention 
in the economy and of market competition, which in turn influenced specific practices of 
cost management”.  Moreover, “in contrast to the relatively competitive settings that 
witnessed the emergence of cost systems in Anglo-American settings”, the four countries 
studied: 
featured inter alia the imposing role of religious and social philosopher’s ideas on society 
as well as distinctive degrees of state intervention in the economy …  In sum, the wider 
social, political and economic contexts in our four focal countries exerted a considerable 
influence on the design and functioning of early cost accounting systems, and this review 
illustrates how such systems reflected social change (Carmona, 2007, p. 905). 
Set in the U.K. during the First World War, but undoubtedly one of the very first attempts 
to analyse the role of the state in the emergence and spread of cost accounting, is the work 
by Anne Loft (Loft, 1986, 1988).  Indeed, “while most previous histories of cost 
accounting had been about cost accounting in its factory context, its focus was on cost 
accounting in its wider social context”, namely exploring “how the actions of the State 
affect cost accounting in enterprises” (Loft, 2004, p. 95).  
Matos Carvalho, Rodrigues and Craig (2007) studied the early cost accounting 
practices applied at the Silk Factory of Portugal from 1745 to 1747.  Reviewing these 
practices “within the political, economic and social context of Portugal at the time”, their 
findings “provide evidence of the existence of cost accounting and management control 
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techniques at a private rather than state-owned enterprise prior to the industrial revolution” 
(2007, p. 57).  Further, the calculative routines used by the company “were capable of 
improving the company’s control of operations, and accorded with the state-sponsored 
mercantilist ethic of the time” (2007, p. 82). 
Espejo, Sanchez-Matamoros and Fenech (2002, p. 419), in turn, have analysed 
accounting’s implication in the founding of a Spanish colonial project, the New 
Settlements of Sierra Morena and Andalucia, 1767-72, highlighting “the relationships 
between accounting and the enlightened discourses that improved the colonies”.  The 
study intended “to move beyond cost accounting; and to apply the concept of 
rationalization of government to the role of accounting in governing wisely” (pp. 
419/420).  In the same vein, Sanchez-Matamoros, Hidalgo, Espejo and Fenech (2005) 
analysed the role of accounting in both the New Settlements of Sierra Morena and 
Andalucia and the Royal Tobacco Factory of Seville, in a period that constituted the 
apogee of the Enlightenment in Spain, the second half of the 18th century.  Among other 
conclusions, this study demonstrated that “accounting is a practice for the mastery of the 
population independently from the discourse of the institution” (p. 181) and, importantly, 
that “accounting does not work in an isolated way.  Accounting is supported by rules 
which help legitimate the procedures that emerge from the centres of calculation” (p. 208). 
Sánchez-Matamoros and Hidalgo (2012, p. 351) examined “the implementation of 
the Spanish Ordinances of the Mints enacted in 1730 and its accounting implications”.  
The study demonstrated how “accounting was used and moulded to develop a tight 
control over the production process of one of the most important features of the 
government’s monetary policy: the supply of coins” (p. 364).  The accounting system, 
coupled with “a proper organizational structure” helped to achieve a high quality product, 
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“a key point for Spanish economic policy in the first third of the eighteenth century”, thus 
demonstrating how “accounting controls at a micro level had great influence on 
commerce and on society at large” (p. 365).  
Sargiacomo (2008, p. 667) analysed “the accounting, accountability and 
disciplinary practices triggered by the ordinances of 1571 in the feudal state of Abruzzo, 
whose sovereign was Margaret of Austria, daughter of Emperor Charles V”.  The study 
evidenced “a scenario stimulated by the ascent of mercantilist discourse and police 
schemes” in which “new ‘technologies of government’ were forged to optimize the 
State’s collection of receipts and to minimize fraud, rendering public officers accountable 
and their activities visible and controllable ‘at a distance’” (p. 667).  Importantly, the 
study illustrated “the wide array of accounting – and non-accounting-based disciplinary 
techniques enforced by the sovereign in order to shape, align and even seduce the 
behaviour of officers/functionaries working in the State apparatus, and the general 
population” (p. 667).  In another study, Sargiacomo (2009, p. 235), still focusing in the 
same setting, investigated the role of accounting in the administration of justice, 
documenting “the role played by accounting, and especially financial information, in the 
administration of the sixteenth-century justice offices with a focus on the use of that 
information for the control of magistrates/officers working in the decentralized apparatus”.  
Servalli (2013, p. 1306) analysed the “role of charities in the administration of 
poor in local government” using as a case study an Italian charity during the 16th and 17th
centuries.  The study explored “how accounting operates in such a context” and how 
“both financial and non-financial information, inserted in a complex of technologies” 
accomplish the “government of poverty” (p. 1306).  In this case, the charity “adopted 
accounting to realise a control on people and resources contributing to reach local 
government equilibrium aims” (p. 1306). 
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In more recent settings, namely focusing on New Public Management (NPM), 
several studies have shown “how accounting technology is not neutral in the 
implementation of government policy, but rather is implicated in the outcomes” 
(Colquhoun and Parker, 2012, p. 283).  In a French context, for example, Levant and 
Nikitin (2012) attributed the change in accounting systems overtime to the interests of 
main actors, including “the State [which] played a dominant role in France by 
standardizing financial accounting” after the 1940s (p. 437). 
Local government is also an area that is receiving increasing attention. 
Sargiacomo and Gomes (2011, p. 253) analysed the published historical research on 
accounting and accountability in local government and in public organizations that have 
links to local government.  The authors called for “rigorous and robust research” in this 
area, focused in settings around the globe, allowing an increasing recognition of 
accounting as “a social practice, with implications for organizational and social 
functioning” (p. 253).  Their calls were answered in a special issue on accounting and 
accountability in local government published by Accounting History in 2013. As stated, 
this special issue “originates from the observation that, regardless of the vast archives of 
surviving records of public organizations around the globe, accounting history research 
has tended to be concentrated on investigations in the private sector” (Gomes and 
Sargiacomo, 2013, p. 439). 
Gomes, Carnegie and Rodrigues (2008, p. 1144) investigated “the adoption of 
double entry bookkeeping at the Royal Treasury, Portugal, on its establishment in 1761 
and the factors contributing to this development”.  They provided “further evidence of the 
importance of the state in the institutionalization of accounting practices” not only “by 
means of coercive pressures” but also highlighting for this setting “the importance of 
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individual actors, who, as powerful change agents, made key decisions that influenced 
accounting change” (2008, p. 1144). 
Rodrigues and Sangster (2013) explored “the role of the state in the development 
of accounting in the Portuguese-Brazilian Empire (1750-1822) in the context of economic 
and political transformations” (p. 161).  By continuing “a vein of research that is 
concerned with mapping connections between the state and accounting in the context of 
empire”, the study aimed at contrasting the initiatives adopted over the period analysed 
which, however located in different reigns and in distinct settings, were implemented “in 
an effort to shape and normalize decisions in order to achieve desirable objectives for the 
empire” (p. 161). 
Gomes, Carnegie and Rodrigues (2014) examined “the development, application 
and enforcement of accounting rules under Portuguese imperialism in the ‘Pombaline Era’ 
during the period 1761 - 1777” (p. 87). The study elucidated “how the implementation 
and evaluation of accounting control systems permitted the Portuguese government to 
exercise control at a distance, thereby mobilizing individuals to pursue its goals for the 
Empire” (p. 87).  Focusing on the development of accounting rules, the study (p. 89) 
provided “insights into how accounting, as a technology, is deployed in operationalizing 
the rationalities of government at a distance”.  Importantly, the study demonstrated that 
the several different measures implemented by the government “did not provide equal 
opportunities and benefits for all members of the population … [but instead] served to 
privilege a limited number of businessmen … [although] the measures were taken in the 
name of ‘the State’” (p. 98). 
It would be exhausting to include in this subsection all the work in connection 
with accounting and the state that has been developed in the last two decades.  Carnegie 
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and Napier (2012, p. 344) provided a rich and updated overview, and reminded that one 
of the themes proposed in the celebrated special issue of Accounting, Auditing & 
Accountability Journal published in 1996 (Carnegie and Napier, 1996) – public sector 
accounting – has received increasing interest in the past two decades, “as researchers 
make more use of key archives often containing extensive public records”.  The studies 
included in the generic “accounting and the state” theme focus on the broadest possible 
settings, epochs and themes, evidencing not only the extent of the increasing and ongoing 
interest in this area but also its still enormous unexplored potential.  In parallel, Carnegie 
and Napier (2012, p. 345) stated that “much of the more recent research in this area tends 
to suggest that sharp distinctions between public sector and private sector accounting are 
diminishing”.  Therefore, the above mentioned are just a few examples of the versatility 
of this area of research, evidencing how, in the past as much as in the present, the 
interrelationships between accounting and the state are abundant and multifaceted.  
Significantly, as Miller and Rose (2008, p. 10) asserted, “forms of power [operating] 
across distances and domains … [such as] accounting systems ... operated ‘beyond the 
state’: they did not begin with the state as point of origin, nor did they end with the state 
as the emblem or locus of power”. 
The present case study seeks to contribute to this still underdeveloped area of 
research, focusing on an under-researched setting and epoch – Portugal in the second half 
of the 18th century – and by uncovering archival sources that to some extent remain 
under-explored.  Its focus is a Portuguese chartered company, created and supported by 
the Portuguese State, and which, although privately owned, would be granted public 
duties and act as an arm of the state.  Indeed, its action would link three continents, 
simultaneously acting in pursuit of the typical aims of a private company and playing an 
instrumental role in implementing the state’s policies for the overseas territories where its 
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action took place.  This historical case study will, thus, contribute to the literature on 
accounting and the state in several ways: focusing on an under-researched and earlier 
setting, and uncovering under-researched archives pertaining to a company that presented 
a hybrid form - formally a private company, but with a very strong and multifaceted 
interaction with the state.  The focus of the study is thus placed at the interface of public 
and private spheres, analysing their interconnectedness and simultaneously its 
implications in organizational and social functioning.  
In recent years some attention has been devoted to what Shaoul, Stafford and 
Stapleton (2012, p. 213) termed “the regulated hybrid organisational forms of Public 
Private Partnerships, which operate at the interface of the public and private sectors”.  
Although comparisons between this case study and present day situations must be 
established with caution, respecting the uniqueness of the historical context or, as Napier 
(2009, p. 43) put it, treating the past “as its own present”, the following chapters will 
evidence striking similarities between the present case study and current examples of 
interrelations between the state and privately owned institutions, namely Public Private 
Partnerships. 
3.7 Summary 
This chapter has addressed the theoretical framework and research methodology used in 
the study.  It includes a review of literature on the conceptual framework that underpins 
this research, namely the concept of “action at a distance”, and previous studies that 
explore the relationship between accounting and the state.  
The foundational work by Bruno Latour has set the scene for developments in the 
way accounting technology is regarded and understood.  As Peter Miller and Nikolas 
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Rose (among other notable contributors) have convincingly demonstrated and argued, 
accounting technology is a soft but powerful technology that allows government to be 
exercised, not only from a distance but also in silent, subtle ways.  As demonstrated, 
accounting technology has the essential features that allow power and control to be 
exercised from a distance, namely mobility, stability and combinability, which, according 
to Latour’s work, are the key elements for allowing action at a distance to occur.  
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that to achieve its objectives accounting 
technology relies on a web of both techniques and human resources that, when adequately 
enlisted and juxtaposed, allow programmes of government to be implemented. 
 While some of the difficulties and challenges highlighted by different authors (see 
for example Berry and Otley, 2004 and Scapens, 2004) in relation to historical case study 
research were experienced in conducting this study, the experience has been rewarding 
and the choices made in regard to methodology, method and theoretical framework were 
proven reliable and adequate to answer the research questions.  To demonstrate such 
validity and reliability, the chapter has also highlighted different options that were 
considered during the process of research and that culminated in the choices made.  As 
mentioned previously, these choices are deemed adequate, considering the nature of the 
case study and the research questions it seeks to answer.  As Mills (1993, p. 802) 
asserted: 
In the end the best we can do is to choose an interesting research issue; use evidence that 
is varied, accessible and reliable; draw on a variety of views and techniques, including 
those of the social sciences to interpret that evidence; seek out other explanations and 
examples that would confound our overall argument; and finally, to convey our findings 
in as clear a manner as possible, eschewing jargon and esoteric language. 
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Chapter 4 will analyse the political, economic and social context that led to the creation of 
the company, and essential aspects related to its formation in 1755 through to the ending 
of its monopoly rights in 1778. 
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4 Chapter 4: Political, Economic and Social Context - Portugal, Brazil 
and the Company of Grão Pará and Maranhão
The Company of Grão Pará and Maranhão is the only way to reclaim the commerce of all Portuguese 
America from the hands of foreigners. 
Pombal to Mendonça Furtado, 4 August 1755 (cited in Maxwell, 1968, p. 623) 
4.1 Introduction 
In historical research an understanding of the context is essential, and accounting history 
research is not an exception.  As Kurunmaki et al. (2011) reminded us, “Hopwood argued 
repeatedly [that] accounting always operates in specific contexts” (p. 1).  As such,  
it is important to attend not only to the calculative practices of accounting, but to the ways 
in which they are mobilised, the aspirations and ambitions to which they are attached, and 
the roles which are defined for them.  For accounting, as it operates within and beyond the 
state, has both a discursive and an instrumental character.  Much is missed if we neglect 
the interaction between these twin poles of the operationalisation of accounting (p. 1). 
These authors further suggested, 
as many others have done, that what is at stake here is not a neutral technical process. It is, 
rather, a matter of making and moulding of an almost infinitely variable set of relations 
of power or modes of governing …  [As such,] to attend to accounting as an apparatus of 
power, understood in this way, is not to focus on institutions or structures.  It is, rather, to 
attend to the assemblages that form between the ideas of reformers seeking to ‘modernise’ 
government, the calculative instruments of accounting as they are set to work, and the 
multiple and mobile relations that form between the local settings in which accounting is 
operationalised, and the non-local actors and agents to which they are linked (pp. 1-2, 
emphases in original). 
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The authors “point to the multiple and variable roles of accounting ‘within and beyond 
the state’, at a time when the boundaries between state, non-state, and quasi-state 
operations are increasingly attenuated” (p. 1). 
Given these considerations, this chapter analyses the political, economic and 
social context that led to the creation of the company, and essential aspects related to its 
formation in 1755 through to the ending of its monopoly rights in 1778.  This includes 
analysis of the main privileges granted by the Portuguese King to the company, both at its 
inception and in subsequent years.  It also devotes attention to the company’s capital and 
shareholders, the overseas administrations and the several businesses that were conducted 
in Europe, Africa and Brazil. 
4.2 Political, Economic and Social Context 
4.2.1 Portugal: Enlightenment, Mercantilism and Absolutism 
In the 18th century “the movement known as “The Enlightenment” proposed that all men 
were born equal and had a natural right to freedom” (Grant, 2009, p. 111). 
A belief in science, reason, and human progress developed among the 18th century 
educated elite.  Men such as Voltaire in France and the American Benjamin Franklin 
asserted freedom of thought and the natural rights of the individual, and proposed humane 
and tolerant laws (Grant, 2009, p. 111). 
During the Age of Enlightenment Portugal was considered small and underdeveloped.  
However, in spite of the country’s cultural backwardness, the Enlightenment ideals that 
were prevailing in Europe, along with mercantilist policies, slowly began to penetrate 
Portugal.  Sebastião José de Carvalho e Mello, later known as Marquis of Pombal
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[Marquês de Pombal] or simply Pombal, Chief Minister, was deeply influenced by these 
ideals, due to the fact that before becoming a Minister he had spent several years abroad, 
representing the Portuguese Crown, first in London and later in Vienna.  Pombal would 
try to apply these ideals to Portugal, in some instances changing or adapting them to 
increase the power of the state.  His authoritarianism was one of the most marked aspects 
of his personality and one that would be fully revealed during his ministership.  For this 
reason he is considered to be a “paradox of the Enlightenment” (Maxwell, 1995).  
Mercantilism, the dominant economic doctrine in Western Europe from the 16th to 
the 18th centuries, advocated measures aimed at enabling wealth accumulation by the state, 
especially through the accumulation of precious metals.  In particular, it was based on a 
stronger state intervention in economic life, for the purpose of increasing state power.  In 
Portugal, there was a clear preference for French Mercantilism, although British 
economic policies, characterized by the intervention of the state with the co-operation of 
merchants, were also influential. 
Absolutism – a form of government based on an absolute conception of the state 
“which is not hampered by parliamentary institutions, but which voluntarily submits to 
laws and acknowledges the rights of subjects” (Hartung, 1957, p. 7) – prevailed in 
Portugal at this time.  To be more specific, Portugal was a hybrid case, “part-absolutist, 
part-despotic” (Maxwell, 1995, p. 158).  The expression “enlightened despotism” is 
frequently used when referring to the reign of Joseph I (D. José I, 1750-1777), during 
which the Marquis of Pombal was a leading character.38  In 31 July 1750, following the 
death of King John V [D. João V] and the accession to the Portuguese throne of his son 
Joseph, Pombal was appointed Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and War.  Upon the 
38 In fact, even today the reign of Joseph I is more prominently associated with the King’s Chief Minister, 
the Marquis of Pombal. 
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death of the Chief Minister Pedro da Mota e Silva in 1756, Pombal ascended to this post, 
a position he would occupy until the death of the King in February 1777.  In 1759, in 
recognition for his services in the aftermath of the 1755 Lisbon earthquake, he became 
Count of Oeiras and in 1770 he became Marquis of Pombal, the title by which he is best 
known. 
From just two million in 1732, the population of Portugal rose to 2.5 million by 
1758 and three million by the 1780s (Maxwell, 1995, p. 38; Russel-Wood, 1992, p. 60).  
At the time of the 1755 earthquake, Lisbon’s inhabitants numbered some 150,000 and 
remained at that level until 1780.  Oporto, the second city of the country, accounted for 
20,000 inhabitants in 1732, rising to 40,000 in 1787 (Maxwell, 1995, p. 38). 
By the 18th century Portugal had lost much of the influence it had acquired during 
the era of discoveries.  However, its empire still included the Madeira and Azores 
archipelagos, and several territories in Asia, Africa and South America (see Figure 4.1). 
Figure 4.1 Portuguese Empire in 1822 
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portuguese_Empire (access on March 5, 2013) 
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Brazil was the largest and the most important of all the Portuguese colonies, and was 
making an important contribution to the Crown's income, including precious metals and 
diamonds. At the time Brazil was divided in several territories called captaincies 
(capitanias) or states (see Figure 4.2).  Although some of these were performing well, 
such as Minas Gerais, from where gold and diamonds were extracted, there were two 
captaincies in the north (Grão-Pará) and northeast (Maranhão) that remained 
underdeveloped (see next subsection).  Local landowners attributed this 
underdevelopment to the lack of a workforce capable of extracting all the richness that the 
region had to offer, and so kept demanding more African slaves. 
Figure 4.2 Captaincies of Brazil in 1789 
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colonial_Brazil#Captaincies (access on March 5, 2013) 
The complex political, economic and social situation of Portugal in this period had 
longstanding and multifaceted origins.  On 1 November 1755, Lisbon was virtually 
destroyed by an earthquake, followed by a tsunami, and ensuing fires.  It was the 
unintended impetus for the transformation of the city, compatible with the general move 
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to modernizing and developing Portugal and her colonies that had been pursued by the 
Minister.39  Furthermore, it added pressure to the need to increase the Crown’s income, a 
task that would only be achieved if Portugal’s restrictive economic conditions were to be 
overcome.  These included an underdeveloped economy that was almost entirely based on 
the revenues from the colonies, especially gold from Brazil.  Indeed, the addictive cycle 
that had been pursued for many years of using gold from Brazil to finance the import of 
basic products into Portugal had resulted in the almost total ruin of local production.  As a 
result of previous agreements, including the famous Methuen Treaty of 1703, English 
traders enjoyed special rights in the merchant community in Lisbon, and virtually 
controlled the trade between Portugal and Brazil, through the so called comissários 
volantes, mercantile agents acting on behalf of foreign merchants, mostly British.  
Additionally the activities of interlopers and contrabandists caused serious damage to the 
Crown revenues, while the entire Brazilian economy, especially farmers and producers, 
depended on credit supplied by foreign, long established merchants.  Indeed,  
as far as the colonial trade was concerned, a vast unofficial and illegal commerce 
developed which, using the fleet system as a cover and means for export and remittance, 
paralleled and may even at times have surpassed the legitimate traffic (Maxwell, 1995, p. 
44). 
Moreover, the Treaty of Madrid signed with Spain on 13 January 1750 added intense 
pressure to the need to protect Brazilian borders, especially in the vast Amazon basin, 
where the Society of Jesus was extremely influential.  This was evident in its effective 
domination of vast lands and plantations, which were cultivated by local indigenous 
people that the Society evangelized and protected.  From these territories the Society of 
39 Although Pombal only became Chief Minister in 1756, he had participated actively in the decisions and 
measures adopted since 1750, and gradually won the trust of the King (Serrão, 1996, pp. 27, 36). 
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Jesus extracted many different products, conducted an intense commercial activity with 
Portugal, and benefitted from generous tax exemptions.  Since the Treaty of Madrid had 
been based on the principle of Roman law uti possidetis, ita possiedatis (who owns by 
fact owns by right), one of the aims of the Portuguese authorities was to increase the 
population of the areas under its jurisdiction.  In a letter (transcribed in Maxwell, 1995, p. 
54) from Vienna in 1752, Pombal’s friend Duke Silva-Tarouca summed up the much 
needed populating policy: “population is everything, many thousands of leagues of 
deserts serve for nothing”, to which he added: “Moor, white, negro, mulatto, or mestizo, 
all will serve, all are men, and are good if they are well-governed.”  For this reason, and 
not for any humanitarian or emancipating principle, in 1755 a piece of legislation known 
as Directório dos Indios was approved, by which indigenous people of Pará and 
Maranhão were officially recognized as Portuguese subjects.40
 While abroad, especially in London from 1738 to 1743 (and for a further six 
months in 1745), Pombal focused on understanding the reasons for the economic success 
of what he called “the polished courts” of Europe.  In particular, he “set out to investigate 
the causes, techniques and mechanisms of British commercial and naval power” 
(Maxwell, 1995, p. 6).  His London library reflected his interests and included classic 
mercantilist texts, as well as: 
select reports on colonies, trade, mines, woolen manufactories, specialized tracts on sugar, 
tobacco, fisheries; parliamentary acts on tonnage and poundage; shipping and navigation; 
fraud in customs houses; the book of rates; ordinances of the British marine; and, above 
all, a heavy concentration of works on the British trading companies (Maxwell, 1995, p. 
7). 
40 Among the practical consequences of this legal statement was the end of the missionary (Jesuit) work in 
the villages, which would be subject to a civil director, the prescription of Portuguese as their primary 
language, and the stimulation of miscegenation.  This legislation was implemented in Pará and Maranhão
in 1757-1758 and was extended to the rest of Brazil in 1758. 
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The knowledge he acquired on these matters, the resulting admiration for the main causes 
of British success, and the recognition of “Portugal’s economic and political weakness 
and military dependency” (Maxwell, 1995, p. 6), intensified Pombal’s concern about “the 
threat the British posed to Portugal’s vast and rich dominions in South America” 
(Maxwell, 1995, p. 4).  For Pombal, “nationalizing” the Luzo-Brazilian economy 
(Maxwell, 1968) became imperative. 
Since the early period of discoveries, the creation of monopolies – either directly 
managed by the Crown or farmed out to private individuals or companies – had been a 
common tactic of the Portuguese rulers (Hamilton, 1948, pp. 34-40).  For many years this 
strategy provided the means to finance not only the expenses of the Crown but also 
further discoveries of new territories.41  With regard to Brazil, “from early in the sixteenth 
century until the middle of the eighteenth century trade … [was] apparently” free to all 
Portuguese subjects who wished to participate (Hamilton, 1948, p. 39).  However, and as 
mentioned above, “by 1750 concentration of the trade in the hands of the Jesuits [and 
English] was so great that the Marquis of Pombal preferred an absolute legal monopoly” 
(Hamilton, 1948, p. 39).  
Portugal had been a forerunner in the slave trade, initiating regular trading 
expeditions to the northwestern coast of Africa in 1444 (Postma, 1990, p. 2).  By the 
1750s the trade was reasonably well established.  Although any public discussion on the 
subject seems to have been scarce, it can be concluded that there was no abolitionist 
impetus in the country, quite the contrary.  One revealing aspect of the dominant opinion 
on the matter was the above-mentioned Directório dos Indios; its Chapter 10 expressly 
41 “At no time before Portugal lost her supremacy in the East Indies, early in the seventeenth century, did 
competition govern the purchase or sale of goods either at home or in the colonies” (Hamilton, 1948, p. 39). 
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prohibited calling these indigenous peoples “blacks” (negros).  This was on the basis that 
those who applied this “infamous” and “villain” word to these peoples were perhaps 
trying to make them believe that nature had conceived them for the purpose of being 
slaves of the whites, “as regularly is imagined [considered] about the blacks from the 
coast of Africa”.  Indigenous people were also forbidden from using this word when 
talking to each other, “so that they can understand that the villainy of such a name is not 
for them”.  In sum, and at least in the legal and theoretical realm, indigenous peoples 
were to regard themselves as Portuguese subjects and this was not compatible with the 
meaning associated with the word “negro”. 
On 19 September 1761 a Royal Decree was approved barring the importation of 
slaves into the continental territory of Portugal, Madeira and Azores, but not in the 
colonies.  Although this Royal Decree contributed to the idea that Portugal had been a 
forerunner in the abolition movement, more recently it has been argued that this was 
nothing but a myth, fabricated by legal scholars of the time and of the 19th century (Silva 
and Grinberg, 2011).  In any case, “there was no anti-slavery intent in this decree and 
slavery itself was not condemned either in this decree or in the lex naturalis doctrines that 
D. José included in the syllabus of the Law School” (Silva and Grinberg, 2011, p. 434).  
Indeed, the text of the 1761 decree was very clear on the reasons why importing slaves 
into the continental territory was to be forbidden: on the one hand, to make sure that 
every black slave would be directed into the “overseas dominions” where they were 
critically needed to work in the plantations and mines; on the other, so that Portuguese 
people should keep themselves occupied in domestic service, instead of pursuing a life of 
bad habits.  And although “in 1773 a ‘free birth law’ created the conditions for slavery to 
disappear little by little from the European part of Portuguese territory, it would be 
necessary to wait many years for this to occur in the overseas part of this territory” (Silva 
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and Grinberg, 2011, p. 437).42  The general explanation for this contradiction between 
existing slavery in a country that aimed at rising to the highest standards of the “polished 
courts” of Europe was that black slavery was only “tolerated” in the colonies and in the 
interest of the society (Silva and Grinberg, 2011, p. 439). 
Given the above-mentioned scenario, the Pombaline Reforms instigated by the 
government of Joseph I of Portugal from 1750 to 1777 had the goal of making Portugal 
an economically self-sufficient and commercially strong nation.  This was to be done by 
expanding Brazilian territory, organizing the administration of colonial Brazil, and 
implementing tax and economic reforms, both in the colonies and in Portugal.  One of the 
means used to achieve these goals was state sponsored companies, which could gather the 
huge amounts of capital required to be invested and concentrate efforts and resources on 
what was considered to be the “common good” of the nation. 
4.2.2 Pará and Maranhão: the Backwoods of Brazil 
What is generally referred in the literature as the “State of Grão Pará and Maranhão” was 
an administrative unit independent of what was termed the “State of Brazil”, and which 
was therefore directly connected to Lisbon.  On 13 June 1621 a royal letter confirmed the 
creation of the “State of Maranhão and Grão-Pará”, established the capital in São Luis (in 
Maranhão), and determined its administrative independence from the “State of Brazil” 
(Santos, 2008, p. 21).  In 1751, a political and strategic redefinition of the northern 
territories saw the re-creation of the “State of Grão Pará and Maranhão”, which now 
comprised two main (Pará and Maranhão) and two subaltern (Piauí and Rio Negro) 
42 Slavery would only be totally abolished in the 19th century.  For a discussion of the nature and effects of 
the Royal Decree of 1761, see Silva and Grinberg (2011).
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captaincies (Santos, 2008, p. 13).  The capital became Belém (in Pará), and these 
arrangements remained until 1772-1774, when the northern territories were again re-
organised.  This time they were separated in two units that remained separated from the 
“State of Brazil” and subordinate to Lisbon (Santos, 2008, p. 37): the “State of Grão-Pará 
and Rio Negro” and the “State of Maranhão and Piauí”.  Although primary sources, 
namely legislation and correspondence, refer to this region in various ways across time, 
this study uses either the official denominations mentioned above or, more simply, the 
states (or captaincies or provinces of) “Pará” and “Maranhão”. 
 There were many problems in these territories and which explain why they were 
still underdeveloped when compared to other regions of Brazil.  It was “a remote area, 
where the population was small, the territory enormous, the economy uncertain, and the 
lines of communication and administration tenuous at best” (Lockart and Schwartz, 1983, 
p. 281).  Francisco Xavier de Mendonça Furtado, Governor and Captain General of this 
state from 1751 to 1759, and Pombal’s brother, described the region as “much more a 
cadaver, than a state” (Santos, 2008, p. 59). 
Despite all the political plans and decisions of successive Portuguese reigns, the 
fact is that the circumstances of this region had always been largely determined by its 
geographical characteristics.  First and foremost were the winds and currents that made it 
faster and safer to travel between Lisbon and this region, than to and from this region and 
the rest of Brazil.  
With few settlers and much Indian-controlled territory, [Pará and] Maranhão remained an 
isolated and underdeveloped outpost of the Portuguese empire until the mid-eighteenth 
century.  It was largely cut off from the rest of Brazil by contrary winds, hidden shoals, 
and difficult ocean currents.  Thus, transport to Bahia and regions south took place in part 
by land and river routes.  Further, because European and African immigrants were few 
and because Indians who were forced into agricultural labour often died quickly from 
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disease, [Pará and] Maranhão did not experience the economic growth that resulted from 
increasing sugar production on plantations elsewhere in the seventeenth century.  Indeed 
… it was not until the mid-eighteenth century that Portuguese settlers would begin to 
establish themselves far beyond [Pará and] Maranhão’s immediate coastal zone 
(Hawthorne, 2010, p. 29). 
In spite of systematic attempts to improve the terrestrial communications between this 
region and the rest of Brazil, its inaccessibility persisted.  One enlightening example of 
this isolation is mentioned in Santos (2008, p. 35).  On 15 November 1755 Governor 
Francisco Xavier de Mendonça Furtado wrote to the Vice-King D. Marcos José de 
Noronha e Brito in Bahia, commenting on a previous correspondence of 9 March 1753 
that apparently had only reached its destination one and a half years later.  For this reason, 
the governor decided that in the future all correspondence would be sent through Lisbon, 
expecting that in this way it would reach Bahia sooner.  Furthermore, during the first half 
of the 18th century the isolation between this state and the “State of Brazil” had 
sometimes been deliberately enforced, as an attempt to prevent the escape of the scarce 
population, attracted by the mining activities and proceeds, which would damage even 
more the agricultural production of the northern territories.  On 27 October 1733, 
communication between the north and the captaincy of Mato Grosso was prohibited, and 
this stipulation would not be revoked until 1752 (Santos, 2008, p. 28). 
On 20 August 1772 “two independently administered states were created with 
governors in São Luis and Belém” (Hawthorne, 2010, p. 29) and this separation was 
reinforced on 9 July 1774.  The main reason for this separation was the vastness of the 
territory which made extremely difficult the proper management and implementation of 
policies.  Put simply, “the size of the state made governing it difficult” (Hawthorne, 2010, 
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p. 29).  To deal with any legal matter, inhabitants of Maranhão had to travel to Pará
where the state capital Belém was located, a long and difficult journey. 
The political reform of the state in 1751, defined by Pombal, and implemented by 
his brother, the first governor and captain general Francisco Xavier de Mendonça Furtado, 
was devised to enforce the Treaty of Madrid, protect the territory and its borders, and 
overcome the economic difficulties that were severely straining the finances of Lisbon 
(see previous subsection) by putting the economy back in the hands of the Portuguese 
State.  While the aim to protect borders was evidenced by the fact that most of the 
governors chosen to administer this region during the Pombaline era were not only men 
whom Pombal trusted, but were also selected for their military skills and experience,43
economic development was to be achieved by promoting local production, increasing 
commerce, and progressively liberating local landowners and producers from the yoke of 
foreign credit.  This could only be achieved by creating a state sponsored company 
capable of gathering huge amounts of capital and which would be able to finance 
producers throughout long seasonal and economic cycles. 
Economically, the most serious difficulty was the labour force.  In the past, 
“attempts to use indigenous Indian labourers had consistently met with failure” 
(Hawthorne, 2003, p. 75).  Because “they lived in an underdeveloped corner of the 
Portuguese empire … settlers could not afford African slaves, the backbone of the labour 
force elsewhere in Brazil” (Hawthorne, 2010, p. 31), so indigenous labourers were still 
the only option for those wanting to produce exports.  Due to the remoteness of the region 
and the settler’s lack of capital to acquire slaves, slave traders did not see this region as 
attractive, despite previous attempts by the Portuguese Crown to encourage the shipment 
43 For a study of the profile and action of the several governors in this period see the PhD dissertation by 
Santos (2008). 
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of slaves into the region.  Indeed, “in the century before 1750, it is doubtful that more 
than about 3,500 Africans entered the vast and forested regions of Maranhão and Pará” 
(Hawthorne, 2010, p. 44).  Therefore, Indians had been “put to work growing and 
processing primarily sugarcane and tobacco, the first export crops experimented with in 
the region.  Under the hot equatorial sun, agricultural work was gruelling, and 
contemporaries described Amazonian masters as exceptionally cruel” (Hawthorne, 2010, 
p. 31).  Indians also gathered drogas do sertão, natural crops of the forests, which 
included cacao, vanilla, cloves and other spices, indigo, and trees for lumber.  “But no 
matter how hard Indians were forced to work, exports from [Pará and] Maranhão through 
the mid-eighteenth century were insignificant compared to the rest of Brazil” (Hawthorne, 
2010, p. 32).  The situation could only be changed by introducing a stronger and more 
reliable workforce. 
From 1751 several letters were exchanged between the Governor of the states of 
Grão-Pará and Maranhão and his brother, the Marquis of Pombal, and as a result a 
trading company was created, although with a different structure from the initial plan. 44
This correspondence emphasised that workforce shortages in Brazil were causing 
economic development to stagnate and that resolving this was crucial to developing the 
two captaincies.  The use of African slaves was to be the main strategy for resolving the 
workforce problems and acquiring these slaves was to be the primary role of this 
company. 
44 For a discussion of the differences between the by-laws proposed for the company and those actually 
adopted, see Rodrigues et al., 2009. 
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4.3 The Company of Grão Pará and Maranhão
4.3.1 Creation of GPM 
The Companhia Geral do Grão Pará e Maranhão (Grão Pará and Maranhão General 
Trading Company, hereafter known as GPM or the company) was one of the very first 
Pombaline Companies,45 and was created on 7 June 1755.  On 6 June 1755 the King of 
Portugal, Joseph I, approved the 55 articles of the company’s by-laws, and these were 
confirmed by a Royal Decree (Alvará) the next day.  These granted the company a 
considerable number of privileges, including a monopoly for 20 years46 over the slave 
trade and the commerce of other goods into the two states of Pará and Maranhão, and 
from there to Portugal and the European markets.  Also, the company would have at its 
disposal the vessels of the Royal Navy to escort its ships, recognition that its staff was 
officially serving the King, and priority for its goods at customs, among many other 
privileges.  According to the 1755 Charter, the company was created “hoping to make a 
good service to God, Your Majesty, the common good, and the conservation of the state 
[of Pará and Maranhão]”.  Analysis of its main privileges is provided in the next 
subsections. 
As mentioned before, resolving the lack of workforce in Pará and Maranhão was 
considered to be crucial to developing these states, and this was the main task of GPM.  
The main reasons for the lack of workforce in the two states have been highlighted in 
45 Other Pombaline companies included: Company for Trade with Asia (1753); Company for Whale Fishing 
in Brazil (1756); Company of Agriculture and Vines of Alto Douro, best known as Alto Douro Wines 
Company (1756); Pernambuco and Paraiba General Trading Company (1759); and Company of Tuna-Fish 
and Sardines in Algarve (1772). 
46 According to articles 51 and 53 of the company’s by-laws, the duration of the business was pre-set at 20 
years, with the possibility of extending it by another 10 years.  This was a common practice at the time 
(Rodrigues et al., 2009, p. 423). 
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Subsection 4.2.2 and, as other European nations did at the time, the Portuguese Crown 
viewed African slaves as the most suitable solution to the problem.47
The creation of the company and the extensive nature of the privileges granted, of 
which the monopoly rights in Pará and Maranhão were the most significant, was 
contested by the merchant community in Lisbon.  An official complaint, petitioning the 
immediate suspension of the royal decree that established the company, was promptly 
written and read before the King, but it was considered insulting and its authors were 
accused, imprisoned and subsequently banished from Portugal. 48
Nonetheless, from its beginning the company was viewed as a very important 
project, and a glance at the list of shareholders reveals the names of the most important 
businessmen – including Pombal and his wife – as well as the King himself, who owned 
50 of the 1,164 shares.  However, the raising of capital proved to be a much harder task 
than initially expected.  In response to this difficulty several decrees were issued in order 
to ensure that all available capital was applied to buying shares, and nobility titles were 
granted to those owning a specific amount of shares (see Subsection 4.3.3). 
Further favours were extended to the company on 28 November 1757 when a 
document that would become known as the “Secret Charter” was issued by Portugal’s 
King.  In substance, this granted GPM ruling powers over several territories on the West 
African coast.  The Charter implied that – in exchange for its monopoly privileges, an 
increased range of tax exemptions and authority to collect local taxes in Guinea and Cape 
Verde – GPM would be responsible for building and repairing the forts and warehouses 
47 For discussions of why the Portuguese (as well as other European nations) decided to enslave African 
people following the commencement of their overseas adventures, see Blackburn (1997), Heuman and 
Walvin (2003) and Klein (1978, 2010). 
48 The complete text of this petition is transcribed in Carreira (1982, pp. 303-329). 
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essential to the protection of the Portuguese local legal representation.49  The company 
would also assume responsibility for the payment of salaries and other expenses to the 
soldiers and other officials working in the region and the priests and other clergy engaged 
in spreading Christianity.  The privilege of appointing local governors was also endowed 
upon GPM, but, consistent with the general tenor of the Secret Charter, this was to be 
done surreptitiously: in form such appointments would appear to be made by the King.  
The local governors were precluded from interfering with the affairs of the company and 
would later prove instrumental in officially certifying certain aspects of the trade (see 
chapters 5 and 6).  In sum, GPM was much more than just a trading company: it had the 
power and authority to act as an instrument of the Portuguese State and this was its 
essential purpose.  
Over the period 1755 to 1778, during which GPM enjoyed its monopoly 
privileges, the company embarked on a diverse set of operations spanning three 
continents.50  However, the introduction of African slaves into the Brazilian territories 
was clearly the company’s dominant activity and purpose – a circumstance precipitated 
by the labour shortages in the captaincies and the onus on the company to develop these 
regions in accord with the policies of the Portuguese government.  This implied the 
organization of a “triangular trade” connecting Portugal, Africa and Brazil.  While more 
mundane produce would be shipped on the Portugal to Africa and Brazil to Portugal legs 
of the voyage, it was the Africa to Brazil journey that provided the company’s raison 
49 This was an obligation that the Royal African Company (RAC, chartered in 1660) also undertook and it 
has been considered one of the main reasons why this English chartered company could never operate 
profitably.  This circumstance was aggravated by the fact that the RAC did not have any monopoly rights 
on the third leg of its voyages, that is, from America to England (Davies, 1957). 
50 The company also undertook three voyages to Asia (to Macau in 1759, the Coromandel Coast and the 
Bengal Coast in 1781, and the Malabar Coast in 1782) that were the result of specific negotiations and did 
not form part of the company’s regular trade and operations. 
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d'être: slaves would be purchased in Africa for sale into Portugal’s labour-starved 
colonies in Brazil. 
As the ambitious scope of GPM’s activities were refined and began to be 
implemented during the five years after its establishment, concerns about achieving 
effective governance over the organisation came to the fore.  A series of statutes was 
promulgated on 16 February 1760 to deal specifically with these matters and emphasised 
that a suitable accounting system would be crucial to enabling the company to fulfil its 
purpose and justify the special privileges it had been granted.  In fact, and as expressly 
mentioned in their introduction, plans to issue these statutes were present at the 
company’s inception.  However, the 1755 Lisbon Earthquake and subsequent difficulties 
prevented the Board51 from focusing on such matters.  The statutes were prepared on 18 
January 1760, coinciding with the beginning of the mandate of the second GPM Board: 
“the Board thought it not only convenient but necessary to begin the [new] administration 
with a better and more regular form” (Conservatória da Companhia Geral do Grão Pará 
e Maranhão, Caixa 67, Maço 48, fls. 243-244; see also Rodrigues et al., 2009, p. 420).  
Comprising 46 chapters, these statutes contained detailed prescriptions for how the 
company was to be managed and governed and included detailed provisions pertaining to 
how the accounting system was to be organized.  The company was to be administered 
from Lisbon and the main accounting books kept there.  However, the geographically 
dispersed nature of the company’s operations also necessitated a subsidiary accounting 
system that, as will be demonstrated, would assist with the management of local 
operations and enable the provision of regular and detailed information to Lisbon for 
collating into an overall view of the company’s activities and the results thereof. 
51 The company was managed by a Board (Junta) comprising one superintendent, eight deputies, and one 
secretary (Rodrigues et al., 2009, p. 420; see also next subsection). 
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During the period the monopoly lasted a close association between the state and 
GPM can be observed, with accounting playing a very important role.  From the very 
beginning, a number of issues referred to in the 1755 Charter show how important 
accounting was.  For example, the company was obliged to show the local buyers in 
Brazil the cargo books in order to prove that the prices it was charging were the correct 
ones, considering the maximum profit percentages defined in the 1755 Charter.  
Moreover, the accounting system used at GPM was to be used as the model for other 
Pombaline companies.  In a letter sent on 31 August 1761 by Pombal to the 
Administrators of the Alto Douro Wines Company (created in 1756) the recipients were 
instructed to take a careful look at the structure of the enclosed copy of GPM’s financial 
statements, and follow the same structure and procedures when presenting their own.  
This letter also revealed that the Alto Douro Wines Company’s bookkeeper (João 
Frederico de Hecquenberg) had spent some time with the GPM’s first bookkeeper, a 
Frenchman called Darnaud, in order to understand and learn the “simple, clear and 
succinct method” which GPM was applying to its own accounting system.  Previously, 
Pombal had also asked the Administrators of GPM to define a set of management 
procedures to be adopted at the Alto Douro Wines Company, a request that was promptly 
observed by the company in 13 December 1756 (AHMOPTC, fls. 51-55). 
The importance of the objectives of GPM, and the determination of the King and 
Minister to ensure that those objectives were achieved, is evident in the extent of the 
privileges that were granted to the company, both at its inception and during the time it 
operated.  Some of these will be analysed in the next subsection. 
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4.3.2 Privileges Granted 
This subsection analyses some of the main privileges granted to GPM, starting with the 
1755 Charter, through to the 1757 “Secret Charter”, as well as additional privileges 
requested by the company whenever its Board considered necessary.  Considering the 
extent of these privileges, the following analysis is not exhaustive; rather it focusses on 
evidencing the extremely advantageous conditions that were provided for the company’s 
activities to be undertaken, as well as the role it was to perform in the context of the 
Crown’s policies.  While aspects related to capital and shareholders will be presented in 
subsection 4.3.3., a deeper analysis of the roles and powers attributed to the company’s 
human resources is deferred to Chapter 6. 
The 7 June 1755 Charter 
The initial privileges granted to GPM were detailed in the 55 articles of the 7 June 1755 
Charter.  The introductory paragraph contained an expression that would forever 
characterize all requests and justifications addressed to the King: that the intention of the 
initial subscribers of the company, namely the “business men of Lisbon” signing not only 
on their own behalf but also in the name of the remaining of His Majesty’s subjects was:52
the hope of doing a great service to God, Your Majesty, the common good, and the 
conservation of the state [of Pará and Maranhão] … by creating for it a new Company 
that, by nurturing commerce, fertilizes at the same time by this means agriculture, and its 
people, who are in such decay. 
52 All translations from Portuguese were made by this researcher.
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The first articles were devoted to the organization of the company: the Board would be 
composed of one superintendent, eight deputies and one secretary (Article 1).  It should 
also have three counselors who could not be shareholders.  Article 1 also stated that every 
paper issued by the Board should always be in the name of the said superintendent and 
deputies, and that it should have a distinguished seal, “in which is engraved the North 
Star over a ship anchor and, in the upper part, the image of the Blessed Virgin Mary”.53
This seal could be used in every paper issued by the Board, at its discretion.  The 
superintendent and deputies would be business men, native or converted Portuguese royal 
subjects, living in Portugal, and owning at least ten shares (Article 2).  
Article 3 was devoted to the election process: to be a voting member it was 
compulsory to have at least five shares, but shareholders with fewer shares could unite 
themselves, thus completing and sharing one vote.  The first Board would serve for a 
three-year term and the following would be annually elected.  At the same time, from 
among the eight deputies there would be elected one Vice-Superintendent and a substitute 
to gradually occupy the position of the superintendent in case of death or some 
impediment. 
Article 4 stated the totally independent jurisdiction of the company, considering 
that its capital would come only from private shareholders, not from the Royal Treasury.  
Accordingly, no tribunal would expect the company to be accountable before it, because 
such was a responsibility of the ceasing deputies (or Board) before the newly elected, 
according to the company’s statutes.  In any case, the King himself would be the 
53 This seal is not devoid of meaning: the North Star has historically been used for navigation, both to find 
the direction of north and to determine latitude, so it was considered to be an orientation reference for every 
living creature above the terrestrial surface.  The Blessed Virgin Mary has been the “Queen and Patroness 
of Portugal” since the Braganza Dynasty (1640-1910).  The creation and representation of GPM was always 
attached to these symbols: God, Royalty, and the guiding light.  Article 21 reiterated that these symbols 
would also form the coat of arms of the company as granted by the King. 
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mediating force, should any concerns or unforeseen events arise.  Furthermore, this article 
also stated that, should any administrator or agent of the company pass away, the 
company would always precede any heir or tribunal in examining the deceased’s papers, 
sorting the ones belonging to the company and giving the remaining ones to the heirs. 
Article 5 determined that the first Board would be nominated by the King and 
should serve for a three-year term, by the end of which the administration would be 
passed on to the newly elected Board.  Every Board member would take an oath before 
the previous director, swearing to faithfully, loyally and effectively manage the 
company’s assets.  The members of the first Board took their oath before a judge. 
Article 6 stated that every decision would be adopted by majority of votes of the 
Board members, and thus would be legally recognized, faithfully and totally executed, 
provided that it did not contradict the laws established for the kingdom and overseas 
dominions.  The Board would elect the officials deemed necessary for the good 
government of the company, both in Portugal and overseas, and would have total 
jurisdiction over them, namely inquiring, suspending and dismissing them, and replacing 
them with others whenever deemed necessary.  These, in turn, would serve the company 
while the Board wished to keep them in service, and would render accounts to two 
deputies, who would sign and stamp the receipt, after being examined by the 
accountant.54
Article 7 was devoted to explaining the duties of the Magistrate of the company, 
granting him private jurisdiction over any affair in which a member of the company was 
an interested party, including absolute power to decide in any dispute up to the amount of 
54 The powers given to the Board will be discussed further in Chapter 6. 
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100,000 reis55 without any possible appeal.  If the matter concerned only the shareholders 
and was directly related to the company’s affairs, it would be discussed by the Board, 
under the counsel of the Magistrate and the Fiscal Procurator.  If, cumulatively, such 
matter was up to the value of 300,000 reis then the Board would have the power to decide, 
with the accompanying opinion of the Magistrate and the Fiscal Procurator, without the 
possibility of any appeal.  Above this amount, and if an understanding could not be 
reached, once again the Board would consult the King, who would nominate an 
independent judge.  The Magistrate of the company, his clerk and bailiff, along with the 
Fiscal Procurator, would be nominated by the Board.  Article 8 gave the Magistrate the 
power to issue legal orders in the name of the King, according to the company’s 
instructions in matters concerning its good government, cutting of wood for building 
ships (paying the just price to their rightful owners) and forcing laborers, including 
watermen, to be in the service of the company, provided they were paid their salaries.  
Article 38 established the obligation of any “person of commerce, of any quality, 
and no matter how great a privilege they hold” to attend in case of his presence being 
requested by the Board; if not, the Magistrate of the company could act against the person 
as he saw fit.  Any offense done to any official of the company, by actions or mere words, 
about any issues relating to their duties would be punished by the judge as if having been 
done to His Majesty’s justice officials (Article 40). 
Article 46 established legal immunity for deputies, secretary and counselors of 
GPM.  This meant that while serving the company they could not be arrested for any 
crime – even if there was an impending legal order – unless the arrest was authorized by 
55 As explained by Klein (1978, p. 44, footnote 35): “Portuguese currency in the 18th century was expressed 
in units of reis.  The dollar sign was the standard sign used to distinguish milreis, or units of a thousand 
reis, and thus stands where modern usage would put the comma.  Finally, there was the conto which was 
equivalent to 1 million reis and was expressed as follows: 1:000$000.  The colon stands for the second 
comma.”  For easier comprehension this study presents 1:000$000 as 1,000,000 reis. 
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the Magistrate.  The sole exception was where the accused was found in flagrante delicto.  
Furthermore, GPM’s officials were authorized to carry weapons to protect themselves and 
the company’s property, provided that they were carrying a permit issued by the 
Magistrate of the company. 
Article 9 consecrated the loan of several state-owned buildings and warehouses 
and adjacent land where the public depot was located, to allow the company to undertake 
its operations, including the shipyard, while at the same time giving it the authority to rent 
any surrounding buildings or property belonging to private owners, provided that an 
agreed rent was paid.  Article 10 gave permission to build any ship – mercantile or 
destined for battle, in Portugal or in Pará and Maranhão – and giving first choice to the 
company to cut the necessary wood for such, with the only exception being the King’s 
own works.  To man such ships, the company had the power to demand any worker who 
was needed, including sailors and soldiers, with the only precedence to this being the 
King’s own demands for such laborers (Article 11).  Article 12 declared special concerns 
about the choice of capable ship captains and officials, who were to be appointed by the 
King.  This reflected the importance of the work they would undertake, the high level of 
trust that would be placed with them, and the magnitude of the benefits that they were 
expected to deliver.  Further, their duties and performance would be regarded as if being 
undertaken in the Royal Navy, and the customary entitlements of such status would be 
granted after a certificate issued by the company was handed over.  To ensure that the 
ship captains were acting in every way as was expected, they were given a patent signed 
by the King, and pledged to conform to such a patent and statutes, and to give a full 
account of their actions to the company (Article 13). 
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Article 14 proclaimed the offer of two warships to be used either for general 
service or for protection of the remaining fleet of the company.  This offer was justified 
on the basis of there being a lack of such ships ready to buy at the time in Portugal, the 
impossibility of importing them in the short term, the discharge by the Crown of the duty 
and underlying costs of the protection of convoys, and the predictably massive investment 
the company was forced to make in the initial stages of its activity.  Article 15 stated that 
any plunder made by the company’s ships was to become its property, not the Crown’s.  
Additionally none of the ships of the company could be used for royal service, unless a 
particular danger arose, in which case the Board, “as a loyal servant”, would send the 
company’s ships to protect King and country (Article 16).  This article also stipulated that, 
in such a case, all costs should be paid by the King, who would reimburse the company 
within a maximum period of six months.  
Article 17 stated the obligation of the fleets to leave the ports of Lisbon, Pará and 
Maranhão in the times defined in the royal decree of 28 November 1753,56 but also 
establishing the possibility of dispatching ships in different times if the permission of the 
King was granted.  Article 19 established the use of the company’s ships for certain 
purposes, such as bringing official messages from the authorities of Pará and Maranhão
and transporting wood from there to the King’s depot.  This last service was to be done at 
a reasonable price, to be established in due course.  Article 20 prohibited the dispatch of 
any ship not belonging to the company’s fleet to Pará or Maranhão, with severe penalties 
prescribed for offenders. 
The exclusive right to conduct commerce into and from Pará and Maranhão was 
established in Article 22.  This was justified not only by the need to compensate the 
company for the expenses that were to be made with the warships and related costs, “but 
56 These arrangements would be abolished in 1765. 
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also of the great benefits that in service of Your Majesty, and of the common good of this 
kingdom and of those two captaincies will follow from commerce that by the same 
company will result”.  The subsequent articles established in detail the way the company 
should use these monopoly rights.  Article 23 established a maximum profit of 45 percent 
over the primary acquisition cost for “dry merchandise” excluding flour and dry edibles.  
All related expenses, such as transport costs, insurance, taxes, packaging and freight, 
commissions and other expenses should be borne by the company.  If the sale was to be 
made on credit, a five percent annual interest rate would apply.  Article 24 established a 
maximum profit of 15 percent for “wet merchandise”, flour and dry edibles but, unlike 
the previous article, this profit should take into account all other related expenses.  The 
only exception was salt taken from Portugal, which the company was required to sell at a 
fixed price of 544 reis per bushel (alqueire).  
Article 25 established the way the company would justify its sales and the prices 
charged.  This was to be done by sending to its agents a detailed account of the cargo 
dispatched, including the way the cost was calculated, signed by every deputy and 
stamped with the company’s seal.  This certified account of the merchandise dispatched 
by GPM was to be publicly available: 
so that each buyer may examine the real value of the products he may have selected, so 
there will be no suspicion of fraud.  And to by every means eliminate this, hereby is 
declared that for their administration the superintendent and deputies of this company, and 
its agents in the states of Pará and Maranhão, will only get a commission of six percent 
calculated in the following manner: two percent over the acquisition cost and expenses 
made in this city with the expedition of the fleets and other dispatches of the company; two 
percent of the sales made in the above mentioned states of Pará and Maranhão; and two 
percent over the value of products brought back and expenses in this city. 
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Articles 26 and 27 concentrated on the transactions concerning the products of Pará and 
Maranhão, the grounds for the third leg of the voyage, that is, from those states to 
Portugal.  Article 26 determined that: 
if the above mentioned merchandises of this kingdom are traded in exchange for products 
from that state [Pará and Maranhão], which value is uncertain, and depends on the free 
will of the sellers, in this case the agreement will be made between both parties; because 
it would not be fair neither that the inhabitants of that state would want to rate their 
products so high, that it would cause damage to the Company, nor that the Company 
would lower them so much that, instead of developing their agriculture, would stop 
farmers from pursuing it, this being the main interest of that state. 
To this free agreement of prices between the company and farmers, Chapter 27 added: 
in this consideration when the said sales and exchanges cannot be agreed between parties, 
it will always be allowed to their owners to have the goods they grow transported at their 
expense to this Kingdom, [delivered] either to the correspondents that they choose, or to 
the same Company in order to benefit [sell] them in this Court [Lisbon]; paying with 
letters of credit over their products what they owe to the above mentioned Company, who 
will be forced to receive the mentioned goods in its ships, being paid by their transport the 
usual freights; and to bring them as safe and well packed as their own, and not to sell 
them in this city for lower prices than the ones charged by its own goods; being paid only 
of the [sales] commission, in the case of the seller being the Company; and insurance if 
the parts agree on insuring it. 
Article 28 prohibited the company to sell at retail, in order to protect small private 
merchants.  Therefore, the company could only trade on wholesale terms, and this was 
understood as a minimum of 200,000 reis in Portugal and 100,000 reis in Brazil.  Every 
sale would always be undertaken in the company’s warehouses, under the conditions 
determined by its agents.  Article 29 reiterated the total prohibition for any other person to 
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introduce any commodities into Pará and Maranhão, and established severe penalties for 
offenders, including the loss of those commodities and, cumulatively, its stipulated value 
all in favour of the informers.  In spite of these sanctions, the shipping of contraband was 
to occur frequently during GPM’s monopoly and presented an ongoing battle for the 
company. 
Article 30 concerned the slave trade.  It recognized the importance of introducing 
slaves in Pará and Maranhão in response to the demands of the local Portuguese 
colonists.  Reflective of this state imperative, only GPM could introduce slaves into these 
captaincies, sell them for the lowest possible agreed prices and paying the usual taxes to 
the Royal Treasury. 
Article 31 stated additional tax benefits “for the states [of Pará and Maranhão] 
and this company”, namely tax exemptions or reductions for several products, including 
coffee and wood.  This favourable taxation regime would depend not just on the product 
in question, but also its destination (whether consumed in Portugal or exported).  Article 
32 established rules to simplify the whole process of calculating and paying such taxes, in 
order not to delay the company’s operations.  It also established that priority would 
always be given to the company’s ships by public officers when dispatching at the 
customs house.  Article 33 determined the availability of the state-owned ovens at Vale de 
Zebro and the mills to produce the provisions for the company’s ships.  Article 34 
established a more favourable tax system for the wine necessary to provision the 
company’s warships, and authorized GPM to buy wheat, wine, olive oil and meats from 
any part of the country to provision the ships and to export.  Article 35 authorized the 
company to store its products in other warehouses apart from the normal Crown depots, 
in cases where the latter did not have sufficient space.  Article 36 made the state-owned 
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gunpowder factory available to the company to manufacture its own supplies of this 
product, and provided for exemptions from taxes for every item necessary to build and 
equip the company’s ships.  However, any items to be offered for sale were to be denied 
such tax exemption and severe penalties were provided for any breaches of this provision. 
Article 47 explicitly gave the company authorization to consult the King on any 
matters arising in the future, because “there will be a lot of things in the course of time 
that presently cannot remind to be expressed”.  However, these had to be important 
matters and “of grave consequence for the royal service, the common good of the 
kingdom, or for any serious business of the company”.  Finally, Article 55 nominated and 
gave royal approval to the members of the first Board, who were each appointed for a 
three year term and signed their consent.  This first Board would in fact only cease its 
duties on 17 January 1760 (TT_GPM_20_2). 
The 28 November 1757 Charter 
As can be perceived by the previous analysis, the privileges granted in the 1755 Charter 
were extensive in number and significance.  However, on 14 November 1757 the Board 
addressed a petition to the King proposing 16 additional articles and these were 
confirmed by a royal decree on the following 28 November.  This petition and subsequent 
royal decree is notable for the fact that it was to remain a strict secret, to the extent that in 
1779 when a conflict arose concerning a cargo from Cape Verde and the new government 
requested explanation from the company, it simply refused to exhibit the Charter, to the 
utmost astonishment of the Queen (23 October 1779, CGPM_JLF_cx06_cap613-3). 
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In essence this Secret Charter granted a 20 year monopoly over the commerce of 
the islands of Cape Verde and the Guinea coast from Cabo Branco (White Cape, a thin 
stretch of land divided between Mauritania and Western Sahara, located by the Tropic of 
Cancer) until Cape Palmas (present day Liberia).  This was justified by the need to 
establish effective operations on the Guinea coast, facilitating the introduction of slaves in 
Pará and Maranhão, and thus ensuring that the interests of these two states were 
conveniently met.  
Being responsible for the political and military government of these territories, 
GPM had the power to appoint governors and any officials to manage those territories, 
excluding ecclesiastical members (Article 1).  However, this power was to be disguised 
under the presumption of such appointments being done by the King (Article 2).  Article 
3 expressly determined that such officials would enjoy the same status as if being in the 
royal service.  They could not interfere with the company’s affairs, because these could 
only be judged by the Board and for people elected for such duties.  Therefore such 
officials should concentrate on their own jurisdictions, which would be determined by 
new regulations to be issued by the company (Article 4).  Article 8 gave GPM the 
authority to raise troops and do whatever necessary to defend the territories under its 
administration and its operations, the only exception being the active promotion of 
warfare without the previous consent of the King. 
The concerns with the control and safety of the region manifested by the 
Portuguese Crown may seem peculiar, considering the preconceived notion that this was 
a region effectively dominated by the Portuguese.  However, and as Hawthorne (2010, p. 
9) asserted: 
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simply put, in Upper Guinea before the nineteenth century, Europe’s representatives were 
rent-paying guests of local African landlords.  For the most part, they exercised little 
direct political influence beyond the boundaries of small coastal areas.  And in the 
enclaves of Bissau and Cacheu, Portugal’s political and military position was tenuous 
indeed. 
These circumstances reflected the competition from foreign nations that raided and 
effectively traded in the region, despite Portuguese claims and complaints.  Given the 
country’s relative dimension and weakness, such competition could not be overtly fought, 
but only challenged through disguised actions, some of which were mentioned in the 
Secret Charter. 
Financially, this Charter would imply a significant number of rights and duties to 
be performed by each party.  The company undertook to maintain the state-owned 
fortresses and warehouses in those regions and build new such premises deemed 
necessary to increase security and commerce.  Every expense needed to undertake such 
construction and maintenance, including the salaries and expenses of soldiers, public 
officers and even all ecclesiastical staff, would be borne by GPM.  From this date on, 
GPM would take over all state-owned buildings and belongings and manage them 
accordingly, and would bear all costs related with their upkeep, including munitions, 
weaponry and provisions.  
Attached to this request was a detailed list of all expenses and revenue of these 
regions, showing how a permanent and severe deficit had been occurring for several years, 
and thus providing the justification for the several benefits requested by the company 
(AHMOPTC, fls. 81-88).  Indeed, while emphasizing that those lists did not include many 
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expenses that the Board thought indispensable to incur in the near future, some of which 
were pointed out, Article 16 specifically stated the desire of the Board: 
to make it clear to Your Majesty that the principal reason that resolved the Board to make 
this request, is the increase [benefit], and not the loss to the Royal Treasury of Your 
Majesty, and the zeal for the public interest of the Kingdom, combined with the interests 
of the Company, with the most precise balance. 
Articles 9 to 13 detailed the benefits that were given to the company in order to 
compensate it for the heavy costs it would have to bear.  These included the direct 
collection of all existing taxes, as well as others that could be levied in the future (Article 
9); monopoly and full tax exemption over the trade of urzela (roccella tinctoria),57 both 
from the region included in the Charter and also Azores and Madeira (Article 10); 
monopoly over the commerce of the islands of Cape Verde and the Guinea coast from 
Cabo Branco until Cape Palmas (Article 11); full tax exemption for every commodity 
acquired in those regions and brought into Portugal, and the privilege of clearing them 
directly in GPM’s warehouses without any inspection from the customhouse (Article 12); 
and full tax exemption for every product necessary to equip warships, and to build, repair 
or maintain the forts and warehouses, including building materials, munitions, artillery, 
uniforms and provisions (Article 13). 
Article 14 determined that, should any unforeseen circumstance determine the 
revocation of these privileges before the end of the 20 years term, the company would be 
reimbursed for all expenses made with the fortification of the existing forts and 
construction of new trading posts, “which will be contained in the books and documents 
57 The roccella tinctoria is a lichen used for obtaining dyes that now has largely been replaced by synthetic 
versions, but that was of great historical and commercial significance, including for GPM. 
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of the Company, to which it will be given entire credit”.  Finally, Article 15 requested the 
possibility of consulting the King in any circumstance that “time and experience” might 
reveal as being conducive to the benefit of those regions. 
Other Privileges 
Both the 1755 and 1757 charters left the way open for the company to request new 
privileges from the King whenever they were deemed necessary.  The book of GPM that 
was then kept at the Ministry of Kingdom and today available at the Historical Archive of 
the Ministry of Public Works, Transport and Communications in Lisbon (AHMOPTC) 
demonstrates how frequent and diverse those requests were, as well as how quickly the 
King and Minister seemed to analyse and grant what was being requested, and usually 
verbatim.  This book is very important not only to understand such aspects of the 
relationship established between GPM and the state, but also because many of its 
provisions are not to be found in the diverse compilations of legislation that are available 
elsewhere, as some of them were not issued in the form of a royal decree but only as a 
letter or instruction confirming the terms of the request that had been addressed. 
What becomes clear by reading this book is that there was a permanent channel of 
privileged communication between GPM and the King, through his Minister.  Any 
concern of the company was raised directly through this channel and was usually the 
object of immediate analysis and approval.  Some of the requests were addressed in order 
to reinforce or specify a particular aspect of an earlier privilege, and sometimes for issues 
and difficulties caused by public officers, whose actions seemed overzealous to the 
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company;58 in certain cases an already existing privilege was extended or a new one was 
granted.  What follows is a selection of several examples contained in the book. 
Involving tax exemptions, several instances were found: on 1 July 1756 a letter (fl. 
48) declared the total tax exemption over the slaves introduced in Pará and Maranhão, so 
that the prices could be affordable for farmers to promote local agriculture; on 31 March 
1758 (fls. 113 to 115) a new tax exemption (meios direitos) for every item brought from 
Pará or Maranhão by the company, and subsequently exported, either by the company 
itself or by any buyer; on 8 October 1758 a royal letter addressed to the customhouse 
exempted from any tax and emolument every GPM incoming ship from Cape Verde and 
allowed the cargo to be unloaded directly into the company’s warehouses without 
entering the dispatch offices; on 27 August 1760 the company was exempted from paying 
any tax on urzela exported from Portugal (fl. 141); on 4 June 1761 another request for tax 
exemption was made, this time over spices coming from Pará and Maranhão with direct 
unload to the company’s warehouses, and this led to an immediate approval on 5 June, 
and a royal decree on 9 June 1761 (fl. 155); and on 14 April 1764 (fls. 147-148) an 
extension for another ten years of the tax exemption over coffee that had been granted by 
Article 31 of the 1755 Charter, while at the same time clarifying that such exemption 
should be applied to all the coffee transported by the company from Pará and Maranhão, 
including that belonging to local farmers.  Almost four years later, on 18 January 1768 
(fls. 177-179) the company requested an extension to the tax exemption over coffee that 
had been granted for 10 years.  In this case, the company demonstrated with calculations 
58 One such example can be found on 20 February 1758 (fl. 108) in which the Board requested the King to 
command the General Administrator of the Customhouse to send as many boats as needed and requested by 
GPM ship captains for the purpose of unloading the ships, and authorizing these to be loaded with whatever 
was deemed adequate, with no quantity limits.  Clearly, the scale of operations of GPM must at times have 
clashed with the routines of some public officers of a very small country. 
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that if every current tax and emolument was to be applied to the coffee imported from 
Pará and Maranhão the resulting profit would not be sufficient. 
On 4 June 1761 (fls. 150-153) a report on several abuses committed by public 
officers in the customhouse of Maranhão, concerning taxes and emoluments on the 
inspection and unloading of slave cargos led to the King’s determination that, not only 
should those abuses stop immediately, exempting the company of any such tax, but also 
that it should be reimbursed for any amount that had been previously paid. 
Special rights differentiating the company from the rest of the subjects even at 
times of great want were also granted, such as an authorization of 17 October 1757 to 
embark and export flour (fl. 70), when total prohibition on the export of this basic edible 
was in place, in the aftermath of the 1755 Lisbon earthquake.  Asserting its independence, 
in 2 April 1763 (fls. 167-169) the company requested authorization to start transporting 
gold on any of its ships, and not only in the safes of the war ships, as had been determined 
for a long time.  This request was granted on 8 April 1763.  Also, on 30 August 1770 (fls. 
196-198) the company was granted authorization to conduct searches on private 
embarkations, as a measure to fight contraband and fraud. 
Public officers were frequently instructed to assist the company in its needs.  On 
30 October 1761 (fls. 159-161), GPM requested that the Governor of Angola be 
instructed to give special treatment and priority to two ships of the company that were in 
the port of Luanda awaiting dispatch, considering the tremendous need of slaves in Pará
and Maranhão and also the dangers these ships would face if not dispatched within the 
monsoon.  The letter of the King sent on 2 November 1761 added that all help and favour 
should be given to the administrators of the company in order to receive outstanding debts 
in the region, essential to allow them to conduct commerce. 
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On 28 April 1764 a request (granted verbatim on 2 May 1764) concerning the 
guarantees provided at the customhouse demonstrated how highly the company was 
regarded.  Unlike any other merchant, the company was exempt from presenting any 
collateral at customs; instead, only the signatures of the administrators would be enough 
considering that its funds were growing much more than any other merchant’s, and these 
“were the highest assurance to receive any duties”.  The decree issued on 4 May 1764 
emphasised that “the credit of the company should prevail”. 
The relationship between GPM and Brazilian farmers was frequently turbulent, 
and one of the sources of conflict was the possibility prescribed in Article 27 of the 1755 
Charter, by which those farmers could either sell their products to GPM in Pará or 
Maranhão, or simply use its transport services to Lisbon, where the goods would be 
either included in GPM’s auctions, or simply delivered to an agent nominated by the 
farmer who would then transact them.  On 8 February 1760 (fls. 132-133) Article 27 was 
changed, prescribing that from that moment on every product was to be consigned to the 
company, therefore eliminating the action of third parties.  The consequences of this 
change will be further analysed in Chapter 6. 
Finally, on 2 June 1761 (fls. 156-159) an important request concerned the 
prohibition of selling or pawning slaves that had been acquired from the company in Pará
and Maranhão without a previous written consent from GPM, stating that the slave had 
already been fully paid.  According to GPM’s request, it had become a common practice 
for owners to acquire slaves from the company on credit and then sell them, either to pay 
for previous debts to other creditors or to use them as collateral before other creditors.  As 
the execution of such credits caused severe damage to the company, a Royal Decree of 9 
June 1761 was issued declaring the nullity of such operations. 
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4.3.3 Capital and Shareholders 
Article 48 of the 1755 Charter stated that the capital of the company would be of 
480,000,000 reis, represented by 1,200 shares of 400,000 reis each.  Each investor could 
have any number of shares, provided that it was kept as a secret from the public the 
existence of anyone having more than 10 shares.  Article 49 dealt with the public issuance 
process: it would be of five months for the continental territory, seven months for the 
Azores and Madeira archipelagos, and one year for all of “Portuguese America”, counting 
from the day in which the edicts were publicly displayed.  Should the capital be complete 
any time before the end of these periods of time, then the public issuance would simply 
end, and no one else could become a shareholder, showing how optimistic the Portuguese 
authorities were about the attractiveness of this venture.  Fifty percent of the capital was 
to be paid at the moment of undersigning, and the remainder in two installments at 
intervals of four months.  
Article 50 stated the possibility of freely transacting the shares, which could be 
donated, inherited, and in any way legally disposed of.  However, according to Article 51 
the capital could not be withdrawn for a period of twenty years, which was the planned 
initial duration of the company.  This could be extended for another ten years if requested 
by the company.  The transaction of the shares, however free and exempt from any tax 
(Article 41 eliminated the possibility of a double taxation concerning the investment in 
company’s shares), was to be registered with the company, for which a specific book was 
allocated.  Importantly, there were two preconditions that had to always be met in order 
for the company to retain its capital: one was that it had to be “managed in the mercantile 
way” and the other was that the privileges it had been granted could not be suspended.  If 
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either of these preconditions was violated the shareholders were given the possibility of 
immediately withdrawing their investment.  Article 52 determined the first payment of 
dividends to take place in July, three years counted from the departure of the first fleet.  
After twenty years (or thirty, if the company exercised the right prescribed in Article 51) 
the only formality needed to withdraw the investment and accumulated profit was 
presenting the share certificates.  Article 54 solemnly declared that every right mentioned 
in the preceding articles was to be enjoyed by any investor, regardless of his nationality, 
even in times of war with his nation. 
Predicting and preventing any possible resistance to invest in such a venture, 
rooted in culture and tradition,59  Article 39 reassured any investor of the nobility of such 
an investment, which was to be enjoyed by any investor of at least ten shares, officials of 
the company, and respective sons.  Investors were given a certificate of each share that 
they could freely transact, and these were sequentially registered in four different books 
(TT_GPM_222, TT_GPM_223, TT_GPM_224 and TT_GPM_225).  Each share was 
placed in a single page, mentioning the name of the shareholder and the date when it was 
subscribed, and was signed by the Superintendent and deputies and stamped with the 
company’s royal seal.  It was a frequent practice to also state the professional occupation 
or title of the shareholder, giving a very clear notion of the type of investors GPM 
attracted. 
When the idea of the company was conceived, Pombal seemed to have been very 
optimistic about the ability to attract investors.  However, obtaining the necessary capital 
would prove a much harder task than expected.  On 1 September 1755 the subscription 
process was officially opened, and the first subscriber was Rodrigo de Sande e 
59 At the time, investment in mercantile ventures, or for that matter any work, was generally not viewed as 
being compatible with nobility status.  This was one of the many prejudices that Pombal would fight during 
his ministership. 
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Vasconcellos, who subscribed to shares number one to number ten on that very day.  The 
immediately following subscribers were the other members of the first Board that was 
appointed by the King on 6 June 1755.  Consistent with Article 1 of the 1755 Charter, 
Sebastião José de Carvalho e Mello and José da Costa Ribeiro, who were also nominated 
by the King as counsellors for the establishment of GPM, did not, at least at this stage, 
become shareholders. 
Table 4.1 First Shareholders of GPM 
Shareholder Total Shares Shares no. 
Rodrigo de Sande e Vasconcellos  10 1 to 10 
António dos Santo Pinto  10 11 to 20 
Domingos de Bastos Viana  10 21 to 30 
Estevão Jose de Almeida  10 31 to 40 
Bento Jozé Alvares  10 41 to 50 
Manoel Ferreira da Costa  10 51 to 60 
João de Araujo Lima  10 61 to 70 
João Francisco da Cruz  10 71 to 80 
Jozé Francisco da Cruz  10 81 to 90 
Source: Shares of GPM, First Book (TT_GPM_222) 
By the end of the first day a total of 131 shares had been subscribed, 90 of which 
belonged to the nine members of the first Board (see Table 4.1).  The following two days 
saw the subscription of 34 and 26 more shares, respectively, and by the end of the month 
of September 1755 a total of 330 shares had been subscribed.  By the end of October 
1755 the momentum for subscriptions was considerable: a total of 493 shares had been 
subscribed.  This pattern could have possibly continued if the Earthquake had not struck 
on 1 November.  Understandably, given the nature and dimension of this natural disaster, 
it was not until 7 February 1756 that another share was subscribed, and by the end of that 
year a total of 705 shares had been subscribed.  By the end of 1757 a total of 1,153 shares 
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had been subscribed, and during the whole of 1758 only 25 more (for that year the last 
subscription occurred on 3 July).  The very last share was subscribed for on 6 July 1759.  
Thus, while the initial plan was to offer for sale a total of 1,200 shares, only 1,16460
shares were subscribed, bringing the share capital to 465,600,000 reis. 
During this process several decrees were issued as an attempt to attract more 
investors.  On 30 October 1756 a Royal Decree was issued considering that, given the 
fact that initially the company had only intended to allow each shareholder to subscribe a 
maximum of 10 shares in order to “extend to more people the benefit of such a useful 
establishment”, the result had been that until the 1 November 1755 the capital of the 
company was incomplete.  The decree continued considering the importance for the 
common good to provide the means to attract more loyal subjects that, although not 
having ready cash to invest, had nonetheless other means such as property, shares of other 
enterprises, and other assets that could be given as collateral with which to borrow money 
for such investment.  As such, the decree stated that any capital available should be 
preferably given to such people for the purpose of investing in shares of the company, in 
fact forbidding anyone to lend any sum above 300,000 reis while the capital of the 
company was incomplete, under severe penalties for anyone not complying with these 
terms.  The money lent in such a way was not even to be given to the borrowers, it would 
go directly from the lenders to the company’s coffers.  Lenders would be given a special 
guarantee, supported by the actual possession of the shares or any other collateral.  The 
decree stated the security of such a guarantee for the lenders, as the company was truly “a 
Public Bank, in which no bankruptcy can be feared”, and stated special conditions to 
ensure that no interested party could oppose the lending of these sums, given the “public 
interest”.  To operationalize this decree, a detailed list of the available money from 
60 Some shares that had been subscribed were subsequently annulled due to the absence of payment. 
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several institutions was presented.  These included money pertaining to orphans in care of 
public institutions (Cofres dos Orfãos da Cidade de Lisboa e seu termo), totaling 
25,200,000 reis (AHMOPTC, fls. 62-66).61  These institutions, apart from the guarantee 
of a safe investment of their capital, were paid the five percent interest directly by the 
company, which would deduct these payments from the annual dividends paid to the 
shareholders (AHMOPTC, fls. 180-182). 
Among investors that took advantage of this decree was Pombal himself, who in 
April 1757 subscribed for shares 901, 902 and 903, and in October shares 1099, 1100 and 
1101.  On the same dates his wife subscribed for shares 978 to 983 and 1102 to 1107.  
Hence, Pombal and his wife had a total of 18 shares, 15 of which were acquired without 
using their own capital.  Indeed, on 27 July 1761 (TT_GPM_3_1788) and 5 December 
1761 (TT_GPM_3_2546) both received dividends from which had been deducted the five 
percent interest for the loan used to finance the shares. 
In 5 January 1757 another attempt at attracting more investors was launched, 
allowing that the officials of the company could conduct business with it, even being a 
shareholder 62  (AHMOPTC, fls. 55-56), a privilege that was also extended to other 
chartered companies.  On 10 February 1757 (AHMOPTC, fls. 56-60) more privileges 
were given to investors and officials: shareholders with more than 10 shares would enjoy 
the status of Noble, and people serving the company could not be forced to serve against 
their will in other jobs. 
The above mentioned decrees demonstrate the difficulty in attracting investors for 
GPM, something that was far from unusual in other countries.  Indeed, “Dutch investors 
61 Other examples are available in fls. 66-70. 
62 However, on 29 July 1758 a royal decree was issued stating that the administrators, overseers, clerks and 
any other staff working for the company at any overseas branch could not, directly or through any 
representative, conduct any private commerce (AHMOPTC, fls. 116-119). 
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were not attracted by the stock of the Dutch West India Company, organized in 1621.  
The government had to subscribe for half the shares and to exert the utmost pressure upon 
financiers to take the balance” (Hamilton, 1948, p. 45).  Also, 
when venture capital was not forthcoming, Colbert and Louis XIV appealed to the public 
to buy the East India shares for the glory of God, country and king …  The royal treasury 
actually had to put up more than half the money for the French East India Company 
[chartered in 1664]; and most of the remainder came from public officials, less able than 
businessmen to resist the formidable pressure to invest, exerted not only by Colbert but by 
Louis XIV himself (Hamilton, 1948, p. 46). 
In the particular case of Portugal, it is legitimate to bear in mind that the destruction 
caused by the earthquake ruined a lot of potential investors and forced a lot more to divert 
their capital to other, more immediate needs.  This made it necessary to solicit less 
conventional sources of capital, including religious orders, priests and nuns, and the 
already mentioned funds of orphans that were managed by public institutions.  A list of 
shareholders on 4 September 1776 included investors that, at best, could be considered 
“unusual” for a slave trading company, such as the “Abbess and Nuns of the Convent of 
Saint Apolonia”. 
4.3.4 Overseas Administrations and Businesses Conducted 
As mentioned previously, and despite the colonist’s initial intentions, the company was 
managed from Lisbon, an essential condition for Pombal, considering the strategic 
importance of the company for fighting foreign competitors and the roles that were 
endowed upon GPM.  It was crucial that the management of the company was close at 
hand to the Minister.  However, considering the nature of its businesses, the company had 
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several local legal representations in Africa and Brazil, each of which played an important 
function for a concerted action.  Further analysis of the role of each of these overseas 
administrations will be made in Chapter 6. 
Information available in the archives reveals the typical pattern of operations.  The 
company’s ships, laden with either Portuguese or other European produce, would travel to 
the West coast of Africa where the produce would be bartered for slaves.  This would 
involve a ship captain either sailing along the West African coast acquiring slaves from 
several locations (the so called “boat trade”) or sailing directly to one of the GPM local 
administrations and loading the ship with slaves previously acquired by the local 
administrators/agents working for the company (known as “fort trade”).  The “fort trade” 
was the more common practice, especially after the company sought to establish its 
operations more regularly.  In what was known as “Portuguese Guinea”, GPM had 
permanent administrations in Cacheu and Bissau, as well as on the islands of Cape Verde. 
The archipelago of Cape Verde had a crucial strategic function for the company.  
Not many slaves were extracted from its islands, following several recommendations.63
Instead, the archipelago had a supporting function for the whole operations undertaken by 
GPM: it was an important centre for supply of certain commodities used in other African 
locations, as well as provisioning the ships, including water.  It was there that the 
manufacture of certain types of cloth was undertaken, an essential commodity for 
bartering for slaves.  It was also from here that most of the urzela was extracted, a 
product that became extremely profitable for the company (Carreira, 1982, pp. 171-202).  
Because most of the population was occupied in extracting urzela, and producing cloth 
63According to the several cargo books, from 1755 to 1797 only 76 slaves were taken from Cape Verde and 
details on the cargos reveal that for the most part they were ladinos, slaves “acculturated to Portuguese, or 
Luso-African, colonial life; usually skilled and valuable” (Miller, 1988, p. 711), sent to other locations to 
perform several duties.  Similarly, only 101 slaves were introduced in the archipelago.  For details see 
Appendix 2. 
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and provisions, GPM had also the task of introducing here several necessary commodities 
in exchange for local production. 
 GPM had administrators in the several islands of Cape Verde and there seems to 
have been a constant and regular flow of ships and smaller vessels between these and the 
mainland locations, carrying people and commodities.  Some of these were operated by 
slaves themselves or by African workers.  The strategic importance of Cape Verde for the 
company is attested by its numerous references in letters, the fact that this territory was 
essentially spared the depletion of people, but also when the flow of products coming 
from this region is analyzed.  For this reason, in 1774-5 the company did not spare efforts 
to help this impoverished region when a great drought and ensuing famine came over it, 
sending 13 ships loaded with provisions to attend to local needs.  Later GPM would, of 
course, claim that such help was a result of its own generosity, rather than, apart from a 
Crown demand, an economically driven effort to recover one of its main supports in 
Africa (Carreira, 1982, p. 351). 
In order to collect provisions and the much needed cloth to barter for slaves, ship 
captains were usually instructed to travel to Cape Verde (among many other examples, 
see TT_GPM_98, pp. 14, 26 and 139) before heading to Bissau or Cacheu, the main 
outposts in Africa located in what was known as Portuguese Guinea (present day Guinea-
Bissau).  While Cacheu had administrators fully settled from the very beginning,64 details 
in letters suggest that in Bissau operations were conducted mostly via the boat trade, at 
least in the early years.  Indeed, “in 1755, the company assumed responsibility from the 
state for finishing a fort that the Portuguese government had begun in 1752.  Progress was 
64 In 10 October 1760 two new administrators of Cacheu were designated following the death of the 
previous administrator Manoel Ferreira de Oliveira.  Their duties and the way local operations should be 
conducted were detailed in the correspondence (TT_GPM_98, pp. 17-21), an issue that will be explored in 
Chapter 6. 
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slow, the project not being completed until 1775” (Hawthorne, 2010, p. 111).  And on 6 
August 1765 the Board requested from the King authorization to build a new fortress on 
the small island located in front of Bissau, permission being granted on 12 August 
(AHMOPTC, fls. 174-176).  Secondary sources are not conclusive on the buildings that 
GPM had in Cacheu and Bissau, but accounting records reveal that in 1768 the company 
made an entry of 1,498,486 reis for “expenses for building three warehouses, including 
accommodation for slaves” in Cacheu (TT_GPM_22_80), while in 1778 an entry is made 
for 8,426,477 reis for “houses of the feitoria [trading post] in Bissau and slaves in service 
of the house” (TT_GPM_24_116).  Subsequent claims on the benefits brought by the 
company, trying to avoid the end of the monopoly rights in 1778, revealed a staggering 
190,000,000 reis spent on construction of the fortress of Bissau (document transcribed in 
Carreira, 1982, pp. 346-354). 
The agents in Cacheu were instructed by the Board in Lisbon to acquire slaves at a 
steady pace and keep them in barracoons until the ships arrived (among many other 
examples see TT_GPM_98, pp. 18-20 and 30-31).  Inevitable time lags due to inclement 
weather and other vicissitudes meant that provisions were necessary to feed the slaves 
kept in barracoons, sometimes for many months, as well as for local employees, and for 
loading onto the incoming ships when they departed for Brazil.  The arrival of a ship – 
and its subsequent unloading and reloading – would necessitate preparation of extensive 
lists of resources as responsibility was transferred from one administration to another.  
Also, it was customary on handing over management to new administrators that the 
outgoing administration would make a very detailed list of all the assets and liabilities 
(see for example TT_GPM_53_90 for a list from 1772).  In addition to what Rediker 
(2007) named as “hardware of bondage”, these lists feature hoes and other tools of labour, 
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evidencing that slaves would be put to work while waiting for the ship that would carry 
them to the other side of the Atlantic. 
Sometimes the company would also acquire slaves from further south, in present-
day Angola, but trading in Guinea was more common.  Several factors explain this 
preference for trading in Guinea: the tax exemption GPM enjoyed there65, the possibility 
of charging higher freights for each slave transported from Guinea (the maximum freight 
from Angola was legally established and was 50 per cent of the amount charged from 
Guinea, this being determined by GPM) at least until 1773, and even geographical aspects.  
As Domingues da Silva noted (2008, pp. 485-487), “wind and ocean currents circulating 
in the North … Atlantic”, coupled with the geographical location of the ports of Pará and 
Maranhão, made the voyage “from ports at Senegambia, like Bissau or Cacheu” to these 
Brazilian ports much shorter, something that decades of research in the transatlantic slave 
trade has proved to have been crucial for the low mortality rates (see, for example, 
Conrad, 1986, p. 36; Hawthorne, 2010, pp. 5 and 248; Saunders, 1982, p. 14).  Some 
authors, including Carreira (1982) and Hawthorne (2003, 2010), have also pointed to 
different physical characteristics and skills of slaves of the Guinea region that made them 
more attractive to Brazilian buyers, and therefore more likely to fetch a high price.  In this 
study an analysis of the prices has not been conducted (the acquisition cost of a given 
slave would depend on a considerable number of issues, many of which are not 
mentioned in the archival sources available) but it is a fact that the acquisition cost for the 
cargos obtained in Angola does seem cheaper.  Carreira (1982, pp. 237-238) also claimed 
that this preference for Guinea was not a coincidence, instead reflecting a deliberate 
65 In Angola GPM was subject to the general conditions of the trade, namely the ones stated in the Royal 
Decree of 1758, with a tax system that was less attractive for the company than the one it benefited from in 
Guinea.  As shown in Appendix 2 the total of slaves acquired in the Angola region (includes Benguela and 
Luanda) was 8,441, so roughly 30% of the total slaves acquired, and only 13% of the cargos undertaken by 
GPM. 
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decision adopted by GPM induced by the fact that the market in Angola was much more 
competitive and GPM did not want to compete against the Company of Pernambuco and 
Paraiba, another chartered company similar to GPM created in 1759.  However, no 
evidence has been found in the archives to support this claim. 
From Cape Verde and Guinea GPM also extracted other products such as beeswax 
and ivory, valuable commodities for the company which instructed its captains and agents 
to conduct these businesses in parallel with the slave trade, but stressing that only if they 
did not interfere with the main business, that is, the slave trade (TT_GPM_98, pp. 18-20 
and 26-29).  Indeed, “though the company purchased many products for export from 
Guinea-Bissau, the life of Grão Pará e Maranhão [GPM] was sustained with the blood of 
the slave trade.  Slaves accounted for almost 90 per cent of the value of all exports for 
Cacheu and Bissau” (Hawthorne 2003, p. 77). 
The ships laden with African slaves would then depart for Brazil, where GPM had 
administrations in Pará and Maranhão.  Upon arrival the human cargo would be offered 
for sale to local landowners and others who had an interest in acquiring slaves and had the 
means or the credit to do so.  The proceeds of sale were then returned to Lisbon, either in 
the form of money, precious metals or, more typically, the local produce that would 
become more abundant over time as a result of the introduction of slave labour.  Archival 
sources reveal the diversity of this produce, which included cocoa, rice, spirits, raw 
cotton, cotton cloth, wood, coffee, skins and leather.  These products were then sold in 
Lisbon or exported to other European nations, and in some cases were used to acquire 
more slaves.  In this way, slave labour was the source of further enslavement. 
As well as selling goods into Europe on its own behalf, GPM acted as an agent for 
independent Brazilian producers who would consign their produce to GPM for sale in 
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Lisbon or other European locations.  Consistent with its state-endorsed mandate to foster 
economic development in Portugal’s Brazilian colonies, the company was obliged to 
provide this agency service which was regulated by articles 26 and 27 of the 1755 by-
laws.  GPM would charge the producers a fee for its services (transport, loading and 
unloading, insurance, selling/auctioning and collecting sales proceeds).  This particular 
aspect of the company’s operations was the source of frequent disputes with the Brazilian 
producers. 
While the above describes the typical trade undertaken by the company, there 
were variations.  These included direct despatches from Lisbon to Brazil as the company 
sought to exploit its monopoly power by supplying essential commodities to Pará and 
Maranhão.  Such shipments would be sold directly to local agents who would then trade 
and distribute them.  The company’s operations were expansive and multi-faceted; at any 
time there would be several ships at sea undertaking voyages that were at various stages 
of completion.  Obtaining an overall view of the company’s operations and the results 
thereof was a complex task, particularly given the practical limitations of the 
communications systems of the time. 
Upon arrival in Brazil, the representatives of GPM would often take the lead in 
organising local economic activities to meet their needs, including issuing instructions to 
agricultural producers and manufacturers.  This would help ensure that sufficient rice and 
other required products were available for the return shipment to Portugal.  Slaves were 
often deployed to assist in meeting these objectives, working in factories, packing and 
stowing cargo and provisions, and repairing ships. 
Thus, a whole web of economic activity was overseen by GPM and its network of 
agents and a sophisticated accounting system underpinned these operations.  As well as 
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serving the information needs of local administrators, the accounting system had to be 
capable of responding to the ever-growing demands of the Board in Lisbon, which was 
confronted by a complex array of decisions to be made regarding the resources under its 
jurisdiction.  As well as being sold, slaves could be retained by GPM and be put to work 
for the company or rented out to a third party.  That is, like any other asset belonging to 
the company (such as rice shelling mills), slaves could be used by local agents, provided 
that they paid the price asked by GPM.  In sum, slaves represented a particularly versatile 
asset and this presented the Board with the conundrum of how to extract maximum value 
from them.  As will be detailed later, accounting information played a crucial role in this 
decision making process.  
Although GPM and its officers did not officially represent the Portuguese State in 
Pará and Maranhão, the vast distances from Lisbon, limited means of communication, 
and a chronic lack of currency66 meant that the company was in a position to exert 
considerable influence over local authorities.  It provided local governors with means to 
enable them to perform their duties, lent money to pay for salaries and the upkeep 
expenses of soldiers and other public officers, helped to finance the discovery of new 
locations to be exploited, and rented out its fixed assets – slaves included – to undertake a 
variety of public works.  Thus, the obligations that the company undertook in Africa 
under the 1757 statutes were to some extent also fulfilled in Brazil, although with a 
different tone.  While its responsibilities in Africa entailed direct costs to be borne by the 
company (to be recovered by taxes collected locally and profits from monopoly privileges 
and tax exemptions), in Brazil resources were generally only lent to the state when 
required, and the resulting accounts would be periodically settled.  
66 Currency had only been introduced in Maranhão in 1749 (Santos, 2008, p. 34). 
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In this context, trade and activity grew, not only in dimension but also in 
complexity, way beyond the original triangular trade.  The surviving accounting books 
and correspondence located at the archives in Lisbon shed light on all aspects of the 
company’s operations, including those undertaken in remote locations.  Moreover, these 
records reveal that accounting did not just record the events the company engaged in; 
rather, accounting technology was integral to enabling the slave trade to flourish. 
4.3.5 GPM and the State 
The evidence presented in this chapter demonstrates and supports the assertion that GPM 
was an instrument of the state.  The conditions both in Portugal and Brazil needed a 
profound change in the economic, political and social realm, which could only be met by 
a powerful agent, endowed with the powers and the resources necessary to regain control 
of the economy in Pará and Maranhão, eliminating the power and influence of both 
British traders and the Jesuits.  In the context of the Treaty of Madrid the much needed 
populating policy could only be implemented if suitable developments in economic 
conditions were provided to settlers, including the credit needed for long business cycles.  
Taking the example of other European countries, Pombal was: 
convinced that without a joint-stock company enjoying an exclusive privilege of trade and 
navigation enough capital could not be raised to tide over the long period of waiting for 
returns, bear the enormous risks, defray the cost of providing and equipping vessels, and 
“protect” cargoes, merchants and ships against semibarbarous natives and rulers 
(Hamilton, 1948, p. 52). 
Maxwell (1995, p. 67) claimed that “Pombal took much from the classic mercantilist 
theory and practice in his policy-making, both from its British and its French and 
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Colbertian origins, but the use of the term “mercantilism” to describe Pombal’s policy is 
not entirely appropriate”.  Actually, a narrow definition of mercantilism sets the tone in 
the regulation, taxation and subsidization of trade in order to promote an influx of gold 
and silver, and ultimately a favourable balance of trade.  For Maxwell (1995, p. 67): 
Pombal’s policy was more focused than this. Its objective was to use mercantilist 
techniques – monopoly companies, regulation, taxation, and subsidies – to facilitate 
capital accumulation by individual Portuguese merchants.  This aid to individual 
Portuguese capitalists had wider objectives and consequences because it was part and 
parcel of a scheme to fortify the nation’s bargaining power within the Atlantic 
commercial system. 
Apart from the extensive resources that were provided to GPM, including two warships 
and public-held warehouses in Lisbon, and the authorization to use many of the state-
owned facilities, the company was granted every condition to conduct its activity in a 
more than privileged way, benefitting from conditions that no other agent in the kingdom 
had.  These included several important tax exemptions, priority at customs, total freedom 
to unload many of its ships directly into its warehouses without any legal inspection, full 
assistance from public officers.  Above all, the company enjoyed absolute monopoly 
rights in both regions its action was supposed to connect: Guinea and Pará and Maranhão.  
The privileged channel of communication between the company and the King, through 
Pombal, made sure that the interests of GPM were permanently aligned with the state’s 
policy, “with the most precise balance” (1757 Secret Charter, Article 16).  But to achieve 
this Pombal needed the cooperation of Portuguese investors, willing to invest their capital 
for a minimum of 20 years.  Any resistance that might have existed, regardless of its 
origin, was fought with the much proclaimed safety and noble character of the investment, 
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the social promotion that it entailed, and much pressure on the reluctant, including the 
absolute prohibition of using any available capital in other investment. 
Much of the language enclosed in the 1755 Charter and subsequent legislation 
evidence, perhaps more than anything else, the roles and powers endowed over GPM, and 
the position it was to enjoy.  To take just a few examples, GPM was “a Public Bank, in 
which no bankruptcy can be feared”, and the “public interest” of the company’s activities 
was lavishly proclaimed and linked to the higher designs of the nation.  Indeed: 
in the socio-economic crisis facing the administration during the fifties, the all-powerful 
minister chose to support the established interests in the metropolis against the interlopers 
and contrabandists who had disrupted regular commerce.  And by making imperial 
consolidation a profitable operation, he linked the interests of this privileged established 
entrepreneurial group to the interests of Empire (Maxwell, 1968, p. 623). 
Hard work and, above all, a concerted action were essential to extract all the potential 
from Pará and Maranhão and this included the introduction in large scale of a strong and 
reliable workforce.  This was to be the raison d'être of GPM. 
4.4 Summary 
The analysis of the 1755 Charter creating GPM illustrates the indisputably absolutist 
character of the Portuguese regime, along with the reasons for the company’s creation, 
that would provide the distinctive tenor for further requests addressed to the King.  These 
would be unquestionably reinforced by the 1757 Secret Charter that granted GPM 
political and military control over several territories in Africa, and systematically 
enlarged by numerous other decrees, issued in response to the requests of the company.  
They show the persistent determination of the Portuguese State to turn GPM into a strong 
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entity that would support the state’s policy for the provinces of Pará and Maranhão, 
enveloped in a much wider purpose: to turn Portugal into a modern and strong nation, 
capable of standing up to its European competitors.  
In particular, nationalizing the Luzo-Brazilian Economy, putting the economy back 
into Portuguese hands, eliminating the influence of foreign traders established in Lisbon, 
fighting tax evasion, and removing the influence from Pará and Maranhão of the Jesuits 
were the main benefits that the action of GPM would bring.  Such was the will of the 
King, and of Pombal.  To this responded the Portuguese elite, driven by the prospects of 
financial return, the proclaimed safety of the investment, the desire to contribute to the 
common good of the nation that allegedly this enterprise would bring, but also the need to 
indulge the Monarch and his Minister.  Not even the effects of the 1755 earthquake would 
stand in the way of this plan, as any reluctance to acquire shares was eliminated through 
any possible means: powerful inducements such as the ennoblement of investors and, 
when these failed to convince, the total prohibition of using any available capital for 
alternative investments, under severe penalties. 
While repeatedly stating its character of private initiative, the 1755 Charter and 
subsequent pieces of legislation unquestionably demonstrate the instrumental role of 
GPM in implementing the state’s policy, and its obedience to God and the King, as well 
as the permanent goal to develop Pará and Maranhão, to transform the backwoods of 
Brazil into one the most developed areas of this colony.  This was a privately held 
company, but one with a public mission.  Private initiative, public service, absolute 
authority, these were the boundaries for GPM’s actions, while every benefit granted was 
said to be for the people of Pará and Maranhão, not the company.  The company, in turn, 
or rather its representatives, seem to have taken advantage of this, as any request 
addressed to the King never failed to refer to the public interest of a more favourable 
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treatment of the company.  Foremost, the development of Pará and Maranhão was the 
ultimate goal of the company and the state, of which the cornerstone was the slave trade. 
Chapter 5 will focus on the accounting system of GPM, especially in what relates to 
the slave trade. 
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5 Chapter 5: The Accounting System at the Company of Grão Pará
and Maranhão
… behind the routine and banality of bookkeeping records, which masked the humanity of those it 
commodified, lies a story of hardship and oppression. 
Vollmers (2003, p. 391) 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapter 4 has addressed the political, economic and social context, both in Portugal and 
Brazil, and the reasons that led to the creation of GPM. It also analysed some of the many 
privileges that were granted to the company, both at its inception and during the time it 
operated as a monopoly.  As demonstrated, these privileges were granted in recognition 
of the company’s role as an instrument of the Portuguese state: implementing its policies 
aimed at developing the two captaincies where GPM was to operate and contributing to 
turning Portugal into one of the leading enlightened nations of Europe.  Although the 
accounting and auxiliary records show the complexity of GPM’s activities and its 
influence to have extended way beyond the mere journey from Africa to Brazil, the slave 
trade was the company’s raison d'être, evidenced not only in legal documents, and the 
transport of over 31,00067 enslaved people across the Atlantic over a period of 20 years, 
but also by the many works these human beings performed. 
This chapter examines the accounting system of GPM, especially in what relates to 
the slave trade.  It starts with an analysis of the importance of accounting in GPM and the 
general accounting procedures applied to the slave trade during the time the monopoly 
67 The exact number of slaves acquired and sold by GPM will probably never be fully ascertained.  Carreira 
(1982) presented several numbers in his book.  His initial estimates of 28,176 slaves (first edition of his 
book, 1969) were increased to 29,397 (1982, p. 8).  However, in this same edition, he further claimed to 
have reached a total of 31,317 transported between 1757 and 1778 (1982, p. 51) based on GPM’s 
accounting records.  Additionally, on the following page, he mentioned a total of 31,317 adults and 99 
children between 1756 and 1788 (1982, p. 52).  Appendix 2, based solely on cargo books, provided a total 
of 27,815 slaves acquired in Africa, inclusive of 172 children, and 702 slaves who died prior to embarkation. 
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lasted.  Next, a description of the costing of the slaves prior to 1773 is provided, followed 
by a similar analysis for the period after 1773, with the key cost accounting techniques 
made evident from the examples presented, and the likely motivations for the adoption of 
those techniques explained.  Additionally, a comprehensive list of items that were 
assigned to the trade as direct costs is provided and analysed.  Through the accounting 
records the chapter follows and documents the journey of the slaves from Africa to Brazil, 
through to their sale to Brazilian acquirers, and their subsequent use as assets by GPM, in 
the case of the slaves that the company kept for itself from the several cargos. 
The chapter also focuses on the accounting recognition and treatment of the many 
roles the slaves performed.  Slaves were primarily traded as a commodity ready for sale to 
Brazilian buyers, but just like any other asset pertaining to the company, and as will be 
seen, there were many other uses they could be put to.  Moreover, and as will be 
demonstrated in this chapter, the company’s sophisticated accounting system was 
instrumental in dehumanizing the slaves, reducing them to financial assets and permitting 
a system of rigorous administrative and physical control. 
5.2 The Importance of Accounting at the Company
The specific statutes for the good government of GPM, approved by the King on 16 
February 1760, were divided into chapters, with Chapter 30 stating that the books should 
be always available and in good order in the accounting department (Contadoria).  The 
journal and the ledger, supported by several auxiliary books, would be used to produce a 
monthly balance of the cash account, as well as the annual financial statements. 
 The statutes were emphatic in stressing the importance of sound accounting 
practices.  The company was divided into four different departments, of which one was 
the Bookkeeping Inspection (Chapter 13).  Chapter 22 of the statutes detailed the tasks 
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the inspector of the Contadoria was required to perform.  This inspector would be 
nominated from one of the eight deputies,68 and was expected to visit the Contadoria at 
least twice a week in order to examine every entry in the books and accounts, and report 
any errors at the twice-weekly meetings of the Board.  The Superintendent of the Board
(Provedor) was required to “make the referred deputy understand that among all the tasks 
this is the one of highest importance for the consequences that can result from delays on 
the accounts, without which it will not be possible to share the profits, this being the main 
reason for the credit of the Company and the Board”.  Also, Chapter 26 stated that in 
order to allow the books to be up to date neither the Superintendent nor any of the 
Deputies could, under any circumstance, retain in their possession any papers belonging 
to the company.  Further, should the accounts be delayed, the principal book-keeper was 
to report this to the Board, who would severely warn the person responsible.  Chapter 27 
stated that the same procedures should be adopted not only in Lisbon, but also in all of the 
regions where the company operated, whether in Africa, Pará or Maranhão, and that the 
signed accounts were to be sent to Lisbon on the first ships leaving for Portugal. 
Other documents affirmed the relevance of accounting in facilitating trust, such as 
several articles in the 1755 charter, as well as Article 14 of the 1757 Secret Charter, that 
stressed the importance of the accounting system in enabling the commitments 
established between the state and GPM to be fulfilled. 
5.3 The Accounting System Applied to the Slave Trade 
The 217 books available in the main collection of GPM at ANTT in Lisbon reveal that the 
requirements of Chapter 30 of the specific statutes of 1760 were sometimes exceeded, due 
to the demands of the increasing complexity of commercial and management 
68 As seen in Chapter 4, the company was managed by a Board that was composed of one superintendent, 
eight deputies, and one secretary. 
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operations.69  Four books were essential to the slave trade: the Cargo Book, the Journal, 
the Ledger and the Financial Statements.  Analysis of letters and the few remaining books 
pertaining to the administration of Pará show that in both Brazilian captaincies there 
were specific books aimed at managing the local operations, including slaves sold on 
credit.  Although not detailed in the ledgers available in Lisbon, the use of such records is 
made evident in other documents.  For example, a letter sent on 19 February 1764 from 
the Governor and Captain General of Grão Pará and Maranhão to the Secretary of State 
of Navy and Overseas about the arrival of a corvette belonging to the company and 
carrying 208 slaves stated: “in just a few days 80 were sold with cash, and the rest on 
credit; thus Your Excellency may infer the ambition, and need, that these farmers have of 
slaves” (AHU_ACL_CU_013_cx55_d5040).  In what relates specifically to the 
administration of Pará, only 10 books are included in the main collection in Lisbon, 
comprising five journals that document the transactions from 16 November 1775 to 2 
December 1802, with the journal relating to operations from 1 January 1777 to 3 May 
1778 missing (see Appendix 1).  Analysis of the journal covering the period from 16 
November 1775 to 31 December 1776 (TT_GPM_173) shows that there were hundreds of 
different accounts kept in the local ledgers designed to control the transactions between 
third parties and the company.  One such example can be found on pages 51 to 56 of this 
69 Despite the extensive nature of the archival holdings, statements in letters and reports make it evident 
that some of the books used by the company did not survive.  Apart from the specific books used by the 
overseas administrations to manage their local operations and issue regular reports demanded by Lisbon, 
some of which are mentioned in several extracts (TT_GPM_53 and TT_GPM_54), over the period of the 
company’s liquidation there were frequent reports on the disappearance of books and documents.  José 
Joaquim Lobo, the principal book-keeper of the company during a considerable part of this period and who 
would later also become a deputy, made several reports and complaints about these ocurrences.  On 25 May 
1825 (CGPM_JLF_cx09_cap631-16), for example, Lobo wrote to the Board of Liquidation advising of his 
suspicions that several books and documents had been stolen; something that increased the difficulty of 
completing his own work.  Such disappearances were most likely sometimes deliberate and intended to 
prevent legal actions being taken against debtors or previous administrators or deputies.  In spite of this, the 
217 books that do survive provide an excellent basis for understanding the whole functioning of the 
company and the lives of those involved in it.
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journal, in which a cargo of 486 slaves was sold to 161 different acquirers, of which 144 
were identified in specific accounts (see below for details). 
Selling slaves on credit was a common practice because of the scarcity of money 
in the two captaincies of Brazil, at least during the initial years of the monopoly, and this 
is made evident in several remarks made in the letters either received from or sent to 
Brazil.  As seen in Chapter 4, the difficulties in collecting amounts due from these 
transactions were so significant that the Portuguese Crown issued a Royal Decree on 9 
June 1761 forbidding local landowners from selling their slaves to a third party without 
certification that the slaves had been fully paid for.  Otherwise, the sale would not take 
place or would be considered illegal.  Also, according to this decree the company would 
be the first to receive money from debtors if debts related to the acquisition of slaves still 
existed.  In the text of this decree it was asserted that the reason for this privilege was that 
the Company was supposed to sell slaves to landowners at low prices, in order to help 
develop agriculture and industry, and that debt levels were already high.  These 
circumstances imply the existence of an auxiliary means of control over these debts 
which could only be based on books kept by the administrations in Pará and Maranhão.  
Other evidence of information that was available only in Brazil, and not in the 
Lisbon books, derives from the way that entries were made in the main ledger.  When the 
sale of a specific cargo of slaves took place (for example, slaves sent from Guinea to 
Pará) the administration in Pará would inform Lisbon of the total amount of the sale, and 
this would be registered as a credit to the account “Slaves from Guinea” and a debit to the 
account “Administrators of Pará”.  This meant that these administrators would be 
responsible for collecting the debts and sending the money to Lisbon or using it to acquire 
local products. 
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Finally, the books of extracts (TT_GPM_53 and TT_GPM_54) present detailed 
lists of the books that were available in each administration, showing that the level of 
control in such locations was very high (see for example TT_GPM_53_90 for a list from 
1772).  However, the books in Lisbon would only capture the financial position of each 
administration as it related to the company as a whole, while customers and suppliers in 
Portugal and Europe were individually controlled by the Lisbon books.  The annual 
financial statements of the company only provided the net value of the existing debts both 
in Lisbon and abroad.  The financial statements of 1766 presented for the first time a 
detailed list of all the debtors and creditors (TT_GPM_78, fls. 75-77) in which it is 
possible to see that on this date the total debts to the company were 124,536,302 reis, 
while the total debts of the company to several creditors amounted to 300,110,990 reis.  
The balance sheet only presented the net amount, that is, a net debt of the company to 
third parties of 175,574,688 reis (TT_GPM_78, fl. 73).  Analysis of the list of debtors and 
creditors only identified a few located in Africa or Brazil, and the details in these 
accounts show that these involved direct transactions with the company located in Lisbon.  
For example, the above-mentioned list of creditors included an outstanding debt of 
1,177,197 reis to Lourenço Belfort in Pará (TT_GPM_78, fl. 75) but this was due to 
operations taking place in Lisbon, rather than just merely local operations in Pará.  These 
came from the acquisition of skins, cotton and rice that this very powerful producer 
shipped from Pará to be sold at the auctions in Lisbon.70  Although the enormous amount 
of outstanding debts to the company was a predominant issue in the correspondence 
exchanged with the Brazilian and African administrators, and one that the company had 
70 As mentioned in Chapter 4, and as will be detailed in Chapter 6, this type of transaction was prescribed in 
articles 26 and 27 of the 1755 charter and was the source of frequent disputes between the company and 
Brazilian producers.  On 8 February 1760 an important alteration was approved by the King, on request of 
the company. From that moment on it would no longer be possible for Brazilian producers to merely use the 
transport services of GPM to Lisbon.  Instead, they had to either sell their produce to the company in Brazil 
or have it transported to Lisbon and sold directly by GPM at its auctions. 
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been addressing in several requests to the King, it was not visible in the annual financial 
statements.  The problem had also been the object of several decrees, such as the above 
mentioned Royal Decree of 9 June 1761, as well as a directive from the King on 8 April 
1774 (AHMOPTC, fl. 406) authorizing the administrators in Maranhão to act similarly to 
the Pará administration and pardon the debtors of the interest over their debts, provided 
that the underlying debt was paid within one year. 
As mentioned before, the basic accounting procedures related to the slave trade 
involved three main books: cargo book, journal and ledger.  The inscriptions in the ledger 
would then be used to produce the financial statements, kept in a fourth book.  But the 
way the entries were made, or at least the detail and degree of complexity, changed over 
time.  What is clear is that from the very beginning the management of GPM wanted “a 
separate measure of costs” (Langfield-Smith, Thorne and Hilton, 2006 p. 358) for this 
particular trade.  Accordingly, not only were there specific accounts for this trade in the 
ledger, but the profit or loss resulting from it would also be reported individually in the 
annual financial statements.  Determining the amounts involved in this trade over the 
years or simply checking the profit and loss reported in the annual financial statements is 
a complex and time-consuming task, as the information and relevant values are spread 
through different accounts, and sometimes procedures vary from year to year or even for 
each cargo.  The sequence of the entries in several books was also sometimes 
compromised by the late arrival of documents, highlighting the difficulties associated 
with the limited communications systems of the time.  From analysing all the relevant 
accounts it seems that the accounting practices were developing according to the situation 
that a new cargo would bring.  General procedures were of course known, since the 
Portuguese had been effectively operating in this trade since the 1440s (Postma, 1990, p. 
2; Klein, 2010, p. 9) and for many years it had been “managed [almost] exclusively by the 
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Portuguese” (Postma, 1990, p. 4).  In fact, according to Postma (1990, p. 21) “due to their 
[the Dutch] lack of experience in slaving … in 1637 the WIC [Dutch West India 
Company] employed Portuguese merchants in the traffic”.  Klein (2010, p. 150) stated 
that “as in most things involved in the Atlantic slave trade, the Portuguese were the first 
to try to deal with standardization in the manner of carrying and provisioning for the 
slaves transported”.  One of the best examples of this was the 1684 decree by which the 
Portuguese Crown determined the maximum number of slaves to be carried in each ship, 
according to its tonnage, and the quantity of food and water that each slave was to be 
given during the Middle Passage.  It is likely that this long experience in the trade 
included not only operating skills but also accounting and management procedures.  
However, it is clear from the analysis of the GPM accounting records that the practices 
were evolving over time and were adjusted for the conditions of each slaving voyage.  
This is evident in many details of the trade, for example the tax system, the type of costs 
included, and the way to account for the cost of dead slaves. 
The cargo books contained the most detailed information on the slave trade.  They 
are a copy/registry of the packing lists that, according to Article 25 of GPM’s statutes, 
each ship was to carry, so that every buyer could check the prices and the amounts of 
profit the Company was getting on each product (maximum profit percentages were 
stated in articles 23 and 24) and so “avoid any suspicion of fraud”.  Also, when departing 
Africa the captain of the ship would send a copy of the packing list directly to Lisbon.  
During the time it operated the company produced eight of these books, but prior to July 
1758 details were recorded in the Memorial (four cargos). 
A review of the Memorial (TT_GPM_63) and the eight cargo books identified 200 
slave carrying cargos.  Of these, 166 took place during the time the company acted as a 
monopoly (that is, before 1778) and these form the focus of this study.  During the 
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voyages it was usual for ships to carry other products besides slaves, but the captain of 
the ship was instructed to report each type of cargo separately (see for example the letter 
of 25 February 1760, TT_GPM_98, pp. 5-971).  This means that a single voyage would 
imply several different cargos or entries in the cargo book. 
Each cargo contained information regarding at least the following items: ship 
name,72 name of the captain, date of the voyage, departure place, destination of cargo, 
number of slaves and their sex, age groups or other categories (men, women, girls, boys), 
and the acquisition cost of the particular cargo.  Other details about the slaves were 
recorded for several cargos, such as their physical condition, the existence of females 
holding babies or still pregnant, or the particular skill of a given slave.73  The acquisition 
cost included not only the price paid to African merchants or kings for purchasing the 
slaves, but also additional costs that the company had to incur and which will be analysed 
in this chapter.  Sometimes a reference was made to the number of slaves that died prior 
to embarkation, but it is not entirely clear from this book if the cost of these was included 
in the general cost.  Carreira (1982, p. 8) claimed that “the slaves dead in the barracoons, 
in the boarding ports, were taken only to the account of “Gains and Losses”, directly, 
without being assigned to the account ‘Slaves of Guinea’”.  However, a more careful 
analysis of the accounting shows that this depended on the way the acquisition was made.  
Generally the acquisitions could be made either by the captain of the ship that would 
travel from Portugal to the coasts of Africa, bartering for slaves (the so called “boat 
trade”), or by local agents of the company (known as “fort trade”).  Reducing the length 
71 Visible on page 9 is the signature of Captain José da Silva Costa, to whom this letter was directed, 
affirming its receipt.  An accompanying notation promised to act according to the instructions. 
72 Every single ship used by the company (some were acquired by GPM, others were rented) was named 
after a saint (for detail see Appendix 2) and Catholic mass had to be celebrated by an on-board priest at 
least on consecrated days.  In at least four cargos (all in 1777) the expression “with the favour of God” was 
used before detailing the acquisition costs of the slaves.  These are, however, exceptions: while it was 
standard practice for non-slave cargoes to invoke the favour of God, such inscriptions were more typically 
absent from slave cargos. 
73 The need to acquire skilled slaves was sometimes expressed in letters, along with the preference for 
acquiring young and healthy slaves who could be more easily sold. 
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of the whole voyage, and especially spending as little time as possible in Africa, was 
considered essential for the success of the enterprise, so captains were instructed to apply 
all their judgement and skill for speeding up the acquisitions, and resorting to loading 
slaves that the company’s administrators had acquired previously and kept in the 
barracoons.  The local administrators were instructed to buy slaves at a steady pace, thus 
keeping a permanent stock.  This guaranteed a ready supply for any incoming ship 
belonging to the company and also avoided the price rises that inevitably accompanied 
the arrival of ships.  It was asserted that the cost of keeping these slaves, even for many 
months, was much lower than the possible loss of business due to having a lack of slaves 
ready to board.  Exploiting the ship’s full carrying capacity was always viewed as a wise 
measure, as recommended to Captain José da Silva Costa on 25 February 1760: “the ship 
should not carry less slaves than its tonnage allows, because otherwise grave loss results 
for the company” (TT_GPM_98_6).  In all the analysed cargos, when the slaves were 
acquired by the ship captain a reference would be made not only to the slaves being 
carried but also to those who died prior to departure, thus implying that the total 
acquisition cost included the deceased.  Confirming this idea, in the financial statements 
of 1770 a total of 14,320,000 reis was deducted as a loss due to “dead and runaway slaves 
in Cacheu and Bissau since the year 1763 to 1768” (TT_GPM_77, pp. 216-217).  This 
amount was included in the losses reported in the profit and loss account of 1770 due to 
the slave trade, but it seems that the underlying event was sufficiently important to be 
highlighted as an independent item.  In 1772 the same happened, this time a loss of 
14,000,500 reis reported as a totally independent item due to “the value of 207 slaves 
who the Administrators of Cacheu have shown by certificates as having run away or 
having died in the years 1769 to 1772” (TT_GPM_77, pp. 258-259). 
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The amounts and other pertinent information included in the cargo book would 
then be transferred into the journal and then the ledger.  Sometimes other last minute or 
forgotten or additional expenses were included in the journal and/or the ledger, such as: 
cloth for loin-cloths and a grave for a baby slave (9 December 1760, TT_GPM_2_691), 
and the cost of recapturing fugitive slaves, including fees for recovering them, additional 
provisions, clothing and funeral costs (6 October 1761, TT_GPM_2_2200).  Reports 
received from Africa and Brazil provided the basis for these entries, and sometimes 
previous entries had to be corrected many months later. 
Finally, information gathered from these books would be used to produce the 
annual financial statements.  The annual financial statements were recorded in a book, 
and the collection at ANTT includes four books dating from 31 December 1759 to 31 
December 1874 (books 77 to 80, see Appendix 1).  These books included for each year an 
income statement, a balance sheet (including explanation of retained earnings) and other 
information, such as a detailed description of each value stated, as well as the accounting 
value of each share.  Over time this basic information was enriched with other details, 
such as a comparison of the percentage of profit paid to shareholders since the company 
first rendered accounts, and a detailed list of all debtors and creditors. 
While the books and basic procedures used to account for the slave trade were 
essentially the same over the time the company operated, a more detailed analysis of the 
entries, combined with a thorough reading of the letters exchanged and other documents, 
reveals incremental refinements to the costing system.  Two broadly distinct ways of 
costing the slaves can be identified – one operating from 1755 to 1773, and the other from 
1773 on.  Those distinct treatments may highlight the way accounting was used in 
response to state pressures exerted over the company. 
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5.4 The Costing of Slaves 
This section analyses the manner by which the costing of the slaves was calculated, 
comparing the method that was prevalent until 1773 with the one that was established 
after that year.  In so doing, it highlights the determinants of such alteration, namely the 
instructions that were issued by the Government in Lisbon following several complaints 
in Brazil. 
5.4.1 The Costing of Slaves Until 1773 
Following its establishment, GPM was charged with the responsibility for introducing 
slaves on a massive scale into Pará and Maranhão.  According to a report sent by the 
Governor of Pará to Lisbon (AHU_ACL_CU_013_cx72_d6110) from its establishment 
until the end of 1772 the company had introduced 9,001 slaves to Pará, but this was 
viewed as insufficient.  The company was also accused of inequitable treatment of Pará 
and Maranhão (AHU_ACL_CU_013_cx76_d6376), although information gathered from 
the accounts of the company reveals that the number of slaves introduced into each 
captaincy was very similar.  In its many requests to the King, the company constantly 
referred to the service it was doing to “God, Your Majesty and the people of Pará and 
Maranhão” by introducing the slaves at moderate costs.  However, there were constant 
complaints sent from Brazil about the shortage of slaves, the fact that from each cargo the 
company would retain the best slaves for itself, and especially the high prices the 
company was charging.  According to the financial statements, until the end of 1772 the 
company made a net profit of 58,620,899 reis on this trade, less than four per cent of the 
total profit it enjoyed from all of its operations over this period.  However, the prices 
charged were still considered too high for the poor colonists.  Neither the accounting 
records nor the letters provide details on how the selling price of each slave was 
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determined at this time.  However, details are available on how acquisition cost was 
generally determined and selling prices do appear to have been a function of cost.  
According to several letters, as well as analysis of accounting records, the total 
acquisition cost included the following items: the acquisition cost paid to African traders 
or kings, provisions for the slaves until departure from Africa, baptism and branding of 
the slaves, several taxes (600 reis for each slave from Guinea; from Angola the tax would 
be 8,700 reis for each adult slave and 4,350 reis for each “walking child” [cria de pé74], 
with the “breast infant” [cria de peito75] not liable for any tax), and commission paid to 
the acquirers (either ship captains or local administrators).  For each slave transported the 
company would then charge a fixed freight (16,000 reis for each slave from Guinea, and 
8,000 reis for each slave carried from Angola).  As such, none of the costs associated 
with the Middle Passage were directly attributed to the trade and were instead recorded in 
the ship’s general expenses.  The death of slaves prior to embarkation, as discussed 
previously, or during the Middle Passage, was also included in this cost.  The sum of 
these items would provide the basis for determining the sale price, but as mentioned 
before no documents have survived to elucidate pricing details at this time.  In any case, 
the price to be placed on each slave was mediated by the forces of supply and demand76 at 
the arrival date, and the general physical condition of each slave along with his/her skills.  
Finally, a two per cent commission of the sale price would be granted to the Board in 
Lisbon, so the profit for each cargo would be given as the difference between the total 
sale price and the total cost, including this commission. 
74 According to Miller (1988, p. 567), this was the designation given to “walking children, to distinguish 
them from the untaxed infants carried at the breast”. 
75  Designation usually given to children up until 3 years of age (retrieved May 14, 2014, from 
http://florestaaguadonorte.blogspot.com.au/2012/11/cria-de-peito-dicionario-do-romance.html). Miller uses 
the translation “infants in arms” (1988, p. 346). 
76 As seen in Chapter 4, Article 30 of the 1755 Charter established that GPM should sell the slaves for the 
lowest possible agreed prices. 
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In the cargo book, the first voyage to take place was recorded on 12 December 
1756, stating that the ship left the port of Cacheu in May 1756, carrying 94 slaves heading 
to Pará.  The acquisition cost was 6,525,100 reis, but the cargo mentioned two other 
expenses: several provisions (mantimentos) for the slaves while still in Africa (including 
food, tobacco and mats) and also taxes paid in Cape Verde.  These two categories totalled 
145,860 reis, so the total cost was 6,670,960 reis.  It also detailed that the sale amount for 
these slaves was 7,259,000 reis.  Considering the two per cent commission of the sale 
price that, according to Article 25 of the 1755 statutes, the Board would receive for each 
transaction, in this case 145,080 reis, financial statements of 1756 reported a profit of 
437,960 reis.77
It was also usual (although some cargos did not include this particular item) that 
the acquisition cost included a commission to be paid either to the ship captain or the 
administrators in Africa, depending on who had made the acquisition.  These amounts 
were calculated as a percentage of the acquisition cost, sometimes including also the 
expenses of provisions and taxes paid for in Africa, but this percentage was not always 
the same.  The several letters exchanged between Lisbon and Africa do not always 
provide an explanation for this, so it can be reasonably assumed that these conditions 
were discussed between the Board and the ship captains or appointed administrators and 
resolved prior to departure from Lisbon.  The existence of different percentages for 
different locations or agents, as well as changes over time, suggests that there may have 
been individual agreements on these matters between the board in Lisbon and its agents, 
some of which may have comprised only oral agreements. 
77 This commission was to be used to pay for general management expenses of the Board including the 
salaries of its members, the administrators, the bookkeepers and other personnel, paper, ink and books for 
the contadoria, and even celebration of Catholic masses.  Among many other examples, on 2 November 
1760 the cost of 92 masses “for the good success of the company in the three months of July, August and 
September, for 120 reis each” was debited to the account “Commissions in 1760” (TT_GPM_20_19). 
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On the first four cargos that were recorded in the Memorial, it is clear that the 
costs included provisions, tobacco and mats but only until the slaves were carried on 
board.  This conclusion is reinforced by the letter of 25 February 1760 (TT_GPM_98, pp. 
5-9) to Captain José da Silva Costa stating: 
the feeding of the slaves until the day you depart to Pará belongs to the account of the 
cost of the said slaves, in which you will add that expense … however the provisions that 
you buy for the sea, or the ones you get from the administrators of Cape Verde, either for 
the keeping of the slaves or the provision of the ship … [should be charged to the general 
ship expenses account], for the said ship earns the freight of the slaves to Pará. 
That is, the freight the company would charge for each slave should be enough for the 
necessary provisions during the voyage to Brazil, thus making it unnecessary to allocate 
specific amounts of provisions to each cargo of slaves.  This would also imply that the 
basis for determining the sale price of each slave in Brazil should take into account that 
freight or transportation charge.  According to Carreira (1982, p. 141) for each adult or 
infant up to a certain height (cria de pé) carried from Guinea to Pará the company was 
charging 16,000 reis, but only 8,000 reis if the departure was from Angola or Benguela.  
This difference in the transportation charges came, according to Carreira, from the fact 
that while the latter was legally determined by the Royal Decree of 25 January 1758 
(which was applied to every slave trader operating in Angola), the first one was 
determined by the company itself.  This decision must have been taken by the Board but 
no written evidence of that has been found. 
5.4.2 The Costing of Slaves After 1773 
As mentioned above, 1773 marked a major change in the accounting procedures and 
costing of the slaves.  One of the reasons that led to the creation of GPM was the lack of 
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workforce, and the introduction on a massive scale of African slaves into those two 
captaincies was viewed as a key means for their development.  The plan seemed logical 
and feasible.  However, the abundant correspondence available in the archives in Lisbon 
reveals that not everything worked according to plan.  The archives are filled with 
complaints from local landowners and authorities about the shortage of slaves as well as 
the high prices that the company was charging.  The company was also accused of 
dealing with these complaints with the utmost contempt, while at the same time referring 
to its permanent pursuit of the common good of the people of Pará and Maranhão in its 
regular correspondence and requests addressed to the King.  This was the general state of 
affairs until 1772 when a new governor, João Pereira Caldas, was appointed to the state of 
Pará.  On 15 November 1772 he wrote to the Secretary of State of Navy and Overseas 
Empire, Martinho de Melo e Castro, as he was arriving in Pará “facing the port of Belém 
do Pará, aboard the galleon Nossa Senhora da Glória e Santa Ana” 
(AHU_ACL_CU_013_cx69_d5906).  From several documents available at the archives, 
it seems that from the very beginning he was a wise and diligent Governor, who kept 
sending reports to Lisbon describing the main problems he found at the territories under 
his administration, and suggesting solutions.  In what concerned GPM and the slave trade, 
he could not ignore the complaints of local landowners about the shortage of slaves and 
the high prices being charged for them.  These circumstances presented obstacles to the 
economic development that everyone, State and people, desired.  As early as 7 January 
1773 (AHU_ACL_CU_013_cx69_d5945) the Governor sent a letter to Martinho de Melo 
e Castro in which, among other issues, he complained about “the very high price charged 
by GPM on the sale of slaves”.  As a consequence of this letter and a few others, GPM 
was instructed by the authorities in Lisbon (most likely by the Chief Minister Pombal) 
that, as a way of satisfying the purposes for which it had been created in 1755, it should 
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not get any profit from this trade.  Instead, huge profits would come from the 
development that the introduction of slaves on a massive scale would generate, as the 
company had a monopoly over the trade in the produce that would be grown locally, by 
using this workforce.  On 16 October 1773 (AHU_ACL_CU_013_cx71_d6051) the 
Governor wrote to Lisbon still presenting some doubts on how to apply the King’s 
instructions, and mentioning a letter he had received on 14 July 1773 from the GPM’s 
Board in Lisbon, stating that they would instruct GPM officials in Pará to act according 
to the King’s orders and sell the slaves for the exact cost by which they were delivered to 
Pará.  After still a few more letters and reports, the several parties seemed to reach an 
understanding on the way the new cargos should be handled, and on the arrival of a new 
cargo the company’s administrators produced several documents confirming that it was 
acting according to Lisbon’s instructions.  These documents were not only shown to the 
Governor but he also made a point of supervising the whole operation, producing his own 
report and attaching to it the documents issued by the company.  The illustrative 
documents that will now be analysed in this subsection are, according to the Governor’s 
own words, the “result of the sale of the first slaves arriving at the port of Belém do Pará, 
after the recommendations issued concerning the moderation of prices to be charged” 
(AHU_ACL_CU_013_cx72_d6118).78
The document in Figure 5.1 was dated 28 February 1774 and was comprised of 
two main sections: the one on the left side was called “Invoice” (Factura); the other on 
the right was termed “Plan for the Sale” (Plano para a Venda).  The document was 
signed on the bottom right side by the two administrators of GPM in Pará, Gonçalo 
Pereira Vianna and António Coutinho de Almeida. 
78 Other similar documents highlighting the way prices were calculated in subsequent cargos were found at 
the archives in Lisbon, but in this subsection only one example is presented for the purpose of 
demonstrating the cost accounting techniques as well as their determinants. 
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Figure 5.1 “Summary of the Invoice of the Slaves that from the Port of Bissau the 
Corvette S. Pedro, Captain João do Espirito Santo, led, and Plan that formed for the 
sale of the same Slaves in Pará on 28 of February 1774, according to the orders of 
the Board of Directors of the Companhia Geral do Grão Pará e Maranhão” 
Source: IICT-AHU_ACL_CU_013_cx72_d6118 
On the left under the heading “Invoice” it is possible to see that a total of 17 different lots 
were formed, according to their acquisition cost, each of them containing a different 
number of slaves.  The first lot (first line), for example, included a total of 106 slaves, and 
a reference was made to the “type of slaves” it comprised: in this case 44 men, 30 women, 
14 boys and 18 girls, each of them with an acquisition cost of 80,000 reis, thus implying a 
total of 8,480,000 reis.  The following 16 lines presented the same information for further 
acquisitions, varying the number and “type of slaves” and the cost of each.  Supporting 
correspondence and related documents identify variables such as age, ethnic group, height, 
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physical condition including the number of teeth, and skills as being key determinants of 
acquisition cost.  The last lot shown in Figure 5.1 referred to a blind woman who, most 
probably due to this incapacity, was acquired for free. 
This voyage transported a total of 221 slaves from Bissau to Pará, and the 
acquisition cost paid to African merchants totalled 14,676,500 reis.  After that there was a 
list of “Expenses in Bissau” (Gastos em Bissau) which included: “Provisions eaten until 
embarking 1,233,130 reis”, “Commission of Delivery 7% 1,113,674 reis” (in this case 
calculated over the acquisition cost plus the expenses in Bissau) and “Provisions for the 
voyage 561,973 reis”.  The “Expenses in Bissau” therefore totalled 2,908,777 reis, which 
added to the acquisition cost gave a “Total of the account of the Directors in Bissau:  
17,585,277 reis”. 
A listing of the “Expenses in Bissau” was provided in another document called 
“Extract of Invoice” (Figure 5.2), issued by the Governor of Bissau, Sebastião da Cunha 
de Souto Mayor, on 15 January 1774.  The expenses comprised: “Provisions eaten on 
shore, clothing, brandy, tobacco and mats 1,233,130 reis”; “Commission 7% 1,113,674 
reis”, and the item mentioned in Figure 5.1 as “Provisions for the voyage 561,973 reis”.  
However, in this document (Figure 5.2) these were referred to as “expenses with the 
corvette being in berth” and appeared in the utmost detail, as shown in Table 5.1.  The 
items mentioned in this list will be further analysed in the next section.  This “Extract of 
Invoice”, issued by the local authorities in Africa for the purpose of certifying the 
acquisition costs and other related expenses, also sheds light on other details, such as the 
fact that 12 of the women were pregnant (referred to as negras de cria). 
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Figure 5.2 “Extract of Invoice” (3 pages) issued by the Governor of Bissau on 15 
January 1774  
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Source: IICT-AHU_ACL_CU_013_cx72_d6118 
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Table 5.1 “Expenses with the corvette being in berth” as included in “Extract of 
Invoice” shown in Figure 5.2 (in reis) 
Quantity Item Amount Item (in Portuguese) 
550 Rice 429,000 Alqueires de Arroz a 780 reis
1 Cow 7,000 Vaca 
1 Spirits 12,000 Frasqueira de aguardente 
150 Pumpkins 10,500 Aboboras 
2 Palm oil 18,000 Barris de azeite vermelho 
1 Knives 1,000 Duzia de facas 
100 Pots 1,000 Panelas de fumar 
Tobacco 7,000 Tabaco 
1 Baize [coarse woollen or cotton cloth] 1,000 Covado de baeta 
Mason’s salary 500 Jornal ao Pedreiro 
1 Lemon juice 2,100 Frasqueira de calda de limao 
700 Yams 4,000 Inhames 
60 Mats 6,000 Esteiras 
4 Firewood 14,000 Lambotes de lenha 
44 Chicken 4,400 Galinhas 
4 Timber 9,333 Tabuas de casquinha 
2 Pigs 10,000 Porcos 
50 Bullets 500 Balas 
6 Rice 2,160 Alqueires de arroz de casca 
Health certificate 18,000 Carta de Saude e Despacho 
Food allowance for the Captain and 
officials [fixed amount per day; 7 
days*640 reis per day] 
4,480 Comedorias ao comandante e oficiais de 7 dias a 640 reis
Total 561,973 
Source: IICT-AHU_ACL_CU_013_cx72_d6118 
Continuing the analysis of the main document (Figure 5.1), the final section on the left 
side was called “Expenses in Pará” and the total sum (366,530 reis) included the 
following:  
 “By one third of the salary of the Captain: 100,000 reis”, implying treatment as an 
overhead cost.  The one-third is derived from the slave carrying constituting one 
third of the ship’s triangular voyage.  This was the instruction sent on the letter of 
27 October 1773 to the administrators of Pará (TT_GPM_99_81): “being a fixed 
salary, you should assign one third [to the cost of the slaves]”. 
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 “Salaries for the rest of the crew of the corvette for 51 days: 266,050 reis”.  Other 
documents confirm the 51 day duration.  The Extract of Invoice signed by the 
Governor is dated 15 January 1774 and the main document being analysed here is 
dated 28 February 1774, a span of 44 days.  When added to the seven days 
(mentioned in the “Extract of Invoice”) that the ship spent in Africa this totals the 
51 days of crew salaries assigned to this cargo.  The salaries of the crew on other 
days – that is, when the ship was not carrying slaves – were excluded.  The letter 
of 27 October 1773 to the administrators of Pará (TT_GPM_99_81) determined 
that in the case of variable salaries, as typically were the ones paid to the crew 
members other than the captain and higher rank officials, the number of days 
would be counted from when the ship had been last unloaded in Africa to the 
unloading of the slaves in Brazil, meaning that the time spent in Africa loading the 
slaves or simply waiting for the cargo to be complete would be assigned to the 
cost of the slaves. 
 “Three packs of playing cards and thread for notes 480 reis”.  As strange as it may 
seem, this was not the first time that playing cards were assigned to the slave trade, 
shedding some light on what possibly the crew members would do during idle 
hours.  The thread for notes could be used perhaps to send notes to possible 
customers. 
The total cost of the 221 slaves, inclusive of all costs attributed to the cargo, was 
17,951,807 reis, and this evidences a clear change from the costing routines used prior to 
1773.  As the company was no longer allowed to charge simply a fixed freight for each 
slave carried, but instead had to calculate the actual cost of landing slaves in Pará, more 
comprehensive costing procedures were required.  Costs that prior to 1773 had been 
assigned to the ship’s general expenses account – including captain and crew salaries – 
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were now treated as “product costs” and a more sophisticated system of overhead 
accounting is evident.  In sum, the intention to sell slaves for precisely their cost 
necessitated and precipitated the development of a much more refined system of 
allocating costs.
On the right side of this document, under the section called “Plan for the Sale” 
(Plano para a Venda) the same 221 slaves included in the 17 lots were mentioned, but 
this time some of the lines of the left section were subdivided in two: this happens in the 
case of lots 1, 5 and 9, and is due to the fact that some of the slaves in these lots died 
during the Middle Passage.  More specifically: lot number 1 included 106 slaves, of 
whom two died, leaving 104 to be sold; lot number 5 included 12 slaves of whom one 
died, leaving 11 to be sold; and lot number 9 included 22 slaves of whom two died, 
leaving 20 to be sold.  In the remaining lots, for which no slave died, there is no 
difference between the number of slaves bought and the number identified in the plan for 
the sale. 
The right section then presented five different columns, with the following 
designations: 
 “Costs in Guinea” – this column refers to the acquisition cost that was already 
mentioned in the left section of the document.  For example, in lot number 1 each 
slave was acquired for 80,000 reis. 
 “Costing for each head” – the amount presented for every lot (15,164 reis) is the 
result of dividing the expenses, both in Bissau and Pará, that is, 3,275,307 reis
(2,908,777 reis + 366,530 reis) by the surviving 216 slaves. 
 “Apportionment for each slave to reimburse the loss of the 5 dead” – this column 
refers to the cost in Guinea of the five dead slaves (325,000 reis = 2*80,000 + 
1*65,000 + 2*50,000) divided by the surviving 216, in direct proportion to the 
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“cost in Guinea”.  That is, the concept of “normal spoilage” as it is known in cost 
accounting today was applied to the costing of the slaves: the death of slaves 
during the voyage was considered a normal cost of the slave trading venture and 
was to be systematically reallocated among the surviving slaves.  In this case, the 
reallocation base was the percentage of each lot in the acquisition cost in Guinea, 
resulting in the amount of 1,811 reis for lot 1. 
 “Net that is to be considered for each slave for purpose of grouping” – this is 
determined by adding the first three columns.  In the case of lot 1, for example: 
80,000 + 15,164 + 1,811 = 96,975 reis. 
 “Income of the cargo” – this column is the product of multiplying the previous 
column by the number of saleable slaves.  In the case of lot number 1: 96,975 reis
* 104 slaves = 10,085,400 reis. 
Thus, in the manner described above, the company sought to sell the slaves for the exact 
amount of their total cost, thus breaking-even from this business in accordance with the 
instructions from the government in Lisbon.  The example given was the first sale that 
took place under this policy, which sought to place the broader economic interests of 
Pará ahead of the immediate interests of GPM.  Accordingly, the company even sought 
to quantify the value of its benevolence, as demonstrated in Figure 5.3.  This document 
includes a description of the 17 lots that were created in the document identified as Figure 
5.1, mentioning in the first column the price that was actually charged (or planned to be 
charged) for each slave, as calculated in that document.  The second column shows the 
price that would normally be charged by the company for each type of slave.  Finally, the 
third column reveals the decrease in the price of each slave. 
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Figure 5.3 “Combination of the sale prices of the Slaves of the previous cargo with 
the normal prices that in the past were practised in auction, and by agreement 
between parties, and fairness that the people get by the decrease of the present 
prices” 
Source: IICT-AHU_ACL_CU_013_cx72_d6118 
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For example, each slave in lot 1 was planned to be sold at 96,975 reis (as already 
demonstrated in Figure 5.1), while the normal price that the company would charge for 
slaves in this lot would be 115,000 reis, thus implying a discount of 18,025 reis for each 
slave.  The discounts on each lot, multiplied by the number of slaves existing in each of 
them, leads to the conclusion that in this particular cargo the Company “sacrificed” a 
profit of 3,013,192 reis (nearly 17% of the total cost), as a result of policies and rules that 
were issued by the government in Lisbon. 
Many years later, in a letter of 18 November 1809 (CGPM_JLF_cx06_cap613-3), 
the Liquidating Board once again argued that GPM had only pursued nothing but the 
common good of the peoples of Pará and Maranhão.  Further, the Board recalled that the 
company had to gather huge amounts of capital in order to engage in the risky business of 
slave trading, and that once the slaves arrived in Brazil they were sold on credit.  This 
was the reason why the debts of those states were still so high, and the major part of it 
was still owed by those “ungrateful landowners and farmers”.  It was asserted that since 
1773 the company had not only given up any profit in this trade, but also had instructed 
its administrators to sell the slaves at a price even lower than the cost, provided that it 
pleased the landowners, and had even entrusted the Governors with the power of 
determining the sale price of the said slaves, “which gives a clear idea of the efforts and 
sacrifices the company did to promote agriculture, augment commerce and make the 
colony flourish in every way”. 
 When tracking the narrative of this particular cargo in the accounting of GPM it is 
also possible to see that on 27 May 1774 the company made one entry in the cargo book 
(TT_GPM_50_293) for 17,585,277 reis using all the detail that is to be found in the 
“Extract of Invoice” of the legal authorities in Bissau.  On the same occasion it also made 
entries in the journal and ledger for the same amount, debiting the account “Slaves from  
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Guinea” and crediting the account of the administrators in Bissau, mentioning the 
“Extract of Invoice dated 15 January 1774”.  On 29 September 1774 another entry was 
made in the ledger, this time debiting the account of the administrators in Pará for the 
total sale price of 17,951,028 reis (slightly less than expected), crediting the account 
“Commissions in 1774” for 359,062 reis and the remaining 17,591,966 reis in the account 
“Slaves from  Guinea”.  The entries made on 29 September 1774 were based on the report 
sent by the administrators in Pará that was completed on 14 March 1774, thus implying 
that it only took a few days for the 216 slaves to be sold.  In fact, the report sent by the 
Governor to Lisbon is dated 8 March 1774, denoting the whole sale was made in just 
about a week.  Finally, the financial statements for that year presented a total loss of 
1,106,240 reis resulting from three cargos landed in Pará. 
5.5 From Expropriation to Exploitation79: Africa, the Middle Passage and Brazil 
This section analyses the operations that were undertaken using slaves, starting with their 
acquisition in Africa, to the crossing of the Atlantic, to their sale in Brazil and, in some 
cases, their subsequent use as assets by the company, as reflected in the accounting 
records and supporting documents.  It also provides a comprehensive list of items that 
were assigned to the trade as direct costs. 
5.5.1 Africa 
As mentioned above, in the absence of books pertaining to the administrations in Africa, 
the information included in this subsection derives from records in the Lisbon books, 
articulated with other sources such as the extensive volumes of correspondence 
79 This section’s title is inspired by the book Slave Ship Sailors and Their Captive Cargoes, 1730-1807
(Christopher, 2006). 
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exchanged between different locations.  In this respect, the books called Extractos
(TT_GPM_53 and TT_GPM_54) were especially useful, as they include a chronological 
registry of the overseas operations at the time of remittance of the accounts from overseas 
administrations to Lisbon.  Specifically, it was customary upon handing over 
management to new administrators that the outgoing administration would make a very 
detailed list of all the assets and liabilities, including a list of all the books that were being 
used locally, and these lists were copied into the Extractos.  
Some of these lists included slaves acquired and kept in the barracoons, waiting to 
be shipped to Brazil: their acquisition cost and the cost of provisions already given to 
them during their wait were persistently given, and sometimes other details were also 
recorded, such as  their skills and if they were already baptized or not.  Along with these 
saleable slaves, a list of the “slaves of the service of the house” was usually provided, in 
which case they were individually listed, mentioning their names, sometimes their 
perceived age (man, woman, boy, girl) and their skills.  Extract number 111 of 30 
September 1772 (TT_GPM_53_70) provided a detail of “four boys born in the house”, to 
whom no value was attributed.  These were children born either from mothers enslaved to 
house service or, eventually, from mothers waiting to be sold or even already dispatched 
to Brazil.  It is the unmistakable evidence that being born in bondage occurred, although 
how frequently remains unknown.  Also, over the years several cargos mention the 
condition of pregnant women being put on board. 
Sometimes a slave initially in the service of one administration in Africa could be 
transferred to another administration or simply dispatched for sale in Brazil.  One such 
example can be found in Cargo 23 (TT_GPM_51_63) of 16 June 1775, which mentions 
“3 Blacks of the service of the House of Administration” being assigned at no value from 
Cape Verde to Maranhão. 
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In the cargo books the skills of slaves were sometimes mentioned, such as in 
Cargo 25 of 16 June 1775 (TT_GPM_51_64) which included three ladinos.80  For the 
whole period the company operated the slave trade, only occasionally were recorded the 
names of the slave being transported: in Cargo 194 of 27 May 1767 (TT_GPM_48_443) 
three slaves (Zacharias, Andre and Luiz), in Cargo 93 of 27 August 1768 
(TT_GPM_49_152) two ladinos (Domingos and Valentim), in Cargo 167 of 29 August 
1769 (TT_GPM_49) one João Baptista and one Rodrigo; in Cargo 38 of 4 September 
1771 one ladino named Manoel, in Cargo 99 of 22 June 1772 one ladino named Filippe 
and in Cargo 186 of 7 May 1776 one ladino named Paulo (TT_GPM_50, pp. 70, 156 and 
258, respectively); finally in Cargo 29 of 16 June 1775 “1 lotted female slave named 
Bernardina”, in Cargo 118 of 31 May 1776 “1 female black ladina named Maria” and in 
Cargo 211 of 20 July 1777 “1 male slave named Manoel” (TT_GPM_51, pp. 67, 166 and 
358, respectively).  This shows that even though massed baptism prior to departure from 
Africa was indeed performed (see below) the company would generally not register their 
given names, if indeed a name was bestowed when performing this holy sacrament. 
Who were the suppliers of these slaves?  The cargo books mentioned the suppliers 
only occasionally, which is understandable considering that the slaves were acquired from 
a diverse group of random suppliers, particularly African traders.  On one of these rare 
occasions, Cargo 109 (TT_GPM_51_151) registered on 11 May 1776 recounted that 
Captain Lourenço Gomes dos Santos acquired a total of 513 slaves in Benguela that he 
delivered to Pará to administrator António Coutinho de Almeida, according to the latter’s 
invoice of 6 December 1775.  This cargo was comprised of 385 male and 128 female 
slaves, who were acquired from 24 different suppliers.  Of these, four suppliers were 
themselves African (supplying a total of eight slaves) as the expression “black” (Preto) 
80 As mentioned in Chapter 4, ladino was a category generally attributed to slaves who were “acculturated 
to Portuguese, or Luso-African, colonial life; usually skilled and valuable” (Miller, 1988, p. 711). 
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after their names indicated.  Other suppliers included ship captains, social servants 
(Capitão-Mor), army men (Sargento-Mor, Tenente General, Ajudante) and even a priest 
(Reverendo Manoel Gomes Cabral), who supplied 16 slaves (nine male and seven 
female). 
Cargo 193 (TT_GPM_51_305) of 25 April 1777 was very detailed in the 
information it provided concerning the suppliers.  The list of 44 different suppliers 
included two women, one ship captain, two capitão-mor and one priest (cura), this last 
one selling seven slaves.  The list of costs included several different foods specifically for 
sick slaves, medicines, cloth for loin clothes, baptisms, and a gift of cloth given to 
someone who recaptured three female fugitives.  Of the 488 slaves, only 470 were sent to 
Maranhão, as six died in Benguela, 11 got sick and so remained there, and one escaped. 
What would these slaves do while in Africa waiting for the ships to come?  Again, 
the scarcity of available information produced in Africa means that the response must 
necessarily be somewhat speculative.  However, from the lists of assets passed on from 
one administration to another it may be inferred that sometimes they would be put to 
work, as the several hoes, fishing nets and canoes suggest.  It is known that once arriving 
in Africa one of the main concerns of the ship captain was the acquisition of provisions 
for the following leg of the voyage, across the Atlantic.  These provisions could be 
acquired from local producers, but there is evidence to suggest that some of them might 
have been produced by the enslaved Africans.  If not for this, they had to at least produce 
food for the upkeep of the house occupants.  Secondary sources (such as Saunders, 1982, 
p. 13 and Davis, 2006, p. 90) referred this as a common practice in the trade, and certainly 
the number of slaves pertaining to the service of the house suggests that there were a lot 
of tasks they were put to, not just pure domestic service.  Slaves could also work as 
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interpreters of the several African dialects, and paddling the canoes used for local 
transport.  
Finally, these lists also reveal in unmistakable detail what Rediker (2007) termed 
the “hardware of bondage”.  This included shackles and chains used for the imprisonment 
of the human cargo waiting for the ship that would take them to a new life on the other 
side of the Atlantic. 
5.5.2 The Middle Passage 
The accounting books and supporting documents contain copious information pertaining 
to what might be termed the “direct costs” identified and assigned to this trade.  This 
information also sheds light on the lives of the slaves and those overseeing the operations 
of this trade, and includes details of the several types of provisions that were to be used 
by the slaves either in the ports of Africa, prior to embarkation, or during the Middle 
Passage.  Over the years, the level of detail in the cargo books – the most fertile sources 
in this respect – tends to increase, including items such as food (rice, millet, palm oil, 
different meats, pumpkins, yams, lemon juice, and others), clothing, mats, tobacco and 
spirits.  In order to prevent scurvy the slaves were given a mouthful of lemon juice every 
day.  The basic diet given to the slaves is very similar for each cargo, as this was based on 
the expertise that the Portuguese had acquired in more than 300 years of slave trading 
from Africa, and included some very basic attempts to foster the health of the slaves 
transported.  The concern with the wellbeing of the slaves, although expressed frequently 
in the correspondence addressed to ship captains and administrators, was obviously 
dictated by economic reasons: each sick or dead slave would imply a reduction in the 
profit of the cargo.  As such, frequent instructions were issued regarding practical 
measures to ensure that “not even the least part of it [the cargo of slaves] dies for lack of 
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good treatment” (among many other examples see TT_GPM_98_3 and TT_GPM_98_32).  
These included acquisition of only healthy slaves (TT_GPM_98_140), cleanliness and 
proper stowing of the slaves (TT_GPM_96_1), and even assigning a few slaves to the 
care of specific members of the crew, each receiving in return 500 reis for each slave 
delivered alive to Pará (TT_GPM_98_142). On 12 May 1793 Luis António de Oliveira 
Mendes delivered a public session at the Royal Academy of Sciences of Lisbon, 
describing the “symptoms and diseases” that were most frequently experienced by the 
slaves, and suggesting ways to diminish the mortality rate experienced both in the trade 
and in their subsequent exploitation in Brazil. 81  This extensive and detailed analysis 
included information on the main foods grown, prepared and eaten by the African peoples 
from where most of the slaves were acquired.  Many of these coincide with the list of 
provisions available in the cargo books. Carreira (1982, p. 134) also referred to the main 
items given to the slaves and added that some of these “corresponded to condiments 
adequate to their habits”. 82
As early as 18 March 1684 the Portuguese authorities had issued a decree stating 
not only the maximum carrying capacity of each ship,83 but also the general procedures to 
be adopted aboard ship so as to ensure that the slaves were treated “humanely”.  They 
were to be given three meals per day and enough water was to be carried so as to 
guarantee a specific daily amount for each slave.  To allow the necessary calculations to 
be made when acquiring the provisions to be carried aboard the ship, the number of days 
that a typical voyage would take from the several ports of Africa to Brazil was defined.  
81 The complete text of this public address is transcribed in Carreira (1982, pp. 364-420). 
82 Hawthorne (2003, 2010) wrote extensively on the importance of rice culture for the peoples of Guinea-
Bissau, and analysed to what extent the techniques used in the cultivation and preparation of this food were 
adopted in Pará and Maranhão not only in the 18th century but also to this day.  Rice was the most common 
item present in the lists of provisions given to the slaves (see Table 5.1). 
83 “Such a procedure, in fact, formed a model for the British at the end of the 18th century when they began 
to legislate restrictions on slave-carrying capacities of ships. …  This ship’s capacity law remained in effect 
throughout the 18th century, and was only changed by the decree (alvara) of November 24, 1813” (Klein, 
1978, p. 29).  In 1519 the Portuguese King D. Manuel I had issued a similar decree, establishing “minimum 
standards for the treatment of slaves aboard ship” (Saunders, 1982, p. 13). 
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The provisions were to be used wisely, to ensure that everyone should get their fair share, 
avoiding any waste.  The decree also stated that special care be provided to the sick, 
lodging them in special quarters away from the healthy.  Medical care was to be given 
and special food and medicines were carried aboard for this purpose.  Spiritual comfort, 
albeit of an imposed kind, was also available as the decree determined that every ship 
should have aboard a priest to attend to the dying and celebrate Catholic mass at least on 
consecrated days.  A book found in the Historical Maritime Archive
(AHM_Indice_30_Livro_2321_6-III-54) shows that for each voyage the ship captain had 
to sign a statement declaring his obligation to protect the clergyman taken on board and 
bring him safely back on the returning voyage.  This obligation would be discharged only 
when the captain showed that the man was indeed safely back in Lisbon. 
Over the years there has been discussion on which nation was the most “humane” 
in dealing with the slaves.  Mannix (1962, p. 105) observed that:  
slavers of every nation insisted that their own vessels were the best in the trade.  Thus, 
James Barbot, Jr., who sailed on an English ship to the Congo in 1700, was highly critical 
of the Portuguese.  He admits that they made a great point of baptizing the slaves before 
taking them aboard… [and he adds] that the Portuguese provided the slaves with coarse 
thick mats, which were ‘softer for the poor wretches to lie upon than the bare decks … 
and it would be prudent to imitate the Portuguese in this point.’ 
In the case of the Dutch slave trade, for example, “slaves slept on boards, and they were 
apparently naked” (Postma, 1990, p. 232) and “when possible, the sick were separated 
from the other slaves, with mats provided for their comfort” (Postma, 1990, pp. 247-248).  
It is not clear what clothes slaves would wear during the Middle Passage, but the 
cargo book sometimes identifies cloth for loincloths or for providing cover at night.  In 
any case, children taken on board were not included in the number of shirts or any other 
piece of clothing given to the slaves.  In some of the cargos a specific amount for each 
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slave carried was charged as clothing expenses, and for this purpose children would not 
be considered (see for example TT_GPM_48_63).  They could also be given clothing on 
arrival in Brazil.  In one such instance, on 12 February 1776 a sum of 38,418 reis was 
included in the costs of selling a cargo of 187 slaves in Pará due to “92 cubits of baize”, a 
type of cloth used for loincloths (TT_GPM_173_58). 
Other costs explicitly identified for some cargos were taxes the company had to 
pay when leaving the ports of Africa, either to the Crown agents, or to local African kings.  
In some cases fees or stipends (emolumentos) were also due to several public officers.  
The branding of the slaves was not entirely explicit in any of the analysed cargos, but on 
4 June 1761 the company addressed a complaint to the King about the behaviour of the 
officials of the customs house (alfandega) of Maranhão, stating that, along with other 
fees, for the branding of each slave it was being charged the following amounts: “60 reis
for the Provedor, 85 reis for the Escrivão [clerk], 35 reis for the Meirinho [bailiff or 
attendant] and 15 reis for the porteiro [warder] of the alfandega” (TT_GPM_87_47).  
The company claimed that these fees were unfair, and requested the King to determine 
not only that the company should be reimbursed the amounts previously paid, but also 
that it should be exempt from any such payment in future cargos. To this claim the King 
acquiesced the very next day.  Also, Cargo 25 (TT_GPM_48_63) of 15 June 1765 for a 
voyage from Angola to Pará, along with the baptism of 702 slaves (including two who 
died) and six children, included an item called Despacho being 10 reis for each slave for 
the Provedor, 50 reis for each to the Escrivão and a sum of 6,400 reis called Carimbo do 
Rey (literally, “King’s Stamp”).  Similar details were recorded in cargos 4 and 67 
(TT_GPM_48_9 and TT_GPM_48_122, respectively).  Proof of the payment of these 
legal fees may have been placed somewhere on each slave’s own skin.  Carreira (1982, pp. 
136-138) agreed that mentions of the branding of the slaves in GPM’s accounting records 
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were infrequent and asserted that, for a total of 28,756 slaves transported by GPM, 
express mention of branding was only recorded for 648 (p. 136).  Pictures of the most 
common branding irons used in several locations in Africa were presented in Carreira’s 
book (p. 137) and these match the drawing that was occasionally reproduced in the left 
margin of some cargo books (TT_GPM_45, Cargos 21, 37, 39, 41, 62 and 78; 
TT_GPM_51, Cargo 193).  In two instances (TT_GPM_45, Cargo 21 and TT_GPM_51, 
Cargo 193) it was mentioned that such a mark was placed on the left chest. 
One other cost that is explicit in many cargos is the baptism of the slaves.  Mannix 
(1962, p. xiii) stated that “The English laughed at … the Portuguese for baptizing whole 
shiploads of slaves before taking them to Brazil”.  The origins of this practice can be 
found in the Ordenações Manuelinas of 1512, considered to be the first printed body of 
legislation to be issued in Portugal.  The obligation to baptise the slaves is found in Book 
V, Condition 99, specifying that any person possessing a slave should provide for the 
Christening within a maximum period of six months; if the slaves were not baptized 
within the prescribed period of time the penalty would be the loss of the said slave by the 
owner.  It is likely that this practice was deeply rooted in the ambition to spread the 
Catholic faith that – at least officially – was proffered as a justification for the Portuguese 
actions in Africa.  However, the amounts involved in these baptisms sometimes 
represented as much as 10 per cent of the total additional costs (including taxes, 
provisions and commissions).  In some of the cargos the fee charged for each baptism is 
explicit, being 300 reis for each adult and 100 reis for each child (cria).  It is likely, given 
the legal obligation to baptize slaves and the penalties for not doing so, that Brazilian 
colonists would be ready to pay a higher price for an already Christened slave.  In some 
cases providing a funeral to dead slaves was also explicit in the costs listed – one example 
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is included in Cargo 154 of 25 October 1766 (TT_GPM_48_313), in which 32 dead 
slaves resulted in a payment of 6,400 reis (200 reis each) for their funeral. 
Children were sometimes mentioned in the cargos, but without any attribution of 
value or being included in the total of slaves carried.  Rather, what denounces their 
presence on board is the reference made to their mothers as “black females with child” 
(negras com cria).  An example is in Cargo number 18 (TT_GPM_52_15) of 10 April 
1779 referring to 98 slaves transported to Maranhão in June 1778, which reveals three 
children being transported.  It appears that carrying a child had no impact – positive or 
negative – on the price paid for the mother.  The highest price paid for a woman was 
80,000 reis and in every cargo analysed this price would apply to women with or without 
children. 84
If a woman taken on board was pregnant it would be simply mentioned as negra 
de cria.  There were several pregnant women on board over the 200 cargos the company 
made, implying that some of the babies were most likely born during the Middle Passage.  
Cargo 109 of 11 May 1776 (TT_GPM_51_151) mentions a total of 513 slaves (385 male 
and 128 female), but no children, being put on board.  However, the entries in the journal 
of Pará (TT_GPM_173) for the sale of the surviving 486 slaves reveal that three children 
were sold along with their mothers to distinct acquirers.  Either the cargo did not mention 
them at embarkation or these three children were born during the Middle Passage. 
5.5.3 Brazil 
Upon arrival in Brazil most slaves were sold to customers, generally landowners.  The 
Board constantly exhorted the administrators in Pará and Maranhão to sell the slaves to 
landowners, so that they could be used to increase agricultural production.  However, 
84 Detailed examination of the prices paid for slaves, including comparisons of prices paid for male and 
female slaves is outside the scope of the present study.  In addition, the undertaking of such a study is made 
difficult by a lack of detail in the surviving records. 
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surviving letters reveal that the Board had a more nuanced view of its economic and 
financial roles: that it should be up to the landowners, not the company, to undertake the 
necessary investments for the development of agriculture and industry.  In a letter of 22 
April 1770 the Board reminded the administrators of Maranhão that, however good the 
natural conditions for the production of rice, the company should not dedicate itself to 
this cultivation “for the expense that is obliged to do with the upkeep of the slaves and 
investment of its capital” (TT_GPM_215_1). 
It was a common practice before selling the incoming cargo from Africa that the 
company would select the best slaves for its own use – prompting widespread complaints, 
as the people of Pará thought that the number of slaves arriving there was already too 
meagre.  As mentioned previously, most of the books pertaining to the local 
administration of Pará and other locations have not survived, or at least are not included 
in the collections available at the archives in Lisbon.  However, from the several journals 
that are available there, the “Journal H Number 1” (TT_GPM_173) from the Pará
administration (containing operations from 16 November 1775 to 31 December 1776), 
contains an abundance of information for each cargo, including the names of the acquirers 
and the number of slaves that each one bought, along with the price paid.  This source 
also reveals how these slaves were initially acquired; for example (from page 51 of this 
journal) on 29 January 1776 a sale of 486 slaves who were transported by the Galera 
Delphim coming from Benguela under the command of Captain Lourenço Gomes dos 
Santos, was registered for a total amount of 32,160,000 reis. 
Who were the buyers of the slaves?  For this sale a total of 161 customers were 
identified: first GPM itself acquired 91, one João Manuel Rodrigues acquired 17, one 
Theodozio Constantino de Chermont acquired 10, another João Henriques bought eight, 
and the rest were customers who each bought one to seven slaves.  From these, only eight 
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customers purchased their slaves for cash (20 slaves, four per cent of the cargo), the rest 
being purchased on credit.  Another interesting feature of these acquisitions is the way the 
entries were made in the books: 144 different buyers were identified in specific accounts, 
evidencing that transactions between them and the company were a constant, including 
the purchase of slaves but perhaps also of other commodities.  Eight of the acquirers on 
credit seem not to be important or customary enough to justify the creation of a specific 
account – their acquisitions were all registered in the same account, even though stating 
their individual names.  Perhaps to facilitate control, the location of the buyers was 
frequently indicated, and other details about the buyers were also given: in this sale four 
women appear listed as buyers of a total of six slaves.  The occupation of the buyers was 
sometimes listed and included two sargento-mor, one tailor, one cooper, one sailor, one 
builder, one carpenter, three priests (one of which acquired seven slaves) and the two 
administrators of GPM personally acquiring a total of five slaves.
Relating to this sale it is also possible to see that while the slaves were waiting to 
be sold they were nourished, and operations were undertaken to organise their sale.  This 
is evidenced by the additional expenses related to this cargo, namely 122,000 reis for 50 
kilograms of meat and 200 kilograms of rice, and 1,270 reis for thread and letters that 
were possibly sent to the customers, as this was a very common expense for all cargos 
delivered to Brazil.  Several letters show that the company’s officials had a specific name 
for the act of feeding the slaves in Brazil prior to their sale: they were being improved or 
benefited (beneficiados). 
Since this research is based on archival research of GPM records, analysis of the 
lives of the slaves that were bought by landowners will not be undertaken.  Rather, 
attention is focused on the slaves that were kept by GPM to be used in its operations: 
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what were they doing, what were they used for, what expenses were incurred by the 
company in order to keep these slaves? 
Once again, the Journal pertaining to the administration of Pará is revealing, as 
are the contents of the letters exchanged between Pará or Maranhão and Lisbon.  The 
above-mentioned acquisition of 91 slaves by GPM on 1776 was recorded in an account 
called “Company General” that would include many entries related with other 
transactions.  This seems to indicate that locally the administrations did not have an 
account for “Fixed Assets”, nor did they produce a balance sheet.  Rather, it seems that 
information on the acquisition of slaves for the service of the company would only 
interfere with the measure of performance of the local administration, and the position 
(debit or credit) towards the company as a whole.  On the contrary, in books located in 
Lisbon, the account “Fixed Assets” did exist, was included in the annual balance sheet, 
and comprised the value of slaves in every location, along with other assets such as 
buildings, warehouses, different tools and animals.  There is no evidence that these 
human assets were re-valued each year, contrasting with the case of  Antebellum US and 
British West Indies, for which such practice was common and was considered particularly 
disturbing by Fleischman et al. (2011b, p. 771).  However, when a slave pertaining to 
GPM was sold to a third party or died a credit entry was made to this account.  As 
detailed on page 144 of this journal, GPM received 120,000 reis for selling a slave that it 
previously owned and utilised.  Analysing this account over the years it is possible to 
formulate an idea of the number of slaves that the company would have at its service, and 
this information is compiled in Table 5.2 (next section). 
How did GPM utilise the slaves in its possession?  Once again the journal sheds 
light on the many occupations they could be assigned to: domestic servants in the house 
of the administration of the company, in several factories GPM owned, loading and 
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unloading of ships, packing and stowing produce, repairing ships while in berth, and 
paddling canoes.  However, they were also rented to third parties, including local 
authorities for performing public works.  Importantly, when they were rented they would 
generate revenue for GPM, which was then recorded in the accounting books.  On 29 
November 1775 for example (TT_GPM_173_32) GPM received 3,500 reis for the work 
undertaken by a slave caulker.  Also, page 39 reveals that GPM received another 2,400 
reis on 11 December 1775 relating to slave sawyers.  On 30 December of that same year 
(p. 41) GPM received another 31,250 reis for work undertaken by slaves at the arsenal, 
and again on 31 March 1776 a total of 357,410 reis relating to the same work for the first 
three months of that year (p. 83).  Another example appears on page 57, this time for 
slaves performing tasks in packing produce.  One of the most interesting aspects that 
evidences the sophistication of the accounting system relates to the way tasks performed 
by these slaves were ascribed to several different areas of business.  The price of cargo 
from Pará to Lisbon would include the value of the work undertaken by the slaves: 
packing, stowing, loading, and whatever was necessary.  In fact, the board in Lisbon 
constantly stressed the importance of assigning the value of the work undertaken by 
slaves to the specific areas of business in which they had been used, and persistently 
asked for separate information assessing the profitability of specific businesses, 
comparing their costs with their revenues.  On 20 April 1770, for example, the 
administrators of Maranhão were reminded of the obligation to send to Lisbon “the 
distinct accounts [for each business] as well as the one of the slaves, their upkeep 
deducted from the profit of their work that you have ascribed on the previously sent 
accounts” (TT_GPM_215_6). 
Although books relating specifically to the administration in Maranhão have not 
survived, letters confirm that, there too, slaves belonging to GPM were used in different 
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tasks and this would bring revenue to the company which would help to pay for their 
upkeep expenses.  In the above mentioned letter of 20 April 1770 to the administration in 
Maranhão the Board informed the administrators that two men were travelling in one of 
the ships of the company and once arriving there they had a mission: they were to create a 
new sheepskin factory in Maranhão, under the agreement signed with the company in 
Lisbon.  The letter and the documents mentioned as being attached to it detailed a fixed 
salary of 960 reis per day for both men, and the attribution of 
Three or four slaves that you shall give them to work in the said factory; every expense 
that you make with it [the factory] both with the acquisition of skins as well as with the 
upkeep of the slaves you will send us annually an extract, in which you should deduct any 
profit or income you obtain there (TT_GPM_215_10). 
Slaves could also end up being sold to a third party, either because there was a good offer 
or because the slave would prove to be inadequate, or simply due to occasional shortness 
of work. 
While the slaves generated income in many different activities, the company 
needed to acquire what was necessary for their upkeep.  Analysis of the account 
“Expenses with Slaves and Canoes” provides some details on this.  Some of the entries 
have only vague descriptions, such as “expenses of the slaves”, but more frequently 
detailed lists of items as diverse as butter, chicken, flour, beans, dried meat, vegetable 
oil85, fabric of shirts and shorts (knee breeches), tobacco, spirits, salt, candles and wax.  
Special food for the sick, medicines and medical care, if indeed bleeding could be 
considered as a medical treatment, were also frequent.  Special care for temporary 
disabilities also appeared, such as a sling for an injured slave for 3,480 reis.  Security 
issues could also imply costs for the company, such as 10,770 reis paid to recover two 
runaway slaves in Pará on 9 February 1776 (TT_GPM_173_73).  Spiritual care of the 
85 Oil obtained from a native plant of the Amazon region, called andiroba (Carapa guianensis). 
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slaves was not forgotten, and on 30 June 1776 (TT_GPM_173_112) 3,200 reis was paid 
to the priest (cura) for confession (desobriga). 
A glance at the diversity of goods provided to these slaves may lead to a 
conclusion that they were, as far as possible given the conditions of the era, well treated 
and provided with the necessary items for their upkeep.  Considering the diversity of 
tasks they were relied upon to perform and the amounts of income they would generate, 
GPM certainly had some incentive to protect this “asset”.  However, the bare simplicity, 
almost coldness, of accounting numbers provides a cruder image.  Comparing the total of 
these items, however diverse, with the amounts that were constantly given to 
administrators for payment of general expenses, apart from their already generous salaries, 
provides a clearer picture of the place they occupied in the ranks of the company. 86
5.6 Slaves as Fixed Assets 
Slaves were recognised as fixed assets when the company acquired some for its own use.  
Otherwise there was never a stock of slaves recognised as assets, as the company always 
tried to sell each cargo as soon as possible after landing in Brazil.  This was a common 
feature of the trade, not exclusive to this company, and was directly related with the 
physical condition of the slaves after the journey across the Atlantic.  Any delay in selling 
the slaves would imply the danger of some of them revealing the signs of a long and 
turbulent journey, and all that the process of enslavement entailed, such as disease.  
Therefore, in order to avoid reducing the income of the voyage, either by a reduction on 
the sale price, more favourable credit conditions given to buyers, or even the total loss 
due to the death of a slave, speeding up the process of sale was crucial.  Also, given the 
86 An example can be provided for year 1770: while financial statements mentioned a total of 4,797,610 reis
for “ordinary expenses of the Board” for that year alone (TT_GPM_77), the cost of provisions, clothing and 
“health care” of slaves pertaining to the service of the house in Maranhão from 1760 to 1770 (11 years) 
was 3,892,598 reis. 
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permanent demand from buyers, any incoming cargo would be sold in a limited amount 
of time, sometimes only a few days. In any case, the result of any given slaving voyage 
would only be reported in the financial statements corresponding to the year of its 
conclusion in Lisbon.  Table 5.2 details per year the amount of fixed assets reported in the 
balance sheet, and analysis of the account “Fixed Assets”, both in the ledgers and journals, 
provides information on the number and value of slaves assigned per year and per 
location to this account. 
Table 5.2 Fixed Assets and Slaves at GPM 
Fixed Assets (in reis) Number and Location of Slaves 
Year Total Slaves % Pará Maranhão Cape Verde Pernaiba Total 
1759 10,117,169 2,430,000 24.0% 20 2 22 
1760 12,115,149 3,270,000 27.0% 20 9 29 
1761 12,220,420 3,270,000 26.8% 20 9 29 
1762 15,794,893 3,430,000 21.7% 21 9 30 
1763 15,944,893 3,580,000 22.5% 21 9 2 32 
1764 15,944,833 3,580,000 22.5% 21 9 2 32 
1765 16,933,993 4,485,000 26.5% 29 9 2 40 
1766 18,632,101 5,908,800 31.7% 29 20 2 51 
1767 18,632,101 5,908,800 31.7% 29 20 2 51 
1768 25,144,177 10,568,800 42.0% 57 32 2 91 
1769 22,817,761 8,268,800 36.2% 37 32 2 71 
1770 22,762,761 8,268,800 36.3% 37 32 2 71 
1771 38,376,791 7,673,800 20.0% 32 32 2 66 
1772 45,250,561 14,488,800 32.0% 62 60 2 124 
1773 43,302,321 12,540,560 29.0% 62 31 2 95 
1774 42,624,583 10,240,560 24.0% 42 31 2 75 
1775 43,039,343 10,575,320 24.6% 27 48 2 77 
1776 43,247,743 10,775,320 24.9% 28 48 2 78 
1777 62,078,454 18,215,020 29.3% 88 50 2 14 154 
1778 70,609,591 19,241,935 27.3% 88 50 34 14 186 
Source: TT_GPM_20_66, TT_GPM_21_30, TT_GPM_22_80, TT_GPM_23_94, TT_GPM_24_116, 
TT_GPM_25_107, TT_GPM_26_59, TT_GPM_77, TT_GPM_78 
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Analysis of Table 5.2 shows that the minimum percentage that slaves represented in the 
total fixed assets was 20% in 1771, and the maximum was reached in 1768 with the 
slaves representing as much as 42% of the total fixed assets.  Some explanations are 
helpful to understand these figures.  First it should be mentioned that the total of fixed 
assets was obtained directly from the company’s financial statements (TT_GPM_77 and 
TT_GPM_78), except for the years 1772 to 1778.  This happened for two reasons: first 
because from 1772 until 1774 the figure mentioned in the balance sheet does not 
represent in any way the amount registered in the ledgers, and no explanation for this 
inconsistency was found (the amount of fixed assets on the 1772 balance sheet was 
20,240,000 reis, and for 1773 and 1774 19,300,000 reis.  These figures are completely 
inaccurate, given the debits and credits in the account “Fixed Assets”).  From this date on, 
no more financial statements produced by the company were found in the books; the first 
instance after that only appeared for 1835, followed by an extensive report on events from 
1778 to 1835, which however does not include an explanation for the intermediate 
absence of financial statements (report written on 12 March 1836 by the Liquidating 
Board, TT_GPM_77, pp. 312-349).  Therefore, for the years 1772 to 1778 the values in 
Table 5.2 are taken from the account “Fixed Assets” recorded in the several ledgers. 
The value of the fixed assets did not include the company’s fleet; instead these 
were reported as an independent item in the balance sheet, listing the value per ship, 
which changed every year according to the costs that had been assigned to each ship at 
that stage of the voyage.  At the date of reporting there were several ships with different 
stages of their journeys completed and, given the technical limitations of the time, the 
company waited for the completion of the voyage in Lisbon to determine the result of 
each ship’s expedition.  This difficulty of ascertaining periodic profits was compounded 
by the fact that the financial statements and resulting dividends for each year were made 
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available for shareholders sometimes as early as January the next year.  For example, the 
financial statements of 1764 were ready on 12 January 1765 (TT_GPM_78, fl. 58) and 
the dividends were to be paid from 21 January of that year. 
The number, location and value of the slaves shown in Table 5.2 were obtained by 
analysing all the entries in the account fixed assets.  This comparison between financial 
statements and entries in the several ledgers shows that for some of the years the total 
reported as fixed assets did not coincide with entries in the ledgers, perhaps due to the 
desire to complete the yearly financial statements at the beginning of January of the 
subsequent year, when clearly not all information regarding these assets was available.  
Along with the limited technical means of the time, the board in Lisbon also had to count 
on the rapidness and efficiency of the administrators in Africa and Brazil to provide the 
necessary information.  Many letters exchanged between Lisbon and the overseas 
administrations stress this importance, one aspect that will be further analysed in Chapter 
6.  It also becomes clear that only Pará and Maranhão reported the value of slaves as 
fixed assets, because while extracts for the African administrations show the existence 
and corresponding value of “slaves pertaining to the service of the house”, Table 5.2 
shows that for the entire period analysed only Cape Verde acknowledged the existence of 
two slaves from 1763, a number extended to 34 in 1778 due to the transfer of 32 from 
Bissau and Cacheu.  However, the entry clarifies that the transfer had occurred in 1773 
and that the number 32 was an estimate because “of these, the administrators sold part 
and it is supposed that the rest remained in service of the administration, for there hasn’t 
been any clarification so far” (TT_GPM_14_7683). 
To elaborate further on this, a few examples can be provided.  Extract 60 of 1 
September 1770 (TT_GPM_53_40) referred the existence on 24 January 1769 of 38 
slaves pertaining to the service of the house in Cacheu; on 30 September 1772 extract 117 
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(TT_GPM_53_86) detailed the existence of 6 ladinos in Cape Verde, and on 28 July 1773 
extract 144 (TT_GPM_53_110) mentioned 25 slaves pertaining to the service of the 
house in Cacheu.  None of these were ever registered in the account “Fixed Assets”.  The 
analysis of these extracts over the years leads to the conclusion that the number of slaves 
with this function was unstable, but even so it is unlikely that by the end of each year 
every location would sell all its slaves, thereby explaining their absence in the financial 
statements of the company.  Also, the acquisition of 91 slaves by GPM in Pará in 1776 
(see above Subsection 5.5.3) did not lead to any entry in the account “Fixed Assets” for 
that year.  On 31 December 1777 there were several entries, for a total of 143 slaves, but 
it was stressed that these came from several cargos.  On the same date, a total of 83 slaves 
were credited to this account, the reasons for these being the sale of 67, one sent to 
Maranhão, and 15 dead. 
It is also clear that many entries in this account were made at a stage when the 
company was liquidating its operations, as the several entries in the journal for 1777 and 
1778 show.  This is to stress that the value of this account might have been typically 
undervalued.  Entries were made considering the sale price of the acquired slave in the 
corresponding cargo, which means the company treated this acquisition as a normal sale 
to itself.  Several entries also show the use these slaves were put to, and the change that 
could occur in their situation overtime.  They could be acquired initially to perform 
domestic service, or to perform any other duties: packing, stowing and many other tasks, 
as well as being rented out or sold to third parties (see above, Subsection 5.5.3).  
Sometimes, slaves were acquired to perform specific duties, as in the case of 29 who were 
acquired on 16 November 1772 in Maranhão for shelling rice (TT_GPM_22_80).  
However the sale of these same slaves was registered, with a considerable loss, on the 
same account on 4 March 1773. 
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The skill of a given slave was sometimes stated in these entries.  In 1758 two 
slaves were acquired for a total of 200,000 reis, “to learn the cooper trade” (TT_GPM_23, 
fl. 94), and in 1776 one single slave was acquired for the unusually high amount of 
200,000 reis, perhaps due to his skills as a caulker (TT_GPM_22, fl. 80).  Less frequently, 
ledgers reveal unusual entries given the substance of this account. For example, on 26 
October 1765 (TT_GPM_22_80) a debit of 103,800 reis due to the upkeep and other 
expenses of the slaves pertaining to the service of the house in Cacheu until 5 May 1765. 
5.7 Discussion of the Findings 
This chapter has examined the accounting practices that GPM applied to the slaves, based 
on the several functions that these human beings could assume since their enslavement in 
Africa, through to their sale and exploitation in Brazil.  The findings revealed by the 
analysis of the accounting records will be further discussed in Chapter 7, assembling the 
findings of the other chapters, and answering the research questions, but some 
preliminary conclusions can be addressed now. 
 It is evident from the records examined that accounting played a very important 
role in the establishment and management of the many activities this company undertook.  
This importance was stated in many legal documents, such as the 1755 and 1757 charters, 
but especially in the 1760 specific statutes for the good government of the company.  
Many letters and documents also stated the quality of GPM’s accounting and the need for 
similar routines and procedures to be adopted by other Pombaline companies.  The 
voluminous amount of correspondence exchanged between GPM’s several official 
representatives also reveal the extent to which the Board in Lisbon relied on this 
technology to manage the company from a distance in a time of very limited 
communications, an issue that will be further addressed in Chapter 6. 
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This study is not concerned primarily with the origins of the accounting practices 
that were applied by GPM to the slave trade, although those origins seem likely to include 
the long experience of the Portuguese in the slave trade, dating from the 1440s.  Of 
greater concern in this research, however, are the determinants, as well as the effects, of 
the practices adopted.  The records examined show how the costing of the slaves was 
calculated, making visible a clear difference between the system that was prevalent until 
1773 and the rules that were applied from that year on, as a result of pressures exerted 
over the company by the government in Lisbon.  Importantly, the modification in the 
costing routines show the extent of such pressures and the way accounting was used to 
legitimise the role and actions of GPM in the context of the functions it had been 
attributed since its inception. 
Formally, GPM was not a state-owned monopoly – in fact its character of private 
initiative was frequently emphasized – but in the Portuguese context of the time 
(“enlightened despotism”) the state was a dominant influence over the company.  The 
company was a means to an end: to develop the two captaincies in Brazil and bring 
wealth to their inhabitants and the Portuguese nation.  In their study of the Royal Soap 
Factory of Seville, Carmona and Donoso (2004) applied notions gathered from 
institutional sociology to demonstrate that cost accounting was a means used by that 
organisation to achieve legitimacy.  In the case of GPM it might be argued that the need 
for legitimacy was not at stake.  The company had been created seeking the favour of 
God and the King, himself a shareholder, had entrusted the company with a special duty 
that legitimized the numerous privileges it had been granted.  In the case of GPM 
competition was also not a problem, since the company had a monopoly over trade into 
and from the two captaincies. Instead, and as demonstrated, cost accounting techniques – 
particularly from 1773 – were developed and applied in response to pressures exerted 
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over the company following complaints about the prices charged for slaves being too high.  
In compliance with the directives of the state, the company developed and applied 
meticulous costing calculations in order to ensure, and to be able to prove, that the prices 
charged for the slaves recovered only the costs. 
In their study of the Royal Soap Factory of Seville, Carmona and Donoso (2004, 
pp. 149-150) alluded to the importance of having “external experts who were independent 
from the parties” performing the tests that were conducted as a basis for price 
determination.  An analogy could be applied to the certificates issued by the Guinea 
Governors, certifying the acquisition costs for slaves and other expenses in Africa.  
However, João Pereira Caldas, the Governor of Pará, would suspect the reliability of 
these certificates in later correspondence to Lisbon.  With the benefit that distancing from 
the events provides, it is possible today to agree with some of his suspicions.  Considering 
that since 1757 the company had been secretly appointed the political and military 
government of those territories in Africa, which included appointing the governors, who 
could not interfere with the company’s affairs, it is hardly conceivable that those men 
would issue statements that would compromise the credibility of the company.  Based on 
those certificates, GPM was able to apply cost accounting techniques to demonstrate the 
truthfulness embedded in the figures and also to serve its own interests – costs assigned to 
the trade were demonstrated to be reasonable, true and fair.  As Carmona and Donoso 
stated (2004, p. 133), “in this respect, institutional theorists depict cost accounting 
calculations like technical tools that are seen to engender legitimacy”.  Furthermore, it 
shows that “individuals and organizations will attempt to create an environment in which 
they can enact their claims behind a façade of technical arguments” (Carmona and 
Donoso, 2004, p. 150).  For the state, as well as for the Board that managed the company 
from Lisbon, “control at a distance was facilitated.  The “real” practices of the costing 
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calculations became less significant than the opportunities for intervening in the name of 
costs” (Miller and Napier, 1993, p. 641, emphasis in original).  
This chapter also demonstrated how accounting records reveal so much about the 
slave trade, and in so doing unveils how the technology of accounting was integral to 
enabling it.  As shown in Section 5.5, GPM’s accounting records reveal in striking detail 
the lives of the slaves, from their enslavement in Africa, the crossing of the Atlantic, 
through to their sale to Brazilian buyers, as well as their use as “assets” by GPM in a 
variety of tasks.  In so doing, accounting follows, witnesses and records their journey 
from free men and women to chattels, and their recognition and treatment as financial 
assets.  In revealing so much about the slaves, accounting documents human lives, and to 
some extent allows suppressed voices to be heard.  Accounting also helps to explain 
behaviours – why slave trade took the form it did.  The many items that were assigned to 
the costing of the slaves evidence the cold logic that underpinned this trade, the brutality 
of recognising and treating human beings as chattels, and the many segments of society 
that were complicit to this reality. 
As shown in Section 5.5, the accounting system employed by GPM was not 
merely registering after the event facts, but was concerned with extracting maximum 
profit from the slaves.  Indeed, in spite of having given up any profit from the slave trade 
itself, breaking-even from it from 1773 on, GPM maintained its goal of profiting from the 
use of its own slaves and consequently from the third leg of the voyage.  GPM’s archive 
reveals, in addition to the diversity of its operations and the complex web of relationships 
that underpinned them, that the owners and officers of the company were well-informed 
of the sources of its profits.  In fact, according to its financial statements, until the end of 
1772 the company accounted for a net profit of 58,620,899 reis for this trade, less than 
four per cent of the total profit it enjoyed from all of its operations over this period and 
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representing a profit rate of only 4.7 per cent.  Confronted with such a low rate of return, 
why did GPM persist with the slave trade? 87  Apart from the legal obligation, a key 
explanation is that the second leg of each triangular voyage – the slave trade – was 
indispensable for realising huge profits on the third leg of the voyage.  That is, the slave 
trade was integral to the company’s profit maximization, with accounting revealing and 
promoting the exploitation of human beings.  The company’s accounting system 
measured the performance of slaves and allocated the value of their labour, enabling the 
effective and remote stewardship of resources and operations.  The administrators of the 
company were direct beneficiaries of its accounting records and computations: these 
permitted the determination of the commissions payable on GPM’s transactions, 
including slave trading. 
GPM’s accounting records also reveal how slaves were crucial to a whole range of 
operations the company undertook.  Not only did the company remind its agents in Africa 
to acquire skilled slaves that could be more easily sold in Brazil, but it also selected from 
each cargo the strongest and more skilled slaves to remain in its service and to be rented 
out to third parties.  The resulting wages for the work performed by the slaves were 
received by GPM and balanced with the meagre costs of provisions that were provided to 
them. 
Along with the evidence of the use of cost accounting techniques for legally 
trading human beings, the examples gathered from the archival sources of GPM provide 
crude images of the real meaning of this trade.  Mannix (1962, p. xiii) stated that: 
The English laughed at the French for being excitable, and at the Portuguese for baptizing 
whole shiploads of slaves before taking them to Brazil.  In truth those wholesale baptisms 
must have been ludicrous affairs, yet they were not without meaning.  They showed that 
the Portuguese at least regarded Africans as human beings with souls to be saved, and 
87 According to Rediker (2007, p. 50) “the average rate of profit for slave trade investors in the eighteenth 
century was 9 to 10 percent, which was considerable but not excessive by the standards of the day”. 
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they help to explain why slavery in Brazil, though as cruel as slavery in the British West 
Indies, was in some respects a more liberal institution. 
However, even though “massed baptism prior to embarkation in Africa” (Russel-Wood, 
1992, p. 202) was indeed performed and the related costs adequately assigned to the trade, 
the names of these human beings will forever remain unknown.  Yet the accounting 
calculations have survived; and accounting was deeply embedded in the processes by 
which they were enslaved. 
5.8 Summary 
Based on extensive archival research, this chapter has sought to document and analyse the 
accounting techniques that were developed and applied by GPM for the purpose of 
trading in human beings (slaves).  It has been shown that the company developed a 
sophisticated system of costing that parallels many of the techniques of costing in use 
today: distinguishing direct and indirect costs, allocating overhead costs and dealing with 
“normal spoilage”.  The impetus for the company’s development of this system was 
twofold.  First, the nature of the company’s operations meant that its financial backers 
were confronted with a significant challenge in managing its “actions at a distance”.  An 
elaborate and detailed accounting system – including complex costing records – was part 
of the response to dealing with this challenge.  Second, particularly after 1773, the 
company was subject to intense pressure in its role as an instrument of the Portuguese 
State.  Complaints about the prices charged for slaves amidst the imperative of helping to 
foster economic development necessitated meticulous costing practices.  These would 
allow prices to be set on a “cost recovery basis” and provide a detailed record by which 
such prices could be justified.  In this way, accounting techniques were developed and 
applied which were integral to enabling the slave trading operations.  Accounting, and 
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cost accounting practices in particular, were deeply embedded in the episode of human 
misery that slave trading constituted. 
The next chapter will focus on the accounting techniques that were used to manage 
the resources of the company from a distance.  Given the technical limitations of the time, 
especially with regard to communications, it will be demonstrated how the board in 
Lisbon used accounting to manage the company’s physical and human resources and 
extract the maximum profit from them.  It will also address the role of accounting in 
justifying the company’s actions before the King and requesting more privileges, as well 
as managing the recurrently turbulent relationship with Brazilian producers and local 
authorities. 
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6 Chapter 6: Action at a Distance - Accounting and the Management 
of Resources of the Company of Grão Pará and Maranhão
The power of accounting resided in its ability to simultaneously serve multiple interests. 
Davie (2005a, p. 77) 
6.1 Introduction 
Chapter 4 described the context in which GPM was created, the privileges it was 
systematically granted, and the main lines of businesses it conducted across three 
continents.  Chapter 5 focused on the accounting system of GPM, its importance and 
structure, and the main routines and costing techniques that were applied to the slave 
trade, highlighting the determinants of such practices.  This chapter focuses on the 
management of the company’s resources from a distance, highlighting the main 
challenges and difficulties faced, that were typical of a company operating in three 
continents, in a complex context, and where communications were limited and slow.  
Given such conditions, it will be demonstrated how the Board in Lisbon used accounting 
to manage the company’s resources and extract the maximum profit from them.  This 
chapter also addresses the role of accounting in justifying the company’s actions before 
the King and requesting more privileges, as well as managing the recurrently turbulent 
relationship with Brazilian producers and local authorities.  By demonstrating the several 
uses accounting was put to, this chapter will emphasize the remarkable versatility of this 
technology, including how it was used to manage action at a distance. 
6.2 The Structure and Physical Resources of the Company 
The nature of the company’s activities required that its physical and human resources be 
disseminated across three continents.  Although its basic triangular trade fundamentally 
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depended on the fleets that connected these continents, it would be injudicious to presume 
that the remainder of the company’s activities were trivial.  Quite the contrary, much of 
the intricacies of GPM’s undertakings, and of the underlying information/accounting 
system, can be observed in the activities that were developed in its several locations while 
ships were coming and going.  This section highlights the typical organization of the 
company as evidenced by the archival sources. 
6.2.1 Lisbon 
According to its statutes, GPM was managed from Lisbon and consequently all 
accounting information and decisions were centralized there.  The main facilities of the 
company included several warehouses and the house of the Board.  Considering GPM’s 
activities, its fleet was naturally one of its most important assets, and it initially comprised 
two warships given by the King.  Over the years, several other ships of different 
dimensions and types and built either in Portugal or in Brazil were added.  In parallel, the 
company would also hire privately owned ships, according to its needs. 
Details on how the company was managed and how its operations were conducted 
were prescribed in the 1760 statutes. 88  Being managed from Lisbon implied that all 
decisions affecting the company as a whole, or just one specific overseas administration, 
were taken by the Board that officiated in twice weekly sessions at its house.  In these 
sessions, presided by the Superintendent, problems were analyzed, options were 
considered, goals were established, and strategic and operational decisions were made. 
88 Although these specific statutes were prepared only on 18 January 1760, coinciding with the beginning of 
the mandate of the second GPM Board, their introductory paragraphs evidenced that the contents 
corresponded to practices that had been developed and applied during the first Board mandate.  
Additionally, on 5 December 1756 the King requested a report describing the management procedures 
adopted by GPM’s Board and suggesting specific ones to be adopted at the Alto Douro Wines Company.  
On 15 December 1756 the King commanded the same practices to be adopted at the Alto Douro Wines 
Company, and praised “the zeal and correctness” of GPM’s Board (TT_GPM_87, fls. 11-15). 
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However, mere administrative issues, “proper of clerks, salesclerks and bookkeepers” 
should not burden the Boards’ attention, time and energy in these meetings (Chapter 10).  
Letters from overseas agents were read aloud by the Secretary so that every Board 
member would be informed.  Decisions were taken based on a majority of votes, and 
ensuing replies to letters were also read aloud. Chapter 11 defined these procedures and 
also established penalties for the Secretary for not acting accordingly.  The need for 
confidentiality and discretion about the decisions taken at the Board level, under severe 
penalties, was highlighted in Chapter 44. 
According to Chapter 13 of the 1760 statutes, the company was divided into four 
different departments, namely “Navy”, “Warehouse”, “Debts Collection Inspection” and 
“Bookkeeping Inspection”.  Each of these departments had different and complementary 
roles, defined in considerable detail in the subsequent chapters, including prescriptions on 
the information that would be permanently gathered and presented to the Board.  These 
included a detailed list of the auxiliary books that each department would have, the way 
entries would be made, and how the Superintendent and Deputies would control staff 
members allocated to keep those books. 
Briefly, the “Navy” department (chapters 14 and 15) was responsible for every 
fleet expedition and acquisition of every commodity, while the “Warehouse” department 
(chapters 16 to 20) was in charge of the storage and dispatch of all the merchandise, up 
until its sale and delivery.  The “Debts Collection Inspection” (Chapter 21) was 
responsible for collecting every debt and delivering the money to the company’s coffers, 
while the “Bookkeeping Inspection” (Inspecção da Contadoria, Chapter 22) was 
overseen by an inspector whose duties were carefully emphasized, given the importance 
of accounting for the good management of GPM. 
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The far reaching and enormous territorial dispersion of the company’s activities is 
visible in its books.  Indeed, suppliers, customers and agents of the company were located 
all over Portugal, as well as in the major trading locations in Europe: Amsterdam, 
Bayonne, Beauvais, Genoa, Hamburg, London, Marseille and Rouen, among many others, 
and even stretching as far as Saint Petersburg (TT_GPM_24_305).  The flow of 
merchandise to and from those locations was wide-ranging and constantly growing. 
The start of a voyage, either to Africa, Pará or Maranhão, would imply putting in 
place a complex array of arrangements, overseen by deputies.  Dates of departure had to 
be defined, either due to legal restrictions or, most commonly, for natural conditions; 
number and type of ships had to be defined, some of which belonged to the company, 
while others had to be rented; captain and crew members had to be selected.  Indeed, the 
selection of suitable ship captains was to be given particular attention by the Board, as 
stated in the 1755 statutes (Article 12), as the outcome of a voyage could depend on their 
skill, experience, character and actions.  Ships had to be set up with the necessary 
provisions, as well as items required by agents in overseas administrations, or simply 
deemed adequate to undertake other businesses, such as the slave trade.  All of these 
matters had to be settled in time for departure. 
Taking as an example the first slave carrying voyage the company undertook after 
its establishment, the information gathered from the accounting books reveals many of 
the details and challenges that preparing such a voyage would entail, as well as the 
considerable investment the company had to make.  On 31 December 1755 an entry was 
made in the memorial (TT_GPM_63_14) detailing all costs borne with the fitting of the 
ship Galera S. Jozé that departed from Lisbon to Cacheu, with Jozé Ferreira de Azevedo 
as captain.  Although some of the costs were listed according to the Board members’ 
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recollection, as many documents were destroyed in the 1 November 1755 Earthquake, 
this did not compromise the extensive detail revealed in the book.  The expenses were 
separated according to several categories, as detailed in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1 Costs of the Galera S. Jozé, December 1755 (in reis) 
Building costs of the ship 791,205
Fitting up of the ship 1,130,014
Provisions for voyage Lisbon-Cacheu 458,796
Canonicals 15,640
Exit fees 58,704
Advance on crew wages 308,800
Provisions and others lost in the earthquake 101,360
2,864,519
2% Commission for the Board 57,290
Total 2,921,809
Source: TT_GPM_63_14 
Extensive information was provided on the items acquired to equip the ship, the 
operations that would take place, and the resources involved in them.  These listings 
reveal that, apart from the building of the ship itself, there were a lot of important 
elements necessary to equip it, and also that a considerable amount of bureaucracy was in 
place before the ship could depart.  This is revealed by the amount of 1,130,014 reis for 
equipping the ship that included, among many others, moorings, cables and ropes, 
hoisting implements, boilers, sailcloth, and goods purveyed and work done by coopers.  
Some of these items, such as for example the boilers, were specifically stated as being 
both for the crew and slaves.  On the other hand, the amount of 58,704 reis, although 
comparatively low, includes no less than 16 different fees paid to the same number of 
public departments and officers, shedding light on the prevalent bureaucracy.  Linking 
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these amounts to the ledger (TT_GPM_23_5) reveals that the ship was acquired on 13 
August 1755 for 4,842,552 reis, a sum also visible in the financial statements of 1759 
(TT_GPM_78_10).  Additionally, the ship was loaded with a total of 10,745,005 reis of 
merchandise destined to be available for sale in Cacheu, including for bartering for the 
much desired slaves (TT_GPM_63_12). 
On the same date, the company sent another ship to Angola, the Galera Nossa 
Senhora da Conceição, acquired by 5,687,112 reis (TT_GPM_23_5), while additional 
costs are detailed in Table 6.2.  Merchandise carried on this ship amounted to 8,393,147 
reis (TT_GPM_63_11).  All the above amounts for both ships included the customary 
commission of two per cent for the Board. 
Table 6.2 Costs of the Galera Nossa Senhora da Conceição, December 1755 (in reis) 
Building costs of the ship 705,040
Fitting up of the ship 1,152,845
Provisions for voyage Lisbon-Angola 438,826
Canonicals 24,200
Exit fees 59,188
Advance on crew wages 404,800
Provisions and others lost in the earthquake 92,470
2,877,369
2% Commission for the Board 57,547
Total 2,934,916
Source: TT_GPM_63_13 
Being among the very first voyages undertaken by the company, these stand as two of the 
simplest cases available in the archival sources.  For subsequent voyages details in both 
the accounting records and correspondence reveal the nature and complexity of 
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operations taking place in the several locations to be much more intricate and 
interconnected. 
6.2.2 Africa 
According to the Memorial (TT_GPM_63_65) the ship Galera São Jozé departed Cacheu 
in May 1756, heading to Pará and carrying 94 slaves on board.  The dispatch was 
organised by the local administrator, Manoel Ferreira de Oliveira, and the total value of 
this cargo, including provisions and other items given to the slaves until departure and 
several taxes, was 6,670,960 reis.  Further information reveals that for the second leg of 
the voyage (Cacheu-Pará) there were additional costs of 685,560 reis (TT_GPM_23_5). 
Much activity was conducted in Africa before ships arrived, while they were in 
berth and after their departure.  First and foremost, local administrators were constantly 
exhorted to acquire slaves at a steady pace, to ensure a ready supply for any incoming 
ship.  It was understood that trust and loyalty could be created between the company and 
its suppliers if they knew they could dispose of their merchandise at any time, which 
would progressively eliminate the competition from foreign slavers operating in the 
region (TT_GPM_98_31).  As mentioned in Chapter 4, Portugal could not overtly oppose 
the competition of these traders, despite claims that they were violating Portuguese 
authority in the region.  However, this reasoning of the Board presented practical 
difficulties for local administrators, as the costs of maintaining the slaves in the 
barracoons – including safety concerns – would thus be transferred into GPM’s hands.  
Furthermore, there was a real danger of escape and casualties among the stored slaves, as 
evidenced by the company’s financial statements.  Indeed, apart from the cost of dead 
slaves during the crossing of the Atlantic, which was allocated to the cost of each cargo 
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(as seen in Chapter 5, for each cargo the cost of dead slaves was systematically 
reallocated over the surviving ones), there were similar losses while still in Africa.  The 
Financial Statements of 1770 include a loss of 14,320,840 reis referring to “dead and 
runaway slaves in Cacheu and Bissau from 1763 to 1768” (TT_GPM_77_216), while for 
1772 the “cost of 207 slaves that the administrators of Cacheu have shown by certificates 
as being runaway or dead from 1769 to 1772” implied a total loss of 14,000,500 reis
(TT_GPM_77_258).  The number of “slaves in the service of the house” also suggests 
that, apart from pure domestic service, some of them could be involved in securing the 
cargo awaiting dispatch to Brazil. 
 The instructions sent to administrators in Africa highlighted what could be at stake. 
If there were not sufficient slaves to complete a cargo, several options were presented to 
local administrators: the ship’s departure could be delayed, which meant “greater 
suffering among slaves who sat chained together in barracoons – needing to be fed, kept 
healthy, and guarded – while more slaves were acquired for waiting ships” (Hawthorne, 
2010, p. 113).  From the suppliers’ viewpoint, the company’s need to complete a cargo 
presented an opportunity to increase sale prices; but from the company’s perspective, the 
delay also implied having adequate slave holdings, as well as enough human resources to 
ensure no one escaped, or to recapture fugitives – all options represented either 
investments or costs.  One enlightening example can be found on 26 October 1765 
(TT_GPM_9_576), when a sum of 482,000 reis was given by the administrator of Cacheu, 
Pedro Rodrigues de Souza, to “neighbouring kings for sending him 29 slaves of the 36 
that had escaped”.  Furthermore, this entry evidenced other sums paid to create or 
improve conditions in the slave holdings.  These included a new rooftop for the house of 
the slaves and gunpowder to fumigate it, pans, wood sleeping boards and mats, bolts and 
door-locks, and candlewax “to hold slaves at night”.  The delay could also imply 
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casualties for crew members, less able to resist local diseases, or even as a result of 
attacks or uprisings.  If not, at least such delays would mean higher salaries to be paid to 
sailors since, as mentioned in Chapter 5, sailors sometimes received a daily wage, instead 
of a fixed sum for the whole voyage or per each leg of it. 
To complete their cargos, ships anchored in Bissau could travel to Cacheu, or vice 
versa.  But apart from the delay this also meant more suffering for the slaves locked 
below deck, a reality that would be translated into direct costs for the company: higher 
risk of spreading diseases among the cargo, uprisings or attempts at freeing the captives 
by fellow community members, and deaths – some of which were the result of suicide.  
As Hawthorne (2010, p. 114) stressed, “the elaborate gamesmanship that went into filling 
ships’ hulls often resulted in increased misery for captives”.  The Board constantly 
exhorted administrators in Africa and ship captains to acquire and embark only healthy 
slaves and to embark them “clean and well packed” (among many other examples, see 
TT_GPM_96_1) to ensure no contagion would spread during the voyage across the 
Atlantic. 
 Apart from the slave trade, other businesses were conducted by local agents.  
Beeswax and ivory were two of the most representative and both local agents and ship 
captains were instructed to acquire such products, provided this did not interfere with the 
slave trade.  The company also introduced most of the commodities necessary in the 
region and conducted a thriving commercial activity in Cape Verde, Cacheu and Bissau, 
as revealed both by the packing lists to these regions and the amount of commissions paid 
to local agents or staff.  The orchella weed, as mentioned in Chapter 4, was one of the 
most profitable for the company and its collection occupied many Cape Verde residents, 
along with the manufacturing of several types of cloth, the most important item to barter 
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for slaves.  Both in Cape Verde and on the African mainland, producing foodstuffs to be 
used either locally or as provisions for the ships was also crucial.  In sum, there was a 
multitude of different economic activities conducted locally and, if not directly overseen 
by GPM, at least having the company as an essential agent. 
Along with the company’s representatives, governors, public officers, soldiers and 
priests operated under GPM’s influence, a circumstance dictated by royal instructions to 
assist the company and, in the particular case of the regions included in the 1757 statutes, 
by the simple fact that their salaries and upkeep expenses were paid by the company.  The 
life and fortunes of those under the influence of GPM were its responsibility, and this had 
consequences not only during the time the monopoly lasted, but also from January 1778 
when Queen Maria I decided to end GPM’s monopoly.  This decision led to practical 
measures to close the local representations of the company, liquidate all assets and settle 
all pending debts.  Consequently, members of the several African administrations and 
other people were affected, suddenly lacking financial support as salaries and upkeep 
expenses were withdrawn.  Indeed, in one letter to the Governor of Bissau, Ignacio 
Xavier Bayão, on 25 November 1778 (TT_GPM_96, pp. 1-2) the Board advised that all 
requests made by this Governor to local administrators had been refused as a direct 
consequence of the end of GPM’s monopoly rights.  Consequently, all the obligations it 
had undertaken until then to provide for salaries and upkeep expenses of all local legal 
authorities had ceased.  In future any request would only be met with the signing by the 
Governor of bills of exchange, to be paid by the Royal Treasury in Lisbon, “as would be 
practised with any other private agent” (TT_GPM_96_2). 
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6.2.3 Pará and Maranhão 
After arriving in Pará carrying the same 94 slaves, whose sale was made for 7,254,000 
reis, as accounted by the local administrator Amaro Soares Lima on 12 December 1756 
(TT_GPM_63_14 and TT_GPM_1_172), the ship Galera Sao Jozé left Pará loaded with 
produce that amounted to 8,783,417 reis (TT_GPM_63_61).  The records also reveal that 
while in Pará additional costs were borne, including 227,154 reis for provisions for the 
third leg of the voyage (Pará-Lisbon) and 172,604 reis for crew wages (TT_GPM_23_5). 
As in Africa, in Pará and Maranhão there was a multitude of activities overseen 
by the company.  The monopoly rights of GPM meant obviously that the local inhabitants 
were totally dependent on the company, for most of their actions and businesses.  Apart 
from the much needed labour force from Africa, only GPM had the right to introduce any 
commodity requested by local inhabitants, although the commercial relations between the 
company and the public were partially restricted, as GPM could only trade in wholesale 
terms.  For this, the company had warehouses located in the two principal cities (Belém
and São Luis), from where its activities were conducted. 
Apart from the buildings and warehouses necessary to accommodate goods 
brought from Lisbon or Africa, and produce acquired from local producers and destined 
for Lisbon, the company also had to ensure the conditions necessary to build and repair 
ships and to lodge its human resources, including slaves that were kept from several 
cargos for GPM’s own utilization.  While waiting to be sold, slaves had to convalesce and 
be nourished, and this was directly managed by the company, while organizing the sale of 
each cargo.  However, surviving correspondence does not detail where and how such 
accommodation was provided, nor does it provide the exact location of its factories for 
rice shelling, or sheep skin manufacture.89  Instead, the correspondence was focused on 
89  Occasional information on the location of GPM’s buildings in Pará and Maranhão is sometimes 
provided in journal entries, but not in the ledgers. 
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ensuring that activities were conveniently undertaken, and maximum profit was taken 
from them, as well as constant requests for detailed financial information to support 
decisions to be taken by the Board in Lisbon. 
This section has provided information on the functioning of GPM and the physical 
resources used in its several locations, as evidenced by the archival sources.  In addition 
to the interconnectedness of the many activities undertaken in each location, it has been 
demonstrated that their complexity was far beyond the mere triangular journey.  While 
this information is important for understanding the many dimensions of GPM’s activities, 
it is the company’s human resources and their interaction that is of crucial importance to 
this study, an aspect to which next section is devoted. 
6.3 The Human Resources of the Company 
The web of relations established either between the company’s human resources and 
external agents or simply within GPM, both in Lisbon and abroad, was intense and 
complex.  Similarly to many present day companies, the Board had to manage its human 
resources from a distance, a task that was made substantially harder due to the constraints 
of the times.  Added to this complexity were the special relations the company established 
with the King through Pombal, and the roles it was endowed with, in the context of state 
policies.  As mentioned above, limitations, difficulties and slowness in communications 
meant that the Board had to rely to a considerable extent on the accounting system and 
the information it was capable of providing. 
This section analyses the human resources of the company, the relations, tensions 
and conflicts that were present, and the way the Board dealt with them.  The section also 
demonstrates the role accounting played in the identification, analysis and management of 
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such conflicts, as well as the several different ways it was used to allow the company to 
achieve its objectives. 
6.3.1 The Board in Lisbon 
The Board was the supreme governing body of GPM, responsible for its management in 
its several locations and from every possible angle.  This included establishing goals for 
GPM as a whole, and for its several overseas representations, but first and foremost 
adequately articulating them.  The list of powers and functions of the Board were 
extensive, and included hiring the staff allocated to each representation, deciding how and 
when to send fleets, the number and dimension of ships, the contents of each cargo, and 
which operations would be undertaken by the company.  In Portugal, apart from 
assembling and combining the information received on a regular basis from overseas, the 
Board had also the critical challenge of promoting its connection with the state, namely 
Pombal, in order to ensure GPM would always be granted the most favourable conditions, 
under the banner of promoting the state policies and the common good of the nation.  
Foremost, it had to articulate the frequently conflicting interests of the company as a 
private agent and the state.  When studying the Royal African Company (RAC) Davies 
(1957, p. 349) has asserted that this: 
was created in order to assume responsibility for an essential link in the imperial economy, 
and in exchange was granted a monopoly.  The attempted fusion of public responsibility 
and private interest which this bargain implied was characteristic of the seventeenth 
century.  In the crude form in which such bargains had to be struck, the interests of the 
contracting parties were often irreconcilable: either the state had to lose or the 
businessmen become altruists. 
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Similarly, GPM’s Board had to balance these “irreconcilable” interests, or at least had to 
ensure that the actions of the company seemed compatible with the aims and policies of 
the Portuguese Crown. 
The Board’s powers were first defined in the 1755 charter, but were then 
elaborated upon in the 1760 statutes.  The Superintendent of the Board had special duties 
of coordination, including selecting and appointing from among the deputies those most 
able to manage different areas and operations of the company, and controlling their 
actions and performance accordingly.  In particular, he was required to take special care 
to ensure that the accounting books were kept “updated, using double-entry bookkeeping 
according to the usual mercantile method and not in any other way, not only 
recommending it to the Deputy and Inspector but also visiting the said Bookkeeping 
Department, reprehending the faults of the respective officers” (Chapter 29).  Such 
behaviour, it was emphasized, would make it possible to easily obtain reports and a daily 
examination and knowledge of the situation of the company. 
As seen in Chapter 4, the King appointed the first Board when the company was 
established, and although it was initially supposed to be in service for just three years, it 
would in fact remain in service until 17 January 1760, due to the consequences of the 1 
November 1755 earthquake.  Subsequent boards were elected annually 90  following 
prescriptions of the 1755 and 1760 statutes, and there were strict rules of governance to 
be met in order to prevent abuses (see Rodrigues et al., 2009).  However, on 20 April 
1776 (AHMOPTC, fl. 420) Article 3 of the 1755 statutes was changed to prescribe that 
subsequent Boards should serve for three year terms.  This change also stressed the 
importance of necessary arrangements to ensure that the election was called upon the 
90 See, for example, edict of 16 July 1768 (TT_GPM_92_5) written by the Secretary Officer Joseph Ignacio 
da Silva and signed by the Secretary of GPM Joseph Manoel Ribeiro Pereira, announcing the election of the 
new board to take place on the following 11 August, by 9 a.m. 
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eighth month of the third year, so that the newly elected Board could be royally 
confirmed and start its duties exactly on the next day after the outgoing Board completed 
its mandate. 
Although the first Board members took their oath before a judge (Article 5 of the 
1755 Charter), the normal procedure was that such an oath would be taken before the 
previous director.  On 22 March 1758 (TT_GPM_90_2) following the death of João 
Francisco da Cruz, a new deputy, Caetano Jeronimo, took his oath in the customary way: 
with his hand placed over the Bible, he swore to faithfully abide by the interests of the 
company.  A similar procedure was also registered for the induction of the second Board 
on 18 January 1760 (TT_GPM_90_3). 
A report requested by the King on 5 December 1756 (TT_GPM_87, fls. 11-15) 
further detailed aspects of the Board’s management procedures.  By then, meetings were 
held every Monday, Wednesday and Friday afternoons in the Casa de Santo Antonio, 
made available by the King, and severe fines were established for any unjustified absence 
of Board members.  The Superintendent presided over these meetings, sitting at the head 
of the table, opposite the Secretary.  On the sides of the table the eight deputies sat, with 
“no distinction of position” or personal importance.  Any deputy could propose any 
business to be discussed, and a free debate would follow, seeking approval by a majority 
of votes.  Although some deputies were assigned to specific areas of the company, all had 
the duty to work together and help each other when and wherever necessary, and each 
Board member had the duty to seek guidance and approval from the Board, instead of 
following just his own discretion.  The report detailed all operational tasks undertaken by 
Board members, including documents to be provided and kept as evidence by the 
accounting department. 
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Connections between the newly appointed Board members and the outgoing ones 
are beyond the scope of this study.  However, one noteworthy feature that becomes 
evident from the accounting records is the connections that previous Board members 
maintained with the company after ceasing their tenure, whether through trading activities 
within the sphere of their personal businesses, or as consultants for the company.  
According to the 1755 statutes the Board counted on the advice of three counsellors who 
could not be shareholders (see Chapter 4); additionally, previous deputies could assume 
the duty of Superintendent of the subsequent Board, such as José Francisco da Cruz and 
Manoel Ferreira da Costa, deputies of the first Board and, respectively, Superintendent 
and Vice-Superintendent of the second (TT_GPM_90_3).  Over the years ledgers reveal 
amounts of commissions and other dealings with these individuals. 
According to chapters 31 and 32 of the 1760 statutes, Board members and staff 
were completely forbidden, either directly or through other agents, to conduct any private 
business, especially to the ports of Pará and Maranhão or through any of these to other 
overseas port: 
for it would be of very serious scandal and of very considerable loss that the people 
entrusted to procure with true particular disinterest the businesses of common utility to 
the whole Company would take advantage, by any means or way, of the news and 
decisions of the Board to manage their private businesses, in general detriment and 
treacherous damage of the whole corporation (Chapter 31). 
This prohibition would be valid not only during their tenure but also for six months after 
its end.  Chapter 32 reiterated this prohibition to the African ports included in the 1757 
statutes, and from there to any other American or European port.  However, Board 
members and company officers were allowed to openly offer any merchandise from their 
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private businesses for acquisition by the company.  Chapter 33 detailed the way such 
transactions would be conducted: they had to be considered in equal circumstances as 
offers made by other suppliers during Board meetings, in which case the interested party 
could not be present.  Nothing less than unanimity of votes was required for this kind of 
offer to be accepted, in order to ensure that the acquisition was of true interest and benefit 
for the company.  Therefore, apart from the remuneration resulting from their actions as 
Board members, there were also considerable amounts resulting from supplies made to 
the company.  As Maxwell (1995, p. 76) asserted, the activity of GPM “gave a powerful 
boost to both commercial and manufacturing activities, not to mention to the capital 
accumulation of the new Pombaline merchant oligarchy”. 
Accordingly, lists of costs and cargo for several voyages reveal that some of the 
items were acquired from deputies’ own private businesses, such as sailcloth acquired 
from the deputy Bento Joseph Gonçalves91 for the voyage of the Galera Nossa Senhora 
da Conceição on December 1755 (TT_GPM_63_13).  These lists also reveal names of 
suppliers that would become important members of subsequent boards – one such case is 
Paulo Jorge who for this same voyage supplied moorings and cables valued at 540,125 
reis. 92   Such commercial relationships between the company and Board members’ 
private businesses, although legally permitted, highlight concerns expressed by many, 
including in a representation addressed to Queen Maria I in 1777, asking for the 
monopoly rights of GPM not to be renewed.  Indeed, this document (transcribed in 
Carreira, 1982, pp. 330-345) signed by 48 “loyal subjects” stated the impossibility of 
91 Portuguese spelling in the archival sources is sometimes different either in names, places or common 
words, varying across different books and documents, even for similar dates (for example, a single person 
can be referred to as José, Jozé, Joseph or Jozeph).  To enhance clarity, in this study some discretion was 
adopted to use a consistent version of the word or name in transcriptions.  Although this compromises the 
exactness of the transcription, it does not compromise its accuracy or implicit meaning. 
92 This Paulo Jorge constantly stands out as one very active supplier of the company and first appears as a 
deputy on the second Board that started its mandate on 18 January 1760 (TT_GPM_90_3). 
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addressing these concerns through the Board of Trade (Junta do Comercio), as some 
members of this public body were at the same time members of the Board of GPM, thus 
“interested in its conservation, for the much they from it get in their commissions”.  The 
document continued declaring all, including shareholders, to be interested in GPM’s 
termination, “except Directors and Deputies working on it, because these get the 
commissions how and when they wish”. Moreover, 
the administrators and deputies of the said company… are the ones who enjoy [the 
profits] on the many years they can remain as deputies and directors; being among them 
some that, being father and son, one is always inside, and hence the family obtaining 
more than 400,000 cruzados [160,000,000 reis], not only in commissions, and other 
benefits that they take [from the company] but also in the many commodities that they 
have been selling to the said company from their stores and warehouses, for the prices 
they wish, as is practised by all other deputies that also earn a lot with the Company, 
thereby disguising and dissimulating one another, and in this way all [loss] falls on 
shareholders and inhabitants of the State [of Pará and Maranhão] who lose their capital 
and interest. 
The extensive list of grievances presented in this document classified them as wide-
ranging and longstanding, and depicted GPM as despotic “because there is no regal 
tribunal to resort to on these outrages, and so [the company officials] do what they want; 
because in the said Board they all are unperturbed, and [the Board] is an independent 
power”. 
While other examples in further subsections will demonstrate how the Board dealt 
with external agents, a letter of 16 June 1761 (TT_GPM_97, pp. 58-68) to the Pará
administrators, Bernardo Simões Pessoa and Marcos Gonçalves de Faria, shows how 
severely internal complaints were handled.  At one point the Board stated: 
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in answer to the unfair complaints and calumnies with which in your letters of 10 
September 1760 and 10 November of the same year you insult this Board [we reply that,] 
not having this Board the obligation to give any justification to administrators, its 
subalterns, it voluntarily chooses to give them to you. 
The letter proceeded reporting on the behaviour of the administrators that had the 
audacity to complain of being sent goods that had not been requested and that they feared 
would never be sold.  Based on “orders sent to this Board and that are in its bookkeeping 
department”, it was demonstrated that such goods had actually been ordered in 1759, in 
fact in higher quantities than the ones that had been sent.  Thus, “this forgetfulness on 
your side persuades us that, either you don’t register [in the books] the orders you send us, 
or that you make them without the necessary circumspection”.  In relation to the bad 
condition in which a cargo of silk stockings had arrived, appearing to be old, second-hand 
and recycled, 
you insult this Board by saying to have observed certain things by which you inferred that 
we were unfortunately deceived by someone, either from the inside or from the outside.  
If it were compatible with the decorum of this Board to answer to you in this matter, 
using words inappropriate of the decent modesty it follows in its every action, we would 
not hesitate to answer with adequate expressions to the boldness with which you have 
dared to maculate the purity of the actions and intentions of the Persons that constitute the 
political body of this Board, when writing that the Board was unfortunately deceived by 
one of its members.  You should be aware that none of the Deputies of the Board, who are 
the only persons who buy the goods which are sent to that state, are capable of 
committing such frauds. …  This Board would report to His Majesty these calumnies, 
with which you have insulted it, asking that you should be given the adequate 
demonstration, for having insulted the honour of a Board who His Majesty so esteems, 
and of which you are subordinate, had it not been for compassion to preside over rigour, 
even being so offended, and not for trying to avoid public scandal; and trusting that you 
will abstain yourselves from repeating similar injuries against this Board, that you should 
treat with all respect and courtesy. 
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As can be seen from this example, in which previous documents were used to substantiate 
the careless behaviour of Pará administrators, the Board relied on accounting information 
received from its overseas representations and that was transcribed into the main books in 
Lisbon to give a general picture of the full activities of the company.  It constantly 
exhorted its administrators to send regular and more detailed information, according to 
the rules and prescriptions it defined. Indeed, even the books used in overseas locations 
were formatted prior to their expedition from Lisbon, as revealed by a letter of 4 January 
1777 to the bookkeeper of the Maranhão administration (TT_GPM_215_208), and all 
human resources working in any bookkeeping capacity were selected and appointed by 
the Board.  Details in letters evidence the many uses this accounting information was put 
to, as will be detailed below. 
6.3.2 Administrators and Agents in Africa, Pará and Maranhão 
To ensure the proper management of GPM’s operations, administrators were appointed to 
the several locations where the company operated: Africa, Pará and Maranhão.  
Although these administrators were selected and appointed by the Board, the conditions 
under which they performed their duties presented similarities but also differences 
according to their location. 
Africa
In Africa administrators were closely connected, and were supposed to work together and 
help each other, especially the ones located above the Equator – their proximity meant 
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that they had to articulate their actions, and this was especially true in relation to the slave 
trade.  Indeed, and as seen before, while activities in Cape Verde were fundamental to 
conduct the slave trade in Bissau and Cacheu, these two administrations complemented 
each other on all the slave trading activities.  As seen, if one administration had 
insufficient slaves to complete a cargo, ship captains were instructed to travel to the other 
and embark all available slaves. In a letter of 12 November 1766 (TT_GPM_98, pp. 217-
219) to the administrators of Bissau, the Board expressed its disapproval of a recent cargo 
dispatched to Maranhão carrying only 71 slaves (TT_GPM_48_144), “when the cargo 
could have been completed with slaves from the administrators of Cacheu, for these have 
written to us saying they have plenty, and requesting a ship for its dispatch”. 
However closely they worked, administrations were totally independent, as 
frequently stressed in the letters from the Board.  This implied that in each location the 
administrators were responsible for the resources under their jurisdiction and had to send 
regular information to Lisbon about them; more importantly, this meant that any transfer 
of resources between administrations would imply reports exchanged and accounting 
entries made both at the local level and in the Lisbon books.  This was evident both 
during the monopoly but also when the company closed down its operations.  In a letter 
of 4 December 1779 (TT_GPM_96, pp. 3-7), the Cacheu administrators were instructed 
to transfer all items to Bissau where in the future every operation was to be concentrated, 
but the letter also stressed the need to make detailed lists of the items belonging to each 
location, “as our intention is to not mix the commerce of Cacheu with the one of Bissau, 
since up until today we have kept them separated” (TT_GPM_96_4). 
The financial statements of 1759 identified administrators in Angola (Manoel da 
Costa Pinheiro), Cacheu (Manoel Ferreira de Oliveira) and Cape Verde (Pedro Cardozo), 
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while an administration in Bissau was established only later.93  Over the years these 
administrators were replaced much more frequently than the managers in Brazil, where 
administrations tended to be much more stable.  One of the reasons explaining this higher 
volatility in Africa administrations concerned the natural conditions of the territory, 
which took their toll in human lives.  Accordingly, in a letter of 8 May 1762 from Cacheu 
(transcribed in Carreira, 1982, p. 359), the two administrators, Lourenço José Viana and 
Pedro Rodrigues Sousa, reported that “the administrator Manuel Pires Querido arrived 
here on 14 December last year; however, he immediately wished to taste the ground’s 
flavour, so on 8 January was buried in the main Church of this city, intestate”.  
Additionally, what letters and other records sometimes suggest is that officiating in Africa 
was not as attractive as in Brazil, as the opportunities for improvement and even private 
benefit seemed much scanter.  Clearly, there weren’t many businesses that could be 
conducted in Africa – it consisted basically of Cape Verde fabrics, beeswax, ivory, 
orchella weed and of course slaves, the backbone of the regional trade. For this reason, 
administrators in Africa were usually given either a fixed salary or more commonly 
commissions of five to twelve percent (for detail see Appendix 2).  Local salaries were 
paid with these commissions, but sometimes advance money was given to staff, 
especially when a new administration was designated. Indeed, on 10 October 1760 
(TT_GPM_98, pp. 17-18) the new administrators, Jozé Ramos da Silva and Lourenço 
José Viana, were sent to Cacheu to replace the recently deceased administrator Manoel 
93 Although cargos to Bissau were mentioned already in 1757 (TT_GPM_78_4), until 1766 the existing 
merchandise in Bissau was said to be in possession of ship captains, unlike existing merchandise in other 
African locations.  For the first time, assets of 1766 comprised a total of 73,722,838 reis of “merchandise in 
possession of the administrators of Bissau” including items for the construction of the fortress 
(TT_GPM_78_71).  Additionally, details on slave cargos evidence that slaves were acquired directly by 
captains, not administrators (boat trade).  Confirming this, a letter of 15 October 1765 (TT_GPM_98, pp. 
149-152) appointed Bonifacio José Lamas and José da Costa as administrators with the special duty of 
establishing for the first time the house of administration in the port of Bissau and to initiate the 
construction of a fortress, as determined by the King. This fortress was concluded on 10 October 1774 
(TT_GPM_87_80). 
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Ferreira de Oliveira.94  On this occasion the company advanced the sum of 288,000 reis, 
an amount to be deducted from future commissions.  The new administrators were sworn 
to take “two clever clerks, whom in the said location [Cacheu] we will keep in our 
company and at our table, being our responsibility all related expenses, and to give to 
each one 200,000 reis per year as salary”.  The same letter revealed that the 
administrators were to receive a commission of five percent over any merchandise 
dispatched from Cacheu to Brazil or Lisbon, from which all expenses for the subsistence 
of the house and salaries of the clerks were to be taken.  The remaining amounts were to 
be distributed among them, two thirds for the first administrator, Jozé Ramos da Silva, 
and the remaining one third to the second administrator, Lourenço José Viana.  The letter 
also prescribed measures to be adopted in case of the demise of any of them: if the 
deceased was the first administrator, the second would assume his duties and the position 
of second administrator would be given to one of the clerks, “the more able of the two”.  
Similarly, if the deceased was the second administrator his position was to be occupied by 
one of the clerks. Importantly, calculations until the date of the demise had to be made, to 
ensure that the heirs of the deceased would receive their rightful belongings.  All 
transportation had to be provided by the company, either to Cacheu or when returning to 
Lisbon, at any time when they wished to do so; however, they were not permitted to leave 
their duties without previous knowledge and consent of the Board, in order to replace the 
vacant position. 
These procedures imply that the number of staff members used by local 
administrators had a direct impact on the net amount of commissions they would get.  It 
94 His duties had been provisionally assumed by the local governors Duarte José Rodrigues and João 
Rodrigues Netto, which evidences the close relationship between GPM and official authorities as a 
consequence of the 1757 charter.  To pay for their provisional services, the newly appointed administrators 
were instructed to use the same percentage of commissions they were to perceive themselves 
(TT_GPM_98_20). 
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was probably for this reason that two administrators resented and, on 8 May 1762, 
complained about the Board’s decision to increase the number of administrators and 
clerks to three – a decision that reflected a desire to increase the volume of commerce in 
Cacheu.  The two administrators claimed: 
for this increase this house does not need more than three people: first and second 
administrators and a clerk, not like the ones that are here, none of which are useful in any 
way, and especially the first clerk who is lazy [and rude]. 
As for the second clerk, and as a result of a local illness, he was mad, rude to locals, 
stealing whatever he could, consequently unable to remain in service and thus about to be 
returned to Portugal (letter transcribed in Carreira, 1982, p. 359). 
Regarding accounting procedures, the instructions accepted by the two 
administrators on 26 September 1760 (TT_GPM_98_18) referred to an obligation to send 
a formal account of every dispatch made, in duplicate, each sent on different ships, a 
normal procedure considering the risk of shipwreck.  The prohibition of conducting any 
commercial activity, directly or through third parties, was also expressly mentioned. 
A subsequent letter of 10 October 1760 (TT_GPM_98, pp. 18-20) revealed that 
before leaving for Cacheu both administrators were instructed on important matters 
related to the territories they were going to manage, especially aspects related to the 1757 
secret charter.  In fact, the Board separated instructions related to the company’s affairs 
from the ones associated with the public administration of African territories in two 
different letters, and urged the administrators to respect such separation in any future 
letters or accounts sent to Lisbon.  The letter proceeded with the usual instructions on the 
need to acquire slaves at a steady pace, lodge them adequately, and keep them secure and 
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healthy until the opportunity to transport them to Brazil arose.  They were also instructed 
to remind people wishing to have their slaves transported to Lisbon that they would be 
immediately confiscated on arrival, according to royal orders, to ensure all available 
slaves would be sold to GPM, “given the great existing need”.  All books, letters and 
documents should be permanently kept in the house of administration, not leaving it 
without previous express consent from the Board, on account of the importance that the 
archives and accounts in Cacheu had for local management.  The administrators’ priority, 
the letter stressed, was to receive every asset and account from the interim administrators, 
settle accounts with them, as well as the ones relating to the deceased administrator, and 
send complete reports to Lisbon, to allow all necessary entries in the main books. 
Details in the letters revealed praise for the work being undertaken, but also 
warnings and reprimands, and advice on how operations should be conducted and how 
information should be provided.  The importance of acting according to the company’s 
interest and to seek good relations and collaboration with all local authorities was 
constantly stressed.  On 17 February 1761 (TT_GPM_98_33) the administrators of 
Cacheu were also urged to dispatch the Curveta Nossa Senhora das Necessidades to 
Maranhão as quickly as possible, due to the existence of local produce waiting to be 
shipped to Lisbon, which highlights the pressure exerted over ultramarine administrators 
so as not to compromise the good performance of other locations.  Similarly, 
administrators in Brazil were frequently informed by the Board of the serious efforts 
being undertaken in Africa to dispatch enough slaves through the Atlantic 
(TT_GPM_97_2) and likewise urged to avoid any delays in dispatching ships to Lisbon, 
so as to allow their ready use (TT_GPM_215_13). 
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Unacceptable behaviour by local agents could lead to their suspension or 
dismissal.  In one such example, on 12 November 1766 (TT_GPM_98, pp. 217-219) the 
administrators of Bissau, Bonifacio José Lamas and José da Costa, were dismissed on the 
following grounds: 
Being this Board fully informed of the dissension in which that administration is in 
regards to the people connected with the interests of this company, the disturbances with 
which its good economy is perturbed, and the few zeal resulting of your neglect, and 
predicting that of this disorder can only result dire consequences preceding irreparable 
losses, before increasing this damage the Board decided to suspend you from your duties, 
replacing you with new administrators that on this occasion are travelling to that location 
… 
Carreira (1982, pp. 56-68) discussed the actions of local agents in Africa benefitting their 
personal interest, some of which were certainly known to the Board, which, to some 
extent, connived or at least tolerated such behaviour, provided it was not too visible and 
did not damage the company’s interests.  He even stated that such behaviour was one of 
the main reasons for the volatility of administrations in Africa.  No matter how plausible 
these claims may seem, considering all the intricacies characteristic of the operations 
undertaken locally, the truth is that some of them cannot be proved with the archival 
sources available today. 
Pará and Maranhão 
A lot of the financial success of the company depended on the know-how, skill and 
performance of local administrators in Pará and Maranhão, as the third leg of the voyage 
was, beyond any doubt, the most profitable.  On these locations, administrations were 
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much more stable than in Africa, and a team of administrators could be in service for 
considerably long periods.95  Correspondence evidenced that these administrators enjoyed 
a considerable degree of independence, which reinforced the need to select adequate 
administrators and to monitor them conveniently and effectively. 
Despite the comparatively high salaries and extra amounts “for their outlay”, other 
accounts suggest that administrators would use further funds of the company, although 
the absence of more local journals and ledgers prevents knowing the details of such 
transactions.  For instance, the list of debtors in Pará on 15 November 1775 reveals that 
on this date Gonçalo Pereira Viana, the deceased administrator, personally owed a total of 
4,293,329 reis (TT_GPM_173_10).  Notwithstanding the subsequent payments made by 
his widow, on 10 September 1780 3,518,004 reis were still unsettled 
(TT_GPM_174_261).  Ledgers in Lisbon included specific accounts relating to these 
personal debts, some of which would be created or at least increasingly enlarged once the 
mandate of a given administrator was finished, sometimes even correcting previous 
compensations. 
In what relates to the slave trade, administrators in Brazil were constantly 
exhorted to act according to the company’s best interests, although no precise instructions 
were given on the prices that should be charged, at least until 1773 (see Chapter 5).  The 
following instruction of 25 February 1760 to the administrators of Pará was a typical 
example: 
95 For example, Joaquim Barboza de Almeida and José Vieira da Silva were appointed as administrators of 
Maranhão on 22 June 1760 (TT_GPM_89_16).  After requesting his dismissal for health issues, Joaquim 
Barboza de Almeida was permitted on 20 April 1770 to finish his tenure and return to Lisbon 
(TT_GPM_215, pp. 6, 11) for, as the Board stressed, “it is never our intention to force any person to be in 
service of the company”.  On this occasion José Vieira da Silva was promoted to first administrator, and 
started his tenure with Bonifacio Jozé Lamas. 
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as soon as [the ship] arrives you will sell them [the slaves] with the possible brevity by 
the prices convenient to the Company and to the acquirers, giving preference to planters 
and manufacturers to the detriment of others, because the principal object of the 
introduction of slaves in that state is the establishment of agriculture and manufactures 
(TT_GPM_97_8). 
Recommendations on information to be sent to Lisbon were also frequent, including the 
need to send more detailed information on the sales (TT_GPM_97_18), detailed annual 
information on existing debts (TT_GPM_97_6) and hoping that “the settlement of 
accounts with the previous administration is concluded and that you send us that very 
important information with the utmost brevity” (TT_GPM_97_18).  Whenever needed, 
letters also referred to small mistakes found in sums that should be corrected, so that 
books in Lisbon and overseas would match. 
Certain remarks and instructions in letters from the Board seem to indicate that the 
Pará administration was more efficient than the one in Maranhão.  For example, on 22 
April 1770 (TT_GPM_215_1) in a letter to the Maranhão administrators, Joaquim 
Barboza de Almeida and José Vieira da Silva, the Board acknowledged the receipt of 
accounts concerning the year 1769, in accordance with customary instructions that should 
continue to be followed.  However, 
we cannot but feel the little effect that our strongest recommendations have produced, by 
which we pretend the reduction of the exorbitant amount that the inhabitants of that city 
are owing, for when we expected that it was smaller than the ones of preceding years, as 
happens in the administration of Pará, on the contrary, we see it increased, being much 
higher the total debts in that administration than in Pará; and none of the reasons you 
ponder are sufficient to content us, for growing with such strength the idleness of capital 
of the Company makes it impossible for us to have the means to keep its commerce 
running, lacking the ready satisfaction of its credit (emphasis added). 
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The letter proceeded referring to a previous letter of the said administrators of 10 
September 1769: 
Here you again repeat the same frivolous fundaments with which you intend to justify the 
increase of the debts, by being proportional the relation between the entries of 
merchandise and slaves to the income of the country [state of Maranhão]; however, to 
this we reply that the said entries are determined by your requests and the corresponding 
sales should be made according to our instructions, for by selling on cash or on credit 
only to people of entire credit and ready satisfaction, and by no means to whom does not 
pay the amounts in arrears or greatly diminishes the longstanding debt, and again trusting 
them, by this means the Company can easily see its debts resolved. 
The letter also added: 
We again warn of the inferiority of the cocoa that you keep sending us which is unworthy 
of any price, besides being more expensive that the one coming from Pará, and it is not 
fair that we pay more than what it’s worth in Pará.
If these comments are insufficient to allow conclusions on the better performance of the 
Pará administrations, they at least allow some inferences as to how the Board in Lisbon 
used the power of comparison between administrations, through accounting information.  
The Pará administration, if not viewed as a model, was at least used as a reference in 
order to achieve better performance in Maranhão. 
In relation to rice production, the letter expressed the Board’s disappointment with 
the lack of practical results from the investment made over the preceding four years to 
allow sowing and teaching the shelling to all inhabitants, but with no resulting profit.  It 
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was stressed that, however low the level of activity in this respect, there had to be some 
results of the few actions in this area, and as such the resulting amounts of rice should be 
ascribed to the accounts related to the slaves’ expenses and the ships’ costs.  Importantly, 
the resulting report of these actions should be annually sent to Lisbon, avoiding the delay 
of a single final account that would make any examination more difficult.  Finally, 
however good the conditions for production of rice “we shall always be fearful as long as 
we don’t receive the enormous amount you keep promising in your insinuations”. 
6.3.3 Local Authorities in Africa, Pará and Maranhão 
Considering GPM’s unique position and roles, the relationships with local authorities 
were of special concern for the Board.  Although formally different in each location, 
considering the legal terms of such relationships, in substance combining a successful 
implementation of state policies and a thriving commercial activity by a private company 
implied a close connection between all parties, and a sometimes uneasy balance between 
vigilance, prudence and pragmatism. 
Africa 
As a result of the 1757 charter, local representatives of the state in Portuguese Guinea 
were chosen and supported directly by the company, which would bear the costs related 
to their salaries and upkeep expenses.  In spite of this, they were supposed, at least 
officially, to be independent from the company and were entirely forbidden to interfere 
with the company’s affairs.  Although their independence was supposed to be an 
uncontested fact, it is reasonable to assume that they would at least think twice before 
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acting contrary to the company’s wishes – any such circumstance would imply pressure, 
hard times, reprimands and ultimately their dismissal, frequently accompanied by a bad 
reference to the King and Minister, a stain that could diminish prospects for advancement.  
On the contrary, good service to the company could win praise, re-election for the job or a 
promotion, and even direct financial benefits.  Correspondence evidences that governors 
tended to work alongside the company, and at times when GPM’s officials were for some 
reason unavailable their duties would be either fulfilled or at least overseen by them (see 
Subsection 6.3.2).  As seen in Chapter 5, after 1773 governors had the crucial duty of 
certifying the acquisition prices and related costs of the slave trade, to allow the company 
to prove it was only recovering costs when selling the slaves.  In spite of this effective 
relationship between GPM and local authorities, correspondence to administrators always 
stressed the importance of establishing and maintaining good relations, while letters to 
local authorities praised the protection and favour being given to the company. 
Notwithstanding, there seems to have been at times some friction between the 
company and these legal representatives.  Of these, probably the most serious case was 
Governor Sebastião da Cunha Sottomayor, governor of the fortress of Bissau, a man 
whose conduct warranted a detailed report to the King on 10 October 1774 (AHMOPTC, 
fls. 406-418) with the consequent royal decision on the matter being given on 12 
November 1774. 96   On this occasion, several letters were also sent by the King to 
different recipients, one of which to the new state representative in Bissau stressing the 
total prohibition to interfere, directly or indirectly, in the company’s affairs, and the need 
to help the company in everything possible. 
96 Interestingly, this was the same governor who certified the acquisition costs of the cargo sent to Pará on 
15 January 1774, which was analysed in Chapter 5. 
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Apart from governors, soldiers and clergy members were also paid by the 
company.  All the costs borne by the company were registered in an account called 
“Private Commerce” (Comércio Privativo), in which these expenses were debited, and 
any income associated with local taxes was credited.  Over the years the amounts grew, 
with a general balance against the company, but as mentioned in Chapter 4 the true 
benefit of this obligation of the company was not directly expressed in this account, as it 
came from the generous tax exemptions granted for every product from those locations, 
as well as the huge amounts of trade GPM undertook exclusively in those regions.  As per 
Angola, even though control and upkeep of local authorities was out of the scope of 
GPM’s influence, governors were also constantly urged to support and help the company 
in its undertakings (AHMOPTC, fls. 159-161). 
Pará and Maranhão 
As in Africa, relationships between GPM’s representatives and local authorities were a 
common and important feature over the years; however, here such relationships were 
somewhat different.  First of all, there was not a legal obligation such as the one 
prescribed in the 1757 statutes to bear costs and balance these with taxes and other 
proceeds.  However, GPM did over the years support local governors with money and 
merchandise to pay for salaries and upkeep expenses, and supplying necessary goods, 
such as weaponry and uniforms.  Financing public works intended at taming the vast 
lands of the Pará region and its somewhat primitive state, was also essential, and this 
included providing money, products, transportation and also human resources – in this 
case renting out its slaves to public authorities.  All these amounts were periodically 
settled, as evidenced by correspondence and accounting records, either by means 
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possessed by local authorities or by the Royal Treasury in Lisbon: for example on 6 
September 1778 (TT_GPM_174_12) a bill of exchange of 8,000,000 reis was sent to the 
Board to be charged to the Royal Treasury.  On 31 December 1775 (TT_GPM_173_42) 
the company received a total of 34,987,721 reis from the Royal Treasury to pay for cloth 
for uniforms, foodstuffs, and money lent to assist with other expenses.  Of the many 
examples found in the journals of Pará for year 1776, on 27 April a total of 1,598,037 
reis was supplied to the Royal Treasury of Mato Grosso, consisting of a canoe, shirts, 
wood, and several goods to be delivered to Vila de Borba (TT_GPM_173_91); on 25 
April the company had also paid 390,000 reis to 14 soldiers working in Mato Grosso, a 
sum covering wages for six months (TT_GPM_173_96); also, on 27 October GPM paid a 
total of 346,150 reis on behalf of the Royal Treasury of Pará to workers of the waterfront 
(TT_GPM_173_138), but details in entries reveal that in some cases the beneficiaries of 
the sums were in fact the owners of slaves who were rented to be used in public service.  
This shows that, apart from GPM, other slave owners rented their slaves to the state, and 
the company combined these operations.  On 28 October GPM also debited the Royal 
Treasury of Pará for a total of 5,387,549 reis (TT_GPM_173_138-139) due to 
allowances paid to several priests.  Further, many entries in the Pará journals evidence 
these operations taking place after the monopoly ended, demonstrating that the end of the 
monopoly rights in 1778 did not necessarily imply an immediate suspension of the 
functions of the company.  Nor would this be possible, considering the extension to which 
local authorities relied on GPM to conduct their most basic activities. 
As in Africa, correspondence continually stressed the importance of good 
relationships with local authorities, and likewise praised and thanked these for the good 
favour and support given to the company.  These praises were sometimes accompanied by 
financial favours, as evidenced by entries in the Lisbon ledgers.  But these relationships 
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weren’t always cordial and especially after 1772 when the new governor João Pereira 
Caldas was appointed to Pará the Board did have to face effective opposition to its 
actions.  In fact, this governor kept sending reports to Lisbon highlighting the difficulties 
hindering the development of the state of Pará, suggesting solutions and practical 
measures to be adopted, many of which were not compatible with GPM’s interests.  
These included the high price charged for slaves, a situation that, as demonstrated in 
Chapter 5, led to a complete change in the way the company determined their sale price, 
and the accounting routines underlying such calculation.  Reports also included a 
suggestion that, instead of hiring the slaves from GPM or other local owners to use in 
public works, a special cargo acquired directly by the Portuguese State should be 
introduced in Pará (AHU_ACL_CU_013_cx70_d5993). 
6.3.4 Farmers and Producers in Pará and Maranhão 
The relationship between GPM and local producers in Brazil was complex, and 
essentially characterized by constant complaints on both sides, which however led to 
different outcomes.  Indeed, while the concerns of the company were generally analysed 
and duly approved by the King, complaints about the company’s actions were generally 
not even officially reported.  In a scenario comprising small producers on one side, 
against one powerful monopolistic trading company on the other, there were several 
sieves that these complaints had to pass before an official protest could be written and 
sent to Lisbon, and this was certainly one of the reasons why being on good terms with 
local authorities was so decisive for GPM.  In 1778 the Overseas Council (document 
transcribed in Carreira, 1982, pp. 346-354) admitted that at least from 1760 several 
complaints had been lodged against the company but no reply had been given in view of 
specific instructions received from the Secretary of State of Kingdom Affairs, assuring 
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that such complaints were being duly taken care of directly by His Majesty.  This high 
ministry was presided over by Pombal. 
As shown, the monopoly rights of GPM in the two captaincies implied that only 
the company could introduce products in the region, which were traded in wholesale 
terms.  This comfortable position the company enjoyed allowed good profits to be made 
on everything it traded, even though maximum profit margins were legally established 
and the company was obliged to show local buyers lists of cargos certified by the Board.  
Notwithstanding, there were systematic complaints about the high prices charged for 
slaves, and generally every product introduced in Pará and Maranhão.  But the dominant 
concern was the unfair practices that GPM implemented and that led to constant 
reductions in prices paid for local produce.  As seen in Chapter 4, theoretically the 
company was bound to conduct fair negotiations with local producers, in order to seek its 
own commercial interests, but in such a way that would give producers their fair share on 
the whole deal, thus not deterring them from increasing production.  Such intention was 
visible in a letter of 16 June 1761 to the administrators of Pará (TT_GPM_97_66), in 
which the Board recommended: 
In what relates to the prices by which you will acquire the products for the company’s 
cargos, and as advised before, you must establish them in such a way that neither the 
farmers and producers lose their legitimate profit nor the company becomes exposed to 
losses on the sale of the said products. 
A fair deal was essential to allow the development of economic activities and 
consequently of Pará and Maranhão, but this could not compromise the economic 
success of GPM.  Theoretically, it all seemed fair and above all feasible.  One of the 
instruments put in place to promote the fairness of these deals was prescribed in the 1755 
charter, under which local producers could either sell their produce to the company, or, if 
unsatisfied with the price offered, have their produce transported to Portugal by the 
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company’s ships.  In Lisbon, they could be either sold in auctions conducted by GPM, or 
delivered to local agents who would then conduct the sale.  However, the action of these 
external agents was completely forbidden from 1760, and hence local producers were 
completely in the hands of GPM to export their produce.  Naturally, as a private trader, 
GPM sought its own interests to the detriment of others’.  In correspondence instructions 
were given to local administrators advising on the maximum price to be paid for certain 
produce and, naturally anticipating complaints, presenting reasons for the impossibility of 
paying higher prices.  These included tendencies for lower prices in European markets, 
lower quality when compared to produce from other locations, and sometimes tricks 
allegedly played by producers who packed first choice products together with certain 
quantities of inferior quality.  In the above mentioned letter of 22 April 1770 
(TT_GPM_215_1) to the Maranhão administrators, the Board commanded reducing the 
acquisition price of cotton, not only for the abundance of it but also for its bad quality: 
apart from being poorly cored, some producers had put stones in the bags to make them 
heavier, a tactic that diminished the product’s reputation.  Also, considering the 
accentuated decrease on the prices of cotton at the sale markets, the Board questioned 
how it was possible that the administrators kept on acquiring it at the same price if, apart 
from the breakdown on sale prices, production and supply had increased.  Underpinning 
these assertions were lists of auctions held in Lisbon that had been sent to the 
administrators; clearly, the Board expected its administrators in Maranhão to use that 
information in order to reduce acquisition prices for, as was stressed, the price breakdown 
should be borne by the original owner, that is, the producer. 
In this struggle with Brazilian producers, GPM was accused of unfair treatment, 
based on its monopolistic position.  Judging by the accounting records, the increasingly 
profitable tendency of the third leg of the voyage, implied not only higher profits for the 
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company but also direct benefits for administrators: not only praises for their efforts but 
also higher salaries, and occasional performance rewards.  Unsurprisingly, then, the tone 
in the letters was markedly tougher over the years, showing the Board’s unwillingness to 
subordinate the interests of the company to those of the farmers’. 
 On GPM’s side, one major complaint was the long wait to receive debts due from 
Brazil, and the resulting huge amounts of idle working capital.  Much of the trade of the 
company was conducted on a credit basis, especially in the early years, due to the general 
poor conditions of the colonists.  As the amount of idle working capital kept increasing, 
the Board constantly exhorted its administrators to be careful with their credit decisions 
and apply all their skill and judgement to receive outstanding debts.  As mentioned in 
Chapter 4, this great and constant concern for the Board, expressed both in 
correspondence and in requests addressed to the King, was not detailed in the Lisbon 
books and the amounts due were somewhat disguised in the annual financial statements 
as merchandise in possession of local administrators.  However, details in the Lisbon 
ledgers revealed the amounts of such debts; for example, an entry on 23 December 1767 
(TT_GPM_26_183) revealed that the new administrators of Pará inherited from the 
previous administration a total debt of 505,892,521 reis.  On the other hand, entries in the 
journal of Pará (TT_GPM_173, pp. 1-31) revealed that on 15 November 1775 when the 
subsequent administrators were appointed the local assets of the company were 
essentially comprised of debts, as Table 6.3 confirms. 
The extensive lists of debtors, alphabetically ordered, reveals a total of 845 
entities, of which 162 were included in the category of “General Debtors”, the remaining 
683 being individuals whose transactions with GPM were sufficiently regular to justify 
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their individualization in a specific account.97  Certainly the amount of their pending debt 
justified the importance of effectively controlling them, for it should not be forgotten that 
these were remaining debts at a stage when GPM was established in Pará for almost 20 
years.  Of these total debts, eleven accounts presented an amount above ten million reis, 
the highest of which on this date was the Royal Treasury of the State of Pará at 
19,939,790 reis98, and the highest private debt belonging to a Jozé Caetano da Fonseca 
from Mato Grosso – nothing less than 16,636,115 reis. 
Table 6.3 Assets and Liabilities in Pará on 16 November 1775 (in reis) 
Money 35,559,700
Gold Bars 24,355,116
Cotton Cloth 9,500,600
Produce from Pará 31,888,007
Wood 2,284,610
Ship Gram Pará (costs born up until this date) 2,348,861
Debtors (individually nominated) 653,792,303
"General Debtors" 17,761,180
Total Assets 777,490,377
Creditors (individually nominated) 13,112,660
"General Creditors" 1,106,371
"Company General" 763,271,346
Total Equity and Liabilities 777,490,377
Source: TT_GPM_173, pp. 1-31 
Considering the difficulties in receiving pending debts, on 8 April 1774 the King 
requested the Board to instruct the administrators in Maranhão to pardon debtors of any 
97 Additionally, while entries in the Pará journal evidence the existence of individual accounts, a letter 
from Minister Martinho de Melo e Castro to the governors of Pará and Maranhão on 25 July 1779 
highlight that other means of control were also in place locally.  Indeed, Queen Maria I demanded 
commercial agents working for GPM to present detailed lists of all debtors, their names and amounts owed, 
along with brief descriptions of their occupations, in order to evaluate and determine the best way to 
recover the debt (CGPM_JLF_cx01_cap630-2). 
98 The list presented several other separate debts pertaining to public institutions. 
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interest, provided that the debts were settled within a year, a measure that had already 
been adopted in Pará (AHMOPTC, fl. 406).  Probably for this reason, entries in the 
journals of Pará for the year 1778 evidence many receipts from debtors to which the 
expression “with pardon of interest” was added (among many other examples, see 
TT_GPM_174, pp. 30, 38-41 and 57), a practice that seems to have been more frequent in 
time, contrasting entries for 1775 and 1776 in which are visible several receipts relating 
to interest over debts (see for example TT_GPM_173, pp. 70 and 82).  Correspondence 
also evidences that the enormous amount of outstanding debts to the company was one of 
the factors for promoting José Vieira da Silva to first administrator in Maranhão
(TT_GPM_215_6) on 20 April 1770, due to his accumulated knowledge and experience 
on local activities and debtors. 
This problem GPM faced was not unique in the history of chartered companies. 
Indeed, in the case of the RAC, Davies (1957, p. 323) stressed that credit was regarded by 
the planters as a right, not a privilege. Certainly, given the difficult conditions that the 
actions of GPM were supposed to reverse, and that had led to its creation, it was expected 
that a considerable amount of credit had to be given to planters in Brazil.  Again, using 
the coldness of numbers, what the accounting records reveal is that even credit was a 
fertile source of income for GPM. For example, an entry in the Lisbon journal of 13 May 
1771 (TT_GPM_13_2663) reveals a sum of 5,889,397 reis due to “interest received from 
several debtors [in Pará] from 5 January 1769 to 1 June 1770, according to the report sent 
from Pará on 30 June of the same year”.  A considerable sum indeed and only one of the 
many instances found when analysing in detail the accounts of the administrations in the 
Lisbon ledger. 
The complaints presented by both sides and their outcomes demonstrate, when 
analysed from a distance of 250 years, the power and influence the company enjoyed and 
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the unequal balance of power that prevailed.  Apart from the naturally more favourable 
position on GPM’s side, made possible by the rights it enjoyed and by the close 
relationship with Pombal, its dimension, coupled with the experience and know-how of 
its Board, were essential to allow GPM to get more than a fair share of the efforts of local 
producers, while at the same time preserving its good face before Lisbon authorities. 
6.3.5 Ship Captains and Crews 
Considering GPM’s activities, its ship captains and crew were of great concern for the 
company.  Article 12 of the 1755 Charter highlighted the importance of selecting capable 
ship captains, while Chapter 15 of the 1760 statutes stressed that “immediately after 
starting its mandate, the Board will call on ship captains, and listen to them on the right 
time for fleets’ and individual ships’ departure”.  Captains were given specific 
instructions before departure, which they signed and promised to comply with.  These 
letters tended to follow an identical model for every voyage, and included aspects related 
to the way operations should be conducted, but also information that should be produced 
and sent to several locations, feeding the company’s information system as the voyage 
progressed.  As one triangular voyage would last for several months, at the minimum, 
ship captains had the duty to send through other ships leaving to Lisbon reports or lists of 
cargo, so that the Board could be informed as soon as possible of the number and cost of 
slaves and other commodities that were being dispatched to Brazil. 
A typical concern expressed by the Board was the need to keep all crew members 
in good harmony on board, preventing any dispute that could arise between them, “gently 
reprimanding” the responsible, and reporting any occurrence on arrival, so that any fault 
would be punished and rewards could be given to crew members that had distinguished 
themselves for their zeal and good performance.  For this reason, lists of salaries paid at 
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the end of the voyage in Lisbon evidence instances where some crew members received a 
variable wage, dependent on their performance and trustworthiness. 
The concern to ensure that good treatment was given to the slaves carried on 
board, and to guarantee a wise use of provisions, was sometimes emphasised with 
examples of previous instances of high disease or mortality rates, or low prices fetched by 
slaves in Brazilian markets, as a result of such situations.  In any case, captains were also 
urged to carry as many slaves as the ship permitted, “for of the contrary grave loss 
follows for the company, being unnecessary to warn you that the slaves you acquire be 
free of ailments and easy to sell” (TT_GPM_98_139). 
Article 18 of the 1755 Charter granted ship captains absolute authority over their 
staff, either at sea or ashore, and forbade any other legal authority to interfere with their 
decisions unless the common law was at risk.  Furthermore, governors and other local 
authorities were required to provide lodgings for captain and crew, if requested to do so.  
As letters stressed, all assistance would be given by local administrators to ship captains.  
Notwithstanding, captains were also instructed to faithfully follow the local 
administrators’ instructions in every aspect; otherwise, letters stressed, it would be seen as 
a bad service rendered by the captain.  One such example appeared in a letter to Captain 
Bernardo Franco on his voyage to Bissau on January 1765: 
in what relates to the time of departure [to Lisbon] you will follow the orders of the 
administrators, being understood that your role is to execute everything that by the said 
administrators is commanded, not only in this respect but also in respect to remaining 
instructions of this company, because the above said [administrators] will answer for any 
resulting losses (TT_GPM_98_141). 
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Notwithstanding the concerns of the company with smuggling and the several attempts to 
create legislation that would prevent any such happening, the truth is that opportunities 
for fraud did exist and seem to have been taken advantage of by certain captains.  One 
letter of 8 May 1762 (transcribed in Carreira, 1982, pp. 359-361) from the administrators 
of Cacheu reported several occurrences featuring Captain João Pereira das Neves as “the 
biggest smuggler that comes to Guinea” and advising the Board to terminate any dealings 
with this captain, eliminating his presence altogether from any ship of the company.  On 
this occasion, two of the serious offenses of this captain, apart from not complying with 
admonitions from the administrators, were to allocate to his own private account a 
considerable quantity of beeswax, with the resulting shortage of this product to be traded 
on the company’s behalf, a shortness that might have prompted concerns and questions 
from the Board to the Cacheu administrators.  Also, the administrators had found the 
captain unloading from his ship onto a small boat several packs sent to local residents, a 
clear violation of the royal decrees on products that could be freely carried by crew 
members and were excluded from the legal definition of smuggling.  This legislation 
presented lists of items that any crew member could carry on board, to which the name 
“liberties” (liberdades) was given. 
6.3.6 African Workers and Slaves 
As seen in Chapter 5, African workers and slaves were a key element for all the 
company’s undertakings.  Men of African descent were present all over the web of 
relationships the company established: first of all they constituted the greatest part of the 
suppliers of slaves, an aspect that for many years remained, if not unexposed, then at least 
occluded in the literature dealing with slavery and the slave trade. Indeed, for many years 
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authors placed the focus on European agents who arrived in Africa and practised all sorts 
of terrible mischiefs, foremost kidnapping Africans, enslaving them and taking them to 
the other side of the Atlantic, while fellow countrymen watched powerless and in despair.  
While many of these sad events were undeniably true, more recent literature has also 
highlighted the active role that Africans too played in the enslavement of their own. 
As with other European slavers, Africans assisted in the process of enslavement 
conducted by GPM: local kings not only facilitated the trade, but also played active roles 
in ensuring a ready supply for the company, namely increasing fights and raids on 
neighbouring tribes, which resulted in more captives.  As exemplified above, they also 
lent a helping hand to GPM in the case of fugitive slaves.  Whatever their role in these 
processes, they collected the resulting payment, and at times GPM would also grant them 
rewards or gifts, either in goods or even in slaves.  To name just two examples, in Cargo 
70 of 26 October 1765 (TT_GPM_48_124) the first slave was acquired for an unusually 
expensive price (104,500 reis) “to open the business with the [local] King”, and Cargo 
112 of 15 May 1766 (TT_GPM_48_256) includes four slaves acquired for 342,000 reis
who were offered to the local king (mimo ao Rey).  As both these cargos were acquired in 
Bissau, where the first house of administration had only recently been established 
(TT_GPM_98, pp. 149-152), it is reasonable to presume that such offerings were attempts 
at winning the local king’s favour. 
Free African men known as grumetes99 were also employed in the service of the 
company in several duties: paddling canoes, the essential means of transportation between 
the several locations involved in the trade, as interpreters of different dialects, providing 
“medical services” for the enslaved, and naturally as security aids while those waited in 
the barracoons.  As seen in Chapter 5, GPM also had a certain number of slaves 
99 According to the Portuguese dictionary, a grumete is a “sailor who has the lowest graduation in the navy” 
(retrieved November 15, 2013 from www.priberam.pt). 
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“pertaining to the service of the house” that were listed as such in several auxiliary books 
and, at least partially, included in the company’s fixed assets.  The diversity of tasks these 
slaves could perform was enormous, as demonstrated in Chapter 5, showing how versatile 
and valuable these “human assets” were. 
 African men were also to be found among the crews connecting Portugal, Africa 
and Brazil.  The inclusion of both free and enslaved African men in the crews is 
evidenced by the word “black” (preto) that is usually placed after their names in the 
several lists found in the books of the company.  The list of costs for Galera Nossa 
Senhora da Atalaya sent to Angola on 21 December 1757 (TT_GPM_63_222) included 
6,400 reis paid to one crew member named “José do Rozário, Slave”.  However, the entry 
does not clarify if this amount was indeed paid to this man or to his owner. 
The condition of any African worker – free or enslaved – would determine the 
remuneration to be given. Indeed, while enslaved workers would naturally only be given 
subsistence and the income of their work would be received by their owner – the 
company – free African workers did receive wages.  Accounting records reveal wages 
being paid to grumetes in Africa for several services rendered, which were included in the 
acquisition costs of cargos (see for example Cargo 70 of 26 October 1765, 
TT_GPM_48_124).  Furthermore, in 1772 a sum of 323,200 reis was shown in the 
financial statements as “expenses that the administrators of Cacheu made with the upkeep 
and clothing of the grumete slaves”, suggesting that these were not free 
(TT_GPM_77_261).  In the case of Pará and Maranhão, no instance of wages being paid 
was found, although an entry on 21 June 1773 in the Lisbon ledger (TT_GPM_22_347) 
reveals that the company received 30,000 reis from a slave named João to obtain freedom 
for his daughter. 
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6.3.7 Shareholders 
While conventionally excluded from the broad category of human resources of the 
company, shareholders represent a group with whom GPM established a close 
relationship during the time it operated, and to whom financial statements were primarily 
destined.  Indeed, Chapter 28 of the 1760 statutes recalled that the annual financial 
statements had to be available at the Contadoria, as determined by the “public statutes”, 
and were necessary to transfer administration and distribute dividends. 
 Chapter 45 of the 1760 statutes reminded the Board members of the special duties 
they faced when assuming their tenures, for being “in charge of the conservation and 
growth of a very important state [Pará and Maranhão], and of the capital and subsistence 
of many interested parties … including orphans, widows, and other miserable people, 
whose losses are more offensive to God”.  As seen in Chapter 4, while many of these 
investors were in some way lured or forced into this venture, some were naturally 
attracted by the prospects of return. 
Davies (1957, p. 346) stressed that “the men and women who invested in the 
African Company did not do so in pursuit of an ideal of imperialism; their aim was to 
make money”.  In this sense, from the perspective of shareholders, and unlike RAC which 
cannot “be called a success, for it failed in the primary duty of a joint-stock company, the 
making of profits in a form in which they could be distributed to shareholders” (Davies, 
1957, p. 346), GPM can be seen as a success.  At least during the first years of existence 
the dividends distributed were substantial (see Table 6.4), 100  and even though its 
100 According to the company’s financial statements (TT_GPM_77; TT_GPM_78), the first time it rendered 
accounts in July 1760 (comprising results from trading activities in the years 1756 to 1759) it distributed 
90,792,000 reis, a sum equivalent to 19.5 per cent of the share capital.  From then on the percentage of 
annual distribution was variable, never inferior to six per cent (1760) of the initial capital, with a maximum 
of 11.5 per cent for years 1768 to 1774.  Edits transcribed into these books showed that financial statements 
could be ready for inspection as early as January of the following calendar year, and dividends would be 
paid on pre-determined days from the company’s headquarters in Lisbon.  Shareholders or their legal 
representatives would have to show each share certificate and sign the respective book, confirming the 
receipt of dividends.  For the year 1764, for example, the edict was published on 12 January 1765 
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liquidation was a lagging process, in the end the company was able to reimburse most of 
the capital that had been invested by its shareholders as well as accumulated profits 
(Financial Statements of 1835, TT_GPM_77, pp. 314-318). 
Table 6.4 Profits, Dividends and Equity, 1755-1777 (in reis) 
Year Profits Dividends Retained Profits Total Equity Value per share
1755 465,600,000 400,000
1756 51,463,329 18,624,000 32,839,329 498,439,329 428,212
1757 97,070,064 19,937,573 77,132,491 575,571,820 494,478
1758 93,586,935 23,022,872 70,564,063 646,135,883 555,100
1759 81,372,476 29,207,555 52,164,921 698,300,804 599,915
1760 150,579,229 27,936,000 122,643,229 820,944,033 705,278
1761 218,660,811 32,592,000 186,068,811 1,007,012,844 865,131
1762 136,304,807 37,248,000 99,056,807 1,106,069,651 950,232
1763 26,906,465 44,232,000 -17,325,535 1,088,744,116 935,347
1764 105,120,215 44,232,000 60,888,215 1,149,632,331 987,657
1765 165,723,546 46,560,000 119,163,546 1,268,795,877 1,090,031
1766 105,746,417 51,216,000 54,530,417 1,323,326,294 1,136,878
1767101 65,771,149 52,380,000 13,391,149 1,336,717,443 1,148,383
1768 56,358,370 53,544,000 2,814,370 1,339,531,813 1,150,801
1769 54,516,675 53,544,000 972,675 1,340,504,488 1,151,636
1770 53,544,003 53,544,000 3 1,340,504,491 1,151,636
1771 53,544,400 53,544,000 400 1,340,504,891 1,151,637
1772 53,567,360 53,544,000 23,360 1,340,528,251 1,151,657
1773 53,617,470 53,544,000 73,470 1,340,601,721 1,151,720
1774 53,622,052 53,544,000 78,052 1,340,679,773 1,151,787
1775102 38,799,612
1776 38,799,612
1777 38,799,612
Source: TT_GPM_77; TT_GPM_78
announcing the beginning of dividends payment to the following 21 January (TT_GPM_78_58), while for 
1768 the edict was only published on 21 March 1769 (TT_GPM_92_6), beginning payment of dividends on 
the following 4 April. 
101 According to the global map of dividends listed in 1835, for 1767 the amount of dividends was of only 
40,740,000 reis. The report does not offer an explanation for this discrepancy. 
102 Financial statements not available for years 1775, 1776 and 1777; dividend amounts obtained from a 
global map listed in 1835. 
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As seen in Chapter 4, investors could freely trade their shares, but a royal decree was 
published on 21 June 1766 by which the transaction of shares could not take place at a 
price lower than the value per share evidenced in the balance sheet. 103  However, the 
report sent to Queen Maria in 1777 (document transcribed in Carreira, 1982, pp. 330-345) 
referred that the several pieces of legislation that had been published in relation to this 
were contradictory, and even though many “were forced to accept some shares at the 
fantastic value of over one million reis each, today there is no one that pays even 300,000 
reis for each, and in this way they consider their capital to be lost”.  Moreover, the 
discontent of shareholders was generalized, since “for over three years they have their 
capital dead in the Company for this does not pay their dividends and interest, being 
included in this number [of shareholders] many poor and miserable people that have no 
other means to survive”. 
This section analysed the relationships between the human resources of the 
company, highlighting tensions and conflicts that prevailed, and measures put in place to 
overcome any damaging consequences for the company’s interests, coupled with its 
reputation as an arm of the state.  In this endeavour, accounting was instrumental in the 
identification, analysis and management of such conflicts: accounting information was 
widely used for managing the actions of overseas agents interacting with GPM, providing 
the basis for comparisons, admonitions, but also incentives.  As will be seen in next 
section, incentives were multifaceted, adapted according to the circumstances, and 
essentially designed to extract compliance from every agent. 
103 This was used in a letter of 18 November 1809 from the Board to the Prince Regent as a reminder for the 
need to hasten the process of recovering pending debts in Pará and Maranhão (CGPM_JLF_cx06_cap613-
3). 
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6.4 System of Remuneration and Incentives 
The system of remuneration and incentives that prevailed in the company was regulated 
primarily in the 1755 statutes.  According to Article 25 the Board members did not 
receive a specific salary; instead, their “sole remuneration” was the six percent 
commission resulting from GPM’s transactions at different stages: two percent over the 
acquisition cost of goods dispatched and expenses of the fleets set up in Lisbon, two 
percent over the sales made in Pará and Maranhão, and two percent over the sales in 
Lisbon of products imported from those states and related expenses.  These commissions 
would be managed by the Board and primarily used for payment of expenses, the details 
of which become clear when analyzing the accounts available in ledgers over the years. 
Table 6.5 condenses the “ordinary expenses of the board” available in financial 
statements (information not available for years 1775-1778).  According to the description 
available in those reports, the salaries included all staff supporting the Board, the Judge, 
the Fiscal Procurator, as well as human resources in Pará and Maranhão, namely 
administrators and their staff.  Other expenses included, apart from mundane 
administrative items (ink, paper, books and candles) and masses, rents paid for 
warehouses and other facilities as well as several repairs done on such premises, both in 
Portugal and Brazil. 
Apart from the purpose mentioned in Article 25 – “to eliminate any suspicion of 
fraud” – the commissions obtained from the “mercantile circuit” of the company were 
viewed as a direct result of the decisions taken and implemented by the Board and to 
some extent a measure of their success, thus an incentive to act according to the best of its 
members’ ability in favour of the company.  For this reason, after all these expenses had 
been paid, the Board was free to decide what to do with the remaining amounts, which 
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meant that any decision related to the dimension and composition of its staff in Lisbon or 
Pará and Maranhão would have a direct impact on the amount of commissions available 
for distribution among its members. 
Table 6.5 Ordinary Expenses of the Board According to Financial Statements, 
Lisbon, Pará and Maranhão (in reis) 
Year Salaries Others Total 
1756 1,228,964 884,611 2,113,575
1757 1,069,830 682,795 1,752,625
1758 1,092,600 666,144 1,758,744
1759 877,200 468,101 1,345,301
1760 1,246,482 1,081,059 2,327,541
1761 2,407,195 1,684,715 4,091,910
1762 2,953,722 766,755 3,720,477
1763 3,049,800 301,648 3,351,448
1764 3,105,000 1,134,441 4,239,441
1765 3,421,800 889,938 4,311,738
1766 3,400,000 212,383 3,612,383
1767 3,280,000 658,410 3,938,410
1768 3,683,618 361,505 4,045,123
1769 4,595,000 449,645 5,044,645
1770 4,460,000 337,610 4,797,610
1771 4,415,000 804,177 5,219,177
1772 4,341,666 268,853 4,610,519
1773 4,312,133 940,805 5,252,938
1774 4,220,000 489,319 4,709,319
Source: TT_GPM_77 and TT_GPM_78 
Analysis of several accounts in ledgers evidence increasing amounts of commissions, as 
well as the total each member received, after all salaries and other expenses had been paid. 
Table 6.6 summarizes the amounts attributed on 30 December 1762 to members of the 
first Board, for the years 1756 to 1759. 
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Table 6.6 Commissions Attributed to First Board Members, 1756-1759 (in reis) 
Board Member 1756 1757 1758 1759 Total
Rodrigo de Sande e 
Vasconcellos 650,324 459,126 794,248 1,247,464 3,151,162
António dos Santo Pinto 650,323 459,126 794,247 1,247,464 3,151,160
Domingos de Bastos Viana 650,323 459,126 794,247 1,247,464 3,151,160
Estevão Jose de Almeida 650,323 459,126 794,247 1,247,463 3,151,159
Bento Jozé Alvares 650,323 459,126 794,247 1,247,463 3,151,159
Manoel Ferreira da Costa 650,323 459,126 794,247 1,247,463 3,151,159
João de Araujo Lima 650,323 459,126 794,247 1,247,463 3,151,159
João Francisco da Cruz 0
Jozé Francisco da Cruz 650,324 459,126 794,248 1,247,464 3,151,162
Caetano Jeronimo104 459,125 794,246 1,247,463 2,500,834
Total 5,202,586 4,132,133 7,148,224 11,227,171 27,710,114
Source: TT_GPM_21, fls. 80-82, 84, 87, 93, 146, 233 
These sums were increased during 1764, due to corrections made on previous entries. 
Ledgers also provide details on dates of payment to each recipient.  Hence, while Manoel 
Ferreira da Costa had already received 3,381,493 reis on 13 July 1762 (TT_GPM_21_81) 
and a further 3,659,603 reis during 1763 (TT_GPM_25_135)105, João de Araujo Lima 
received 2,293,656 reis on 5 February 1763 (TT_GPM_25_14) and Domingos de Bastos 
Vianna 3,187,603 reis on 28 January 1764 (TT_GPM_25_13).  Caetano Jeronimo, the 
deputy who replaced João Francisco da Cruz on 22 March 1758, and who had initially 
been attributed the sum of 459,125 reis for businesses of 1757, subsequently saw this 
amount and 172,063 reis pertaining to 1758 being withdrawn and redistributed by the 
remaining members of the first Board.  However, he received a total of 7,000,000 reis on 
104 Caetano Jeronimo became a deputy on 22 March 1758, following the death of João Francisco da Cruz 
(TT_GPM_90_2). 
105 Part of these amounts relates to commissions obtained as Vice-Superintendent of the second Board. 
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November 1763 (TT_GPM_25_88) due to the fact that he was also a member of the 
second Board. 
Although commissions were substantially and continually increased over the years, 
the Board requested on 23 August 1768 (AHMOPTC, fls. 183-184) that the two 
bookkeepers, the registry officer and the debt collector should instead be paid directly 
from funds belonging to the company, considering that their duties were performed in the 
common interest of the company as a whole, not just for the particular benefit of the 
Board.  The request was also grounded on the fact that this was already an established 
practice in the Company of Pernambuco and Paraiba. 
The first payment of salaries in Lisbon amounted to 946,666 reis, a sum taken 
from the commissions of 1755 and 1756, and registered on 21 December 1757 
(TT_GPM_23_4) referring to “salaries that in these two years we paid to the bookkeeper  
Table 6.7 Salaries of Bookkeepers and Clerks, Lisbon, 2 January 1761 (in reis) 
Name Position Time Period
Amount 
Received
Paulo Xavier Pincette Bookkeeper 3 months 200.000
João B. Dourneau Bookkeeper 1.5 months 75.000
José Francisco Lima
Bookkeeper's 
Assistant 3 months 75.000
João de Alm. da Garandella Clerk 3 months 60.000
Antonio de Almeida Roris Clerk 3 months 50.000
João Alves Barbosa Clerk 3 months 50.000
Joaquim Pedro Bello Clerk 2.5 months 20.832
Bento José dos Santos Clerk 1 month, 23 days 14.704
José Manoel Rodrigues Unrecorded 20 days 5.540
Braz Manuel Ribeiro Unrecorded 3 months 25.000
576.076
Source: TT_GPM_2_744 
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and clerks”. Further, on 20 May 1759 this same account was debited by 466,665 reis
referring to the “salaries of the Maranhão administrators from 15 September until 31 
December 1756”.  On 2 January 1761 a total of 576,076 reis was paid (TT_GPM_2_744) 
due to “salaries of the bookkeepers and clerks of the company from 1 October 1760 until 
31 December 1760”.  Table 6.7 details the amounts and the names of the beneficiaries. 
On the contrary, and as seen above (Subsection 6.3.2), agents in Africa had a 
different scheme of payments and incentives.  These were still defined by the Board but 
the due amounts would come directly from the company’s funds.  Since the books 
pertaining to the administrations in Africa did not survive it is not possible to view, either 
in the financial statements or in the several journals and ledgers kept in Lisbon, the entries 
and amounts for such payments.  Rather, they come from correspondence exchanged with 
Lisbon as well as details on the cargo books.  Relating specifically to the slave trade, and 
as seen in Chapter 5, the acquisition cost of a cargo would normally include commissions 
that were payable either to the ship captains (in the case of “boat trade”) or to the agents 
of the company in Africa (in the “fort trade”).  For many of the cargos the commission is 
only revealed by its percentage and corresponding value, but in some cases the 
beneficiaries of such commissions are also stated.  The first such instance appears in 
Cargo 19 of 22 June 1763 (TT_GPM_47_19) from Cacheu to Maranhão, which includes 
1,684,080 reis of “Commission for the first and second administrators and the first and 
third salesclerks of 9%”.  Several similar instances appear for this and subsequent cargo 
books, with the percentage and the beneficiaries of the commission varying.  However, 
the administrators in Africa could instead receive a fixed salary; João Antonio Pereira 
was appointed on 10 January 1769 (TT_GPM_89_29) as second administrator of Bissau, 
with the annual salary of 1,200,000 reis, counted since the day of his departure from 
Lisbon. 
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On 14 July 1767 GPM issued a public announcement of its intention to hire 
several staff members for diverse locations (TT_GPM_92_1).  The edicts included the 
annual salaries to be paid and specified that every potential candidate for the positions of 
bookkeeper or clerk had to be a graduate from the School of Commerce. 106 Table 6.8 
summarises the information included in this edict. 
Table 6.8 Edict for Hiring Several New Employees, 14 July 1767 (in reis) 
Position Location
Individual Annual 
Fixed Salary Variable Income
2 Clerks for the Board Lisbon 100,000
1 Bookkeeper Pará 600,000
1 Clerk Pará 300,000
2 Administrators Bissau 1,200,000
1 Second Salesclerk Cape Verde
2% commission (potentially 
800,000 reis per year)
1 Second Salesclerk Cape Verde
1% commission (potentially 
400,000 reis per year)
1 Salesclerk Bissau 240,000
Source: TT_GPM_92_1 
In the case of an income of a variable nature, such as the salesclerks for Cape Verde, the 
company defined the commission as a percentage over local dispatches and revealed the 
potential annual amount that such commissions could bring for each salesclerk.  This 
reveals, for example, that for the potential commission of 800,000 reis per year to be 
achieved by the first “second salesclerk” in Cape Verde, local dispatches had to reach 
40,000,000 reis.  Realistically, how achievable was this?  Translating this amount of sales 
into a number of slaves based on a price of 80,000 reis per slave (the highest price 
usually paid for a prime slave), equals 500 slaves each year.  What this sum reveals, thus, 
106 The School of Commerce (Aula do Comercio) was established in Lisbon in 1759 and “it is claimed to be 
the world’s first government-sponsored school to specialise in the teaching of commerce, including 
accounting” (Rodrigues, Gomes and Craig, 2004, p. 53; see also Rodrigues, Craig and Gomes, 2007). 
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is how significant other businesses conducted by GPM in Cape Verde were (as mentioned 
in Chapter 4 there were no regular acquisitions of slaves from here, so businesses had to 
be of other nature). 
On 4 October 1770 another edict was published (TT_GPM_92_6), this time 
seeking one administrator for Cape Verde and two clerks for Pará.  Although this time 
the proposed salaries were not mentioned, the edict stressed once again that the two 
clerks had to be graduates from the School of Commerce and be qualified in the 
profession according to the recently published law of 30 August 1770. 107  The law 
expressly aimed at balancing the supply and demand of these professionals, establishing 
salaries of 72,000 reis for their first year as salesclerks, and for the second and third years 
96,000 reis and 120,000 reis, respectively.  According to custom, they also had to be 
given free accommodation and food (casa, cama e mesa).  After those three first years, 
these professionals were free to adjust their remuneration with the entity hiring them.  It 
is likely that the absence of potential salaries on offer in this GPM edict of 1770 reflected 
the need to evaluate the profile, skills and experience of all candidates before a salary 
could be defined. 
Despite the edict published in 1767 demonstrating that GPM was perhaps ready to 
pay higher salaries to obtain good professionals, at least for the overseas representations, 
finding adequate professionals or even anyone interested in leaving for Pará or 
Maranhão seems to have been at times a difficult task, as revealed by the correspondence.  
On 6 April 1761 (TT_GPM_97_40) the Board informed the Pará administrators: “we are 
making all efforts to obtain a good bookkeeper, hoping to find a suitable one as we wish, 
107 This law made it compulsory for all book-keepers, clerks and other “practitioners” to be registered with 
the Board of Trade, otherwise not only could they not be admitted to public service, but also the accounts 
they would produce would not be legally valid.  The law also forbade public and private companies hiring 
book-keepers, clerks and “other practitioners” who were not legally registered and were not graduates from 
the School of Commerce. 
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so that with his arrival you can be more relieved”.  However, on 10 June 1761 
(TT_GPM_97_59) the Board added: 
we have been making every possible effort to send you the bookkeeper you requested, 
summoning candidates by public edicts; and finding not even one Portuguese bookkeeper, 
we are now even considering sending a foreign one; however not even this has appeared 
until the present moment, and for this reason we are not sending him.  You must 
endeavour to supplement the absence that you claim to have of someone to make the 
entries in the books of the company and make the maps that you should present to the 
General [Governor] of the goods you sell and of the ones you keep in stock in the 
company’s warehouses, by hiring some fellow and using him as long as the bookkeeper 
does not arrive, who is being searched for, and if he appears he will travel on the next 
occasion. 
Each of the two independent administrations of Pará and Maranhão had two 
administrators, who received a fixed salary; additionally, certain amounts for general 
expenses seem to have been periodically given to them and at times a special gratification 
rewarding special services or good performance.  In the journal of Pará payments in cash 
reveal regular sums given to both administrators, usually just mentioning “for their 
outlay”, although on 22 June 1776 each of them received amounts to be used for tailoring 
services (TT_GPM_173_112).  For the year 1776 alone, this kind of payment to these 
two administrators totalled 892,850 reis, whereas during the same year salaries paid to 
seven other staff members amounted to 994,000 reis (see TT_GPM_173).  It was 
expected that all these amounts would be recovered by commissions generated from 
dispatches from Brazil; if not, certain measures had to be adopted.  Indeed, the Maranhão
administrator José Vieira da Silva was reminded on 20 April 1770 (TT_GPM_215_10) of 
the Board’s previous generosity to him: 
having gone to that administration with the annual salary of 800,000 reis, and intending 
the Board to increase the commissions, and seeing that these did not correspond to the 
said salary, decided to assimilate the loss of the reduction, and attributing you the double 
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of the said salary in 1766 with no previous request from you, remembering then to reward 
your zeal. 
On 31 December 1775 the new administrators of Pará made entries in the local journal 
concerning the total salaries from the beginning of their mandate (16 November 1775) 
until the end of the year.  The names, positions and amounts of each staff member are 
detailed in Table 6.9. 
Table 6.9 Salaries of the Administration of Pará, 31 December 1775 (in reis) 
Name Position Amount
António Coutinho de Almeida First Administrator 300,000
Manoel Jozé da Cunha Second Administrator 611,110
Dionizio de Freitas Vasconcelos108 Bookkeeper 125,000
Antonio Jozé Lima Salesclerk 75,000
João Pires Ferreira Salesclerk 25,000
Faustino Jose Dias Salesclerk 43,750
Jozé Joaquim da Silva Roza Unspecified 13,500
Manoel Jozé da Silva Teles Salesclerk 17,000
João Manoel Dias Salesclerk 7,000
Thomas Pereira Homem Overseer 13,000
Antonio Pires da Fonseca Salt Seller 5,000
Lourenço Esteves de Carvalho Warehouse Guard 18,750
1,254,110
Source: TT_GPM_173_44 
As this new administration started its duties on 16 November 1775, therefore every salary 
was said to refer to the period of 1.5 months, except for Jozé Joaquim da Silva Roza 
(referred to as the “remaining amount of 1.5 months”) and the second administrator 
108 Dionizio de Freitas Vasconcelos would later become second administrator.  His administration with 
Manoel Joze da Cunha started on 11 September 1780 and lasted at least until 30 December 1789 as revealed 
in the closure statement of the Pará journal (TT_GPM_176_311). 
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Manoel Jozé da Cunha, entitled to his fixed salary from the day he departed Lisbon (11 
September 1775), thus totalling three months and 20 days. 
 Ship captains and some higher officers would usually receive a fixed salary or 
commissions over the businesses conducted, in which case letters stated the percentage of 
such commission and the way it should be divided between the captain and his immediate 
aid.  On 5 January 1761, on their voyage to Bissau, Captain Joseph dos Santos and his 
steersman Luiz Ferreira Braga (TT_GPM_98, pp. 26-29) were said to receive a five 
percent commission over slaves, beeswax and ivory, 75 percent of which was for the 
captain and the remaining 25 percent for the steersman.  In case of the demise of the 
captain before the dispatch of the cargo to Lisbon or Pará, the 75 percent would be given 
to the steersman, and the remaining 25 per cent would revert to the boatswain.  However, 
if any such demise occurred after the business had been concluded, the corresponding 
amount would be given to his heirs. 
On the contrary, other crew members tended to receive a variable sum, usually a 
daily amount.  However, at the outset of a voyage sailors would generally receive an 
advance on their wages, as seen in the above-mentioned examples of voyages in 1755 
(Subsection 6.2.1, tables 6.1 and 6.2).  Additional entries reveal that these wages tended 
to be settled at the outset of each leg of the voyage, and only the residual amounts were 
finally computed and paid in Lisbon.  On 4 September 1761 (TT_GPM_3_2035) 945,647 
reis were paid to crew members of Curveta São Paulo, on returning from Cape Verde, 
settling the remaining of their wages.  In certain instances crew members could be 
rewarded for taking good care of slaves; for this purpose a certain number of slaves was 
allocated to the care of each sailor, who would be responsible to ensure their safe delivery, 
as this reward was calculated as a fixed sum for each slave delivered alive.  One such 
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example appeared in a letter to Captain Bernardo Franco on his voyage to Bissau on 
January 1765: 
the slaves that you take from Bissau to Pará you will split among the sailors and 
members of your crew that you consider as being more careful to the slaves’ good 
treatment, promising them the prize of 500 reis for each slave delivered alive, which sum 
will be satisfied [paid] by our administrators in the said state, on showing this letter 
(TT_GPM_98_142). 
Taking the already mentioned example of the Galera S. Jozé that departed from Lisbon 
for Cacheu in 1755 (TT_GPM_63_14), it is possible to see the amount each crew member 
received before departing.  A list of their occupations and amounts received sheds light 
on the relative conditions of the several crew members, and permits drawing inferences 
Table 6.10 Advance on Crew Wages for Galera S. Jozé, December 1755 (in reis) 
Wages Received 
Post Number of Men Individual Total 
Boatswain 1 30.000 30.000
Surgeon 1 20.000 20.000
Caulker 1 20.000 20.000
Chaplain 1 20.000 20.000
Cooper 1 19.200 19.200
Steersman 1 19.200 19.200
Pilot 1 12.800 12.800
Sailor 5 12.000 60.000
Sailor 2 10.000 20.000
Sailor 4 9.600 38.400
Sailor 1 6.000 6.000
Sailor 9 4.800 43.200
28 308.800
Source: TT_GPM_63_14 
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on the relative importance of each profession/role (Table 6.10).  These differences in 
relative wages are also visible for the Galera Nossa Senhora da Conceição
(TT_GPM_63_13). 
This section has analysed the financial incentives given by GPM to its human 
resources, as well as other agents interacting with the company.  As demonstrated, these 
incentives were designed to increase the alignment of these agents’ actions with the 
interests of the company, and as such were different according to each recipient’s 
functions, location and even personal characteristics.  Although designed to extract 
compliance from the human resources, managing their diverse aims and possible agency 
issues, GPM’s actions were in nature characterised by multilevel tensions and conflicts.  
The next section will elaborate further on the main conflicts involving the company. 
6.5 Challenges, Problems, Tensions and Conflicts 
Previous sections in this chapter have highlighted some of the main challenges, problems, 
tensions and conflicts the company faced and fought during the years it acted as a 
monopoly.  They evidence the conditions under which GPM operated: a powerful 
monopolistic company, invested with very significant powers, which were valid in theory 
and in practice.  Further, the typical challenges of articulating different agents with 
conflicting interests, resulted in multilevel conflicts and tensions in the several areas and 
locations where GPM’s actions were visible.  In 1778 the Overseas Council addressed a 
report to Queen Maria I analyzing the several benefits that the company’s actions had 
brought generally to the Portuguese State and particularly to the several locations where it 
operated.  The report included the admission that certain abuses had been committed by 
the company, even though these were clearly a product of circumstances and undoubtedly 
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overshadowed by the benefits its actions had brought.  But the mere admission by both 
the Overseas Council and GPM of certain abuses is a sign that these must have been 
serious and that the complaints sent over the years, to which no response was provided by 
any legal authority, did have some ground.  Foremost among these were the contempt and 
tyranny with which the Board and company officers dealt with the public, especially 
Brazilian producers. 
A source of ongoing conflict was the lowering of acquisition prices of produce from 
Brazil, in order to increase profits for the company.  As seen, local administrators were 
instructed on the maximum prices to be paid for local produce, and were provided with 
plenty of reasons to justify such decrease.  Underpinning these justifications was 
information obtained from the accounting records, which the Board expected its 
administrators to interpret and use to the company’s benefit and defense. 
Another recurring theme in the letters was the sale of contraband goods 
undertaken by basically anyone to whom such an opportunity presented itself, including 
crew members, ship captains, soldiers, economic agents in Brazil and even governors.  In 
spite of all the severe penalties prescribed in the 1755 charter for anyone transgressing the 
monopoly rights of GPM, episodes of smuggling were a constant concern for the Board.  
While several pieces of legislation and instructions issued over the years highlight the 
permanent attempt to contradict these occurrences, namely by imposing severe penalties 
on the offenders and huge rewards for the denouncers, they also demonstrate the 
difficulty in eliminating what seems to have always been a national tendency.  Indeed, as 
Hamilton (1948, p. 38) recalled: 
The only serious violation of the royal monopoly on direct trade with the East Indies was 
by Portuguese officials.  The high prices resulting from the suppression of competition in 
Portugal and the Indies made smuggling attractive.  Since the captains of Portuguese war 
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vessels received less than Dutch sergeants, and other officials were paid accordingly, the 
temptation to smuggle proved irresistible. 
However, this better position of Dutch officials seems to have been insufficient because, 
“as in the case of the Portuguese, the chief infringement of the monopoly was by the 
underpaid officials of the [Dutch] East India Company” (Hamilton, 1948, p. 45).  
Furthermore, in the case of the British East India Company: 
despite the relatively high and steadily increasing remuneration of the company’s 
employees, it had almost as much difficulty in preventing the abuse of the company and 
the natives by the petty private monopolies of its servants in the east as did Portugal or 
Holland (Hamilton, 1948, p. 49). 
In fact, private trading seems to have been a common feature of all chartered companies, 
regardless of their nationality, dimension or success.  As Hamilton (1948, p. 49) asserted, 
“how prevalent private trading by the company’s [British East India Company] officers 
must have been is shown by a minute from Lord Clive on September 19, 1766” in which 
he proposed that the Governor should receive a commission of one and one-eighth per 
cent upon the revenues, in order to prevent his judgment to “be biased by his interest”. 
Also highlighted in insisting official reports to Lisbon from the Pará Governor João 
Pereira Caldas was the “double profit” GPM was getting from its activities.  Indeed, in a 
letter of 16 October 1773 (AHU_ACL_CU_013_cx71_d6051), this Governor presented 
calculations exposing what he termed “the bluff of the company”: while claiming to 
perceive no gain from the slave trade, it in fact realised huge profits due to this trade 
being conducted mainly with products acquired in Portugal and Brazil, on which at least a 
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legal profit margin of 45 per cent was placed.  The Governor also claimed his distrust for 
the veracity of the invoices certified by African governors. 
The accumulated effect of GPM”s behaviour was translated into the expressions 
“the people owe more than they possess” and “it is certain that the Company was the only 
one who was enriched with the capital of which the people was impoverished” 
(transcribed in Carreira, 1982, pp. 333/334). 
6.6 Accounting and the Management of Resources from a Distance 
Previous sections have analysed the company’s organisation in the three continents that 
its actions connected.  As seen, the challenge of distance coupled with communication 
restrictions characteristic of the time, and the typical challenges of the activities 
undertaken, motivated the indispensability of an information system capable of 
overcoming such limitations.  Accounting was to be such an information system. 
Accordingly, accounting records demonstrate the many purposes accounting served 
on the several locations where GPM operated.  Details on correspondence, and especially 
analysis of the surviving books pertaining to the administration of Pará, confirm that at 
the local level accounting served essentially three different purposes, each of which was 
vital to the life of GPM: control of accounts with third parties, especially debtors, and 
generally of every asset under the jurisdiction of each administration; periodical detailed 
financial reporting to Lisbon, according to permanent requests of the Board; and 
calculations to allow monetary values to be ascribed to the different businesses GPM 
conducted.  In this respect, ascribing the value of the work undertaken by the slaves 
owned by the company is of exceptional importance: it demonstrates the sophistication of 
the system, its capacity to control the actions, functions, utility, and ultimately the value 
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of these human assets, while also revealing many details of the living conditions they 
endured.  Although only a very limited number of local books are included in the archival 
collection available in Lisbon, they are enlightening witnesses of the system’s 
sophistication. 
Records were also instrumental in the act of shifting administrations, a complex 
task implying extra hours of work to verify and settle accounts with the outgoing 
administrators, produce several different reports to be sent to Lisbon, so that the accounts 
of the ceasing administration could be closed and the accounts of the new one could be 
started on a fresh basis, with no errors.  The qualities with which this task should be 
performed, as well as the subsequent behaviour of administrators, were emphasized – 
these included good order, and prudence.  The Board in Lisbon felt that this was a good 
time to reassert what was expected from local administrators, and reaffirm or redefine 
accounting and reporting procedures.  Qualities such as experience, accumulated 
knowledge, intelligence, zeal and loyalty previously shown in service of the company 
were instrumental in appointing a new administrator or promoting an already existing 
second administrator to first administrator.  Likewise, bookkeepers and clerks were 
occasionally given financial incentives or even a promotion, if additional commitment 
was necessary and expected of them. 
In Lisbon, accounting records served additional purposes: the information received 
from abroad was compiled, consolidated and transcribed into the main books, joining the 
entries on operations involving Portuguese and other European agents, allowing a full 
picture of the economic and financial situation of GPM.  This full picture was visible in 
the annual financial statements, which were primarily used to allow distribution of 
dividends to shareholders; but they were also used to transfer administration to the 
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subsequent Board and for reporting purposes before the state, as there was an identical 
book kept at the Ministry of Kingdom into which these financial statements were copied 
annually.  This duty of report to the state shows how close at hand Pombal wished to have 
GPM, in order to align its actions and performance with the responsibilities it was 
entrusted with, in the context of the state’s policies. 
From the Board’s perspective, the information received from abroad was also the 
main basis for operational and strategic decisions, to allow control and management of 
physical and human resources from a distance, and to generate action consistent with the 
company’s objectives.  Achieving these was dependent on the Board’s skill to articulate 
the profit aims of a private business with the duties of an arm of the state – a true Public 
Private Partnership.  Accounting information provided the evidence to allow the Board to 
demonstrate simultaneously the company’s financial health and strength and its “great 
service to God, Your Majesty, the common good, and the conservation of the state” of 
Pará and Maranhão.  Accounting records and underpinning documents and reports were 
widely used as proof on the broadest possible situations. 
In respect to the RAC, Davies (1957, p. 347) asserted that: 
in the seventeenth century the basic principles of accounting were well understood and, in 
the case of the Royal African Company, faithfully followed; but the interpretation of these 
accounts and the use to which they were put were limited.  The directors of a large 
enterprise, no matter how industrious they might be, were forced to leave more to the 
honesty and discretion of the men on the spot than was compatible with efficiency, and the 
enterprise was likely to suffer in consequence. 
In the case of GPM, the surviving correspondence evidences a permanent concern with 
the actions of overseas agents, again dictated by distance and communication constraints.  
However, the records also reveal that the Board did use information provided by the 
accounting system to identify, manage and at times even prevent disorders, ensuring that 
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the company’s interest always prevailed.  Indeed, and even though fraud does seem to 
have existed – as demonstrated by rectifications of sums previously given to 
administrators and legal actions taken against some – the records evidence that the Board 
took tangible steps to manage and, to the extent possible, diminish such occurrences.  
Furthermore, the constant and ever increasing flow of information was designed to 
identify, correct and hopefully prevent any damage to the company’s interests. 
On a more meticulous and crude level, accounting information also allowed the 
agents of the company, namely its local administrators and Board, to directly benefit from 
the computations made.  While the squeeze on prices paid to Brazilian producers 
ultimately translated into higher profits for the company and its shareholders, imposing a 
two percent commission over the sale price of produce sold in Lisbon culminated in 
higher salaries, allowances and rewards for good services rendered.  In this regard, 
seeking the company’s interests also meant protecting the Board’s financial benefits, 
converted into considerable commissions and an intense web of commercial operations 
between the company and Board members’ private businesses.  And while internal 
complaints or mere suggestions on the Board’s less candid intentions were harshly 
dismissed, external concerns were duly managed by Pombal and his unquestionable 
authority.  Underpinning both – internal and external – was the widely proclaimed 
defense of the interests of the state and the development of the people of Pará and 
Maranhão. 
The archival sources uncovered in this study highlight how GPM’s accounting 
system was created and managed to allow action at a distance.  From the outset, a 
successful implementation of the state’s policies needed a dense web of aligned agents, 
acting for the benefit of the metropolis, not the colonies.  Thus, despite the initial plan 
elaborated by Mendonça Furtado, placing the initiative of the enterprise with the 
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inhabitants of Pará and Maranhão, the final version of the statutes confirmed the 
company’s headquarters would be in Lisbon (Rodrigues et al., 2009, p. 419).  This was 
not an accident: it was a deliberate decision by Pombal, who needed to have the centre of 
decision close at hand if his policies were to be successfully implemented.  Thus, from 
the outset Lisbon was the centre and every other location where GPM operated acted as a 
periphery.  The usefulness of accounting information for knowledge and management 
was shared by GPM’s Board and Pombal, who demanded GPM to provide information on 
its activities, to ensure their alignment with state policies. 109
To ensure a permanent collection of useful information from the peripheries, 
GPM’s accounting system was standardized: while books used in overseas locations were 
formatted prior to their expedition from Lisbon, strict rules for keeping those books in 
good order were permanently emphasized, and information was constantly circulating to 
ensure the data contained in each location’s accounting records matched the information 
available in Lisbon.  Further, agents acting in any bookkeeping capacity were not only 
selected and appointed by the Board, but had to be graduates from the School of 
Commerce, a school created by Pombal in 1759, specialised in the teaching of commerce, 
including accounting.  The representation of each periphery in the Lisbon books allowed 
its visibility and management from a distance.  Further, the accumulation of this mobile 
and stable information, allowed its combination by the Board, facilitating performance 
comparisons between different locations. 110   This allowed setting standards, defining 
corrective measures based on objective data, and combining admonitions with 
109 The appreciation Pombal had for accounting, especially double-entry bookkeeping, was a known fact, 
stated in most of his writings.  He relied on this information not only for stately issues but also in his 
personal dealings. 
110 While each administration had the duty of collaborating with neighbouring administrators, each location 
was independent and exchanges of resources between them had to be reported to Lisbon.  This increased the 
centre’s power to manage at a distance: the accumulation and juxtaposition of information on peripheries 
allowed comparisons because while the centre saw them all, each periphery only had information on itself. 
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inducements to increase compliance from the company’s human resources.  Further, 
while the authors responsible for the imposition of harsh measures on those peripheries 
stayed conveniently safe from resulting protests, accounting information disguised such 
measures as success and advancement for the underdeveloped regions of Pará and 
Maranhão, a discourse shared by GPM and the state. 
In this process, GPM and the state joined forces and acted together – thus, while 
GPM’s Board was elected by its shareholders, it had to be “royally confirmed” before it 
could start its mandate.  Its authority was unquestionable, both within GPM and for 
external agents: the Board, “who His Majesty so esteems”, was frequently regarded as 
“an independent power”.  Board members were not only selected members of the 
merchant community, but also accumulated their duties within GPM with public 
functions.  Further, Board members conducted a thriving commercial activity with GPM, 
accumulating the commissions perceived as Board members with such personal dealings.  
As seen, Board members were prominent personalities, mostly from the merchant 
community, and close to Pombal.  Some of them were already fully established but others 
built their successful career and personal wealth on the economic activities developed 
within GPM and subsequent chartered Pombaline companies.  One such example was 
“the archetypal Pombal collaborator, José Francisco da Cruz, a self-made man, ennobled 
by investment in the Company of Grao Para and Maranhao, the statutes of which he had 
helped Pombal formulate” (Maxwell, 1995, p. 84).  Thus, while agency issues were a 
permanent concern for the Board, who used accounting information to manage and even 
prevent such occurrences, it seems that opportunities for personal gain were essentially 
legal, and with the Board’s knowledge and Pombal’s sanction.  Indeed, while accounting 
was effectively used to govern at a distance, both by GPM and the state, the several 
different measures implemented by the government “did not provide equal opportunities 
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and benefits for all members of the population … [but instead] served to privilege a 
limited number of businessmen … [although] the measures were taken in the name of ‘the 
State’” (Gomes et al., 2014, p. 98). 
The success of GPM’s activities – and of the state policies – relied on enlisting a 
web of agents, placed at different levels and locations, to whom “proper training” was 
given.  They were instructed on rules and procedures before departing to Africa or Brazil 
and were constantly monitored and advised on how to act, aligning GPM’s interests with 
its duties as an arm of the state.  This included a permanent collaboration with the state’s 
representatives on location.  Similarly, these were instructed to actively collaborate with 
GPM in its dealings, or simply to not interfere, recommendations which were not only 
stressed by government instructions, but also enhanced by effective financial gains for 
their collaboration.  While aligning every agent seems to have been at times a difficult 
task, because of their naturally contradictory aims, admonitions were constant, and 
financial benefits were designed to extract compliance. 
In essence, action at a distance was made possible by accounting information 
which, far from being constrained by distance, seems to have taken advantage of it.  
Imposing harsh measures on peripheries, designed to empower the centre, was made 
possible by a conveniently structured accounting system, and the active collaboration of a 
web of agents continually aligned with GPM’s objectives and state policies. 
6.7 Summary 
This chapter has focused on the accounting information and techniques used to manage 
the resources of the company from a distance.  It has been shown that accounting was the 
information system designed and used to overcome difficulties resulting from the 
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challenge of distance and slow communication.  As demonstrated, GPM’s Board relied to 
a considerable extent on accounting to manage the company’s physical and human 
resources and extract the maximum profit from them.  Further, accounting was also used 
to justify the company’s actions before the King and for requesting more privileges, as 
well as managing the recurrently turbulent relationship with Brazilian producers and local 
authorities.  Simultaneously, the state also relied on this information to verify the 
alignment of GPM’s actions with the global, interconnected policies devised to develop 
Pará and Maranhão.  Further, not only was accounting the mechanism used by both 
GPM and the state to overcome the difficulties imposed by distance, it in fact allowed 
effective benefits from such a distance. 
The findings of this chapter reveal much about the power of accounting: only a 
very powerful and versatile technology could have been effectively used in so many 
different ways and achieving so many different purposes.  The main picture emerging 
from archival sources is that for all purposes GPM was a vast machine fuelled by 
accounting information. 
The next chapter will discuss the role of accounting in promoting and enabling 
slavery and the slave trade in this case study, thus providing the answers to the research 
questions and their further implications. 
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7 Chapter 7: Accounting and Slavery at the Company of Grão Pará
and Maranhão: Discussion of Research Findings 
To function efficiently – to function at all – we must concentrate our effects.  Picturing things is bad for 
business, it is undynamic.  It can choke the mind with horror if persisted in.  We have graphs and tables and 
balance sheets and statements of corporate philosophy to help us remain busily and safely in the realm of 
the abstract and comfort us with a sense of lawful endeavour and lawful profit. 
Unsworth (1992, p. 353) 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the role of accounting in promoting and enabling slavery and the 
slave trade as evidenced by this case study, providing the answers to the research 
questions and their further implications. 
 As demonstrated in Chapter 2, over the last 30 years an impressive body of 
literature has been questioning and investigating the role of accounting and accountants in 
enabling numerous dark events, including slavery and the slave trade.  As a result, it has 
been unequivocally demonstrated that, far from being a bland, neutral technology, 
accounting – and accountants – did play an active, reprehensible role in such events.  
Moreover, the diversity of events analysed range across different locations and time 
frames and continue to have implications in the contemporary setting.  That is, although 
the focus of this study has been on the distant past, the events of those times continue to 
resonate with present day happenings, adding to a growing puzzlement about humanity’s 
and accounting’s progress (Napier, 2001). 
The specific case studied in this research adds to this growing body of literature, 
and by focusing on locations, time frames and events that have previously been 
understudied it augments the conclusions available from prior research.  Put simply, this 
study has sought to analyse, understand and explain the accounting practices applied to 
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the slave trade by GPM – a chartered company created in 1755 with the express purpose 
of operating in the slave trade.  Further, the study has also sought to identify the way such 
practices changed over a period of 20 years, the underlying reasons for their initial 
adoption and subsequent adaptation, and their implications.  In so doing, the study 
provides a comprehensive analysis of the company’s activities that spanned three 
continents.  These included the operations prior to acquiring the slaves, their acquisition 
and subsequent transportation across the Atlantic, through to their sale to Brazilian 
acquirers, and their further exploitation in the operations undertaken locally by the 
company.  This multifaceted cycle ended with a large quantity and diversity of local 
primary produce being transported to Lisbon and subsequently sold to European 
consumers, while still others were used to acquire more slaves, thus perpetuating the 
enslavement cycle. 
In undertaking such a comprehensive analysis, founded on a rich set of accounting 
records and supporting documentation preserved in archives in Lisbon, the study 
demonstrates that although the slave trading operations were merely one of the many 
features of a multifaceted business multinational, they provided the basis for all of the 
entity’s other activities.  In this sense, slave trading was the sine qua non of GPM’s 
operations, without which none of its other undertakings could have existed, at least not 
on so large a scale.  In detailing the nature and characteristics of these activities, the study 
highlights rich information about the physical flows that were translated into financial 
flows (Potter, 2005, p. 271) and inscribed in cargo books, journals, ledgers, financial 
statements and other supporting books.  Also revealed are details of the whole web of 
agents located both within the company and outside, who interacted with it at different 
levels and locations, and their reasons, motivations and, inescapably, their beliefs.  This 
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analysis includes the men that made such inscriptions, allowing a questioning of their 
roles, and of the technology used, in the events they reported. 
Furthermore, the study demonstrates how the accounting system preserved a rich 
and extensive corpus of information that not only acts as a powerful witness of the events 
that took place more than 250 years ago, but also provides the possibility of learning from 
the past.  As the historian J. H. Plumb has asserted (Plumb, 1969, p. 17), “the past has 
only served the few; perhaps history may serve the multitude”. 
7.2 Discussion of the Findings 
Chapter 4 focused on the context prevalent in Portugal and Brazil during the period 
analyzed in the study.  In the context of Portugal’s enduring dependence on its colonies, 
and the underdevelopment of Pará and Maranhão, Pombal, the all-powerful minister of 
Joseph I, devised a global, interconnected policy, the effects of which would raise 
Portugal to the place it deserved among the “polished courts” of Europe.  GPM would be 
the instrument for the implementation of the policies designed specifically for Pará and 
Maranhão.  On the one hand, the concentration of capital in a single enterprise would 
provide it with the means necessary to set up its activities in three continents and sustain 
the long periods required to recover the indispensable credit given to Brazilian colonists; 
on the other, the obligation imposed on the colonists to negotiate exclusively through 
GPM would release them from the yoke of foreign credit, putting commerce back into the 
hands of Portuguese merchants.  The cornerstone for the successful implementation of 
these policies would be the slave trade.  Indeed, the introduction on a massive scale of a 
stronger and more reliable workforce, such as African slaves were widely considered to 
provide, would release indigenous peoples from their servitude, putting an end to their 
premature deaths and effectively increasing the population of Pará and Maranhão, a vital 
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aim given the 1750 Treaty of Madrid. 111  Additionally, and above all, such a workforce 
would help develop the territory, increasing its production and exports, and at the same 
time increasing the demand for imports from Portugal.  Thus, from the outset and in its 
most basic form, this global policy implied the concerted action and involvement of 
agents located in three continents, which the actions of GPM would connect. 
While the colonists of Pará and Maranhão supported the creation of a chartered 
company such as GPM, even suggesting its creation to the king, they also aimed at 
controlling its administration.  This was frustrated by Pombal, who determined that the 
centre of the company would be located in Lisbon.  Thus, Pará and Maranhão remained 
as peripheries, for which information had to be permanently gathered, accumulated and 
combined, “making domination at a distance feasible” (Latour, 1987, pp. 223/224).  As 
Maclachlan (1979, p. 3) has suggested, “A state grants privileges in fact only when they 
are not seen to threaten its existence”.  In this case, the ultimate goal of Pombal’s policy 
was to increase the power of the empire, not one of its colonies, and it seems that he was 
acutely aware of the dangers that a more liberal policy would inevitably bring.112  The 
considerable privileges systematically granted to an eminently private company were 
conditional on Lisbon remaining the epicentre of its operations. 
There was nothing unusual about the views on slavery demonstrated by the 
Portuguese State.  It was a common belief at the time that Africans constituted a stronger, 
more reliable workforce, and even the existence of a profoundly Catholic sentiment did 
111 As seen in Chapter 4, the Treaty of Madrid signed with Spain on 13 January 1750 added intense pressure 
to the need to increase the population of the areas under Portugal’s jurisdiction, since it had been based on 
the principle of Roman law uti possidetis, ita possiedatis (who owns by fact owns by right). 
112 Later events would demonstrate the effects of empowering a colony.  Although Brazilian ports had 
always been closed to foreign nations, which explained their need to negotiate with Brazil through Lisbon, 
Portugal was forced to issue a decree on 28 January 1808, declaring Brazilian ports open to “friendly 
nations”.  England would benefit mostly from this decree, which is seen as payment for British support, 
specifically the escort of the Portuguese Royal Family to Brazil, fleeing from Napoleonic troops.  The 
ensuing effective management of the empire from Rio de Janeiro would precipitate the independence of 
Brazil in 1822. 
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not impede Portugal from encouraging the importation into Brazil of massive quantities 
of enslaved African people.  In fact, there was a common, long established belief that 
such behaviour was a Christian action, that Africans were being rescued from their tragic 
faith as infidels and being saved by their suffering, directly comparable to the sufferings 
of Jesus Christ.113  Indeed, objections to “the harsh treatment of Indian slaves by settlers” 
were not extended to “the Africans employed in Maranhao and Para” (Hawthorne, 2010, 
p. 37). In fact, 
Settlers and missionaries alike accepted that Brazil’s economic prosperity depended on 
slave labor.  In addition, they believed that the trade in slaves from Africa was justified 
because it ultimately led to slaves’ souls being saved.  If the price was human suffering, it 
was a price worth paying.  Finally, they thought Africans could better withstand the 
demands of labor and disease” (Hawthorne, 2010, p. 37). 
European nations in general shared this view.  Indeed, although the 18th century 
movement known as “The Enlightenment” proposed that “all men were born equal and 
had a natural right to freedom” (Grant, 2009, p. 111), these concepts were clearly not to 
benefit all people.  Searching through the literature of the time, one can easily find some 
contradictions between those ideals and common practices and beliefs.  For example, “the 
Royal African Company ... was warmly backed not just by the state ... but also by civil 
society (its shareholders included John Locke, that great philosopher of liberty)” 
(Micklethwait and Wooldridge, 2005, p. 177).  It was also Locke who wrote in 1669 that 
“every freeman of Carolina shall have absolute power and authority over his negro slaves” 
(Goldie, 1997, p. 180).114  When reflecting on “the slavery of the negroes”, Montesquieu 
113 As evidenced in the primary sources, the term “rescue” (resgate) is widely used when referring to the 
acquisition of slaves in Africa, thus associating such acquisition to a liberating action by the Portuguese 
traders.  Among many other examples, see TT_GPM_98_139 where the Board addresses the African 
administrators: “being unnecessary to warn you that the slaves you rescue [acquire] be free of ailments and 
easy to sell” (emphasis added). 
114 The apparent contradictions between Locke’s political thought and his daily life practice have been a 
field for extensive academic research (see, for example, Drescher, 1988 and Farr, 1986, 1989, 2008). 
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would write in his 1748 book The Spirit of Laws, that “it is impossible for us to suppose 
these creatures to be men, because, allowing them to be men, a suspicion would follow 
that we ourselves are not Christians” (1748, p. 110).  These general views which 
contradicted the spirit and ideals of the Enlightenment,115 were accompanied by a thriving 
slave trade conducted by several European nations.  In the case of Portugal, Pombal was 
aware that slavery was incompatible with the enlightened view which he aimed to make 
ascendant in the country.  Indeed, “the decree of 1761 stated that the transportation of 
‘black slaves’ to the kingdom went against the ‘laws and customs of other polished 
Courts’” (Silva and Grinberg, 2011, p. 433).  However, while it was proclaimed that the 
slave trade was not compatible with such a status, it was recognised that slavery should be 
tolerated in the colonies as the only possible way of developing those regions. 
Given this context, which was analyzed in Chapter 4, and the literature and 
theoretical framework underpinning this research, the purpose of this study, as stated in 
the introduction, was to analyze and explain the accounting practices applied by GPM to 
the slave trade.  As such, three interconnected research questions were posed, to which 
the study provided the following answers. 
7.2.1 Research Question 1: What accounting practices did this company apply to the 
slave trade, and what were the key determinants of those practices? 
As demonstrated in chapters 4 and 5, accounting was considered crucial for the success of 
GPM, as evidenced by specific references in the 1755 and 1757 charters.  However, its 
importance was more intensely stressed in the 1760 specific statutes, which defined the 
basic rules of the accounting system, including the list of compulsory books.  Subsequent 
115 Voltaire himself would question this very absurd contradiction, stating in his Philosophical Dictionary: 
“but man having received the ray of divinity called reason, what is the result?  Slavery throughout almost 
the whole world” (1764, p. 181, emphasis in original). 
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documentation attested to this importance of accounting, such as an instruction from the 
state stressing that financial statements prepared by the company should be intelligible 
and useful to every user, regardless of the lack of previous knowledge of commerce and 
accounting issues (AHMOPTC, fl. 219). 
 Analysis of the accounting system over a period of 20 years demonstrates that, 
while it followed the basic rules prescribed in the 1760 statutes, it was also progressively 
adapted to deal with the increasing dimension and complexity of the operations 
undertaken.  Specifically in the case of the slave trading operations, it has been shown 
that not only was the accounting system adapted to the specific circumstances that each 
cargo would bring, capturing the details of each transaction, but also that measures were 
implemented to allow visibility from a distance in Lisbon of the operations that were 
being carried out in Africa and Brazil.  Indeed, administrators and ship captains were 
instructed to send continuous reports to Lisbon, as each voyage progressed, providing the 
Board with, as far as possible, updated information which facilitated control at a distance 
and supported decision making. 
The separate reporting of slave trading operations provided an objective measure 
of the performance of this area of business.  Meticulous details of the slave trading 
operations were copied into the Lisbon books, based on information permanently 
demanded and obtained from administrators and ship captains at various stages of each 
slave carrying voyage.  And although not every detail was copied into the Lisbon books, 
the information therein provides insightful images of the conditions under which this 
trade was carried on far away from the metropolis, where the importation of African 
slaves had been prohibited. 
The details of each voyage were primarily transcribed into cargo books and 
subsequently recorded in journals and ledgers, providing the basis for the yearly financial 
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statements.  The use of sophisticated computations and accounting techniques, 
comparable to present day methods, is especially visible after 1773, when pressures 
exerted over the company, following complaints from Brazilian settlers about the high 
prices charged for the slaves, led to changes in the way the business was conducted.  
Thereafter, a prohibition from obtaining any profits directly from this trade – which was 
considered essential for the development of Pará and Maranhão – led to changes in 
accounting routines.116  Detailed instructions sent to the administrators abroad highlighted 
the directives that had been issued by the Portuguese Government, and that the company 
was forced to comply with.  This new scenario precipitated changes visible in the 
accounting system: the computations made for each slave carrying voyage would have to 
comply with detailed instructions on how to allocate overhead costs to the slave trade, 
including crew wages and other shipping costs, while acquisition costs in Africa, shipping 
and provision costs were certified by the Guinea Governor officiating on location.  Based 
on this certified information and the computations made, GPM was able to demonstrate 
that the selling price of each slave cargo recovered only costs.  Further, governors in Pará
and Maranhão were given the power to oversee the sales and impose an additional 
discount on the selling prices, if these were still too high for the acquirers. 
In this instance, the company applied rigorous accounting techniques, which 
included distinguishing direct from indirect costs, meticulously calculating and ascribing 
overhead costs to the slave trade, and accounting for “normal and abnormal spoilage”, 
depending on the circumstances of the slaves’ death.  As Rediker (2007, p. 6) asserted, 
the numbers of the slave trade “are more chilling because those who organized the human 
commerce knew the death rates and carried on anyway.  Human ‘wastage’ was simply 
part of the business, something to be calculated into all planning”.  Similarly, GPM 
116 Under this regimen, GPM’s profit making would be largely confined to the third leg of its ships’ 
voyages; that is, as they returned to Europe laden with produce from the colonies. 
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calculated and accounted for these occurrences, reporting them according to their nature, 
location and frequency. 
The analysis of the accounting practices developed and applied by GPM to the 
slave trade, as seen in Chapter 5, and the way they changed over a period of 20 years, 
demonstrates their key determinants.  While the separate reporting of this trade facilitated 
the management of its operations and profitability, it also provided an objective measure 
of the dimension and results of this trade – information that was useful for the Board, and 
also for the state.  The number of slaves introduced in each captaincy reported in the 
annual financial statements provided an objective quantification of what was, after all, 
one of the most basic functions of GPM: the introduction of a much needed reliable 
workforce into the underdeveloped, labour starved regions of Pará and Maranhão. 
Specifically after 1773, the key determinants for the accounting techniques were 
given a different tone.  While still observing the more typical functions of performance 
reporting and decision making, computations were aimed at demonstrating GPM’s 
compliance with state policies, sacrificing any profit from slave trading, recovering only 
costs, and thus facilitating the acquisition of African slaves by Brazilian settlers. 
Further, with the accounting information coming from abroad, GPM’s Board was 
capable of monitoring the activities from a distance, not only supporting its decisions, but 
also reducing possible agency issues.  All activities were reported to Lisbon, even when 
resulting from mere transactions between local administrations: while these still had to be 
recorded in local books, the reports provided the basis for subsequent inscriptions in the 
Lisbon “mirror” books.  This permanent collection in Lisbon (the centre) of information 
from GPM’s overseas administrations (the peripheries) provided a global perspective of 
distant local activities, and facilitated monitoring by the Board.  Indeed, and aligned with 
the literature in Chapter 3, accumulating information on the several peripheries allowed 
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its effective management from a distance – in this case, from Lisbon.  Several examples 
mentioned in Chapter 6 demonstrate how the Board combined and used this privileged 
information, if not to induce some competition between the Pará and Maranhão
administrations, to at least make comparisons that allowed performance standards to be 
set, and that provided the basis for reprimands or further inducements for its overseas 
agents. 
7.2.2 Research Question 2: What was the role of accounting in promoting and enabling 
slavery and the slave trade? 
Given the key determinants of the accounting practices applied by GPM to the slave trade, 
the role of accounting in promoting and enabling slavery and the slave trade becomes 
visible.  As seen in previous chapters, the slave trade was indispensable to GPM’s 
endeavours in many ways.  First and foremost, the enslaved Africans constituted the basis 
for the production activities conducted in Pará and Maranhão.  Slaves were therefore 
precious commodities which Brazilian settlers were more than willing to acquire, 
provided they had the means or the credit to do so.  But apart from this more immediate 
purpose, slaves were to be seen everywhere in the whole activity chain of GPM: being 
used in the African administrations where they played an active role in the acquisition, 
recapturing and dispatch of cargos of fellow Africans; during the Middle Passage, as crew 
members; and in Pará and Maranhão where some members of each cargo were kept by 
the company and used in a wide variety of capacities.  The strength, skill and versatility 
of these human resources were widely used by GPM: slaves secured the production, 
storage, packaging and dispatch of local produce, repaired embarkations, loaded cargo 
onto departing ships, were hired out by GPM to local producers and even the state 
authorities for public works, and lastly were sold to local acquirers if no longer needed by 
the company.  From beginning to end, slaves were the backbone of GPM’s activities.  
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Local administrators and specifically the Board in Lisbon were very much aware of the 
value and utility of these human commodities.  Thus, the accounting system was 
structured in a way that made visible their utility and the exact measure of their daily 
effort to the company’s structure.  Indeed, local accounting records registered the income 
provided from their activities, which was balanced with the meagre items they were given 
for their sustenance, information which was specifically requested by Lisbon and 
included in the periodic reports sent by overseas administrations.  Further, in order to 
obtain a more realistic measure of the cost of goods imported from Pará and Maranhão, 
the Board constantly exhorted its administrators to ascribe the value of the slaves’ work to 
each cargo destined to Lisbon.  This provided not only a more faithful notion of the value 
of imported goods, and necessarily a more reliable basis for determining the sale price in 
Lisbon,117 but also more consistent financial reporting of GPM’s activities, visible in the 
annual financial statements. 
The slave trade, thus, constituted the foundation for GPM’s activities and for the 
economic success of Pará and Maranhão.  Consequently, GPM needed not only to 
promote this trade but also, and more specifically, to use its slaves in the most efficient 
manner.  The accounting system defined by Lisbon and imposed upon local 
administrations would provide the monitoring of these results from a distance, ensuring 
the basis for informed decisions by the Board.  Accounting evaluations, thus, provided the 
impetus for more trade.  By supplying an objective measure of profitability, accounting 
provided the notion that the slave trade was something impacting positively not only on 
the economic success of the company, but also on the development of Pará and 
Maranhão.  Further, the ever increasing activity of GPM’s mercantile circuit and the 
profits evidenced in financial statements – partially translated into solid dividends for 
117 As demonstrated in Chapter 6, the sale price of imported produce in Lisbon provided the basis for the 
2% commission which constituted “the sole remuneration” of the Board members. 
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shareholders – also meant success, stability, even happiness, for a whole web of agents: 
suppliers, workers and customers in Portugal, agents of the company placed abroad, and 
Brazilian producers, who could finally export their produce and see the fruits of their 
labour adequately rewarded.  Prosperity and happiness for all, this was the promise that 
GPM’s actions delivered and its financial statements demonstrated. 
From the state’s perspective, the need to promote and increase this trade was also 
acute, even though with a slightly different tone.  The prosperity which the slave trade 
would bring for Pará and Maranhão not only solved the political difficulties associated 
with the Treaty of Madrid, but also released these two Brazilian states from the effective 
influence of foreign traders, strengthening the Portuguese merchant community, while 
diplomatic relations with England were still kept safe.118  In other words, “slavery was as 
much in the economic interest of the State as it was to the individual holder of African 
slaves” (Maclachlan, 1979, p. 3) and the slave traders. 
While the slave trade was thereby the foundation for the development Pombal 
sought for Portugal, the interconnected policies devised for Pará and Maranhão
depended on a whole web of aligned agents, whose activities would combine into a 
constructive result.  What, then, if agents pertaining to this web did not comply with the 
function they had been assigned?  Specifically, what would happen if any agents of this 
web questioned slavery and the slave trade?  Pombal was aware of the damage which a 
more progressive, enlightened view on slave trading could bring, and engaged in a 
ferocious effort to control public opinion and promptly silence any adverse voices.119
Indeed, in spite of a general acceptance of the slave trade in the Portuguese community, 
118 Coeval diplomatic correspondence of the British representatives in Lisbon illustrates the frustration of 
the British merchant community and the attempts of England at reversing this policy. 
119 As seen in Chapter 4, the official complaint petitioning for the immediate suspension of the royal decree 
that established GPM was considered insulting and its authors were accused, imprisoned and subsequently 
banished from Portugal.  
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and the involvement of society at large in the operations that sustained such a trade, there 
was also evidence that, when confronted with the suffering of African enslaved people, 
public opinion shared a sense of discomfort.  At least, coeval testimonies evidence that, 
although using slaves, Portuguese were capable of expressing some sympathy and 
abhorrence for their suffering.  At the same time, although legally permitted and 
recognised for its instrumental character, slavery was not compatible with the notion of a 
“polished court” that Pombal desired Portugal to be.  All things considered, while the 
slave trade was indispensable, it was also imperative that after being legally placed at a 
distance, it would be somewhat disguised, nothing but a vague notion occasionally 
impinging upon Portuguese consciences.  In this sense, in addition to the perception of 
achievement and success for a whole nation, accounting provided the indispensable 
dehumanization and distancing mechanism that allowed an abhorrent form of commerce 
to take place at a distance. 
Exploitation and suffering disguised as success and general prosperity – this was 
the essential role of accounting in promoting and enabling slavery and the slave trade.  
Accounting not only provided the impetus for more slave trading, by measuring its 
economic success and conveying the illusion that GPM’s activities meant success and 
prosperity for all, but also provided the distancing mechanism that allowed a web of 
agents located in three continents to actively engage in multifaceted economic activities, 
which effectively originated from the suffering of human beings.  As Rediker (2007, pp. 
12/13) suggested: 
An ethnography of the slave ship helps to demonstrate not only the cruel truth of what 
one group of people (or several) was willing to do to others for money – or, better, capital 
– but also how they managed in crucial respects to hide the reality and consequences of 
their actions from themselves and from posterity.  Numbers can occlude the pervasive 
torture and terror… 
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In relation to the accounting realm, “It is as if the use of ledgers, almanacs, balance sheets, 
graphs and tables – the merchants’ comforting methods – has rendered abstract, and 
thereby dehumanized, a reality” (Rediker, 2007, p. 12).  Although “issues of identity, 
ideology and power” were identified as being “at the heart of early modern and modern 
slavery” (Davis, 2006, p. 78), aided by a “cold-blooded culture” (Davis, 2006, p. 96), how 
could so many people have remained so indifferent to the sufferings of other human 
beings?  In his crusade to end the slave trade, Thomas Clarkson, the renowned abolitionist, 
interviewed seamen and used their “stories to make the trade, which to most people was 
an abstract and distant proposition, into something concrete, human, and immediate” 
(Rediker, 2007, p. 326).  The necessity to do so derived from the fact that the most brutal 
aspects of the trade had been rendered invisible, and accounting was the pervasive 
technology that permitted this occlusion.  The most fundamental implication of 
recognising humans as assets – reducing them to quantities and money values – is to 
change the way in which people are (un)seen.  In this way, instead of being a bland, 
neutral technology, “accounting is both pervasive and enabling, with impacts, whether 
intended or not, on organizational and social functioning” (Gomes et al., 2011, p. 390).  
Accounting was fundamental to the way slaves were treated as non-humans, an apparatus 
that both defined and reflected relationships of power and control, including the depiction 
of people as mere objects, common chattels or animals. 
Analysis of GPM’s accounting records also highlights the many contradictions 
inherent to this trade.  Contrary to the official discourse, slaves were skilful human beings 
and essential to a whole range of operations the company undertook.  Drescher (2008, p. 
106) stated that “though the slave trade epitomized the reduction of human beings to the 
category of things it was also the slaveholder’s conception of the enslaved as potentially 
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valuable things that sustained the system of exchange” (emphasis in original).  The 
printed image of the infamous slave ship Brookes has been described as revealing “the 
brutal logic and cold, rational mentality of the merchant’s business – the process by 
which human beings were reduced to property, by which labor was made into a thing, a 
commodity, shorn of all ethical considerations” (Rediker, 2007, p. 339).  But so too do 
accounting records evidence the motivations underpinning this inherently cruel trade. 
As Chwastiak and Lehman (2008, p. 319) stressed: 
three conditions must be met for moral inhibitions on violence to be erased.  First, the 
violence is authorized; second, the actions are routinized; and third, the victims are 
dehumanized … Dehumanization prevents the aggressor from empathizing with the 
victims of aggression and safeguards them from ethical evaluation of their actions … This 
is accomplished in part by using a language which suggests that things[,] not people[,] are 
impacted by acts of violence. 
In Portugal, 1755-1778, these three conditions existed.  The slave trade was not only 
legally sanctioned, it was officially recognised as the essential means to implement state 
policies for developing Pará and Maranhão, to the extent that the 1761 law prohibited the 
importation of slaves into the continental territory of Portugal.  As seen in Chapter 4, this 
prohibition was dictated not for humanitarian reasons or for any idea of liberation, but 
simply to ensure that every available slave was directed into Brazil, where they were a 
crucial resource.  Second, Portuguese were familiar with the slave trade routines, as they 
had been operating them since the 1440s; thus, by 1755 the trade was thoroughly 
understood by the traders themselves and also accepted by the general public.  In spite of 
a latent profound Catholic spirit in Portugal, and an express legal recognition of the slaves 
as humans, the fact is that for all purposes they were viewed as inferior, usable and 
exploitable.  Additionally, the Catholic Church not only supported and participated in the 
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trade, it spread the view that enslaving African people was fair and useful to save their 
souls.  As Maclachlan (1979, pp. 1/2) asserted: 
in earlier centuries Roman Catholic culture provided the philosophical structure and set 
the limits to African slavery.  While extending theoretical protection and privileges, it 
also provided the rationalization that made it possible to carry on the slave trade.  
Europeans involved in the trade could fall back upon the notion that slaves would be 
compensated for a life of cruel drudgery by the benefits of the Christian faith.  Baptism, 
and the prospect of life everlasting, could be seen as more than an even exchange. 
Third, while the slaves were dehumanised by the natural distance of the operations being 
conducted, far away from first account sightings, at the same time the nature of operations 
and the results thereof where disguised as profit, development and better lives for 
investors, producers and anyone operating, directly or indirectly, in the trade.  Indeed, the 
dense web of operations assisting the trade supported many Portuguese families, whose 
businesses supplied a multitude of items indispensable for equipping ships, providing for 
crews, bartering for slaves in Africa, and meeting the requests for diverse items for 
consumers in Brazil.  Upon the return of the ships to Portugal, these same families would 
acquire the goods that had been produced in Brazil with slave labour.  As Voltaire aptly 
and provocatively remarked in Candide, “that’s the price of your eating sugar in Europe” 
(1758, p. 86), a reflection many people would experience if learning the facts of those 
times – and possibly today. 
As Dussere stressed, “the epistemological foundation – or perhaps the original sin 
– of slavery is the ability to see other human beings as property to be bought and 
exchanged and recorded in the account-book” (2003, p. 11).  Thus, accounting, and in 
particular “double-entry bookkeeping and its cornerstone, the ledger, create a certain 
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narrative of historical events … Although this narrative reduces the slaves to their 
monetary value, it also provides written historical documentation of their lives” (Dussere, 
2003, p. 11).  Indeed, “although the ledgers are tools of the system that converts humans 
into property, they are also the only historical documents to record the stories” (Dussere, 
2003, p. 18) of those same slaves.  Therefore, and as demonstrated in this study, 
accounting records and statements often document more than just the economic 
calculations that they are conventionally ascribed.  In the case of GPM, the surviving 
records meticulously document important aspects of the organization and operation of the 
slave trade itself, rather than just its economic outcomes.  That is, accounting was deeply 
enmeshed in the slave trade, enabling its operation rather than just summarizing its 
economic outcomes.  The surviving records are not just evidence of this, but constitute an 
accounting “mea culpa”.  However, in small compensation for this enabling role, the 
records also serve as an artefact that helps preserve this episode and give some visibility 
to the people affected by it and its tragic consequences. 
Immersed in the details of the accounting entries are enlightening images that 
reveal not only the lives experienced by the slaves, but also the ways these men and 
women were regarded by those who made such entries.  In this respect the language used 
in the entries illustrate, perhaps more than anything else, the inhumanness of this legal 
trade.  Much of the language is similar to that used for animals: men, women, boys and 
girls were frequently referred as “male” and “female”120  or simply “negros”; slaves’ 
children were referred as calfs (crias).121  Some cargos not only reproduced the image of 
the branding iron, thus preserving it for posterity, but also mentioned the body part where 
the branding was placed, thereby revealing that this atrocious act was seen exactly as if 
120 In Portuguese it is unusual to apply such designations to human beings, whereas it is the common term 
for animals. 
121 Regrettably, the translation of the Portuguese word cria into English does not convey the full meaning of 
its use in this context.  While in Portuguese this word is used to refer to animals’ babies in general, in 
English several words apply, depending on the animal in question, such as calf, cub, and foal. 
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being done to an animal (for an example, see TT_GPM_52_75, which indicated that the 
branding was placed on the right lombo122).  The lists of items given to the slaves provide 
information on the lives they endured: along with food items, a fee was charged by 
Church members for each baptism or burial.  Holy objects, such as Eucharist chalices for 
performing mass on board the ships, were acquired for sums sometimes as high as those 
for the provisions taken for a whole voyage and that would have to sustain several 
hundred human beings for a period of, at best, no less than 40 days.  Each ship carrying 
enslaved human beings across the Atlantic was named after a saint, sometimes more than 
one (for details see Appendix 2), while the protection of God was demanded in daily 
masses celebrated for the company’s success, with the corresponding fee paid to Church 
representatives debited to the company’s daily expenses.  The acquisition cost of each 
slave, and the resulting sale price, depended on an intricate combination of physical 
characteristics, skills and bodily fitness after a long journey – which a more detailed 
reporting after 1773 revealed in its most compelling crudeness: the cost of dead fellow 
human beings being ascribed to the cost of the surviving ones.  At the end of 1777, an 
entry in the journal (TT_GPM_14_7568) refers to the amount spent until 31 December 
1776 by the Maranhão administrators in erecting a house destined for the slaves’ 
quarantine – a house located on a small island near the capital of the state, very aptly 
named Island of Fear (Ilha do Medo).  These are examples of images that the accounting 
system has preserved, and that are worth reflecting upon. 
122 Once again, the Portuguese word lombo, which is translated into English as loins, is usually associated 
with animals, not human beings.  As such, it may be more faithfully translated into English as “the part or 
parts of a quadruped animal on either side of the spinal column, between the false ribs and hipbone” 
(www.dictionary.com, accessed on May 12, 2014). 
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7.2.3 Research Question 3: What does this case study reveal about the practice of 
accounting being embedded in episodes of human misery? 
This case study has demonstrated that accounting was deeply embedded in promoting and 
enabling slavery and the slave trade.  It would perhaps be too forceful to state that without 
accounting slavery and the slave trade would not have existed.  However, as 
demonstrated, accounting was a crucial element in setting up and developing such an 
enterprise.  Apart from providing the means to manage effectively a multinational 
company at a time when communications were limited and slow, accounting also 
provided the indispensable distancing mechanism that allowed investors, suppliers, 
consumers and even agents of the company to actively engage in, and profit from, 
activities that ultimately inflicted extraordinary suffering upon thousands of fellow human 
beings. 
The general picture emerging from previous chapters is that GPM was a vast 
machine fuelled by accounting information.  While accounting was effectively used by 
the Board to monitor and manage operations from a distance, it was also widely used to 
achieve legitimacy, demonstrating the alignment of its actions with the state’s policies, 
and thereby justifying requests for more privileges.  On the state’s part, accounting 
information provided by the Board, combined with information gathered from the state’s 
representatives, allowed monitoring of the extent to which stipulated policies had been 
effectively implemented.  This, in turn, depended on slave labour. 
These findings are aligned with the theoretical framework presented in Chapter 3, 
as well as with examples provided in the literature that informs this study.  Accounting is 
indeed a powerful, versatile technology that allows action at a distance to be exercised 
and programmes of government to be implemented.  As a “mechanism which promises to 
shape the economic or social conduct of diverse and institutionally distinct persons and 
agencies without shattering their formally distinct or ‘autonomous’ character” (Miller and 
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Rose, 1990b, p. 14), accounting allows the achievement of objectives by creating a web 
of agents who willingly comply with prescribed norms.  In the case of GPM, the 
interconnected policies devised by Pombal for Pará and Maranhão were implemented 
through the actions of a private company, which combined private profit aims with public 
duties.  Further, this role was successfully achieved without destroying its character of 
private enterprise, enlisting the company and its agents, and ultimately keeping them 
aligned with the state’s policies.  As Rose (1991, p. 686) has asserted, “numbers figure 
out the continual adjustment between those who have power and those over whom they 
claim the right to exercise it”.  In this case, “as in other episodes the design of the 
prescribed accounting techniques was informed by the achievement of the state’s 
objectives and reflected dominant ideologies” (Walker, 2008, p. 455). 
If undoubtedly the slaves were the most basic victims of the actions of GPM, the 
structure of the company and of its accounting system also provided the basis for other 
levels of “exploitation”.  Indeed, by being forced to trade exclusively through GPM, 
Brazilian producers were deprived of the possibility of access to a free market, obtaining 
a just price for their produce.  Hence, while the Portuguese merchant community 
effectively benefitted from the fruits of developing Pará and Maranhão, from the 
producers’ perspective GPM’s monopoly meant, as seen in Chapter 6, a more fragile 
position for negotiations with its agents – a total and effective dependence that filled the 
company’s coffers, and ultimately those of the merchant community, while exploiting the 
Brazilian producer.  As Hamilton (1948, pp. 52/53) asserted: 
The monopolistic trading companies depressed the prices of exports and raised those of 
imports in Europe … In the short run producers suffered, and consumers were 
permanently oppressed.  The high prices paid for imports in colonial and metropolitan 
markets went to monopolistic middlemen instead of to producers in the exporting 
countries, who, under perfect competition, could have been expected to increase their 
output … In reality the cost of occupying and exploiting backward areas was defrayed by 
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a sort of tax, paid not to the government presumably for the benefit of the body politic, 
but to a favored group of courtiers and monopolistic traders. 
As demonstrated in Chapter 6, accounting not only provided comparative information on 
produce in Pará and Maranhão, it was effectively used by the Board to collect and 
combine information, which was then put at the service of the company’s profit aims.  
Based on such information, administrators in Pará and Maranhão were instructed to 
crush acquisition prices paid to local producers.  And while the physical distance acted in 
the company’s interest, for it was necessarily easier to impose harsh measures from 
Lisbon, the results of such actions were shielded by accounting information.  Indeed, 
GPM’s actions and its underlying accounting system effectively enslaved more than just 
Africans. 
Far from being an unforeseen consequence, or an exclusive result of GPM’s 
abusive actions, the records suggest that this was an inevitable condition for the success 
of the state’s policies.  Pombal’s astuteness and knowledge of Portugal’s situation led to 
an inevitable truth: the need to favour some elements of society to the detriment of others.  
He knew that the success – of GPM and necessarily of his policies – depended on 
empowering the Portuguese merchant community, and he thus paved the way to facilitate 
business transactions with selected members of this group, some of whom occupied 
prominent public positions and were simultaneously members of GPM’s successive 
boards.  As seen in Chapter 6, the private businesses these members conducted with GPM 
were one of the strongest complaints against the company’s actions. 
A further finding evidenced by this case study, and aligned with the theoretical 
framework, is that, far from being constrained by distance, accounting seems to take 
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advantage of it.  That is, by accumulating information from the peripheries and 
combining it, accounting provides knowledge that allows action at a distance to be 
exercised.  By bringing the periphery closer to the centre, accounting builds a closeness 
that only acts in favour of the latter.  Further, while accounting also has the potential to 
obscure the real intentions of the centre, when tough measures affecting the peripheries 
have to be implemented, these are still conveniently located far away from the centre, 
thus protecting it from any resulting adverse reactions. 
What, then, is to be said about accounting and accountants?  If accountants’ 
involvement in regrettable episodes of human history, such as this case study and 
previous studies have demonstrated, has displayed a fertile catalogue of human faults, it is 
only fair to say that such involvement does not seem to be gratuitous.  That is, 
accountant’s faults have their roots in complex and multifaceted reasons: springing from 
basic human weaknesses or imperfections, lacking self-criticism, or simply the tendency 
to comply with “prevailing economic and political structures” (Funnell and Walker, 2013, 
p. 6).  In this sense, Rose (1991, p. 678) has asserted that the manipulating powers of 
accountancy spare no one, even the agents who collect, combine and use such 
information.  Indeed, “while accounting provides only a blinkered and distorted view of 
the world, yet a powerful and legitimate view, it forces people to see, think and act in 
particular ways, instead of being able to determine their own ways” (Perks, 1993, p. 205).  
As for accounting, while in nature not a destructive, manipulating technology, it is far 
from disinterested, and as such it does have the potential to manipulate people and events 
– a power that can be used for evil as well as for good.  And it may well be that the only 
way to deal with its destructive potential is to be aware of it. 
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A further implication of the above presented research questions relates to 
understanding if accounting’s embeddedness in dark episodes of human history still 
persists and, if so, how might it be ameliorated?  This is considered in the next subsection. 
7.2.4 Further Implications 
Despite many controversies that have been helpful in advancing accounting history 
research, seminal papers and authors seem to agree on one issue: contributions to this 
field of knowledge are enhanced by studies that outline their implications for present and 
future accounting.  In their seminal work on critical and interpretative histories of 
accounting, Carnegie and Napier (1996, p. 31) stated that “accounting historians should 
not forget to identify and explain, rather than merely assert, the contemporary relevance 
of their work”, providing “insights into accounting’s present and future through its past”.  
Similarly, this study also seeks to contribute to an understanding of accounting’s current 
state and to the ways in which accounting, as we know it, can develop and advance.  
Plumb (1969, p. 17) stated that: 
Some, if not the most important, of the problems which face society today are not new 
ones; there are similarities and analogies in the past.  Any process which increases man’s 
awareness of himself, that strengthens his chance of controlling himself and his 
environment, is well worth pursuing.123
It is somewhat ironic that while in the past actively masking the “humanity of those it 
commodified” (Vollmers, 2003, p. 391), accounting has also the power to reveal so much 
to us in the present.  “Accounting is, above all, a human practice, and like all human 
123 This study does not examine in detail the many settings with which it may have contemporary parallels.  
However, a useful starting point for such inquiry is the book by Malbert and Sealy (2005), documenting 
aspects of contemporary slavery.  The eight settings documented in this book are enlightening testimonies 
to the persistence and versatility of the term “slavery”.  The website http://slaveryfootprint.org/ also 
provides a glimpse into how our most basic daily actions impact on the freedom and wellbeing of other 
human beings. 
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practices it is based on human interaction” (Carnegie and Napier, 2012, p. 329), and 
accounting records preserve and evidence this interaction.  So, how can accounting 
history research of the kind presented in this study contribute to understanding the present 
and perhaps influencing the future?  Reflecting on accounting’s role in enabling the slave 
trade invites a search for contemporary settings in which the often presumed innocuity of 
accounting can be challenged.  Is it possible that today, and without sufficient awareness 
of it, accounting technology is being used as a means to achieve reproachable ends?  Is it 
conceivable that future generations will look upon our present and conclude that we, too, 
are using accounting to enable actions that will condemn ourselves as being morally 
uncivilized?  In presenting a series of examples of today’s financial reporting showing 
“how annual reports rely upon the silencing of injustices in order to make profit appear to 
be an unproblematic measure of success”, Chwastiak and Young (2003, p. 533), claimed 
that “injustices are silenced by the dominant discourses”.  Speaking of what they call 
“silences in annual reports”, they stated that “these silences allow us to ignore more easily 
the distasteful and objectionable aspects of the systems in which we live” (p. 535).  It is 
pertinent to ask – at a time when the ubiquity of accounting and the profundity of its 
effects are widely recognised – what else are we ignoring today? 
As Hoskin and Macve (1994, p. 70) stressed, “humans increasingly discover that 
there is no quality that cannot in principle be quantified”.  A frequently overlooked fact is 
that, while in theory useful for humanity’s progress, such increasing quantification can 
also have dehumanizing consequences.  In reality, when basic human qualities/features 
are reduced to mere numbers, the result is “not just put[ting] a number on performance, 
… [but putting] a quantifiable value on the person, providing… an objective measure of 
human success and failure” (Hoskin and Macve, 1994, p. 70). 
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John Newton, a former slave trader,124 said, looking back on his Guinea voyages, 
that the trade “renders most of those who engaged in it too indifferent to the sufferings of 
their fellow creatures”, and that the necessity of treating the Negroes like cattle “gradually 
brings a numbness upon the heart” (cited in Mannix, 1962, p. x).  Mannix, in turn, stated 
that “most of the Guinea captains … recognized no higher duty than that of making a 
profit from the voyage, for themselves and their owners, at any cost in suffering and death 
so long as it was paid by slaves or by common seamen” (1962, p. 145).  Indeed, for 
Mannix (1962, pp. x-xi), that 
was the distinguishing feature of the trade: not its dangers, not the loss of life it involved, 
not even the cruelties it inflicted on millions, but rather the numbness of the traders and 
their loss of human sympathies.  From beginning to end the trade was a denial of any 
standards except those of profit and loss.  A black man was worth exactly what his flesh 
would bring in the market.  If his flesh would bring nothing, he was tossed overboard as if 
he were a horse with a broken leg. 
Specifically, in answer to the question of how was it possible for so many people to 
accept and support such a trade for more than 400 years, researchers have generally 
offered a common response: “dehumanization”.  Rediker (2007) claimed that “the slave 
trade had long survived because it was carried on far beyond the metropolis” (p. 327), 
noting that “most merchants … insulated themselves from the human consequences of 
their investments, thinking of the slave ship in abstract and useful ways, reducing all to 
columns of numbers in ledger books and statements of profit and loss” (p. 353).  Dussere 
(2003, p. 17), in turn, stated that: 
Within the slave system, the ledger’s capacity to posit equivalency, to assert the likeness 
of unlike things within the universal language of financial value, is indispensable.  
Slavery insists precisely upon the equivalency of humans and animals, humans and 
124 John Henry Newton would later become a Reverend, and is still famous for many hymns that he 
authored, including “Amazing Grace”. 
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objects; that equivalency is at the heart of the system itself and of the violence perpetrated 
by that system against its victims, the epistemic violence from which the most contentious 
legacies of slavery flow. 
As Fleischman (2004, p. 18) asserted, “in essence, accounting was used to convert 
qualitative human characteristics into a limited number of discrete categories that could 
be differentiated and monetised in order to facilitate commercial dealings”, providing a 
conveniently distorted image of reality.  And for Hines (1988, p. 254) this is precisely 
where the power of accounting and accountants resides: “people think and act on the 
basis of that picture!” (emphasis in original).  Today, and as Lehman asserted, 
Critical accounting scholars know very well the inevitable intertwining of economics and 
social relationships, and have also wondered how terms such as maximization of utility 
and rationality are inserted to justify every kind of economic and social policy in 
disregard of the devastating impacts on the most vulnerable (2013, p. 139).  
As accounting history research exposes “the extent of individual and societal greed, the 
absence of justice, the prevalent corruption, and the systematic nature of our moral crises” 
(Lehman, 2013, p. 142), and accounting’s persistent involvement in such dark 
manifestations, questions must be asked and solutions must be devised.  How to 
maximize accounting’s potential for good, while neutralising its least positive impacts?  
How to enhance the clarity, reliability, and usefulness of accounting information?  While 
recognition of accounting’s dark side is certainly a useful starting point, Graham (2013) 
suggested that “the idea of accounting as a language” should be taken seriously in 
classrooms, “exploring what distinguishes accounting from other languages, not only in 
its grammar and structure but also in the conditions of production of accounting texts” (p. 
120).  Indeed, “a literary perspective on accounting can empower students to take a 
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critical perspective on accounting, instead of being passive consumers of accounting signs” 
(Graham, 2013, p. 120).  Since today “we live in interesting times and the challenges for 
relevancy – and moral courage in accounting – are even more poignant” (Lehman, 2013, 
p. 138), this could be the way forward. 
7.3 Summary 
This chapter has discussed the findings of the study, providing answers to the research 
questions and their further implications.  As demonstrated, while traditional definitions of 
accounting and specifications of its function endow the discipline with intrinsic social 
utility, twenty years of critical accounting history have shown that, as with other 
technologies, accounting can be used for evil as well as good purposes.  The literature on 
accounting’s “dark side”, which the present study seeks to augment, has affirmed the 
involvement of accounting in abominable episodes of human history.  Slavery is among 
the most compelling of such episodes. 
 In the context of the Enlightenment ideals spreading around Europe, slavery and 
the slave trade were seen not only as being compatible with such ideals, but were in fact 
considered instrumental in developing nations.  As previously mentioned, 18th century 
Portugal and its leaders shared these views on African slavery.  Accordingly, they not 
only supported this trade, but also emphasised its instrumental character for developing 
the nation and promoting the “common good”.  In the context of the policies defined by 
the Portuguese State to overcome the enduring problems Portugal faced, a chartered 
company was created and given privileges that would allow it to pursue the typical aims 
of a private enterprise, while also aligning such aims with the effective implementation of 
the policies devised for Pará and Maranhão.  GPM would, thus, operate as an 
aggregating agent for disparate, yet combinable, actions of quite diverse agents operating 
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in three continents.  Such functioning required an information system capable of allowing 
the effective management from a distance of the company’s operations, and a wise 
combination of several dissimilar objectives. 
Given these aims, and the technical restrictions of the time, accounting would be 
the information system allowing action at a distance to be managed, on two distinct levels.  
First, by GPM’s governing body located in Lisbon, which was responsible for defining, 
implementing and controlling the complex activities taking place in distant locales, and 
aligning the actions of a vast web of agents with the company’s interest.  Second, 
accounting information was also structured and used for demonstrating the permanent 
alignment of the company’s actions with the interests of Pará and Maranhão, aiding the 
effective implementation of the state’s policies.  Therefore, accounting information 
prepared by GPM was provided to the Portuguese State, and actively used as the basis for 
obtaining new privileges from the King. 
In spite of the many facets of the company’s operations, what accounting 
information reveals is that the slave trade was the basis for the success of GPM and, 
necessarily, the state’s policies.  Thus, meticulous details of the slave trading operations 
were collected and transcribed into books maintained in Lisbon, providing a global 
perspective on the operations of the company and the results thereof.  While in its genesis 
such information was merely an instrument for the effective management of the 
company’s distant operations, today its utility is invested with a different meaning, as 
accounting records become powerful testimonies of the brutality of such trade, and of the 
lives the enslaved people endured. 
In demonstrating how accounting records reveal so much about the slave trade, 
this study also sought to reveal how the technology of accounting was integral to enabling 
that trade.  That is, the objectives of the research were twofold.  Firstly, a narrative 
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approach has been used to evidence accounting’s potential as a source of social history.  
As shown in Chapter 5, the meticulous accounting information on this trade allows 
insights into the brutal nature of this trade and provides enlightening glimpses on the lives 
of these men and women, and their traders. 
In this way, the surviving records of GPM, apart from providing a “representation 
of everyday life” – albeit in a brutal context – also highlight “the potential value of an 
accounting document as a source of social history” (Jeacle, 2009, p. 677).  The need to 
uncover stories to persuade sceptics to recognise the potential of accounting history, and 
thus make it matter more, is an ongoing concern (Gomes et al., 2011).  This case study 
contributes to overturning the still popular notion that historical accounting records are 
mere “dusty piles of numbers”.  Instead, they can provide vivid information on the 
everyday lives of real people in important historical epochs: who they were, where they 
were, what they were doing, and the details of their daily existence.  In the case of slave 
trading, the web of complicity is also shown to extend well beyond just those directly 
involved in its operations.  GPM effectively operated under the auspices of the Portuguese 
State, capital to finance its operations was sourced from the social and economic elite, and 
its slave trading was one side of a triangle of which the other two sides were the exporting 
and importing of consumer goods. 
Does this evidence accounting’s culpability in enabling slavery and the slave 
trade?  Is it acceptable to conclude that, because accounting reports dark events, that the 
very discipline itself has a dark side or is implicated in those events?  The answers to these 
questions are derived from the constitutive role of accounting.  That is, accounting does 
not involve just an objective and disinterested description of independent events.  Rather, 
accounting is part of the apparatus that enables particular events and outcomes to occur.  
Accounting records reveal so much about the slave trade because they were integral to it, 
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facilitating this dehumanizing trade rather than just recording it.  It is not the purpose of 
this research to impose “the burden of present meanings on past practices” (Miller and 
Napier, 1993, p. 633) and as such there is no intention to judge any of the actors involved 
in the events that are being analysed.  However, it is pertinent to ask whether so many 
people would have invested in and supported such a trade if their understandings had been 
derived from first-hand experience, rather than being mediated through the neutralising 
and representational agency of accounting. 
An additional thought: who is to blame?  Accounting or just accountants?  
Fleischman (2004, p. 19) found no evidence that accountants involved in the 
reprehensible episodes he studied ever questioned their actions, and so far no evidence 
has been found to suggest that GPM’s accountants were any different.  This seems to be a 
general tenor of the literature on accounting’s dark side: the apparent reluctance of 
accountants to question their actions.  This, of itself, invites a more critical reflection on 
the power of accounting technology and of those who wield it.  As Lehman (2013, p. 136) 
explained: 
… language is nuanced, power is embed[ded] in accounting technology, and accounting 
education crafts and restricts meaning. … how can we foster a truly critical framework by 
which educators and students can “think different” and what can be done to promote 
sustainable, principled, and nuanced business practices?  Our views of the morality of our 
world, how social structures affect ways of knowing, and what disrupts and challenges 
the status quo are particularly of concern to promote social transformation and justice. 
Perks (1993, p. 205) pointed out that “accounting could have a liberating … role”.  In the 
specific case of the events under scrutiny in this study, this liberating role is more evident 
in the undeniable fact that, while at the time a mechanism for silencing repressed voices, 
accounting is today a means for these voices to be heard.  Indeed, accounting records do 
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reveal extensive information about the lives of many real people interacting with GPM, 
including the slaves, although this can be reasonably assumed to be unintentional.  Thus, 
the voices of these men and women are usually silenced, even though at times traces, if 
not of their feelings or thoughts, at least of their actions can be perceived.  In one such 
instance, letters and accounting records reveal the consequences of the conduct of two 
slaves: Manoel and Paulo.  As part of a cargo carried to Pará aboard the ship Nossa 
Senhora do Cabo they helped the crew defend themselves against “Moorish pirates”.  In a 
letter addressed to the King, seeking guidance on how to reward the contributors to the 
happy ending of this affair, GPM mentioned that while Paulo died sometime during the 
rest of the voyage, probably as a consequence of the encounter, both he and Manoel had 
been particularly brave, a true example of fearless conduct.  Thus by royal decree of 26 
June 1772 the King determined that along with several rewards and annuities conferred to 
other participants, “the slave Manoel [should] be set free at the company’s expense and 
placed under her protection” (AHMOPTC, fls. 401-405).  Although nothing else is 
mentioned about Manoel or his destiny, what accounting records reveal is that the 
company paid 130,000 reis to repurchase him from his new owner (Captain Luis Pereira 
da Cunha) and declare him a free man.  Accordingly, the financial statements of 1773 
(TT_GPM_77_283) present a sum of 130,000 reis as the “cost by which a slave was 
rescued in Pará to whom freedom was given for the actions he performed in defending 
the Galera Nossa Senhora do Cabo against Algerians” (privateers). 
Referring to some of the testimonies of victims of the Nazi holocaust presented by 
the prosecution in the case of Otto Adolf Eichmann125, Arendt (1994, p. 211) stated: 
125 Otto Adolf Eichmann was brought to trial in the District Court in Jerusalem on 11 April 1961, found 
guilty and executed by hanging in May 1962, for his involvement in facilitating and managing the logistics 
of mass deportation of Jews to ghettos and extermination camps in German-occupied Eastern Europe.  
Hannah Arendt attended the trial reporting for The New Yorker, and these reports subsequently evolved into 
a book published in 1963, under the enlightening name Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of 
Evil. 
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The judges … intended to concentrate on what had been done instead of on what the Jews 
had suffered.  In an obvious rebuff to the prosecution, they said explicitly that sufferings 
on so gigantic a scale were “beyond human understanding”, a matter for “great authors 
and poets”, and did not belong in a courtroom, whereas the deeds and motives that had 
caused them were neither beyond understanding nor beyond judgement. 
An analogy can be applied to this study: although having no intention whatsoever to 
judge the participants, for that is a primary condition of historical inquiry, this research 
has hopefully succeeded in understanding and explaining the accounting practices and the 
motivations lying beneath them.  As for the sufferings of the slaves, it is firmly believed 
that no matter how detailed the knowledge of the events and the conditions they endured, 
it will be completely impossible to fully comprehend their ordeal. 
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8 Chapter 8: Conclusion 
All of it is now … 
Morrison (1987, p. 210) 
8.1 Introduction 
This study has investigated the accounting practices developed and applied by GPM to 
the slave trade and the way those practices changed overtime, in response to pressures 
exerted over the company.  Furthermore, it has demonstrated the many purposes the 
accounting system fulfilled, in the context of the roles the company was endowed with, 
particularly as an instrument of the Portuguese State.  In so doing, the study has analysed 
and demonstrated the role of accounting in promoting and enabling slavery and the slave 
trade, a role that is aligned with other events presented in the literature review.  Indeed, 
accounting and accountants were shown to, once again, have performed an active role in 
enabling a dark event: in this case, the acquisition, transportation across the Atlantic, sale 
and further exploitation of human beings. 
This final chapter contains an overview of the key findings and conclusions of the 
study.  The chapter also addresses the contributions of the study to the literature and to 
knowledge, and outlines opportunities for future research. 
8.2 Overview of the Findings and Conclusions of the Study 
Adopting the conception of accounting as a social and institutional practice, and inspired 
by an extensive body of literature which has portrayed the dark side of accounting, 
including its involvement in the abhorrent episode of slavery and the slave trade, this 
study has focused on an emblematic case.  As demonstrated in Chapter 2, there have been 
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several prior studies of the interplay between accounting and slavery.  However, the 
present study is distinctive in three aspects.  First, rather than the more typical New 
World setting, it focuses on a Portuguese company and its delivery of slaves into present 
day Brazil.  Second, the period examined – being the second half of the 18th century – is 
generally earlier than that of other studies.  Third, the richness of the archival records of 
GPM permits a much more comprehensive examination of the role of accounting in 
enabling slavery.  The surviving records allow a full picture of a slave trading company’s 
operations to be constructed, beginning with the formation of the company and the 
establishment of its purpose and operating rules, the details of its voyages and 
transactions, through to the sale and utilisation of the slaves. 
 The essential finding that emerges is a reinforced and more detailed understanding 
of the crucial and enabling role that accounting technology played in slave trading.  
Today, accounting is often characterised as “the language of business”, with the 
implication being that successful business activity is dependent on that language.  In the 
second half of the eighteenth century – and particularly for a large company, operating in 
various locations and with absentee owners – it was no different.  What was different was 
the business GPM was engaged in: slave trading.  Even though the company was 
involved in other trading activities, from the outset slave trading provided its raison 
d’être, both as a profit making venture and in boosting economic activity in Portugal’s 
colonies in Brazil.  While the company also traded commodities into and from Europe, 
the success of these ventures was dependent on the company’s slave trading activities. 
 The examination of the extensive records surviving from the sophisticated 
accounting system developed and used by GPM, as undertaken in this research, has led to 
two main conclusions.  First, those records allow detailed insights to the brutal nature of 
the slave trading operations and the lives of the slaves and their traders.  In this way, 
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accounting is again shown to be a potent – but still underutilised – source for conducting 
social history.  The slaves themselves generally left no written records of their own; but 
inscribed in ledger accounts and subsidiary accounting records, such as cargo books, are 
details of who these people were and the brutality of the lives they lived.  Second, the 
meticulous and detailed extent to which slave trading transactions were recorded is, of 
itself, taken as evidence that accounting technology was essential to enabling this trade to 
be undertaken and prosper. 
The extensive and intricate web of agents participating in the operations undertaken 
by GPM, and profiting from them, and the parallels which the findings of this study 
evidence with more recent – even present day – situations of abuse and exploitation, 
provide a further implication.  As a technology deeply embedded in processes of 
dehumanization and exploitation, accounting is a strong and “hidden power” (Hines, 1988, 
p. 257), and its effects are rarely questioned, even by its practitioners.  Indeed, as Hines 
(1988, p. 259, emphases in original) asserted, “social reality exists tangibly, and 
accounting practices communicate that reality, but in so doing, such practices play a part 
in creating, shaping and changing, that is, in constructing reality.”  This, of itself, invites 
a more critical reflection on the power of accounting technology and of those who wield 
it.  Considering that, in an ever changing world, accounting plays a decisive role, it is 
essential to place our thoughts not only in the technical aspects of the profession, but also 
in the most fundamental ethical issues that arise from the practices and uses of accounting, 
and the human motivations that lie beneath them. 
8.3 Contributions of the Study 
This study contributes to the accounting history research agenda in several ways.  It 
expands the literature on accounting’s dark side, and most specifically on slavery and the 
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slave trade, by highlighting a different and understudied setting: Portugal, Africa and 
Brazil in the second half of the 18th century.  Indeed, although Portugal was a forerunner 
of the Atlantic slave trade, the large majority of studies on slavery and the slave trade has 
focused on other participants and their delivery and utilization of slaves in the New World, 
mostly the present day United States of America and what were the Spanish colonies of 
South America.  Furthermore, the relatively meagre body of literature focusing on the 
Portuguese case, particularly that written and published in the English language, has 
tended to focus on African regions diverse from the locations where GPM operated.  As 
Hawthorne (2010, p. 3) suggested, the slave trade from Upper Guinea to the captaincies 
of Pará and Maranhão is “an understudied diaspora in an understudied part of Brazil”.  
Additionally, the present study is focused on an earlier period when compared to previous 
studies. 
 One other contribution relates to the fact that, instead of just analysing the 
accounting practices in the context of the company, the study has shed light on 
“accounting in its wider social context”, exploring issues such as how “the actions of the 
State affect cost accounting in enterprises” (Loft, 2004, p. 96).  The present study is, as 
far as can be ascertained, the first study of accounting techniques being applied to humans 
in the context of the 18th century Portuguese slave trade, evidencing accounting’s 
involvement in this abhorrent episode of human history and questioning the implications 
– past, present and future – of such involvement.  In sum, the study augments the 
literature on accounting and slavery, by highlighting a new setting (Portugal, in the 
second half of the 18th century), and investigating the determinants and implications of 
the accounting practices used. 
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Furthermore, the characteristics of GPM and its connection with the Portuguese 
State evidence an additional contribution: as a private company operating as an arm of the 
Portuguese State and playing a key role in implementing state policies, GPM was indeed 
a true Public Private Partnership.  This places the study at the interface of public and 
private spheres, supplementing the existing knowledge on the interrelations between 
accounting and the state, an area that has been acknowledged as being relatively under 
researched (Colquhoun, 2009; Colquhoun and Parker, 2012).  The study also contributes 
to theory by exemplifying and demonstrating how accounting was effectively used to 
manage action at a distance at two distinct levels: first, by the company’s governing body 
in Lisbon (the Board); second, by the Portuguese State, monitoring the company’s actions 
and thereby ensuring the successful implementation of its stipulated policies.  As a result, 
although focused on a single case study – GPM – the theoretical underpinnings of this 
research may be able to be applied to other settings. 
The study contributes to uncovering in detail a collection of archival sources that 
to date have remained relatively unexplored, and reveals how they can be used to further 
understanding accounting and its implications.  Indeed, despite the extensive use of 
archival data to support the findings, the previous chapters have also demonstrated that 
the potential of these archival sources is far from exhausted with this study. 
One final contribution of this study relates to the implications that emerge from 
the findings.  In one of his best known aphorisms, George Santayana said “those who 
cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it” (Santayana, 1906, p. 312).126
Plumb (1969, p. 11), in turn, has noted that “the sense of the past has usually been linked 
in human consciousness with a sense of the future”.  In this sense, although being focused 
126 This famous aphorism, translated into Polish, is inscribed on a plaque at the Auschwitz concentration 
camp.
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on past events, this study seeks to contribute to knowledge by pointing to the utility of its 
findings for the present and the future.  Naturally, such a contribution is more dependent 
on the uses which may be given to this study, rather than on the intentions that directed its 
making.  As Mannix (1962, p. xiv) asserted: 
the trade brutalized almost everyone who engaged in it.  The guilt for it rests not wholly 
on the white race, or partly on the African kings and slave merchants, but beyond them on 
humanity itself, the same humanity that was responsible for Auschwitz and Matthausen 
and, in its blundering fashion, for Hiroshima and for the next catastrophe; I mean on the 
apparently inexhaustible capacity for greed and numbness of heart and the infliction of 
suffering that survives in the nature of man. 
As for accounting, and as demonstrated in this study, this technology assists in the 
construction of a presumed truth.  As Dussere (2003) asserted, “speaking primarily in 
numbers and abbreviations, the ledger asserts its language to be both objective and 
transparent, and in that language renders all things comparable since each can be assigned 
a financial value in the form of a numeric sign” (pp. 15/16).  Further, “numeric 
representation and brevity, the style of no apparent style, become[s] the very model for 
what is considered factual, and thus truthful” (p. 16).  This “unacknowledged rhetoric of 
the ledger has as its goal the justification” (p. 16) of the activities pursued, regardless of 
their fairness, and in so doing “the ledger presents itself as a model of justice itself [since] 
the balance sheet derivative of the double-entry ledger proves that the business in 
question practices justice” (p. 17)127.  Indeed, 
Book of books, the ledger not only implies the ethicality of commerce but provides a 
model for justice and moral practice as such.  It insists not only that the events it describes 
127 Barry Unsworth captures this notion very aptly in his book Sacred Hunger, when describing the motives 
and spirits of William Kemp, the wealthy merchant who is preparing a new ship for the Guinea trade: 
“Kemp held a moral view of the universe.  God balanced the ledgers.  Nothing went unrecognized.  A good 
deed was an entry on the credit side, a bill drawn on destiny which could not fail to be met one day” 
(Unsworth, 1992, p. 29). 
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have been recorded accurately and honestly, but that they have literally been “done 
justice”, that the form in which those events have been recorded and displayed ensures a 
just and balanced conclusion.  This accounting posits the economic domain of the market 
as ethical and, indeed, as a model for justice, a paradigm of right and proper action (p. 17). 
Taken as a whole, and especially in exploring the parallels that can be established 
between the past and the present, this case study has demonstrated that “the idea of 
progress and the view of civilisation guided steadily towards perfection by secular, 
rational principles that sustain that idea” (Gilroy, 1993, p. 42) must be challenged.  How, 
then, to overcome what Gilroy (1993, p. 43) termed the “particularity that lurks beneath 
the universalist claims of the Enlightenment project which was, in theory, valid for 
humanity as a whole even if humanity was to be rather restrictively defined”?  By 
demonstrating the “immoral character of slavery and to reveal its capacity to pervert both 
civilisation and the natural attributes of human beings” (Gilroy, 1993, p. 67), could it be 
that this case study can be used to “offer a firm rebuke to the mesmeric idea of history as 
progress” (Gilroy, 1993, p. 53)?  Is it possible to use the findings of the research for a 
self-reflection on our daily lives and conduct?  Maybe this is asking too much for a single 
case study that is specific in time and location.  And yet, it is difficult to ignore Voltaire 
who, when reflecting “on right and wrong”, disturbingly stated: “the essential of our souls 
and of our principles of reason and morality will eternally be the same” (1764, p. 273).  
The literature that informs this study, together with its particular findings, has 
demonstrated the veracity of Voltaire’s view.  And as Saul (1992, p. 3) has convincingly 
demonstrated, “the exercise of power, without the moderating influence of any ethical 
structure” can have dire consequences. 
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As for the future, and as Václav Havel asserted, “The salvation of this human 
world lies nowhere else than in the human heart, in the human power to reflect, in human 
meekness and human responsibility”.128  Or, as Oscar Wilde (Wilde, 1891, p. 264) has put 
it, rather more poetically: 
… the past is of no importance.  The present is of no importance.  It is with the future that 
we have to deal.  For the past is what men should not have been.  The present is what men 
ought not to be. 
8.4 Limitations of the Study 
As an historical case study based on archival data, this research shares the typical 
limitations associated with the unavailability of important sources that could be helpful to 
understand and explain the events under study.  However, as the preceding chapters have 
demonstrated, the sources uncovered were sufficient to provide reliable answers to the 
research questions and a sound contribution to literature and to knowledge.  Specifically, 
the archival sources provided a comprehensive picture of the operations undertaken by 
GPM in three continents, over a period of more than 20 years, and the way such 
operations served the typical interests of a private company while actively implementing 
the state’s policies.  It has also been demonstrated how data triangulation – using different 
documents produced by different agents – assisted in eliminating potential faults in the 
records and possible biases imposed by the researcher. 
 The limited period selected for the study (1755-1778) is justified by the nature and 
operations of the company, and the role it performed in the context of the state’s policies.  
128  Retrieved May 14, 2014, from 
http://quotes.dictionary.com/The_salvation_of_this_human_world_lies_nowhere
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Further, focusing on a specific period permitted deeper analysis of the events under 
scrutiny. 
The choice of the conceptual framework may also be viewed as a limitation of the 
study.  Other researchers, studying the same events and using the same archival sources, 
may have chosen a different one – but the choices made represent, in this researcher’s 
view, the most appropriate ones to interpret the findings.  
One other limitation relates to the fact that only one company was the object of the 
study, when it can be argued that comparisons with other similar companies or other time 
frames would have been beneficial.  However, and as demonstrated, the case study 
revealed itself as sufficiently important to provide a fruitful contribution to the literature 
and to knowledge, and therefore opportunities for comparative studies are presented in 
the next section as opportunities for future research. 
8.5 Opportunities for Future Research 
Particularly in the course of the last two decades, several authors have outlined major 
areas in which accounting history research can play an important role.  Carnegie and 
Napier (1996, 2012) identified studies of surviving business records of firms as one of the 
areas with the potential to “develop our understanding of accounting’s past as well as 
enabling us to appreciate better and thereby more effectively critique accounting’s present” 
(1996, p. 17).  The present study has indeed uncovered in detail a rich collection of 
archival data that has been almost unexplored, providing reliable answers to the research 
questions, and in the process a full picture of a company’s multifaceted activities in three 
continents.  Notwithstanding the number and diversity of different documents that were 
effectively used in this study, what became evident in the process of data collection and 
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analysis is that the completeness and richness of this collection offers great potential for 
numerous future studies of diverse scope.  Thus, using other documents, and exploring 
the archival sources from other angles, may provide different and useful insights and 
conclusions that are not only of significance to the accounting history research agenda, 
but also more broadly.  Additionally, using these same sources but applying different 
theoretical perspectives may provide new and different insights into the roles, uses and 
impacts of accounting in the context in which it operates. 
Another possibility is a longitudinal extension of this study.  Although the 
monopoly rights of the company ended in 1778, it continued to trade on a reduced basis at 
least until 1788, with a further 34 slave cargos undertaken in this period.  Comparing the 
accounting practices applied to the slave trading operations until 1778 and afterwards, 
may provide additional understandings of their determinants and of the way accounting 
both influences and is influenced by the contexts in which it operates. 
Exploring existing accounting books and supporting documentation of this 
company in African and Brazilian archives and libraries may complement the conclusions 
drawn from this study.  In particular, they may provide new and interesting perspectives 
from the angle of these peripheries, in comparison to those drawn from the centre 
(Lisbon).  Such exploration for the period of this study could also highlight the extent to 
which the books in Lisbon did include the several facets of the operations undertaken in 
such locations.  The human side of the story, from the perspective of the enslaved people, 
would also be enriched, as the nature of the operations of GPM necessarily implied the 
existence of more detailed information on these human beings in local (African and 
Brazilian) books. 
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Comparing this case study with similar companies, both Portuguese and from 
other nationalities, is another possible avenue of research.  Because this study was 
essentially concerned with the determinants and results of the accounting practices used 
by GPM, and also because the archival sources revealed that this was of itself a rich case 
study, the prospect of including a comparative analysis was not pursued (as revealed in 
Chapter 3).  Comparative studies with other companies may provide interesting 
conclusions on the origins and consequences of the accounting practices.  To what extent 
were the accounting practices applied by GPM influenced by practices existing in other 
countries?  On the other hand, how much has the longstanding Portuguese experience and 
knowledge of the trade influenced the accounting practices adopted elsewhere? 129
Answers to questions such as these could contribute to an enriched understanding of 
accounting as a technology simultaneously being influenced by and influencing the 
context in which it operates. 
129 Rediker (2007, p. 11) suggested that “a broader history that compares and connects the slave ships of all 
the Atlantic powers – not only Britain and the American colonies but also Portugal, France, the Netherlands, 
Spain, Denmark and Sweden – remains to be written”. As a technology deeply embedded in the slave 
trading operations, accounting has necessarily to take part in such “broader history”. 
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9 Appendix 1: National Archives Torre do Tombo – GPM Collection 
Book  Date Date Abbreviation in text 
No.130 Book Name Beginning Ending Archive_Collection_Book_Folio 
or Page Number 
1 Journal A - 1755 to 1760 30-07-1755 16-01-1760 TT_GPM_1_xx 
2 Blotter of Journal B Number 1 16-01-1760 26-06-1761 TT_GPM_2_xx 
3 Blotter of Journal B Number 2 01-07-1761 29-12-1761 TT_GPM_3_xx 
6 Blotter of Journal B Number 3 31-12-1761 31-12-1761 TT_GPM_6_xx 
7 Journal C - 1762 01-01-1762 31-12-1762 TT_GPM_7_xx 
8 Journal D - 1763 to 1764 01-01-1763 31-12-1764 TT_GPM_8_xx 
9 
Journal E Number 1 - 1765 to 
1766 02-01-1765 03-09-1766 TT_GPM_9_xx 
10 
Journal E Number 2 - 1766 to 
1768 03-09-1766 25-08-1768 TT_GPM_10_xx 
15 
Journal F Number 1 - 1768 to 
1770 26-08-1768 18-07-1770 TT_GPM_15_xx 
13 
Journal F Number 2 - 1770 to 
1772 18-07-1770 30-12-1772 TT_GPM_13_xx 
11 
Journal F Number 3 - 1773 to 
1776 04-01-1773 30-12-1776 TT_GPM_11_xx 
14 Journal G - 1777 to 1784 01-01-1777 13-05-1784 TT_GPM_14_xx 
12 Journal H - 1778 to 1788 18-05-1778 30-12-1788 TT_GPM_12_xx 
16 Journal J - 1789 to 1814 02-08-1789 30-12-1814 TT_GPM_16_xx 
17 Journal L 02-01-1815 10-09-1833 TT_GPM_17_xx 
18 Journal M 03-10-1833 26-09-1856 TT_GPM_18_xx 
19 Journal N 26-11-1856 25-05-1882 TT_GPM_19_xx 
23 Ledger A 13-08-1755 16-01-1760 TT_GPM_23_xx 
20 Ledger B 16-01-1760 31-12-1762 TT_GPM_20_xx 
21 Ledger C 01-01-1762 31-12-1762 TT_GPM_21_xx 
25 Ledger D 01-01-1763 31-12-1764 TT_GPM_25_xx 
26 Ledger E 01-01-1765 23-08-1768 TT_GPM_26_xx 
22 Ledger F 26-08-1768 30-12-1776 TT_GPM_22_xx 
24 Ledger G 01-01-1777 13-05-1778 TT_GPM_24_xx 
27 Ledger H 18-05-1778 30-12-1788 TT_GPM_27_xx 
28 Ledger J 02-01-1789 30-12-1814 TT_GPM_28_xx 
29 Ledger L 02-01-1815 10-09-1833 TT_GPM_29_xx 
30 Ledger M 03-10-1833 26-11-1856 TT_GPM_30_xx 
31 Ledger M Number 1 26-11-1856 12-12-1881 TT_GPM_31_xx 
32 Entries A 31-07-1758 10-12-1759 TT_GPM_32_xx 
33 Entries B 12-02-1760 14-12-1768 TT_GPM_33_xx 
34 Entries C 23-10-1761 30-06-1768 TT_GPM_34_xx 
35 Entries D 19-10-1762 30-06-1768 TT_GPM_35_xx 
36 Entries E 15-09-1764 07-04-1772 TT_GPM_36_xx 
37 Entries F 20-12-1765 21-04-1770 TT_GPM_37_xx 
38 Entries G 07-05-1770 11-12-1775 TT_GPM_38_xx 
39 Entries H 20-05-1770 26-06-1775 TT_GPM_39_xx 
40 Entries J 19-07-1773 28-02-1778 TT_GPM_40_xx 
41 Entries L 13-01-1775 09-10-1778 TT_GPM_41_xx 
42 Entries M  -- -08-1769 12-10-1812 TT_GPM_42_xx 
250 Entries N 01-05-1813 23-12-1850 TT_GPM_250_xx 
249 Entries O 13-05-1850 23-07-1860 TT_GPM_249_xx 
43 Entries of Third Parties Number 1 10-03-1776 14-05-1778 TT_GPM_43_xx 
44 Entries of Third Parties Number 2 12-06-1777 30-12-1785 TT_GPM_44_xx 
130 List of books according to their type and as listed on the ANTT Guide (Inventário AHMF 571A). 
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45 Cargo Book A 01-07-1758 08-05-1761 TT_GPM_45_xx 
46 Cargo Book B 17-06-1761 23-12-1762 TT_GPM_46_xx 
47 Cargo Book C 09-01-1763 23-11-1764 TT_GPM_47_xx 
48 Cargo Book D 19-01-1765 27-05-1767 TT_GPM_48_xx 
49 Cargo Book E 16-06-1767 29-12-1770 TT_GPM_49_xx 
50 Cargo Book F 23-01-1771 30-12-1774 TT_GPM_50_xx 
51 Cargo Book G 23-01-1775 14-05-1780 TT_GPM_51_xx 
52 Cargo Book H 22-07-1778 25-01-1788 TT_GPM_52_xx 
53 Extracts A 01-08-1769 24-09-1777 TT_GPM_53_xx 
54 Extracts B 31-12-1778 31-12-1778 TT_GPM_54_xx 
55 Book of Creditors A 02-01-1765 13-03-1778 TT_GPM_55_xx 
56 Book of Creditors B 14-05-1778 31-12-1882 TT_GPM_56_xx 
57 Debtors on Money A 24-05-1775 14-05-1778 TT_GPM_57_xx 
58 Book of Debtors A 02-01-1765 31-12-1774 TT_GPM_58_xx 
59 Book of Debtors B 02-01-1775 14-05-1778 TT_GPM_59_xx 
61 Book of Debtors C 14-05-1778 31-12-1883 TT_GPM_61_xx 
62 Book of Debtors D 17-10-1850 20-10-1887 TT_GPM_62_xx 
63 Memorial A 01-07-1755 24-07-1758 TT_GPM_63_xx 
64 Ship Expenses A 01-09-1758 31-12-1759 TT_GPM_64_xx 
65 Book of Ships 01-01-1765 02-01-1789 TT_GPM_65_xx 
66 Book of Purchases 09-02-1760 30-12-1763 TT_GPM_66_xx 
67 Book of Purchases 11-07-1769 18-10-1771 TT_GPM_67_xx 
68 Book of Sales C 17-02-1765 31-12-1773 TT_GPM_68_xx 
69 Book of Sales E 10-01-1774 14-05-1778 TT_GPM_69_xx 
70 Book of Sales F 30-06-1778 10-05-1855 TT_GPM_70_xx 
71 
Book of Entries of Commodities 
in the Warehouse 20-01-1760 25-08-1768 TT_GPM_71_xx 
73 Blotter of Baling to Bissau 01-02-1760 07-09-1768 TT_GPM_73_xx 
72 
Blotter of Baling to Cape Verde 
and Islands 01-04-1760 10-09-1768 TT_GPM_72_xx 
74 
Book of Cargo of Ships by Arrival 
A 10-01-1762 17-01-1765 TT_GPM_74_xx 
75 
Book of Cargo of Ships by 
Departure A 23-01-1762 26-12-1771 TT_GPM_75_xx 
76 
Statements of Account of the 
Administrations of Guinea, 
Parnaiba, Pará and Maranhão
(etc.) 04-01-1773 31-05-1800 TT_GPM_76_xx 
77 Book of Balance Sheets of GPM 31-12-1759 31-12-1844 TT_GPM_77_xx 
78 
Balance Sheet and Financial 
Statements 31-12-1759 31-12-1766 TT_GPM_78_xx 
79 Balance Sheet of Dividends 31-12-1759 31-12-1766 TT_GPM_79_xx 
80 Balance Sheet 31-12-1845 31-12-1874 TT_GPM_80_xx 
81 
Book of Royal Decrees and 
Notices from His Majesty Number 
1 05-04-1757 12-03-1814 TT_GPM_81_xx 
82 Book of Royal Decrees Number 2 05-04-1757 27-10-1896 TT_GPM_82_xx 
83 
Book of Registry of Royal 
Decrees, Laws, etc. 07-06-1755 05-05-1765 TT_GPM_83_xx 
84 
Book of Notices from the 
Secretaries of State Number 1 01-07-1756 09-01-1879 TT_GPM_84_xx 
85 
Book of Registry of Letters and 
Patents of the Board - Number 1 05-06-1758 11-03-1909 TT_GPM_85_xx 
86 
Book of Registry of Letters and 
Patents of the Board - Number 2 28-08-1755 14-04-1848 TT_GPM_86_xx 
87 Book of Registry of Consultations 03-07-1755 04-06-1879 TT_GPM_87_xx 
88 
Book of Registry of Requests 
from His Majesty - Number 1 07-11-1904 22-06-1864 TT_GPM_88_xx 
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89 
Register of Power of Attorney and 
Appointments 08-07-1756 31-08-1882 TT_GPM_89_xx 
90 Book of Inductions 06-06-1757 27-06-1912 TT_GPM_90_xx 
91 Book of Registry of Contracts 20-05-1757 10-07-1869 TT_GPM_91_xx 
92 
Book of Mail to the Accounting 
Department (first book) 14-07-1767 26-02-1835 TT_GPM_92_xx 
93 
Book of Mail to the Accounting 
Department (second book) 26-01-1835 04-11-1882 TT_GPM_93_xx 
4 
The Door Book (Registry of 
Petitions) 28-06-1825 14-05-1844 TT_GPM_4_xx 
5 
The Door Book (Registry of 
Petitions) 04-07-1844 30-10-1875 TT_GPM_5_xx 
94 Letters to this Kingdom 09-02-1760 22-03-1777 TT_GPM_94_xx 
95 
Letters to the North A 
(Continental) 25-04-1760 12-09-1775 TT_GPM_95_xx 
98 Letters to Cacheu and Bissau 23-01-1760 04-04-1778 TT_GPM_98_xx 
96 Letters from Bissau 25-11-1778 12-03-1783 TT_GPM_96_xx 
97 Letters to Pará 31-01-1760 29-09-1770 TT_GPM_97_xx 
99 
Register of Letters to the 
Administrators and Governors of 
Pará 16-01-1770 22-10-1779 TT_GPM_99_xx 
216 
Pará - Register of Administrators 
(book third) 22-07-1778 12-07-1834 TT_GPM_216_xx 
217 
Pará - Register of Particulars - 
Administrators (third book) 10-07-1778 30-10-1855 TT_GPM_217_xx 
218 Register of Pará (third book) 10-01-1856 16-01-1908 TT_GPM_218_xx 
230 Letters to Maranhão 05-02-1760 09-02-1778 TT_GPM_230_xx 
215 
Letters to Administrators of 
Maranhão 22-04-1770 15-05-1778 TT_GPM_215_xx 
219 
Maranhão - Register of 
Particulars 20-08-1778 14-04-1831 TT_GPM_219_xx 
220 
Maranhão - Register of 
Administrators 14-08-1778 06-10-1852 TT_GPM_220_xx 
221 
Register of Maranhão (second 
book) 15-12-1852 17-11-1897 TT_GPM_221_xx 
222 
Shares of GPM - First Book - 
Number 1 to 428 01-09-1755 01-06-1903 TT_GPM_222_xx 
223 
Shares of GPM - Second Book - 
Number 429 to 862 15-10-1755 08-03-1908 TT_GPM_223_xx 
225 
Shares of GPM - Third Book - 
Number 863 to 1187 04-04-1757 01-06-1903 TT_GPM_225_xx 
224 
Shares of GPM - Fourth Book - 
Book Fourth - Supplement 28-07-1770 14-01-1911 TT_GPM_224_xx 
226 
Book of Distress upon Shares - 
Number 1 11-06-1768 07-07-1842 TT_GPM_226_xx 
227 
Book of Distress upon Shares - 
Number 2 10-03-1781 12-11-1829 TT_GPM_227_xx 
228 
First Book of Receipts of 
Dividends - 1759 to 1765 22-07-1761 21-02-1772 TT_GPM_228_xx 
229 
Second Book of Receipts of 
Dividends - 1765 to 1767 08-04-1766 24-01-1787 TT_GPM_229_xx 
100 
Third Book of Receipts of 
Dividends - 1768 to 1771 04-04-1769 24-04-1782 TT_GPM_100_xx 
101 
Fourth Book of Receipts of 
Dividends - 1772 and 1773 22-12-1773 19-01-1826 TT_GPM_101_xx 
102 
Fifth Book of Receipts of 
Dividends - year 1774 29-10-1777 19-01-1826 TT_GPM_102_xx 
103 
Sixth Book of Receipts of 
Dividends - year 1775 12-01-1780 19-01-1826 TT_GPM_103_xx 
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104 
Seventh Book of Receipts of 
Dividends - year 1776 12-01-1780 19-01-1826 TT_GPM_104_xx 
105 
Eighth Book of Receipts of 
Dividends - year 1777 12-01-1780 19-01-1826 TT_GPM_105_xx 
106 
Ninth Book of Receipts of 
Dividends - year 1778 14-02-1781 19-01-1826 TT_GPM_106_xx 
107 
First Book of Receipts of First 
Payment of 50% of Capital of 
Shares 10-04-1782 09-07-1870 TT_GPM_107_xx 
108 
Second Book of Receipts of 
Second Payment of 25% of 
Capital of Shares 04-09-1782 09-07-1870 TT_GPM_108_xx 
109 
Third Book of Receipts of the 
Third and Last Payment of 25% of 
Capital of Shares 10-12-1783 24-02-1871 TT_GPM_109_xx 
110 
First Book of First Apportionment 
of 10% of Accumulated Profit 22-10-1786 27-02-1871 TT_GPM_110_xx 
111 
Second Book of Second 
Apportionment of 10% of 
Accumulated Profit  -10-1798 07-08-1877 TT_GPM_111_xx 
112 
Third Book of Third 
Apportionment of 4% of 
Accumulated Profit 31-07-1813 26-06-1877 TT_GPM_112_xx 
113 
Fourth Book of Fourth 
Apportionment of 4.5% of 
Accumulated Profit 20-03-1815 30-07-1877 TT_GPM_113_xx 
114 
Fifth Book of Fifth 
Apportionment of 4% of 
Accumulated Profit 24-07-1816 30-07-1877 TT_GPM_114_xx 
115 
Sixth Book of Sixth 
Apportionment of 4% of 
Accumulated Profit 07-02-1818 30-07-1877 TT_GPM_115_xx 
231 
Seventh Book of Seventh 
Apportionment of 4% of 
Accumulated Profit 04-06-1819 30-07-1877 TT_GPM_231_xx 
232 
Book for the Eighth 
Apportionment of Accumulated 
Profit 1820 25-11-1820 26-06-1877 TT_GPM_232_xx 
233 
Book for the Ninth 
Apportionment of Accumulated 
Profit 1823 04-09-1823 18-07-1873 TT_GPM_233_xx 
234 
10th, 11th and 12th 
Apportionment of Accumulated 
Profit 1856-1860-1862 26-11-1856 05-12-1874 TT_GPM_234_xx 
235 
13th, 14th, 15th, 16th and 17th 
Apportionment of Accumulated 
Profit 1864-1868-1870-1872-1874 09-12-1864 09-06-1877 TT_GPM_235_xx 
236 Blotter of Journal Number 1 04-08-1761 30-12-1765 TT_GPM_236_xx 
237 Blotter of Journal Number 2 07-01-1766 01-12-1768 TT_GPM_237_xx 
238 Blotter of Journal Number 3 27-08-1768 29-12-1770 TT_GPM_238_xx 
239 Blotter of Journal Number 4 04-01-1771 29-12-1772 TT_GPM_239_xx 
240 Blotter of Journal Number 5 08-01-1773 30-12-1774 TT_GPM_240_xx 
241 Blotter of Journal Number 6 11-01-1775 30-12-1776 TT_GPM_241_xx 
242 Blotter of Journal Number 7 10-01-1777 08-04-1778 TT_GPM_242_xx 
243 Blotter of Journal Number 8 20-03-1778 30-12-1781 TT_GPM_243_xx 
244 Blotter of Journal Number 9 23-01-1782 30-12-1814 TT_GPM_244_xx 
245 Book of Auctions 13 12-06-1776 14-01-1778 TT_GPM_245_xx 
246 Book of Bills of Exchange E 09-1778 02-1871 TT_GPM_246_xx 
247 
Registry of Bills of Exchange to 
Receive F 15-02-1798 22-07-1884 TT_GPM_247_xx 
248 Book of Debtors of Freights 1777 to 1785 TT_GPM_248_xx 
116 Statements of Account B 16-01-1760 27-10-1821 TT_GPM_116_xx 
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117 Statements of Account C 18-02-1756 01-08-1847 TT_GPM_117_xx 
118 Book of Cash Accounts A 18-01-1760 12-12-1761 TT_GPM_118_xx 
119 Book of Cash Accounts B 15-12-1761 25-10-1763 TT_GPM_119_xx 
120 Book of Cash Accounts C 25-10-1763 27-05-1764 TT_GPM_120_xx 
121 Book of Cash Accounts D 27-05-1764 03-12-1765 TT_GPM_121_xx 
122 Book of Cash Accounts E 03-12-1765 18-04-1767 TT_GPM_122_xx 
123 Book of Cash Accounts F 28-04-1767 27-02-1768 TT_GPM_123_xx 
124 Book of Cash Accounts G 01-03-1768 25-08-1768 TT_GPM_124_xx 
125 
Book of Cash Accounts H 1768 to 
1770 25-08-1768 09-01-1771 TT_GPM_125_xx 
126 Book of Cash Accounts I 09-01-1771 29-07-1772 TT_GPM_126_xx 
127 Book of Cash Accounts L 01-08-1772 29-12-1773 TT_GPM_127_xx 
128 Book of Cash Accounts N 11-01-1775 30-04-1776 TT_GPM_128_xx 
129 Book of Cash Accounts O 08-05-1776 27-06-1777 TT_GPM_129_xx 
130 Book of Cash Accounts P 01-07-1777 07-01-1778 TT_GPM_130_xx 
131 Book of Cash Accounts Q 07-01-1778 14-05-1778 TT_GPM_131_xx 
132 
First Book of Cash Accounts 
1778-1779 20-05-1778 31-12-1779 TT_GPM_132_xx 
133 
Book of Cash Accounts Number 2 
1780 12-01-1780 23-12-1780 TT_GPM_133_xx 
134 Book of Cash Accounts Number 3 10-01-1781 18-12-1782 TT_GPM_134_xx 
135 
Book of Cash Accounts Number 
Four 1783-1784 08-01-1783 30-12-1784 TT_GPM_135_xx 
136 
Book of Cash Accounts Number 
Four (copy) 08-01-1783 30-12-1784 TT_GPM_136_xx 
137 
Book of Cash Accounts Number 
Five 1785 to 1788 12-01-1785 30-12-1788 TT_GPM_137_xx 
138 
Book of Cash Accounts Number 
Five   02-01-1785 27-12-1788 TT_GPM_138_xx 
139 
Book of Cash Accounts Number 
Six 1789 to 1796 30-01-1789 05-1797 TT_GPM_139_xx 
140 
Book of Cash Accounts Number 
Seven 1797 to 1803 17-06-1797 30-06-1813 TT_GPM_140_xx 
141 
Book of Cash Accounts Number 
Eight 03-07-1813 31-12-1816 TT_GPM_141_xx 
142 
Book of Cash Accounts Number 
Nine 10-01-1817 31-12-1823 TT_GPM_142_xx 
143 
Book of Cash Accounts Number 
Ten 09-01-1824 10-09-1833 TT_GPM_143_xx 
144 Book of Cash Accounts A 02-01-1847 31-03-1860 TT_GPM_144_xx 
145 Book of Cash Accounts B 01-04-1860 30-09-1876 TT_GPM_145_xx 
146 Book of Cash Accounts C 01-10-1876 15-12-1880 TT_GPM_146_xx 
147 
Monthly Balance Sheet of Cash 
Accounts 29-02-1760 30-12-1766 TT_GPM_147_xx 
Book 
No. 
Books pertaining to the "Macau 
Negotiation"131 Beginning Ending 
Archive_Collection_Book_Folio 
or Page Number 
148 
Journal of the "Macau 
Negotiation" 09-01-1759 29-12-1772 TT_GPM_148_xx 
149 
Ledger of the "Macau 
Negotiation" 09-01-1759 30-12-1790 TT_GPM_149_xx 
150 
Book of Cash Accounts of the 
"Macau Negotiation" 10-10-1760 13-07-1762 TT_GPM_150_xx 
151 
Book of Cash Accounts of the 
"Macau Negotiation" 10-10-1760 20-08-1768 TT_GPM_151_xx 
152 
Book of Sales of the "Macau 
Negotiation" 13-11-1760 18-12-1761 TT_GPM_152_xx 
131 "Macau Negotiation” was a special voyage GPM undertook to Macau in 1759. 
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Book 
No. 
Books pertaining to the 
"Coromandel and Bengala 
Negotiation"132 Beginning Ending 
Archive_Collection_Book_Folio 
or Page Number 
153 
Journal of the "Coast of 
Coromandel and Bengala 
Negotiation" 31-07-1781 02-09-1837 TT_GPM_153_xx 
154 
Ledger of the "Coast of 
Coromandel and Bengala 
Negotiation" 31-07-1781 02-09-1837 TT_GPM_154_xx 
155 
Book of Auxiliary Accounts of the 
"Coast of Coromandel and 
Bengala Negotiation" 11-09-1781 12-10-1781 TT_GPM_155_xx 
156 
Book of Cash Accounts of the 
"Coast of Coromandel and 
Bengala Negotiation" 31-07-1781 28-04-1825 TT_GPM_156_xx 
157 
Book of Sales of the "Coast of 
Coromandel and Bengala 
Negotiation" 09-08-1783 20-04-1785 TT_GPM_157_xx 
158 
First Book of Shares of the "Coast 
of Coromandel and Bengala 
Negotiation" 15-11-1904 TT_GPM_158_xx 
159 
Second Book of Shares of the 
"Coast of Coromandel and 
Bengala Negotiation" 15-11-1904 TT_GPM_159_xx 
160 
Third Book of Shares of the 
"Coast of Coromandel and 
Bengala Negotiation" 15-11-1904 TT_GPM_160_xx 
161 
Book of Certificates of Profit of 
the "Coast of Coromandel and 
Bengala Negotiation" 21-02-1784 15-12-1825 TT_GPM_161_xx 
162 
Certificates of Coromandel and 
Bengala 23-07-1803 31-05-1826 TT_GPM_162_xx 
Book 
No. 
Books pertaining to the "Coast 
of Malabar Negotiation"133 Beginning Ending 
Archive_Collection_Book_Folio 
or Page Number 
163 
Journal of the "Coast of Malabar 
Negotiation" 01-03-1782 03-09-1837 TT_GPM_163_xx 
164 
Ledger of the "Coast of Malabar 
Negotiation" 01-03-1782 02-09-1837 TT_GPM_164_xx 
165 
Book of the Auxiliary Accounts of 
the "Coast of Malabar 
Negotiation" 09-02-1782 05-12-1785 TT_GPM_165_xx 
166 
Book of Sales of the "Coast of 
Malabar Negotiation" 30-09-1783 03-12-1785 TT_GPM_166_xx 
167 
Book of Cash Accounts of the 
"Coast of Malabar Negotiation" 01-03-1782 28-04-1825 TT_GPM_167_xx 
168 
Map of Shareholders of the "Coast 
of Malabar Negotiation" 15-11-1904 TT_GPM_168_xx 
169 
First Book of Shares of the "Coast 
of Malabar Negotiation" 16-11-1904 TT_GPM_169_xx 
170 
Second Book of Shares of the 
"Coast of Malabar Negotiation" 16-11-1904 TT_GPM_170_xx 
171 
Book of Certificates of Capital 
and Profit of the "Coast of 
Malabar Negotiation" 04-08-1784 15-12-1825 TT_GPM_171_xx 
172 Certificates of Malabar 02-04-1803 31-05-1826 TT_GPM_172_xx 
Book 
No. 
Books pertaining to the 
"Administration of Pará"134 Beginning Ending 
Archive_Collection_Book_Folio 
or Page Number 
173 Journal H Number 1 16-11-1775 31-12-1776 TT_GPM_173_xx 
132 "Coromandel and Bengala Negotiation" was a special voyage GPM undertook to Asia in 1781. 
133 "Coast of Malabar Negotiation" was a special voyage GPM undertook to Asia in 1782. 
134 "Administration of Pará" relates to the specific books kept at the captaincy of Pará. 
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174 Journal H Number 3 04-05-1778 10-09-1780 TT_GPM_174_xx 
175 Journal I Number 1 11-09-1780 31-12-1783 TT_GPM_175_xx 
176 Journal I Number 2 07-01-1784 31-12-1789 TT_GPM_176_xx 
178 Journal J 31-01-1790 02-12-1802 TT_GPM_178_xx 
258 Blotter of Cash Accounts 02-09-1771 03-04-1774 TT_GPM_258_xx 
632 Blotter of Cash Accounts 02-05-1777 18-03-1778 TT_GPM_632_xx 
633 Blotter of Cash Accounts 22-09-1797 10-05-1809 TT_GPM_633_xx 
177 Book of Entries of Money 16-07-1809 31-12-1826 TT_GPM_177_xx 
179 Book of Cargos of the Pará Fleets 1757 to 1767 TT_GPM_179_xx 
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10 Appendix 2: List of Slave Carrying Cargos Undertaken by the Company of Grão Pará and Maranhão
Place Destination Number of 
Slaves dead 
or sick Number of Slaves embarked Costs 
Book Cargo 
no. 
Date135 of Cargo of Cargo Name of 
Ship 
Ship 
Captain 
Slaves 
bought 
prior to 
embarkation 
Male  Female Sex 
Unrecorded 
Children136 Total Acquisition 
Cost 
Expenses Commission Total Cost 
63 65 31-12-1756 Cacheu Para 
Galera S. 
Joze  Unrecorded 94   54 40     94 6,525,100 145,860 0 6,670,960 
63 116 24-08-1757 Cacheu Maranhao 
Galera Santo 
Antonio 
Joze 
Goncalves 
Ferreira 154   108 46     154 11,033,500 469,020 0 11,502,520 
63 128 30-09-1757 Cacheu Maranhao 
Galera S. 
Sebastiao 
Felipe 
Goncalves 35   22 13     35 2,390,000 19,750 0 2,409,750 
63 177 20-02-1758 Angola Para 
Navio Santa 
Ana e S. 
Joaquim  Unrecorded 592 84     508   508 20,353,900 888,079 1,062,098 22,304,077 
45 13 30-10-1758 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta 
Esperanca 
Joze dos 
Santos 160   115 45   5 165 11,065,000 308,880 0 11,373,880 
45 14 30-10-1758 Cacheu Para 
Galera S. 
Joze 
Joze 
Ferreira de 
Azevedo 26   18 8   1 27 1,813,000 21,600 0 1,834,600 
45 20 30-10-1758 Bissau Para 
Galera S. 
Joze 
Joze 
Ferreira de 
Azevedo 162   93 69     162 11,341,500 574,700 714,972 12,631,172 
45 21 16-11-1758 Luanda Para 
Galera Nossa 
Senhora da 
Atalaya 
Francisco 
Duarte 
Serra 547 57     490   490 17,165,140 797,660 898,140 18,860,940 
45 32 20-05-1759 Cacheu Para 
Navio Santo 
Antonio 
Joze 
Goncalves 
Ferreira 151   88 61 2 2 153 10,184,500 187,000 0 10,371,500 
45 33 31-05-1759 Bissau Maranhao 
Galera Sao 
Sebastiao 
Joze da 
Silva Costa 178   123 55   4 182 11,821,200 328,750 607,497 12,757,447 
45 37 31-05-1759 Luanda Para 
Galera Sao 
Luis 
Joze 
Carvalho 551 51     500 12 512 17,165,000 1,096,960 913,098 19,175,058 
45 39 11-09-1759 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta 
Esperanca 
Joze dos 
Santos 188       188   188 12,272,450 153,150 0 12,425,600 
135 Date of inscription in the cargo book. 
136 Children are rarely mentioned in cargos. Therefore, in the absence of their explicit number, one child per mother was assumed whenever the expression "black female with 
cria” was recorded. 
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45 41 23-11-1759 Luanda Para 
Galera Nossa 
Senhora da 
Conceicao 
Antonio de 
Pontes 
Lisboa 558 55     503 7 510 17,297,600 715,520 900,656 18,913,776 
45 62 06-06-1760 Cacheu Para 
Galera S. 
Joze 
Gaspar dos 
Reys 194       194   194 13,260,500 486,000 0 13,746,500 
45 71 30-07-1760 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Esperanca 
Joze dos 
Santos 170       170   170 11,455,000 35,700 0 11,490,700 
45 78 02-09-1760 Cacheu Maranhao 
Galera Santo 
Antonio 
Joze 
Ferreira de 
Azevedo 130       130   130 8,465,000 113,900 0 8,578,900 
45 101 27-01-1761 Bissau Para 
Galera Sao 
Sebastiao 
Joze da 
Silva Costa 219       219   219 14,679,100 0 0 14,679,100 
46 17 21-07-1761 Cacheu Cape Verde 
Curveta S. 
Paulo 
Antonio 
Pereira 
Neves 34   4 5 25   34 1,350,000 82,250 71,612 1,503,862 
46 24 09-09-1761 Cacheu Para 
Navio S. 
Pedro 
Joze de 
Oliveira 
Bulhao 170       170   170 12,291,600 143,300 621,745 13,056,645 
46 27 01-10-1761 Bissau Para 
Galera S. 
Joze 
Gaspar dos 
Reys 230   120 110     230 15,899,260 328,500 794,963 17,022,723 
46 41 07-11-1761 Bissau Para 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Esperanca 
Joseph dos 
Santos 137   86 51   5 142 9,158,200 455,300 480,675 10,094,175 
46 62 12-01-1762 Bissau Maranhao 
Galera Sao 
Sebastiao 
Joseph 
Ferreira de 
Azevedo 172   129 42 1 8 180 12,135,000 108,000 606,750 12,849,750 
46 81 10-05-1762 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora das 
Necessidades 
Thomaz 
Luiz Goilao 138   90 48     138 9,171,000 379,600 464,665 10,015,265 
46 82 10-05-1762 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora das 
Necessidades 
Thomaz 
Luiz Goilao 89   69 20     89 6,155,000 210,000 318,250 6,683,250 
46 93 11-07-1762 Bissau Para 
Curveta S. 
Paulo 
Joseph da 
Silva Costa 189   93 92 4 13 202 13,459,000 643,525 705,126 14,807,651 
46 101 01-09-1762 Cacheu Para 
Galera Santo 
Antonio 
Joseph 
Goncalves 
Ferreira 141   91 50     141 9,815,000 125,900 994,090 10,934,990 
46 102 01-09-1762 Angola Para 
Galera Nossa 
Senhora da 
Conceicao 
Joaquim 
Joseph das 
Merces 514 64     450   450 15,065,360 752,085 795,822 16,613,267 
360 
46 104 09-11-1762 Unrecorded Para 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Esperanca 
Joseph dos 
Santos 177   104 73   13 190 12,136,520 464,000 630,026 13,230,546 
46 107 09-12-1762 Angola Para 
Navio Nossa 
Senhora 
Madre de 
Deus Unrecorded 858 158     700 9 709 25,007,000 1,245,054 1,312,602 27,564,656 
46 109 09-12-1762  Unrecorded Para 
Galera S. 
Joseph 
Filippe de 
Figueiredo 
e Gouvea 155   96 59   7 162 10,827,500 570,400 569,895 11,967,795 
47 1 09-01-1763 Angola Para 
Navio S. 
Joao Baptista 
Joseph de 
Oliveira 
Bullao 585 119     466   466 12,356,900 688,135 652,251 13,697,286 
47 19 22-06-1763 Cacheu Maranhao 
Galera Sao 
Pedro / 
Galera Sao 
Domingos 
Antonio 
Pereira 
Neves / 
Antonio 
Pereira 263   168 95     263 18,012,000 700,000 1,684,080 20,396,080 
47 30 03-08-1763 Unrecorded Maranhao 
Bergantim S. 
Marcal 
Bernardo 
Franco and 
Miguel 
Pereira da 
Costa 144       144   144 10,472,600 132,392 530,250 11,135,242 
47 33 10-08-1763 Cacheu Para 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora das 
Necessidades 
Joseph dos 
Santos 151   97 54     151 10,810,000 292,800 1,332,336 12,435,136 
47 34 10-08-1763 Cacheu Bissau 
Bergantim S. 
Paulo 
Joseph da 
Silva Costa 40   24 16     40 2,795,000 79,650 344,958 3,219,608 
47 35 10-08-1763 Cacheu Cape Verde 
Galera Nossa 
Senhora da 
Conceicao 
Joseph 
Gomes 
Ribeiro 31   21 10     31 1,573,000 8,400 189,768 1,771,168 
47 45 04-12-1763 Bissau Para 
Curveta S. 
Paulo 
Joseph da 
Silva Costa 131   77 54     131 9,709,000 407,600 505,830 10,622,430 
47 79 06-06-1764 Cacheu Para 
Galera Santo 
Antonio 
Miguel 
Pereira da 
Costa 216   127 89     216 15,657,000 546,200 1,053,208 17,256,408 
47 103 11-08-1764 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta S. 
Francisco 
Xavier 
Manoel 
Gomes de 
Almeida 157   114 43     157 10,610,000 247,100 705,711 11,562,811 
47 127 23-11-1764   Maranhao 
Bergantim S. 
Marcal 
Bernardo 
Franco   150       150   150 11,557,500 84,737 582,111 12,224,348 
48 4 26-01-1765 Angola Para 
Navio S. 
Lazaro 
Gaspar dos 
Reys 555 4     551 6 557 16,616,908 1,175,700 889,630 18,682,238 
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48 5 26-01-1765 Angola Para 
Galera Nossa 
Senhora da 
Conceicao 
Joseph 
Gomes 
Ribeiro 468 18     450 7 457 15,029,820 892,820 796,132 16,718,772 
48 8 26-01-1765 Unrecorded Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Esperanca 
Joseph 
Ferreira de 
Azevedo 142   97 45     142 10,190,000 357,650 527,382 11,075,032 
48 8 26-01-1765 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Esperanca 
Joseph 
Ferreira de 
Azevedo 42   32 10     42 3,007,000 28,815 197,327 3,233,142 
48 8 26-01-1765 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Esperanca 
Joseph 
Ferreira de 
Azevedo 16       16   16 630,000 0 31,500 661,500 
48 25 15-06-1765 Angola Para 
Navio Nossa 
Senhora do 
Cabo 
Manoel da 
Cunha 
Bittancourt 702 2     700 6 706 26,833,950 1,292,140 1,404,392 29,530,482 
48 26 21-06-1765 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta S. 
Francisco 
Xavier 
Manoel 
Gomes de 
Almeida 142   112 30     142 10,072,000 391,025 837,042 11,300,067 
48 27 21-06-1765 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta Sao 
Sebastiao 
Verissimo 
Duarte 
Roza 140   57 83     140 9,907,000 391,025 823,842 11,121,867 
48 66 07-10-1765 Angola 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Galera Nossa 
Senhora da 
Conceicao Unrecorded 101 24     77   77 3,232,356 710,280 177,928 4,120,564 
48 67 26-10-1765 Angola Maranhao 
Galera S. 
Luiz 
Manoel 
Goncalves 
Salgado 460       460 7 467 16,857,620 694,750 877,618 18,429,988 
48 70 26-10-1765 Bissau Maranhao 
Navio Santo 
Antonio 
Miguel 
Pereira da 
Costa 176       176   176 13,602,650 393,000 699,782 14,695,432 
48 73 26-10-1765 Cacheu Para 
Curveta S. 
Pedro 
Goncalves 
Bernardo 
Franco 115   74 41     115 8,301,000 132,000 674,640 9,107,640 
48 74 26-10-1765 Bissau Para 
Curveta S. 
Pedro 
Goncalves 
Bernardo 
Franco 55       55   55 4,595,000 54,645 232,482 4,882,127 
48 110 15-05-1766 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora das 
Necessidades 
Goncalo 
Pacheco de 
Mello 12   2 10     12 825,000 8,000 66,640 899,640 
48 111 15-05-1766 Cape Verde Maranhao 
Galera Sao 
Sebastiao Unrecorded 1       1   1 0 0 0 0 
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48 112 15-05-1766 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora das 
Necessidades 
Goncalo 
Pacheco de 
Mello 131   65 66   4 135 9,394,500 161,300 0 9,555,800 
48 122 15-07-1766 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta S. 
Pedro 
Goncalves 
Manoel da 
Silva 
Thomaz 137   121 16     137 9,666,000 485,150 812,092 10,963,242 
48 123 15-07-1766 Cacheu Maranhao 
Galera Sao 
Sebastiao 
Verissimo 
Duarte 
Roza 138   74 64     138 10,293,000 485,150 862,252 11,640,402 
48 144 16-09-1766 Bissau Maranhao 
Bergantim S. 
Marcal 
Antonio 
Joseph de 
Carvalho 71   41 30     71 4,988,500 109,650 0 5,098,150 
48 154 25-10-1766 Angola 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Several (3 
ships) Several 71 32     39   39 2,602,380 431,080 122,354 3,155,814 
48 191 27-05-1767 Cape Verde Maranhao 
Galera S. 
Luiz 
Manoel dos 
Santos 
Fateixa 30   21 9     30 1,125,000 595,050 361,210 2,081,260 
48 192 27-05-1767 Bissau Para 
Curveta S. 
Pedro 
Goncalves 
Miguel 
Pereira da 
Costa 131   74 57   3 134 9,460,500 292,250 0 9,752,750 
48 194 27-05-1767 Cape Verde Maranhao 
Galera S. 
Pedro 
Manoel 
Joseph dos 
Santos 3   3       3 173,600 86,800 52,080 312,480 
49 6 16-06-1767 Bissau Maranhao 
Galera S. 
Luiz 
Verissimo 
Duarte 
Roza 172   88 84     172 12,412,000 200,955 0 12,612,955 
49 7 16-06-1767 Cacheu Para 
Curveta S. 
Francisco 
Xavier 
Manoel da 
Silva 
Thomaz 200   126 74     200 13,980,000 760,000 1,179,200 15,919,200 
49 8 16-06-1767 Cacheu Maranhao 
Bergantim 
Sao Paulo 
Manoel 
Izidoro 
Marques 130   82 48     130 9,126,000 640,950 781,356 10,548,306 
49 36 12-12-1767 Bissau Para 
Navio 
Senhora do 
Cabo 
Manoel da 
Cunha 
Bittancourt 194   116 70 8   194 13,549,000 348,740 0 13,897,740 
49 37 15-12-1767 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Esperanca 
Domingos 
Antonio 
Chaves 140   86 54     140 10,517,000 179,520 0 10,696,520 
49 38 24-12-1767 Cacheu Maranhao 
Galera Sao 
Pedro   
Manoel 
Joseph dos 
Santos 160   99 61     160 11,146,500 251,370 911,829 12,309,699 
49 58 07-05-1768 Cape Verde Maranhao 
Bergantim S. 
Marcal 
Jeronimo 
Goncalves 
Lima 1   1       1 90,000 0 15,300 105,300 
363 
49 61 07-05-1768 Bissau Para 
Curveta S. 
Pedro 
Goncalves 
Ignacio 
Luiz da 
Silva 167   94 73     167 12,057,000 350,700 0 12,407,700 
49 62 07-05-1768 Cape Verde Maranhao 
Navio Sao 
Luiz 
Miguel 
Pereira da 
Costa 1   1       1 90,000 1,350 15,410 106,760 
49 63 07-05-1768 Cape Verde Maranhao 
Galera Santo 
Antonio 
Manoel 
Izidoro 
Marques 2   2       2 160,000 6,990 35,068 202,058 
49 67 07-05-1768 Cacheu Para 
Curveta S. 
Francisco 
Xavier 
Manoel da 
Silva 
Thomaz 170   118 52     170 12,100,000 359,560 996,764 13,456,324 
49 77 06-06-1768 Cacheu Maranhao 
Bergantim S. 
Marcal 
Antonio 
Joseph de 
Carvalho 80   50 30     80 5,830,000 351,450 494,516 6,675,966 
49 78 06-06-1768 Cacheu Maranhao 
Bergantim S. 
Marcal 
Jeronimo 
Goncalves 
Lima 150   66 84     150 10,759,000 350,000 888,720 11,997,720 
49 91 07-08-1768 Bissau Maranhao 
Galera S. 
Luiz 
Miguel 
Pereira da 
Costa 175   103 72     175 12,946,471 753,350 0 13,699,821 
49 93 27-08-1768 Cape Verde Maranhao 
Galera S. 
Pedro 
Bernardo 
Franco 2   2       2 110,000 0 84,700 194,700 
49 94 27-08-1768 Cacheu Maranhao 
Bergantim S. 
Paulo 
Verissimo 
Duarte 
Roza 173   95 78     173 11,905,000 226,800 970,544 13,102,344 
49 98 15-10-1768 Bissau Maranhao 
Galera S. 
Sebastiao 
Leonardo 
Joseph dos 
Santos 152   91 61     152 10,270,000 310,395 0 10,580,395 
49 99 15-10-1768 Bissau Maranhao 
Navio Santo 
Antonio / 
Navio S. 
Pedro 
Manoel 
Izidoro 
Marques / 
Bernardo 
Franco 140   62 78   2 142 5,142,000 218,600 0 5,360,600 
49 100 15-10-1768 Cacheu Maranhao 
Galera S. 
Pedro 
Bernardo 
Franco 60   38 22     60 4,087,000 121,955 336,716 4,545,671 
49 111 17-11-1768 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta S. 
Pedro 
Goncalves 
Ignacio 
Luiz da 
Silva 33   17 16     33 2,289,500 118,700 192,656 2,600,856 
49 112 17-11-1768 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta S. 
Pedro 
Goncalves 
Ignacio 
Luiz da 
Silva 118   66 52     118 7,701,000 235,750 0 7,936,750 
49 155 20-05-1769 Cacheu Para 
Curveta S. 
Francisco 
Xavier 
Manoel da 
Silva 
Thomaz 191   100 91     191 12,773,100 469,785 1,258,074 14,500,959 
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49 157 20-05-1769 Cape Verde Para 
Curveta S. 
Francisco 
Xavier 
Manoel da 
Silva 
Thomaz 1     1     1 90,000 0 18,000 108,000 
49 159 14-06-1769 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora das 
Necessidades 
Manoel 
Luiz do 
Cabo 180   78 102     180 11,799,000 908,720 0 12,707,720 
49 161 01-08-1769 Bissau Maranhao 
Galera S. 
Luiz 
Miguel 
Pereira da 
Costa 225   131 94     225 15,375,000 848,500 0 16,223,500 
49 162 01-08-1769 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Oliveira 
Antonio 
Joseph de 
Carvalho 173   106 64 3   173 12,271,000 366,020 1,200,516 13,837,536 
49 167 29-08-1769 Cape Verde Maranhao 
Galera Sao 
Luis 
Miguel 
Pereira da 
Costa 2   2       2 90,000 0 69,300 159,300 
49 185 02-12-1769 Bissau Maranhao 
Galera 
Senhora da 
Conceicao 
Joseph 
Gomes 
Ribeiro 220   143 77     220 13,010,000 492,840 0 13,502,840 
49 222 26-05-1770 Cape Verde Para 
Curveta S. 
Pedro 
Goncalves 
Ignacio 
Luiz da 
Silva 2       2   2 106,666 6,200 96,146 209,012 
49 223 26-05-1770 Bissau Para 
Curveta S. 
Francisco 
Xavier 
Manoel da 
Silva 
Thomaz 266 11 156 99     255 17,013,000 1,587,650 0 18,600,650 
49 225 26-05-1770 Cacheu Para 
Curveta S. 
Pedro 
Goncalves 
Ignacio 
Luiz da 
Silva 200   126 74     200 15,210,000 1,197,800 1,312,624 17,720,424 
49 236 06-07-1770 Cape Verde Bissau 
Galera Santo 
Antonio 
Domingos 
Antonio 
Chaves 3   1 2     3 177,500 0 33,725 211,225 
49 246 03-10-1770 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora das 
Necessidades 
Manoel 
Luiz do 
Cabo 186   65 121     186 12,110,000 763,300 1,222,963 14,096,263 
49 254 03-10-1770 Cacheu Cape Verde Unrecorded Unrecorded 4       4   4 320,000 0 30,400 350,400 
49 266 16-11-1770 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta S. 
Paulo 
Verissimo 
Duarte 
Roza 100   59 41     100 6,589,000 262,160 0 6,851,160 
49 268 10-12-1770 Bissau Para 
Galera Santo 
Antonio 
Domingos 
Antonio 
Chaves 195   93 102     195 13,406,000 928,700 0 14,334,700 
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50 12 01-02-1771 Cacheu Para 
Galera S. 
Sebastiao 
Leonardo 
Joseph dos 
Santos 40   33 7     40 3,200,000 195,860 322,606 3,718,466 
50 13 01-02-1771 Bissau Para 
Galera S. 
Sebastiao 
Leonardo 
Joseph dos 
Santos 103   33 24 46   103 6,359,500 194,300 0 6,553,800 
50 33 31-05-1771 Cacheu Para 
Curveta S. 
Pedro 
Goncalves 
Ignacio 
Luiz da 
Silva 226   100 126     226 16,244,000 1,001,751 1,638,346 18,884,097 
50 38 04-09-1771 Cape Verde Para 
Galera S. 
Pedro 
Manoel 
Luiz do 
Cabo 1   1       1 80,000 0 12,000 92,000 
50 41 04-09-1771 Cacheu Para 
Galera Santo 
Antonio 
Domingos 
Antonio 
Chaves 185   109 76     185 13,147,500 799,494 1,324,964 15,271,958 
50 42 04-09-1771 Bissau Para 
Galera S. 
Pedro 
Manoel 
Luiz do 
Cabo 180   89 91     180 11,717,000 1,087,500 0 12,804,500 
50 43 04-09-1771 Bissau Para 
Curveta S. 
Francisco 
Xavier 
Manoel da 
Silva 
Thomaz 220   141 79     220 14,837,000 1,357,550 0 16,194,550 
50 44 04-09-1771 Cacheu Para 
Galera S. 
Sebastiao 
Leonardo 
Joseph dos 
Santos 60   43 17     60 4,575,000 101,150 444,234 5,120,384 
50 49 09-10-1771 Bissau Para 
Galera S. 
Sebastiao 
Leonardo 
Joseph dos 
Santos 54   23 31     54 3,650,000 102,000 0 3,752,000 
50 80 31-01-1772 Bissau Para 
Curveta S. 
Paulo 
Joseph 
Manoel 
Travassos 152   73 79     152 10,795,000 376,500 0 11,171,500 
50 99 22-06-1772 Cape Verde Para 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Oliveira 
Manoel 
Luiz do 
Cabo 1   1       1 80,000 0 9,600 89,600 
50 100 22-06-1772 Cacheu Para 
Curveta S. 
Pedro 
Goncalves 
Joao do 
Espirito 
Santo 185   128 57     185 13,390,000 966,000 1,363,820 15,719,820 
50 105 22-06-1772 Bissau Para 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Oliveira 
Manoel 
Luiz do 
Cabo 200   126 74     200 14,372,000 1,127,300 1,084,951 16,584,251 
50 106 22-06-1772 Bissau Maranhao 
Galera S. 
Pedro 
Antonio 
Florencio 180   108 72     180 12,968,000 1,027,550 979,688 14,975,238 
50 119 20-08-1772 Cacheu Maranhao 
Navio Nossa 
Senhora da 
Piedade 
Joseph 
Manoel 
Travassos 50       50   50 3,278,000 110,282 220,238 3,608,520 
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50 120 20-08-1772 Cacheu Para 
Curveta S. 
Paulo 
Jeronimo 
Goncalves 
Lima 151   78 73     151 11,279,000 516,018 1,120,526 12,915,544 
50 121 20-08-1772 Cacheu Para 
Curveta S. 
Paulo 
Jeronimo 
Goncalves 
Lima 5       5   5 340,000 0 22,100 362,100 
50 122 20-08-1772 Cacheu Para 
Curveta S. 
Paulo 
Jeronimo 
Goncalves 
Lima 2       2   2 150,000 0 9,750 159,750 
50 146 16-11-1772 Angola 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Sumaca 
Nossa 
Senhora do 
Pilar e Santa 
Luzia 
Joao Joseph 
Toste 30   24 6     30 1,000,000 122,400 89,792 1,212,192 
50 147 16-11-1772 Bissau Maranhao 
Galera Nossa 
Senhora da 
Piedade 
Joseph 
Manoel 
Travassos 210   120 90     210 13,744,000 479,500 995,645 15,219,145 
50 148 16-11-1772 Bissau Maranhao 
Galera Nossa 
Senhora da 
Piedade 
Joseph 
Manoel 
Travassos 3   2 1   1 4 240,000 0 16,800 256,800 
50 186 07-05-1773 Cape Verde Para 
Galera S. 
Pedro 
Antonio 
Florencio 1   1       1 80,000 0 9,600 89,600 
50 187 07-05-1773 Bissau Para 
Galera S. 
Pedro 
Antonio 
Florencio 200   103 87 10   200 13,591,000 987,500 1,020,495 15,598,995 
50 191 14-05-1773 Cacheu Para 
Curveta S. 
Pedro 
Goncalves 
Joao do 
Espirito 
Santo 219   144 75     219 16,405,000 920,136 1,645,887 18,971,023 
50 222 10-09-1773 Cacheu Cape Verde 
Hiate Nossa 
Senhora do 
Bom 
Despacho 
Jose 
Antonio de 
Vargas 4       4   4 320,000 4,000 30,780 354,780 
50 223 10-09-1773 Cacheu Para 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Oliveira 
Manoel 
Luiz do 
Cabo 49   34 15     49 3,820,000 183,400 380,323 4,383,723 
50 224 10-09-1773 Cacheu Para 
Galera S. 
Sebastiao 
Jeronimo 
Goncalves 
Lima 187   100 87     187 14,115,609 401,775 1,379,151 15,896,535 
50 225 10-09-1773 Bissau Para 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Oliveira 
Manoel 
Luiz do 
Cabo 186   98 88     186 12,997,000 393,650 937,345 14,327,995 
50 227 06-10-1773 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta S. 
Paulo 
Leonardo 
Joseph dos 
Santos 174   92 82     174 12,232,000 667,850 902,989 13,802,839 
367 
50 228 13-10-1773 Bissau Cape Verde 
Escuna 
Nossa 
Senhora do 
Rosario 
Jose 
Antonio de 
Vargas 28   25 3     28 1,264,000 66,500 93,135 1,423,635 
50 253 12-01-1774 Angola 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Curveta 
Santa Anna e 
S. Jose 
Francisco 
Barboza 
Vianna 20   14 6     20 680,000 69,080 59,926 809,006 
50 273 05-03-1774 Para 
Vila Bela 
do Mato 
Grosso 
Canoas d'El 
Rei Unrecorded 20       20   20 2,300,000 209,760 0 2,509,760 
50 289 14-05-1774 Cape Verde Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Oliveira 
Manoel 
Luiz do 
Cabo 1       1   1 80,000 0 12,800 92,800 
50 293 27-05-1774 Bissau Para 
Curveta S. 
Pedro 
Goncalves 
Joao do 
Espirito 
Santo 221   131 90     221 14,676,500 1,233,130 1,113,674 17,023,304 
50 304 27-07-1774 Cacheu Maranhao 
Navio Nossa 
Senhora da 
Oliveira 
Manoel 
Luiz do 
Cabo 220   120 100     220 16,105,000 1,403,900 1,618,705 19,127,605 
50 305 27-07-1774 Cacheu Maranhao 
Galera S. 
Sebastiao 
Joaquim 
Ribeiro 
Duarte 178   137 41     178 13,742,600 1,625,800 1,398,594 16,766,994 
50 324 29-09-1774 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta S. 
Paulo 
Domingos 
Antonio 
Chaves 130   74 56     130 8,913,500 1,093,890 662,970 10,670,360 
50 330 12-11-1774 Cape Verde Maranhao 
Galera Nossa 
Senhora 
Madre de 
Deus 
Miguel 
Pereira da 
Costa 2     2     2 127,500 0 19,125 146,625 
50 336 16-12-1774 Cacheu Para 
Galera S. 
Pedro 
Antonio 
Florencio 22   12 10     22 1,565,000 52,130 153,626 1,770,756 
50 341 23-12-1774 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta 
Santa Ana, 
S. Jose e 
Almas 
Feliciano 
dos Santos 109   70 39     109 8,255,000 645,600 808,754 9,709,354 
50 342 23-12-1774 Bissau Para 
Galera S. 
Pedro 
Antonio 
Florencio 80   41 39     80 5,484,000 765,980 232,530 6,482,510 
51 23 16-06-1775 Cape Verde Maranhao 
Navio Santa 
Ana e Sao 
Joaquim 
Jose de 
Oliveira 
Bulhao 8   6 2     8 357,500 33,000 58,575 449,075 
51 24 16-06-1775 Cape Verde Maranhao 
Curveta S. 
Isabel 
Joaquim 
Pereira 
Pederneira 4       4   4 320,000 24,600 55,136 399,736 
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51 25 16-06-1775 Cape Verde Maranhao 
Galera Nossa 
Senhora da 
Nazareth e 
Santo 
Antonio 
Manoel 
Ribeiro 
Pontes 3   3       3 240,000 15,050 38,257 293,307 
51 29 16-06-1775 Cape Verde Cacheu 
Hiate S. 
Joaquim 
Luiz da 
Silva 
Soares 1     1     1 80,000 5,850 12,877 98,727 
51 54 20-09-1775 Bissau Para 
Curveta S. 
Pedro 
Goncalves 
Joao do 
Espirito 
Santo 200   108 92     200 14,144,500 2,002,360 1,088,829 17,235,689 
51 55 20-09-1775 Bissau Para 
Curveta S. 
Paulo 
Domingos 
Antonio 
Chaves 146   73 73     146 10,138,000 1,550,730 781,812 12,470,542 
51 56 20-09-1775 Cacheu Para 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Oliveira 
Manoel 
Luiz do 
Cabo 204   123 81     204 15,110,630 1,689,665 1,542,506 18,342,801 
51 72 27-09-1775 Cape Verde Bissau 
Hiate Nossa 
Senhora do 
Bom 
Despacho 
Jose 
Antonio de 
Vargas 1   1       1 67,500 0 10,800 78,300 
51 75 27-09-1775 Cape Verde Maranhao 
Galera Nossa 
Senhora da 
Piedade 
Jose 
Manoel 
Travassos 3   3       3 220,000 17,550 38,008 275,558 
51 93 22-12-1775 Cacheu Para 
Curveta S. 
Francisco de 
Paula 
Joaquim 
Ribeiro 
Duarte 176   110 66     176 13,255,000 1,247,799 1,308,856 15,811,655 
51 107 11-05-1776 Bissau Para 
Curveta S. 
Francisco 
Xavier 
Manoel da 
Silva 
Thomaz 207   125 82     207 13,609,000 2,307,360 1,068,042 16,984,402 
51 109 11-05-1776 Benguella Para 
Galera 
Delfim 
Lourenco 
Gomes dos 
Santos 513   385 128     513 22,623,609 2,889,795 0 25,513,404 
51 118 31-05-1776 Cape Verde Maranhao 
Curveta 
Santa Isabel 
Rainha de 
Portugal 
Joaquim 
Pereira 
Pederneira 1     1     1 80,000 3,300 12,495 95,795 
51 130 10-07-1776 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Oliveira 
Manoel 
Luiz do 
Cabo 25   15 10     25 2,000,000 165,825 205,753 2,371,578 
51 131 10-07-1776 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Oliveira 
Manoel 
Luiz do 
Cabo 185   104 81     185 12,602,000 1,769,450 960,655 15,332,105 
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51 132 10-07-1776 Cacheu Para 
Curveta S. 
Pedro 
Goncalves 
Joao do 
Espirito 
Santo 207   124 83     207 15,023,000 1,192,025 1,101,059 17,316,084 
51 173 04-12-1776 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora do 
Monte do 
Carmo 
Sebastiao 
Alberto 
Dionizio 
dos Reis 175   124 51     175 12,120,000 840,090 868,416 13,828,506 
51 175 24-01-1777 Bissau Maranhao 
Galera 
Santissimo 
Sacramento 
e Nossa 
Senhora da 
Lapa 
Joaquim 
Ribeiro 
Duarte 220   121 99     220 15,059,000 1,472,580 1,113,487 17,645,067 
51 193 25-04-1777 Benguella Maranhao 
Galera S. 
Luiz Rei de 
Franca 
Joze de 
Souza 488 18 296 174     470 20,423,200 624,387 0 21,047,587 
51 211 20-07-1777 Cape Verde Maranhao 
Curveta S. 
Francisco 
Xavier 
Francisco 
Jaques 
Caldeira 1   1       1 80,000 3,960 13,433 97,393 
51 212 25-07-1777 Cacheu Para 
Galera Nossa 
Senhora da 
Nazareth e 
Senhor do 
Bonfim 
Antonio 
Florencio 170   104 66     170 11,950,000 984,280 864,556 13,798,836 
51 214 25-07-1777 Bissau Para 
Curveta S. 
Pedro 
Goncalves 
Joao do 
Espirito 
Santo 164   84 80     164 11,466,000 1,218,110 852,433 13,536,543 
51 236 28-11-1777 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta Sao 
Francisco 
Xavier 
Francisco 
Jaques 
Caldeira 217   135 82     217 15,240,000 1,288,863 1,350,619 17,879,482 
51 237 28-11-1777 Bissau Maranhao 
Galera 
Santissimo 
Sacramento 
e Nossa 
Senhora da 
Lapa 
Feliciano 
dos Santos 77   42 35     77 5,210,000 703,894 374,301 6,288,195 
51 238 28-11-1777 Benguella 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Sumaca 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Lapa / 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Aparecida 
Antonio de 
Melo e 
Oliveira / 
Manoel 
Joze da 
Cunha 24 1 9 4 10   23 1,170,000 25,590 0 1,195,590 
370 
51 244 28-11-1777 Benguella 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Curveta 
Senhor dos 
Passos 
Manoel 
Antonio da 
Encarnacao 6       6   6 136,890 22,280 0 159,170 
52 8 26-08-1778 Benguella Para 
Galera 
Delfim 
Lourenco 
Gomes dos 
Santos 561   430 131     561 30,329,337 6,923,582 0 37,252,919 
52 18 10-04-1779 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta S. 
Francisco 
Xavier 
Francisco 
Jacques 
Caldeira 98   72 26   3 101 6,555,000 846,032 576,560 7,977,592 
52 19 04-05-1779 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora do 
Carmo 
Geraldo 
Pereira da 
Costa 184   111 73     184 12,335,000 1,880,835 922,418 15,138,253 
52 20 12-07-1779 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta Sao 
Francisco de 
Paula 
Francisco 
de Salles 
Silva 196   109 87     196 14,330,000 1,590,694 1,106,216 17,026,910 
52 21 12-07-1779 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta Sao 
Francisco 
Xavier 
Francisco 
Jacques 
Caldeira 40       40   40 3,135,000 354,250 237,527 3,726,777 
52 24 30-07-1779 Cacheu Para 
Curveta S. 
Pedro 
Goncalves 
Joao do 
Espirito 
Santo 164   107 57   41 205 11,710,000 1,182,985 1,056,256 13,949,241 
52 25 30-07-1779 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta Sao 
Francisco de 
Paula 
Antonio 
Florencio 174   105 69     174 12,515,000 1,572,360 936,505 15,023,865 
52 37 04-12-1779 Benguella 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora de 
Belem, S. 
Jose e S. 
Francisco de 
Paula 
Antonio 
Duarte 
Lisboa 22   18 4     22 924,730 0 0 924,730 
52 38 04-12-1779 Benguella 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Hiate Nossa 
Senhora da 
Purificacao e 
Almas 
Jose de 
Souza 39   34 5     39 1,994,370 0 0 1,994,370 
52 39 04-12-1779 Benguella 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Hiate Nossa 
Senhora do 
Socorro, S. 
Jose e Almas 
Jose de 
Souza 7       7   7 375,605 0 0 375,605 
52 41 31-03-1780 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta S. 
Francisco 
Xavier 
Francisco 
Jacques 
Caldeira 140   71 69     140 8,395,000 2,160,875 826,767 11,382,642 
52 42 31-03-1780 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta S. 
Francisco 
Xavier 
Francisco 
Jacques 
Caldeira 47   28 19     47 3,130,000 398,275 236,129 3,764,404 
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52 46 19-09-1780 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora do 
Monte do 
Carmo 
Francisco 
de Salles 
Silva 113   75 38     113 7,715,000 812,463 710,372 9,237,835 
52 47 19-09-1780 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora do 
Monte do 
Carmo 
Francisco 
de Salles 
Silva 77   36 41     77 5,385,000 618,840 565,975 6,569,815 
52 51 24-01-1781 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta S. 
Francisco de 
Paula Joao Franco 24   17 7     24 1,795,000 131,900 159,924 2,086,824 
52 52 24-01-1781 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta S. 
Francisco de 
Paula Joao Franco 185   95 90   2 187 12,815,000 565,000 1,260,555 14,640,555 
52 57 13-10-1781 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora do 
Monte do 
Carmo 
Francisco 
de Salles 
Silva 181   118 63     181 13,700,000 1,429,400 1,426,976 16,556,376 
52 58 13-10-1781 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora do 
Monte do 
Carmo 
Francisco 
de Salles 
Silva 29   16 13     29 2,030,000 471,600 211,157 2,712,757 
52 59 13-10-1781 Bissau Maranhao 
Curveta S. 
Francisco de 
Paula Joao Franco 103   18 35 50   103 2,905,000 654,200 335,445 3,894,645 
52 62 23-01-1782 Benguella 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Curveta 
Bomfim, 
Santo 
Antonio e 
Almas 
Jose de 
Souza 10   9 1   1 11 465,350 0 0 465,350 
52 63 05-06-1782 Benguella 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Piedade e 
Almas 
Jose de 
Souza 83 3 57 23     80 3,275,270 0 0 3,275,270 
52 64 19-06-1782 Cacheu Maranhao 
Galera Nossa 
Senhora da 
Nazareth e 
Santa Anna 
Domingos 
Antonio 
Chaves 19   13 6     19 1,300,000 151,883 87,112 1,538,995 
52 69 19-02-1783 Bissau Para 
Curveta S. 
Jorge 
Alberto 
Caettano de 
Barros 49   26 23     49 3,435,000 313,780 148,775 3,897,555 
372 
52 70 19-02-1783 Cacheu Para 
Curveta S. 
Francisco de 
Paula Joao Franco 10   6 4     10 545,000 30,650 34,539 610,189 
52 73 06-08-1784 Bissau Para 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Conceicao 
Africana 
Joaquim 
Thomas da 
Cantuaria 31   21 10     31 2,360,000 501,030 114,441 2,975,471 
52 75 25-09-1784 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora de 
Belem  
Antonio da 
Costa Leal 4   1 3     4 310,000 36,420 0 346,420 
52 76 09-12-1784 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta S. 
Jorge 
Joaquim 
Valerio de 
Paiva 4   4       4 332,115 0 0 332,115 
52 77 31-01-1785 Bissau Maranhao 
Galera Nossa 
Senhora da 
Nazareth e 
Santa Anna 
Joaquim 
dos Santos 
Roza 25   13 12   1 26 1,860,000 103,080 77,923 2,041,003 
52 78 30-12-1785 Bissau Para 
Curveta S. 
Rafael 
Manoel 
Gomes   16   7 9   2 18 1,150,000 125,000 50,616 1,325,616 
52 79 30-12-1785 Bissau Para 
Curveta S. 
Rafael 
Manoel 
Gomes 3   2 1     3 240,000 1,800 9,600 251,400 
52 80 25-01-1788 Benguella 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora da 
Piedade 
Ignacio 
Correa 78 1 60 17     77 3,228,840 0 0 3,228,840 
52 81 25-01-1788 Benguella 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora do 
Rosario 
Joseph Luiz 
Vianna 1       1   1 0 0 0 0 
52 82 30-12-1797 Cacheu Maranhao 
Curveta 
Nossa 
Senhora de 
Belem 
Joze das 
Neves Leao 9       9   9 0 0 0 0 
52 83 30-12-1797 Bissau Maranhao 
Navio 
Hanibal 
Joaquim 
Bernardo 
Dias 14       14   14 0 0 0 0 
27,643 702 11,570 7,536 7,835 172 27,113 1,623,823,606 103,069,110 90,582,199 1,817,474,915 
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